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HERE IT IS...GENERAL INSTRUMT
ENS •MOM
FEATURES
• High temperature metallurgically bonded— no compression contacts as found in diode- constructed rectifiers
• 1 ampere operation @ T. = 75°C with no
thermal runaway

• 300°C storage with no degradation
• Available in 1N4001 thru 1N4007,

• 30 to 40 ampere surge capability
• Patented glass passivated, voidless,
hermetically sealed package

PIV 50-1000V typical I. less than 1
• Exceeds environmental standards of
MIL— STD- 19500/228

For complete information write: General Instrument Corporation,
*Conditions of Sale
Minimum Order Quantity :50,000 units scheduled within 60 days
Minimum Delivery :Minimum Shipment 25,000 pcs.
Packing :Bulk Packing, 1000 unit/box
Marking :Cathode Band, 4002
AQL :1%
Specifications : per EIA

Dept. G, 600 West John Street, Hicksville, N.Y. 11802, or call, in
New York: 516-733-3333; in Chicago: 312-338-9200; in Los
Angeles: 213-781-0489. In Canada, call or write: General Instrument Canada, Ltd., 61 Industry Street, Toronto 337, Ontario,
Canada, Tel: 416-763-4133. In Europe, write: General Instrument
Europe SPA., Piazza Amendola 9, 20149 Milano, Italy. In Germany, General Instrument Deutschland, Neumarkter Strasse 61,
8- Munich 80, West Germany. In France, 11/13 Rue Gandon, 75
Paris 13e France. In the U.K., write General Instrument (U.K.)
Ltd., Cock Lane, High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire, England. In
the Far East, write General Instrument of Taiwan Ltd., P.O. Box
22226, Taipei, Taiwan. In Japan, General Instrument International Co. Ltd., Fukide Building No. 17 Shiba Fukide-Cho, MinatoKu. Tokyo 106, Japan.

GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
SEMICONDUCTOR COMPONENTS

Circle 900 on

reader service card

Meet our new 2-18 GHz sweeper plug-in:
84211A SWEEP CSCILLATOP
meetta

Broadband coverage with
narrowband precision is here!
There's never been amore compact, convenient, and
accurate way to go from 2 to 18 GHz. In fact, HP's
8620A sweeper with the new HP 86290A RF plug-in is
the best buy on the market, whether your need is for
broadband sweeping or narrowband precision over
a wide range.
Never befere has one broadband sweeper combined
so many desirable features:
•Frequency accuracy is ± 20 MHz at 18 GHz — more
precise than a wavemeter.
•Linearity is 0.1% — more than five times better than
most octave band sweepers.
•CW stability typically is 50 ppm/ 10 minutes — comparable to cavity-tuned sources.
•5dBm output, with internally leveled flatness of ± 0.9 dB
over the entire baud — the best flatness available.
*Excellent signal purity — harmonics typically 35 e
down, law residual FM.
•Small and light — 51/:" high; 33 lbs. (133 mm., 15 kg.);
convenient for field use.
•Start/ Stop and CIF sweeps plus CW. Calibrated AF's
as wide as 1.6 GHz, as narrow as 1MHz. Calibrated
CW vernier can set 1MHz increments.
•Phase lacking is simple and inexpensive. Full range
sweeping with fixed offset tracking now possible.

HEWLETT h

•Remote digital programming option can program up to
3000 frequencies simply — gives you versatility
for ATE applications.
You can get all these features and performance at a
value price — $13,250* for the plug-in; $1750* for the
mainframe. Write for complete details or contact your
nearby HP field engineer. * Us Domestic Prices.

New Capabilities in Network Measurements
When you use the HP 88290A with
the new HP 84108 Network
Analyzer, it is now possible to
measure and display from 2to
18 GHz in one continuous sweep!
Network Analyzer/ Sweeper tracking assures spurious free 80 dB
dynamic measurement range.

Reflection plot of broadband
circulator, 2-18 GHz.
(lull scale, p = 1.0)

When you use the 88290A with the
HP 8755 Frequency Response Test
Set, direct modulation of sweeper
makes full power available at test
device for greater measurement
range. The HP 88290A/ 8755 swept
measurement system is an economical, versatile, and accurate
way to make wideband measurements in production, lab, and field.

PACKARD

Sales and service from 172 offices In 65 countries.
1501 Page Mal Road, Palo Alto, Gallfortea 94304

45505A
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Sub-Audio thru Microwave 0.5'Hz to 6.5GHz
elf-Contained Analyzers or Plug-Ins for hp & Tek Scopes
Nelson Ross, the " SPECIALIST" in Spectrum Analyzers,offers you the most comprehensive selection
of reliable, easy- to- use instruments — and backed
by 15 years of spectrum analysis leadership.
Select from more than 30 models: Sub- Audio, Audio,
Ultrasonic, Broadband, Telemetry, RF/SSB. RF/
UHF, TV, Microwave . . . all at lowest cost.
Ask for your new NR SPECTRUM ANALYZER
CATALOG with specifications and prices. Chances
are that we have the right Spectrum Analyzer for you.

nelson • ross electronics
A Division of Po/arad Electronics Corp.

5 Delaware Drive / Lake Success, New York 11040 ./ 516-328-1100
Circle 2 on reader service card

TWX 510-223-0414
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The cover: Sinking feeling in the marketplace, 81

Like a seesaw, the U.S. economy has
swung toward recession, and the electronics markets have followed along—to some
extent. As Electronics' annual survey
shows, the overall electronic market growth
rate has slipped to 7.8%, before taking into
account the erosion of inflation. Next year?
With growth at 5.3% and inflation at 8.5%,
the outlook is unsettling. Cover is by Fred
Sklenar.
A detailed summary of the various markets is presented in the fold-out chart on
page 97.
What worries executives about 1975? 65

Just about everything. As the new year
starts, a cross-section of industry leaders
ponders aloud how the economic uncertainties—from fear of wrong Government action to vague feelings that even worse problems may be ahead—are impacting the
progress of electronics.
The nonstandardlzatIon of CMOS specs, 103
As complementary-MOS devices gain in
popularity, the lack of standardization on
some of the key specifications— such as
noise immunity and worst-case propagation
delay— can cause headaches for unwary
designers.
And in the next Issue . . .

Enhanced system reliability via component
burn-in . . . the case for sinusoidal clock
timing . . . standard logic for microprocessors . . . a thermal converter for ac
measurement.
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Publisher's letter
A tthe end of the year,

that you can spot the short-term and
as we put
middle-term trends in the market
the finishing touches on our ansegments.
nual electronics market survey— and
we have done it 17 times now—the
A nother year-end economic pulsephone calls start to come in. Market
taking that has become a tradiresearchers, literally from all over
tion at Electronics, is our look at
the world, try to get aline on our rewhat the leaders of the electronics
sults before we publish them. Our
industries are thinking as the New
standard answer is "No, you will
Year rolls in. On page 65, you'll find
have to wait and read our first issue
a Probing the News story on those
in January."
thoughts. And "worry" is the word
But this year it's all different.
that sums them up.
Sure, the calls started. But they
Inflation, recession, the employstarted earlier than usual. And, the
big difference was in the number of ment picture, even the fear that
Washington may step in— and do
callers.
the wrong thing— are deeply disturbNever before have so many maring managers as they look for signs
ket observers appeared to have so
of what 1975 will bring. We believe
little on which to hang conclusions.
that this year, our look into their
And, uniformly, the callers voiced
thinking is more valuable than ever
their concern about the state of the
before. Don't miss it.
general economy and, therefore, the
And, following that story is anperformance of the electronics industries in the troubled year of other one about the effects of national economic travails on the
1975.
people who work in the electronics
We knew that the economic picindustries. It's about the spread of
ture was unclear and that the times
layoffs and unemployment to the
are, to say the least, uncertain. But,
ranks
of engineers. What's more, the
with all those calls, we have discovimpact is being felt across pracered an independent barometer for
tically all types of companies and
forecasting the level of economic
hitting just about every level of exworry.
perience.
Seriously, there is much to be
Harder to pin down are the numconcerned about as crisis- ridden
bers involved where companies are
1974 turns into not-exactly-hopeful
clamping down on new hirings. The
1975. On page 81, you'll find the
start of our 16-page report on the job freeze approach is particularly
worrisome because of its meaning
electronics markets—and the news
for this year's crop of engineering
that the once-buoyant growth rate
school graduates. We're sure you
of electronics is faltering and swalwon't want to miss this story, which
lowed up by inflation.
starts on page 68.
And then, on page 97, we follow
up with adetailed product-by-product, component- by- component
breakdown of the market. We include 1973, 1974, 1975, and 1978 so
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"New
Function Generator
aHit!
Most Precise
Lowest Price."
KH 5800 gains wave reviews.
"Say goodbye to tie need for sine wave
oscillators. The 5800 sthe ideal solo performer
for design labs, schools, radio repair
shops, and hobbyists."
"Precise mastery of sine, square and triangle wave
forms, with typically .3% eistortion, raised
acrackling of applause among designers and
electronic enthusiasts."
"The 5800 has mors.outpui power than we'd
expected 50 ohm output with 15V p-p--ana a
frequency range of 0.2-Iz to 2MHz."
"Covering the entire audio range in one turn or its
1000:1 tuning dial, the 5800 stunned an audience of
audio lab and radio repair men."

"The 5800's Dusr - button simplicity,
rep-stocked availabiity, budget price and
quantity discounts drew astanding ovation
from vocational educators."
'With its walnut-styled cabinet and
convenient carrying handle, the 5800 sa
class performer at abudget price.

In stock and available for immediate Oelivery from any
sales office listed below.

al \LE

BC' 0

1=1 1='

1=1A --

5
80 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge., Massachusetts 02139 • ( 617) 491-3211
SALES OFFICES: ALA, Huntsville ( 205) 534-9.771 ; ARIZ., Scottsdale ( 602) E47-7841 CAL., San lose (408) 292 3220, Inglewood ( 213) 674-6E50; C)LO., Delver ( 303) 934-5505;
CONN., Giastonbury (203) 633-0777. FLA., Orlando (305) 894-4401; HAWAII. Honolulu ( 808) 941-1574; ILL, Des Plaines ( 312) 298-3500 ; IND., ndianapolis (317) 244-2456 ; MASS.,
Lxi igton (617) 861-8620 ;MICH., Detroit 013) 526-8800; MINN., Minneapolis '(612) 884-4336; IMO., St. Lou 5.1314 423-1234 ;N.C., Bu -lington (91'9) 227-3639 ;N.1., Haddonfield (609)
795-1700. N.M., Albuquerque ( 505) 299-7658; N.Y., E. Syracuse (315) 437-6666, Rozhester (7161 328-223C,, Vestal ( 6074) 785-9947'. Elmont ( 5161 488-2100; 01110, Cleveland ( 216)
261-5440. Dayton ( 513) 426-5551 ; PA., Pittsburgh ( 492) 371-9449; TEX., HoLston ( 713) 688-9971, Richardson ( 2:4) 231-2573 ;VA., A.exandria ( 703)304-1222 ;'WASH., Seattle ( 206)
624-F020 ;CANADA, Montreal, Quebec (514) 636-0525, Toronto, Ontario (416) 4
44-9111,;Stittsvill'e, Ontario ( 631 836-4411, W ncouver, British Columbia : 604) 688-2619.
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Readers comment
Tips on power amplifiers

Tansitor
Specialists in
Tantalum Capacitors
FOIL TYPES
Tubular Style
CL, CLR or TE
Elastomer or
Hermetic Seals

Rectangular Packages
CL or TE 51, 52, 53, 54
Tantalum to Glass
Hermetic Seal

Special Designs
WF, TES, THS
Volumetrically efficient
Filter Capacitors

Custom Modules
Wide range of ratings
designed to meet
your requirements

CL 65, CL 67, CLR65
Elastomer or
Hermetic Seals
Standard or High Cap

Rectangular Packages
CL or TE 55
Hermetic Seal
High Cap Values

Miniature Wets
Most Volumetrically
efficient Capacitor
Low DC Leakage

To the Editor: William Kraengel Jr.
pointed out avery good application
of an audio oscillator and public-address amplifier in the Engineer's
notebook [
Electronics, Oct. 31,
p. 92]. But there are two problems
an individual should be aware of
when utilizing a P. A. amplifier to
provide a constant-voltage sinewave power supply. The first concerns the available frequency range.
Most P. A. amplifiers have a
transformer-coupled output. In examining the specification sheet for
an amp, you will find that the output transformer will be good at full
power to approximately 50 hertz on
the low end and between 12 kHz
and 15 kHz on the high end. At
lower power levels the amp will
probably provide aclean sine wave
from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, but one
should not expect any more than
that.
The second problem concerns the
power-supply transformer. It must
be kept in mind that virtually all
P. A. power amps are designed to
operate at a continuous sine-wave
level of only one-third their rated
power output. This is due to the 10
dB peak-to-average-crest factor of
the normal spoken voice or musical
source. So if a person is using a
power amp for long periods, agood
rule of thumb is to run it at onethird the rated sine-wave power;
otherwise the power transformer
may eventually destroy itself.
John Pritchett
James B. Lansing Sound Inc.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Pioneering overlooked

MINIATURE SOLIDS
Type HA Cylindrical
Type IC Rectangular
Axial or Radial Leads
Subminiature size

For more information on TANSITOR
capacitors, call your local
Tansitor Representative, or contact:

rtiTansitor
ELECTRONICS
DIVISION or AEROTRON

INC

West Road, Benningtor, Vermont 05201
Phone: ( 802) 442-5473
TWX: ( 710) 360-1782
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To the Editor: You may have been
correct in reporting that a number
of instrument makers are still sitting
on their hands when it comes to using microprocessors in their products [" Microchips meet buyer resistance," Electronics, Nov. 14, p. 34].
We are disappointed, however, that
you completely failed to mention
Doric's pioneering in this field.
Albert B. Frowiss
Doric Scientific Corp.
San Diego, Calif.

TALLY
LIFTS THE
LID TO EXPOSE
A BETTER READ
HEAD DESIGN.

The complex read head is dead.
To make our point, the Tally
R-2000 keeps reading reliably with
the read head cover removed.
The above illustraton tells Tally's
story of simplicity. The key is the
angular deep socket photo
transistor array. A single lamp
source is placed above the reading
area with the deep sockets below
the tape character angled toward
the light filament.
This eliminates lenses, fiber
optics, potentiometers, matching
resistors, or anything else that
requires critical adjustments. The
100,000 hour lamp is inexpensive
and readily available — you can
get one in any hardware store.
The advantages go on. Ambient
light on the read head doesn't
affect reading reliability. You can
see the last character read. Tapes
with transmissivity up to 60% are
accurately read.
The R-2000 offers fury
proportional reeling. A four phase
stepping motor delivers more
torque, gives faster response, and
minimizes tape oscillation.
For compete technical and
quantity discount information, we
invite your inquiry.
Tally Corporation, 8301 S. 180th
St., Kent, Washington 98031.
Phone ( 206) 251-6771.

TALLY'
Circle 170 on reader serv,ce card

After all the noise,
the quiet logic of HiNIL
and 74C
CMOS
keeps
you on
the right
track.
May 10, 1869. Promontory,Utah. The rumble of
wheels, the hiss of escaping steam, the shouts of the celebrating
crowd filled the skies with adeafening roar when they drove the
golden spike that joined the Central Pacific ard U lion Pacific Rail -oads.
But today, when you link Teledyne's high noise immunity logic HiNIL, and our 74C CMOS togeMer in your digital
or analog/digital control designs, you II no longer have to worry about spiKes or noise. Teledyne invented HiNIL to
meet the need for high noise immunity found in practically all digital systems. The success of this large and still growing
family has made Teledyne a leading sJpplier of ' ogic far high noise applications.
Just put HiNIL on input-output lines to block heavy noise ' ransients and chive high current peripheral devices.
And use CMOS in the middle to minimize power d!ssipation ard increase speed and circuit density. The combination
of HiNIL's guaranteed 3.5V noise margin and 74C's low power d-ssipation lets them qu.et almost any kind of system
with high noise problems.
Our two logics interface directly, too. Standard 74C drives HiNIL directly and HiNIL drives more than 50 CMOS
loads. Simply connect both to an inexpensive 12 o... 15V ±
--1V power supply. You can even conrect linear c rcuits to the
Vcc
12 • IV
15
tV
same supply for extt asavirgs.
HiNIL eliminates the need ' or drivers because it sources up
•
HINIL
to 15mA and sinKs up to 65mA. That's ample capabilit y f
or di sp l
ay
MINh
NOISY
CMOS nu t
CMOS
r
tubes, LEDs, lamps and relays.
INPUTS
SWIICHES
ETC

Protect on

•

HmIl ComIne.,,Y,SPneP

PELA-s.
°

And with F-liNiL you save on filter capacitors, bet the extra
flexibility and economies o diode-expandable inputs, and have a
choice of active or passive pullup and open collector outputs.
Op im ro System Design Approach
The-es plenty of board- shrinking MSI in both families, too.
So write or ca ITeledyne today to find out about our HiNIL and 74C CMOS lines. We'll show you how easy it is to
block out all the noise and stay on the right track.
H
9 Not e
Immun

Low Power Ossloabon

rSPLAYS.
ETC

WTELEDYNE
SEMICONDUCTOR
1300 Terra Bella Avenue, Mountain View, Caiitotnia 94043 Tel: ( 415) 968-9241 TVVX: 910-379-6494 Telex: 34-8416
ENGLAND: Heathrow House, Cranford, Hounslow. Middlesex, THI: ( 44)01-897-2503 Telex: 851-935008
FRANCE: 90, Avenue Des Champs Elysees, 75008 Pars, Tel: 2563069 Telex: 842-29842
WEST GERMANY: Albert Gebhardtstrasse 32, 7897 Tiengen, Tel: 7741-5066 Telex: 841-792-1462
JAPAN: Nihon Seimei-Akasaka Bldg. ( 3F), 1-19, Akasaka 8-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 107. Tel: 03-405-5738 TWX: 781-2424241
Additional offices in West Germany, Hong Kong and the United States. Representatives and distributors worldwide-.
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GET
ON
BOARD...

with TANTALEX®Low- Cost
Solid Tantalum Capacitors
Sprague Gives You a Choice
for
Flexibility in Your Printed Board Designs.

!!!

DIPPED...

MOLDED..

SPRAGUE TYPE 196D

SPRAGUE TYPE 198D

Small size economical capacitors
that utilize high-quality tantalum
pellet construction. Conformal epoxy
resin coating is highly resistant to
moisture and mechanical damage.
This capacitor has found wide usage
in consumer and commercial electronic equipment. Operating temperature range, — 55C to + 85 C. Available in all popular 10% decade
values from 0.111F to 3301A.F. Voltage
range, 4 to 50VDC. Standard lead
spacing, 0.125" and 0.250". For complete data, write for Engineering
Bulletin 3545B.

Economically priced, molded-case
EconolineTM capacitors. Standard
lead spacing, 0.100", 0.200", and
0.250". Tough, flame-retardant, crack
resistant case has flatted section
and polarity indicator for easytoread marking and error-free insertion.
Fixed external dimensions
allow increased productivity during
assembly of PC boards. Designed
for severe vibration and shock environment, where lead support alone
is not adequate. Operating temperature range, — 55C to + 85 C. Capacitance values from 0.1 to 100pF.
Voltage range, 4to 50 VDC. For complete data, write for Bulletin 3546.

Circle 171 on reader service card
Call your nearest Sprague district office
or sales representative, or write for the
bulletins mentioned above to Sprague
Electric Company, 35 Marshall Street,
North Adams, Mass. 01247.

Circle 8 on reader service card
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SPRAGUE
THE MARK

40 years ago
From the pages of Electronics, January, 1935

Germans aid television
Information coming from Germany
and England indicates that a "television race" is on in those countries,
to see which nation will be first to
develop a practical system of television for wide national use. The
Hitler administration has been
pushing for an early introduction of
television in the Fatherland, under
the direction of Dr. Goebbels and
the propaganda ministry.
Great radio and public address
hookups are the fashion in Germany since Der Fuehrer took
charge. And the added advantage of
being able to "see, as well as hear,"
the national idol, has been shrewdly
recognized, so that all pressure is
now being put on television as afurther aid to Nazi solidarity.
Meanwhile the English are determined that Germany shall not be
first to introduce into Europe practical television for the masses. The
British imagination has been
touched by the recent British Empire broadcasts, linking together all
the far-flung colonies. So the radio
authorities have been told to get
ready for visual tie-ups also.
German television receivers
The Telefunken company has two
types of television receiver, both using high-vacuum cathode ray tubes.
The screens are 5.9 by 6.7 and 9.0
by 10.2 inches, the only ones with a
material producing a black-white
picture.
The cathode-ray-tube receiver of
"Fernseh A.G." has a screen with
dimensions 9.4 by 11.8 inches, the
largest one available in Germany
and with the best picture.
The television receiver of the
"Radio A.G. D.S. Loewe" is also
furnished with a cathode ray tube.
This receiver, with screen dimensions of only 3.9 by 5.9 inches is the
cheapest one on the German market, selling for $220 to $ 270.
A very interesting television receiver is made by the Laboratory
von Ardenne. The dimensions of the
screen are 5.9 by 6.7 inches; the
color of the picture is light-green.

OF RELIABILITY

THE BROADUNE PRODUCER OF ELECTRONIC PARTS
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Model 8120 Time Code Generator

Systron-Donner's time code instrumentation is
compatible with most, if not alt, analog tape transports. Your transport manufacturer will probably
recommend Systron-Donner — the leading manufacturer of quality time code instrumentation.
Exactly what does S- D provide?
1. Time code generation and reading, IRIG formats, NASA formats, and others.
2. Automatc tape search using your transport to
automatically locate selected tape segments during playback.
3. Computer- controlled tape search to permit
automatic location and identification of selected
tape segments for data reduction.

SYSTRON

Model 8134 Time COCE Reader/Tape Search and Control Unit

Because S- D offers a complete line of time code
instrumentation, we can meet your specific requirements. Request our new brochure " Time
Code Instrumentation". ( Free)
For an authoritative and practical treatise on
timing, S- D offers a newly revised timing handbook entitled " Precision Timekeeping and Tape
Search". Price $ 3.50
Contact your Scientific Devices office or SystronDonner at 10 Systron Drive, Concord, CA 94518.
For immediate details, call our timing products
department ( 415) 676-5000. In Europe: Munich,
VV. Germany; Leamington Spa, U.K.; Paris ( Le
Port Marly) France. Australia: Melbourne.

DONNER
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Editorial

The inherent strengths of electronics

At atime when the highest officials in the
country are calling inflation and recession the
most desperate problems facing the nation—and
unemployment and the high price of energy
haunt industry—our annual survey of the
electronic marketplace offers little comfort—on
the surface.
There are short-term problems, to be sure.
The unbalancing effects of double ordering, for
example, are still depressing the marketplace.
Inventories mounted while economic conditions
caused awind-down in production. Now, with
companies sitting on their investment in excess
parts—and with the price of each part eroding—
the financial picture at many companies is not
exactly a happy one.
Labor is suffering, too, because of the layoffs
triggered by the falloff in demandfor parts.
Unemployment is up—and across the board, too,
not just in marginal or selected areas.
Once, the U.S. hadforeign markets as a
bulwark against the rough patches in the
domestic market. Now, though, the whole world
is in the same economic boat, and the U.S.
really only has an edge in advanced
technology—the bread-and-butter items are too
widely competitive.
But, below the surface, there are underlying
strengths that support along-term prognosis of
fundamental good health for the industries
based on electronics. This time, companies and
their management are better prepared to
weather whatever storm lies ahead. Look at
these positive elements:
10

• The already broad market base enjoyed by
electronics is growing even broader, with
electronic products moving into applications
that, just afew years ago, were done by other
means—or just not possible at all.
• Management has had arecent recession to
learn from—and the decision makers are facing
up to and tackling the tough decisions faster.
• All the signs indicate that companies,
especially semiconductor houses, are being far
more prudent than in recent years about capital
investments, expansions plans, and the like.
Growth at any cost has given way to growth at
reasoned cost.
• The thesis that electronics is heavily involved
in the solutions to many of the problems that
beset us has never been truer. In the case of
energy savings, electronic answers range from
improved controls on how fuel is consumed in
cars, homes, and factories all the way to
substituting communications links for business
travel. Look, too, at the potential in, for
example, pollution control, increased
productivity, and automation.
There is, then, afirm basis for confidence that
the electronics induhries have an enviable
potential for long-term
wth—and the
fundamental power to achieve it. A crucial key
to survival for electronics companies is that
management must retain its technological edge
and maintain its momentum in new product
development. The companies that do will be
ready to seize the advantage from the upswing
ahead.
Electronics/January 9, 1975

Our new
one-shot has it all.

All.
Very simply, our new
Am26S02 (" S" for Schottky)
is the world's best retriggerable monostable
multivibrator.
co rge,qvz.z i4e/.07,0 dele.4770» ie-oeide
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tolerance you can write
home about.
Naturally, the Am26S02
is built to MIL- STD-883
and MIL-M-38510 quality
levels.
And naturally, the
Am26S02 ( as well as our
Am2602 and Am9602
one-shots) is available
for immediate delivery.
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Some Choice Technical Tidbits Relative To
The New Am26S02 One- Shot:
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It offers blazing speed,
unprecedented temperature stability and the kind
of manufacturing

Output pulse width stability over
temperature. ( Rx =100k ohm)
( — 55°C to + 125°C)
1.0%
(0°C to + 70°C)
0.4%
Output pulse width manufacturing
tolerance
3.0%
Minimum output pulse width
28ns
Delay; trigger to output
15ns
Delay; clear to output
6ns
Value of timing resistor(max.)
(-55°C to + 125°C)
50k ohm
(0°C to +75°C)
100k ohm

Advanced Micro Devices a
Corporate offices are at 901 Thompson Place, Sunnyvale, California 94086. Telephone ( 408) 732-2400 or toll free from outside California
(800) 538-7904/Southern California office: Beverly Hills ( 213) 278-9700/Mid-America: Oak Brook, Illinois ( 312) 323-9600/Edina, Minnesota
(612) 835-4445/Eastern United States: Roslyn Heights, New York ( 516) 484-4990/E. Syracuse, New York ( 315) 437-7546/Baltimore, Maryland
(301) 744-8233/Lexington, Massachusetts ( 617) 861-0606/Britain: Advanced Micro Devices, Telephone Maidstone 52004/West Germany:
Advanced Micro Devices, Munich, Telephone ( 089) 53 95 88. Southern Europe: Advanced Micro Devices, S.A., Neuilly, France, Telephone:
747-4194. Distributed nationally by Hamilton/Avnet, Cramer and Schweber Electronics.
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LED transmitter

Capacitive coupling is only . 05 pF.
thereby maximizing noise rejection

Photo-diode receiver
built into IC

Ultra fast
optoisolator
cuts noise pick-up
100,000 times

The specs are startling. Our IL- 100 Isolite can transmit data at
rates up to 5 megabits per second. And with common mode
rejection of 50 db. That's better than any optoisolator ever made,
regardless of speed.
This performance is good enough to eliminate noise pick-up
problems in nearly all hard-wired data transmission applications.
Such astate-of-the-art breakthrough means you can tie together
computer and peripherals without resorting to brute force
techniques for eliminating noise pick-up— such as laying in conduit
and shielding systems, all of which are highly expensive.
And it means you save countless hours when asystem is
installed, modified or moved.
The IL- 100 is atrue solid-state device. It is DTL/TTL compatible, so it can be designed into your next solid-state system without
the extra components required by pulse transformers.
It has an unusually versatile Schottky- clamped 3-state output
that gives you built-in multiplexing capability without extra parts.
And its built-in Schmitt trigger virtually eliminates chance of
oscillation, making your designs less critical and more reliable.
With propagation delay of only 75 nanoseconds, there is no
optoisolator made that offers comparable performance.
Don't use yesterday's technology to protect today's solid-state
circuits. For details on the IL- 100 ultra high-speed optoisolator,
contact Litronix, Inc., 19000 Homestead Road, Cupertino,
Calif. 95014. Phone ( 408) 257-7910.

No wonder
we're No.1
in LEDs

litronix
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alittle A-300
goes a
long way.
Ammos.
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People
Martin of IIT looks
to telecommunications
As newly-elected president of the Illinois Institute of Technology in
Chicago, Thomas Lyle Martin Jr. is
looking for interaction with industry. "Ithink it makes sense to build
programs to match the local indus-
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In high frequency transmission. RF power generation
for industrial and research
processes. RFI/EMI and
general laboratory
applications, too.
The Model A-300 is atotally
solid state power amplifier,
covering the frequency
range of 0.3 to 35M Hz with a
gain of 55dB. Capable of
delivering 300 watts of linear
Class A power and up to 500
watts in the CW and pulse
mode, the A-300 is the
ultimate in reliability.
Although the unit is perfectly
matched to a50 ohm load,
it will deliver its full output
power to any load ( from an
open to ashort circuit) without
oscillation or damage.
Complete with power supply,
RF output meter and rack
mount, the A-300 weighs a
mere 89 pounds and operates
from ordinary single
phase power.
High power portability goes
a long way for $ 5350.
For further information or a
demonstration, contact ENI,
3000 Winton Road South, Rochester,
New York 14623. Call 716-473-6900
or TELEX 97-8283 E N IROC

4:1

The World's Leader
in Solid State
Power Amplifiers
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Local man. Martin of IIT sees need for more
telecommunications training.

tries," he says. " Consequently, it
makes sense in Chicago to go into
advanced telecommunications."
Getting such acurriculum off the
ground at the engineering school is
not going to be an easy task, admits
the 53- year- old educator. The
school offers both graduate and undergraduate degrees.
"Our problem is going to be finding the people to do it. We're not
going to find them generally in the
universities," he points out. "In all
likelihood, we'll be going to industry
to look for faculty."
Experts. Since the Chicago area
hosts telecommunications facilities
of companies such as Western Electric, Bell Laboratories and GT&E
Automatic Electric, Martin should
have an adequate pool of experts
from which to draw.
"The annual market for switched
telecommunications systems right
now is $ 30 billion world wide, growing 15% per year in the U.S. and up
to 30% in parts of the world," he

notes. "That's an enormous opportunity for the electronics industry
and the U.S., yet there's not asingle
university in the U.S. that offers a
program in switched telecommunications systems."
The soft-spoken Martin is experienced at tailoring his school to
match local needs. As dean of the
colleges of engineering at the Universities of Arizona and Florida,
and most recently as dean of the Institute of Technology at Southern
Methodist University, he established programs in solid-state electronics. He was also instrumental at
smu in organizing an instructional
talk-back Tv network linking classrooms and companies. He hopes to
start asimilar system in Chicago.
A Ph.D. in electrical engineering,
trained at Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute and Stanford University,
Martin has authored six books. His
latest, and his first attempt at humor, is " Malice in Blunderland", a
sprightly satire on administrative
red tape. Written in a form that
mimics
scientific
presentations,
"Malice" is acompendium of laws,
such as Murphy's—anything that
can go wrong, will go wrong—which
are purported to govern human actions in society.
"It's a commentary on administration and management, written
when Ithought Iwas moving out of
administration and back into fulltime teaching," he explains. "My
mistake was publishing it just before
Itook this job. Now I'm being victimized by all the laws."

Del Frate drives
for standard products
Daniel P. Del Frate came on the
scene as marketing vice president at
the Microelectronic Device division
of Rockwell International Corp. to
set up awhole new type of marketing effort. And it should radically
change the large producer of metal
oxide semiconductors from custom
to standard in its product emphasis.
The division cut its teeth as acustom calculator chip maker, supply-
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The new EPC 2200
XYZ recorder
for spectrum analysis.
Low Cost. lightweight. Precise.
The new EPC Model 2200 is the first truly fine quality, lightweight, low cost XYZ
recorder ever made.
When matched with a spectrum analyzer, the Model 2200 prints spectral data on
continuous, dry-paper hard copy over a 19.2" display. A hard copy history- plot of
spectral data not only permits data comparison, but reveals spectrum lines buried
as much as 6 db below the noise level. And the 19.2" display presents in excess of
3,000 data points with each sweep. Information that is subtle and transient on a
scope becomes clear and permanent on an XYZ recorder.
The Model 2200 interfaces with either digital or analog equipment. It sweeps at
speeds between 1/10 second and 8 seconds.
The EPC Model 2200 is currently built in four modified formats. Further customization is possible to meet specific customer requirements.

EPC

Electronics/January 9, 1975

EPC
LABS, INC.
123 Brmbal
Avenue
Beverly. Mass. 01915 USA
(617) 927-2523
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WHEN PLENCO AND
CRESCENT GET
TOGETHER YOU CAN
SHAKE ON IT.
(UP TO 3400 WOES PER M;NUTE.)
This is acase for sturdiness. It has to survive some pretty high-speed
action for dentists.
This is also a case for good looks. It has to be a fitting part of the
decor of today's patient- pleasing professional offices.
In the judgement of both Crescent Dental Mfg. Co., Lyons, Ill., and
the molder, E-Jay Plastics Co., Addison, Ill., this is acase for Plenco.
At Plenco we were able to come up with the right mix. Melaminephenolic molding compounds offering required strength and durability as well as avariety of attractive colors. Part of abroad selection
of Plenco formulations that provide industry with thermosets of highest quality and versatility.
Next time you specify compound, give yourself a " fair shake"—
specify Plenco.

Inel—ENI CC>
THERMOSET PLASTICS

PLASTICS ENGINEERING COMPANY
Sheboygan, Wis. 53081
Through Plenco research . .. a wide range of
ready-made or custom-formulated phenolic,
melamine and alkyd thermoset molding compounds, and industrial resins.

People
ing large quantities of circuits for a
relatively small customer base. But
the calculator circuit business has
become seasonal and Del Frate's
task is to beef up marketing of standard products, an area where Rockwell had always been weak. And
he'll be using all of his commercial
orientation gained in similar posts
at RCA Corp.'s Solid State division
and Westinghouse Corp.'s semiconductor operation.
One of his major efforts involves
reaching more customers by supplementing the company's small central sales staff. Del Frate will add a
dozen manufacturers' rep organizations by midyear, and distributors in
the third quarter. He's also increasing his ' internal applications engineering department, avital element
for the smaller users he hopes to
pick up.
"We hope to triple this," he says,
holding up aRockwell notebook of
microprocessor applications data
that has already become three inches
thick.
Along with increased distribution,
Del Frate is lining up marketable
products. The first entry into standard products will be a high speed
1103A memory oriented toward big
computer houses. A second-source
4,096-bit RAM is also coming. And
the division's already substantial
microprocessor business will swing
from custom to standard as its PPS
models go into production. Del
Frate expects much from microprocessors in 1975. " Semiconductor
sales may be flat or negative this
year," he says, "but we see LSI up
10% to 12%, and microprocessors up
awhopping 50% to 60%."
Switching. Rockwell's Del Frate is moving
from custom to standard MOS.

The WIG- L- BUG Amalgamator

Its housing is molded of

by Crescent mixes material

colorful Melamine- Phenolics
by Plenco.

for dental use.
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The Long Legged
Single Sided
•
Hardboard Flybriu_.
(Rare. Only 2000 known to exist.)

To an entomologist, asingle sided solder plated
hardboard hybrid may be pretty unexciting. But
if you're an engineer struggling with ahairy design
problem involving limited space, circuitry needs on
several planes and low volume needs, then it just may
be the answer.
Flexcircuits, like the small volume one you
see here ( we built only 2000), get the same Sheldahl
engineering attention, 100 per cent quality control
and on- time delivery as high volume orders. Our
customers don't come in different sizes. They come
with different needs.
For short runs of flexcircuits we offer the same
capabilities as for high volume production: single or
double sided circuits, plated through holes, refiow
coated circuits, solder plated conductors, solder
fused pads, film or epoxy coated circuits, back
bared pads and fiexcircuit/hardboard hybrids.
So whether it's anew product, design change
or aprototype to help start an idea toward reality,
consider fiexcircuit technology and quality. It's been
the answer for many companies— large and small—
and could be just the answer you've been looking for.
Call Sheldahl and find out.
Flexcircuit watcher? To get an 11 x 14
reprint of the above insect, suitable for
framing, just write on your letterhead.

tire Shelclahl
© 1974 SHELDAHL, INC.
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Electrical Products Division
Northfield, Minnesota 55057
Phone: ( 507) 645-5633
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HOW TO COMPARE
APPLES &
ORANGES

OR THE INTERDATA 7/32 VS. THE PDP 11/40
It's asimple comparison when you
think about minicomputer hardware
in terms of software.
Interdata believes that hardware
exists to make programming easier.
That's the reason we invented a
32-bit minicomputer. And that's the
reason there really can be no
cornparison with any 16-bit machine.
Just think about it.
Most 16-bit mini's were designed
when memory cost you adollar a
word. Multiple registers meant four.
Software was aset of diagnostics.
And hardware was king.
Not so now.
Large memories are the rule— not the
exception. One program alone can
exceed 65K. Multiple registers now

mean 32. And most of your dollars
are spent on software.
That's why Interdata made the 7/32
happen— to make your software
simpler and cheaper.
For example, the 7/32 has aReal
Time Operating System you can
understand. A system optimized for
FORTRAN programs. And aset of
editors, debuggers, and file packages
to brighten any programmer's day.
All with aCAL assembler that gives
you efficient code and is compatible
not only with Interdata 7/32's but
with our 7/16's as well.
So don't try to compare apples and
oranges. It's unfair to the apple.
Especially when their apple only has
16 bits to help their software and our
orange has 32.

Interdata, Inc., 2Crescent Place, Oceanport, N.J. 07757 ( 201) 229-4040.
Gentlemen:
D Maybe Ishouldn't compare, but I've got to try. Send me more

about the 7/32.

Let's talk oranges. Have an Interdata representative contact
me.
Name

Title

Company
Address
City

State

Zip

•

XTU'XIM3IELX:11.411-7V-43
k1
A subsidiary of The Perkin-Elmer Corporation
2Crescent Place, Oceanport, N.J. 07757.
(201) 229-4040.
6486 Viscount Road, Mississauga, Ontario,
Canada L4V IH3. (416) 677-8990.
Arundel Road, Uxbridge, Middlesex, England.
Uxbridge 52441.
8032 Grafelfing bei Munchen,
Waldstrabe 31, West Germany. 854-20-34-38.
92 Chandos Street, St. Leonards,
Sydney, Australia 2065. 439-8400.
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FLAT INTERCONNECTS
YOUR COMPLETE SOURCE
Ribbon Cable / IC Interconnects / Custom Harnesses
You're sold on flat cable, now buy it at its best.
Precise, compact cable packages to fit your specifications perfectly, computer- loomed for unmatched
versatility by Woven Electronics.
Handling ease of independent non- bonded leads
speeds production, cuts cost, while technical characteristics outrank other flat cable forms.
Make Woven your source for jumpers, continuous
rolls, special harnesses, all your interconnect needs.
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ELECTRONICS

P.O. Box 189 Mauldin, South Carolina 29622
803/963-5131

Meetings
Computer Architecture, IEEE, University of Houston, Houston, Texas,
Jan. 20-22.
Reliability and Maintainability Symposium, IEEE et al., Sheraton Park
Hotel, Washington, D.C., Jan.
28-30.
Physics of Compound Semiconductor Interfaces, University of California, Los Angeles, Feb. 4-6.
Wincon—Aerospace & Electronic
Systems Winter Convention, IEEE,
Aerospace & Electronics Systems
Society, Americana Hotel, Los Angeles, Calif., Feb. 5-7.
Nepcon '75 West and International
Microelectronics Exhibition, Industrial Scientific Conference Management Inc. ( Chicago, Ill.), Anaheim
Convention Center, Anaheim,
Calif., Feb. 11-13.
III. Computer-Aided Design and Computer-Aided Manufacturing, Society of Manufacturing
Engineers, Hyatt Regency O'Hare
Hotel, Chicago, Ill., Feb. 11-13.

CAD/CAM

International Solid State Circuits
Conference, IEEE, Marriott Hotel,
Philadelphia, Pa., Feb. 12-14.
Compcon Spring—Computer Conference, IEEE, Jack Tar Hotel, San
Francisco, Calif., Feb. 25-27.
Industrial Applications of Microprocessors, IEEE, Sheraton Hotel,
Philadelphia, Pa., March 11-12.
Reliability

Physics Symposium,
Grand Hotel, Las Vegas,
Nev., April 1-3.
IEEE, MGM

Southeastcon '75, IEEE, Sheraton
Center, Charlotte, N.C., April 6-9.
Intercon—IEEE International Convention, Coliseum and Americana
Hotel, New York, N.Y., April 8-10.
Electronics Production and Test
Equipment Exposition, U.S. Department of Commerce, Stockholm,
April 7-11; London, April 15-18.
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p Illinois Tool Works Inc. 1974

Now
we've captured
the Butterfly switch
with the Frost-Glóm light
With the economy of one lamp, Licon adds eye appeal to lighted switching with
our Series 01-669 LPB. We call it Frost-Glo. We've captured soft, even lighting...
with no hot spots. Lighting to complement front of panel appearance on computer,
computer peripheral, communications, office, test and medical electronic equipment.
Eye appeal aside, Series 01-669 offers advantages you can't get with the conventional
two light switch currently in application. Both have popular panel cutout size but there
the similarity ends. Series 01-669 features snap-in front of panel mounting. Unitized
one-piece design and construction. Equal length for both alternate and momentary
versions. Single or double pole, versatile insertable legends and smart looking hidden legend capabilities. Rectangular one light display that is comparable to that of
the two lamp competitors. Plus Licon's proven double break, double reliable patented
Butterfly switch mechanism. And beautifully
priced. For information and specs, write:
LICON, Division Illinois Tool Works Inc.,
6615 W. Irving Park Rd., Chicago, Ill. 60634.
The Innovative Electronics Group of ITVV
Phone ( 312) 282-4040, TWX 910-221-0275..
LICON •
EMCON •
PAKTRON

ICON®
Circle 21
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Commercial gold—
lowest price
20 microinches of gold. Amphenol has a
tut line of 225 Series edgeboard connectors. Some manufacturers offer a similar
connector with a 10 or 15 microinch gold flash
at comparable prices. But if you peed gold,
make sure you get at least 20 microinches of
gold plate. Amphenol's got it.

Industrial gold—
medium price
30 microinches of gold. More critical -industrial applications may need a heavier gold plating on the contacts and a stronger dielectric
material, like our industrial grade 225 Series connectors. Gold plated beryllium copper contacts and
a glass fiber reinforced dially1 phthalate body make
this the connector for all but your toughest jobs.

Strike gold•
Amphenol has a printed board connector priced
for your application. That's because we offer the
same connector line with 20, 30 or 50 microinches of gold plating. Our 225 Series bellows
contact edgeboard connectors let you design to
the price level that best suits your needs.
Whether your application calls for a costsaving commercial connector, or the very best
connector money can buy, we've got you covered. From six to 100 contacts. In five different

contact configurations. Four mounting types. And
seven tail styles for solder or wrapped terminations. Taper pin and Crimp Poke Home terminations give you additional versatility where you
need it.
Amphenol 225 Series connectors are available
in more places than any other brand, too.
Because Amphenol has the largest network of
stocking distributors in the industry. There's one
nearby waiting for your call. Delivery is now.

Military gold—
premium
SO gelcrointhes of gold. Your toughest jobs may require
a connector qualified to MIL- C-21097 C/21—like our military grade 225 Series connector line: A full bo microinch gold
plating over beryllium copper contacts and our best dielectric "
means this connector will stand up to the most severe operating
conditions. It's our best connector for your toughest jobs.

at your price.
Or strike bright tin/lead.
If economy is most important find out about our
bright tin/lead contact plating. Perfornance
compares favorably with light gold, but the price
is lower. Eliminating gold plating on your printed
boards will cut costs even further.
Find all the options. Write or call for our
36- page catalog ( PC-6). Amphenol Industrial
Division, 1830 S. 54th Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60650312/242-1000.
BUNKER
RAMO

AMPHENOL
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Seventeen years of film resistor experience combined with
quality production capabilities give you prompt solutions to your network needs. Whether you require precision thin film or semi- precision
thick film in prototype or mass production quantities. Th'n film in chip,
conformal coat, flat pack and DIP. Thick film in standard 14 and 16 pin
DI Ps with resistor or resistor/capacitor configurations. Popular pull-ups
and terminators off-the-shelf. Contact your local A- B sales office or
write for our 5800 series publications. Standard items are available
through your appointed Allen-Bradley Electronics Distributor. AllenBradley Electronics Division, 1201 South Second Street, Milwaukee,
WI 53204. International Division, Milwaukee, WI 53204. Canada: AllenBradley Canada Limited, Cambridge, Ontario. United Kingdom: AllenBradley Electronics, Limited, Jarrow, County Durham NE32 3EN.

SELECTED SPECIFICATIONS
Thin Film
TCR

Thick Film

± 10 to ± 25 ppm/°C ± 100 and ± 250 ppm/°C

TCR tracking

±5ppm/QC

Absolute
tolerance

as low as . 01%

± 50 and ± 100 pprn/ 0C
as low as ± 1.09‘

Matching or
ratio tolerance as low as ±. 005%

as low as ± 2.0%

Resistance
range

io ohms toi moo

1K to 10 Mega

(speoisi io ohms

to 50 Megs)

If you're really serious about cost, be serious about quality.

0

ALLEN-BRADLEY

mmir
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Milwaukee. Wisconsin 53204
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Electronics newsletter
Sense amplifier
is fast enough
for n- channel parts

Signetics samples
its 4-k RAM

SCR features
speed, power

New LCD promises
visibility in dim
and bright light

TI royalty action
aims at calculators
from Japan . . .
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A new current sense amplifier for n-channel memories utilizes emittercoupled-logic processing to permit use with fast MECL 10K logic. The
part, developed by Motorola Semiconductor Products, is the first ECLtype product from Motorola's linear products group, and is designed especially for such fast n-channel memories as the 7001 and 2501.
The new MC3461 permits a typical access time of 50 nanoseconds;
the amplifier itself has atypical propagation delay of only 5ns. It contains both internal latches and level translators for the two types of
logic.

Signetics Corp. of Sunnyvale, Calif., will begin sampling its 4,096-bit
random-access memory this month. A 22-pin device, compatible with
either the Texas Instruments or Intel configurations, it has, like the Intel product, a5-volt substrate voltage specification and aspeed of 300
nanoseconds. Company officials say they are working on afaster 200ns version. The company expects to be in full production with the
slower version by June.

International Rectifier Corp., a major producer of high-power semiconductors, has developed a new type of distributed-gate silicon-controlled rectifier that provides high power, fast switching, and low forward voltage drop. The devices, to be introduced late this month, have
voltage ratings to 1,600 V and average current ratings to 650 amperes,
yet turn off in only 10 to 60 microseconds. The new diffusion process
and gate structure have 20% less switching loss in higher voltages than
similar SCRs now on the market.

A new type of field-effect liquid-crystal display combines the properties
of transmissive and reflective displays, permitting it to be read in both
bright and dun light. The so-called transfiective display is made for
Tekelec, the Oxnard, Calif., maker of panel and multimeters, by two
suppliers.
Tekelec president Phillip Wasserman says the display can even be
read outdoors. It looks like aconventional reflective type under normal
lighting, but is backlighted by asmall bulb for darker conditions.

Texas Instruments will try to stem Japanese calculator exports by demanding retroactive royalties on the mos ICs in them, says aJapanese
publication, Nihon Keizai Shimbun. Most Japanese IC makers have
not made such payments because TI doesn't have patents in Japan, although it has them in the U.S. In Dallas, a TI spokesman said there
would be no comment.
TI'S move also could slow transfer of mos production by Hitachi,
Nippon Electric, and Toshiba to Malaysia plants and by Nippon Electric to Ireland, because TI has patents in those countries. And, says the
article, TI also will soon move against Japanese calculator makers that
it feels are infringing on Ti's one-chip-calculator patent.
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. . Fujitsu claims
DEC's PDP-11
infringes patents

Single-button
dialing scheme
comes to Telex

U.S. has lead
of two years
in IC technology

Addenda
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Digital Equipment Corp's PDP-11 infringes on two of its Japanese patents, charges Japan's Fujitsu Ltd. Not so, says DEC, but neither side appears anxious to go to court about it. However, Fujitsu says it may sue
DEC unless a "reasonable settlement" is reached. The Japanese firm
says DEC precipitated the discussion in 1973, when it alleged that Fujitsu's U-200 minicomputer infringes on DEc's Unibus patents.
A subsequent study of the PDP-11, says Fujitsu, showed that the
Unibus infringes on aJapanese patent for an index register, granted in
1960 and due to expire this year, and on multiple priority interrupts,
granted in 1967 and running for 15 years. Furthermore, Fujitsu claims
that the Unibus is an old concept that was common knowledge and not
patentable. Fujitsu wants across-licensing or royalty agreement.
DEC has applied for apatent on the Unibus in Japan, but it has not
been granted, and unless and until it is granted, aDEC spokesman says,
"It is an Alice in Wonderland discussion. We have examined their contentions, our patents, and patents pending, and don't feel we have infringed on anything." He adds, "There are reasons for us to say to Fujitsu that there are patents pending in Japan that could be points of
discussion."

World Communications Inc. will begin putting into operation this
month its new Auto-Call Telex, or ACT, aterminal that makes it possible
to originate telex calls to selected overseas offices simply by pressing a
single button. The unit features a2- by 23
4/
inch key selector, with nine
positions representing the customer's most frequently called numbers.
The numbers are stored in aTIT read-only memory. Also included in
the terminal is a separate key to transmit regular cablegrams to ITT
Worldcom's international message-processing center.
The new unit will be available initially to irrWorldcom Telex subscribers in New York City. It will be extended later to subscribers in Washington, D.C., and San Francisco. The ACT key selector and associated
equipment are installed on ITT teleprinters without charge.

HT

A just-released study by the Department of Commerce says, "American manufacturers in advanced product lines (ICs) have opened atechnological gap of as much as two years over their foreign competitors
and are in an excellent position to make further inroads." The lead is
attributed to the "paucity of R&D funding" for basic research overseas,
overcaution by foreign investors, and the size of the U.S. domestic market.

A new retail point-of-sale system aimed at general merchandisers is
being field-tested by Litton Industries' Sweda International division.
Called the Sweda Series 800/80, it includes an in-store minicomputercontrolled processor featuring adisk memory that can handle 2.5 million to 10 million bytes. Sweda says atypical 800/80 system in the U.S.
will cost $23,000 to $32,000 for the mini and other backroom equipment, plus $ 3,500 for each terminal. . . . A Columbus, Ohio, bank,
City National Bank & Trust Co., has invested $ 150,000 in three minicomputers and 12 teller stations from Docutel Corp. of Dallas to put 12
automatic tellers in one of its branches. The installation is called the
first of its kind and, for the banking industry, alook at the future.
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Like all Unitrode Power Darlingtons these new 300-volt units exhibit the lowest
saturation voltages available.
Like all Unitrode Power Darlirgtons their siion turn-on and turn-off : imes mean
unusually high efficiency in fast switching applications.
Like all Unitrode Power Darlingtons tney give you greater savings in design and
assembly time and lower cornponant cost than is possibre with discrete components.
LiKe all Unitrode Power Darling:ons they are planar for the highest reliability
ard stability.
Unitrode's full line of Power Darlingtons includes PNP and NPN transistors and awide
choice of characteristics in single and dual, mixed or matched, units.
Send for complete details on the entire I
ne of Unitrode Darlingtons. For faster action,
call Peter Jenner at (617) 926-0404. Describe your application on your company
letterhead and we'll send a suitable sample.

aide 27 on reader service card

UNITRODE
Eao PLEASANT STREET. WATERTOVVN, MA 02172

KIND HEARTS, BUT NO CORNETS.
No tubas, no trombones,
no clarinets, no oboes, or flutes,
no drums, no bass fiddles, or bassoons,
nor guitars, nor pianos,
nor anything on John Philip Sousis list.
We haven't athing that makes music •
Unless you count ticking, buzzing and
whirring...the sounds of science!
We are U.S. Instrument Rentals...
...that's oscilloscopes, counters,
analyzers, amplifiers, recorders, meters, and
state of the art test instrumentation, you name it.
What is special about us is not so much
kind hearts, but a commitment to tune out some
of the sour notes of renting.
Sour Note Ever forget to return a piece of equipment
and then get stuck for the payments?
Sweet Note Only we send you an automatic
reminder when the rental period is up.

"
1
1
1
ear

We don't have room to write
a brochure about ourselves
and our services here. Besides,
we've written one already...
with afat catalog included
which explains the foregoing
in detail and much more.
Much more includes afull
description of the rental
instruments we have.
In fact, we probably have more
new equipment on the shelf
than any other rental company.
Stands to reason: We were born
full-grown just months ago—
what you get from US is bound to
be newer! And now, our catalog,
words and music by
United States Instrument Rentals

Sour Note Ever get the telephone runaround
when you're trying to locate equipment?
Sweet Note Only we have IDIOM, a real time
computer capability for instant
inventory commitment.
Sour Note Ever have service turnaround problems?
Sweet Note Only we will pay you a25% penalty
in dollars if we can't speed a
replacement to you within 48 hours.

US

With US, service is an essential refrain.

INSTRUMENT
RENTALS, INC.

us 1P
RENTALS

Gentlemen

•
•

Iunderstand you have the only Instrument Rental Catalog in the world
that doesn't read like a telephone directory. Please

E

Send tto me without cost or obligation.

Just send me a copy of pages 6 & 7 which chart the breakeven
L--1 relationship between rental cost, ownership cost and utilization.
NAME
COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY

ZIP

PHONE

951 Industrial Road, San Carlos, CA 94070

IDIOM Information in

Inventory and Delivery

One Minute
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(213) 849-5861 ( 301) 340-1353 ( 214) 234-3392
(415) 592-9230 ( 201) 381-3500 ( 713) 462-6803
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Significant developments in technology and business

Army developing
fiber-optic cable
for front-line use
plastic-jacketed optical fibers developed by International Telephone &
Electronics Command funds
Telegraph Corp.'s ElectroOptical
work on replacing twisted
Products division, Roanoke, Va.
The optical fiber cable has at least
pairs; lighter weight, less
three major advantages over the
Army's 26-pair cable. The fiber, for
interference the major goals
example, offers 100 megahertz of
bandwidth compared with 1 kiThe U.S. Army is trying to replace
lohertz for the older cable. Also, the
twisted-pair cable in front-line comfiber cable is much smaller-0.125
munications with cable made of opinch in diameter, as against 26tical fibers. Over the next few years,
pair's 0.625-inch diameter. And the
in fact, it expects to make major
fiber cable weighs about 30 pounds
procurements of the new lighterper 1,000 feet, while 26-pair weighs
weight and wider-bandwidth links
200 lb for the same length.
to replace its widely used 26-pair
A major disadvantage in getting
cable and the cable used for pulsethe material into the Army's arsenal
code modulation systems.
of field communications systems has
Fiber optic cable " is an area we
been cost, although ECOM officials
think will have a tremendous imbelieve that the new cable— prespact on military communications in
ently running at about $ 2per foot—
the future," says Rudolph C. Riehs,
will begin to match the 26-pair
deputy director of the Army Eleccable in cost
tronics Comsometime
in
mand's (ECOM)
1976. They also
Communicaestimate that
tions Autoonce in producmatic Data Protion, the cost
cessing Laborawill drop to
tory at Fort
about 50 cents a
Monmouth, N.J.
foot.
Indeed, the
An additional
Air Force, Navy
advantage to the
and Army plan
Army is that the
to form atrisernew cable offers
vice committee,
much improved
he says, to insecurity, since
vestigate potenthe
data source
tial
fiber-optic
can
be digitized
applications and
and multiplexed
to identify R&D
without making
approaches and
any physical
problems. The
changes in the
Air Force and
material. In conNavy are al- Conductor. Forward- area Army communications may soon be relying on fiber-optic cables
trast, the Army
ready at work only 0.125 mils in diameter to carry voice messages and digital signals.
on fiber-optic replacements for coaxial cable in aircraft and ships
[Electronics, Aug. 22, p. 69]. They
can make do with high-loss fibers
for their usual short-haul needs. The
Army requires low-loss fibers for the
greater distances it must usually accommodate.
Serious. ECOM became seriously
interested in fiber-optic communications last year, after Corning
Glass Works, Corning, N.Y., had
demonstrated glass fibers with attenuation at discrete near-infrared
wavelengths of 20 decibels per kilometer. Subsequently, ECOM
awarded Corning an $ 80,000 contract to ruggedize its optical-fiber
cable. Corning expects to set up a
production line next year, although
ECOM officials stress that any major
buys will undergo competitive bidding. ECOM, in fact, is also sampling
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found that transmitting in a digital
mode with 26-pair cables produced
crosstalk problems, which could
only be solved by jacketing cable
pairs within a single cable. This obviously increased the cable's size,
weight, and cost.
The Army, says Riehs, is looking
at optical fiber cable for several applications, such as intra-shelter wiring ( probably within a command
post), local loops within battle
zones, and for communications up
to at least 8 kilometers. The goal is
to be able to transmit over this
longer distance without repeaters
and with a total attenuation loss of
no more than 50 dB.
Several problems remain to be
solved. New interface equipment
will be required to achieve the wireto- fiber changeover. Also, ECOM is
battling with the problem of how to
splice the new cable in the field.
Jacketing the cable wijhout giving
away its inherent weight and size
advantages is another concern.
Corning's ruggedized version of
the cable currently embodies six
glass-fiber strands surrounding a
non-optical bundle-support member
and surrounded by a plastic jacket.
To increase tensile strength, two
more members have been added
and it is all covered by an outer
plastic jacket.
El

Memory

Fairchild schedules
first CCD memories
Sample quantities of the first commercial
charged- coupled- device
memory will be available in aweek
or so from Fairchild Semiconductor.
The Mountain View, Calif., company will introduce two types: a
9,216-bit serial storage memory,
and, afew months later, a 16,384- bit
Line- Addressable Random-Access
Memory ( Laram).
The 9,216- bit model CCD 450, has
a 1,024-word by 9- bit configuration
aimed at byte- organized applications such as terminal buffering,
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Reuters sells news to order
over coaxia CAN networks
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Convinced that the average individual prefers to select his own news,
when he wants it, the British international news service, Reuters, is
introducing a new, high-speed information retrieval system that operates over ordinary coaxial-cable
networks. The system, developed
by Information Dissemination and
Retrieval Inc., a Reuters subsidiary
in New York, is already operating on
Manhattan Cable Television Inc.'s
channel 26.
Services available from Reuters
news files include general news
briefs, stock and commodity-exchange data, money-market rates,
and foreign-exchange quotations.
Manhattan Cable also is ma-keting
racing information supplied by
Triangle Publications, publishers of

display-refresh, and data storage for
microprocessor control. These applications are the kind usually performed by recirculating semiconductor shift registers.
To do the same job with a CCD
memory, Fairchild has organized
the CCD 450 for fast data access into
a serpentine loop structure of nine
shift registers, each of which has
1.024 bits. Memory bits stored in the
inversion regions— the potential

the Daily Racing Form.
Indexing is based on the headline
for each item. Each category of information is assigned a group number and a page number within the
group. This coding appears on the
left of the screen.
To call up news stories and other
information for display on the CRT,
the subscriber keys the appropriate
code on the keyboard. The time the
item was first transmitted appears in
the right-hand column. Average
waiting time is 2.5 seconds. The information is stored in a computer at
Reuters, and is constantly updated
and retransmitted. Cable companies
will market the system in most U. S.
areas and in Canada, first to commercial and financial organizations,
then to home- TV viewers.

wells under the depletion-biased
electrodes—are passed along aseries
of memory loops during which each
bit is refreshed by signal regeneration at the end of each loop. In the
CCD 450, the memory cells are organized so that there are refresh turnaround cells every 128 bits. And since
the registers are shifted in parallel,
the 9-bit bytes are handled in abyteserial mode.
James Early, director of research
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If you design
with ECL or TTL,
You need
to know about -%
Tektronix
TM 500
The TM 500 Concept,
TM 500 is a growing, compatible family of 29 plug-in modular instruments, accessories, and one, three, and four- hole
mainframes providing the common power supply. It's multifunctional: The plJg-ins include 11 signal sources, 5 counters,

2 digital

multimeters,

5 power supplies,

3 signal

If You're into High Speed Logic,

processors, 1 oscilloscope, 1 XY monitor and even a blank
plug-in kit, so you can assemble the specialized circuits you

the Tektronix TM 500 High Speed Logic Instrumentation
plus the Tektronix 485 Oscilloscope ( 350 MHz) or 475

require. It's versatile: You can select from general-purpose

Oscilloscope ( 200 MHz) provide all the instrumentation you

instruments, such as the DM 501 Multimeter, or highly specialized instruments such as the TG 501 Time Mark Gen-

need for TTL or ECL up to 250 MHz. The four plug- ins of
the TM 500 High Speed Logic system are a PG 502 Pulse

tailored to your needs. It's synergistic: The instruments can

Generator ($ 1195) with 1 ns rise time and independently
variable logic 1 and 0 levels ... a DC 505 Digital Counter

"work together" through a common interface circuit board,
so your lab bench needn't be cluttered with interconnecting

($1395) with 10 ns single shot resolution and averaging to

cables. And it's neatly configurable: The TM 501 (one),
TM 5C3 (three), and TM 504 (four- compartment) mainframes

100 ps ... A DM 501 Digital Multimeter ($ 550) with temperature measurement capability added to all its conven-

erator.

You

can select a system of instruments exactly

are attractive and compact. Since the typical four- instrument

tional functions ( so you can ver fy operating temperatures of

system only weighs about 20 pounds, it can be hand- carried

logic IC's and detect hot spots in tightly packed circuitry)

as easily as it goes onto a bench. lhe TM 504 ($ 225) is only

... and the PS 505 Power Supply ($ 175) with the 3.0 to 5.5

11" W x6" H x20" D. In rack mounting, each bay contains

V dc high- current ( 4 A) output essential for breadboarding
or testing TTL and ECL devices. Also, you can expand the

six instruments. And Tektronix SCOPE-MOBILE carts let

capabilities of the system to provide jitter-free oscilloscope
triggering for viewing any segment of long pulse sequences
by including the DD 501 Digital Delay ($ 495). The 485 Oscilloscope features dual trace. 1 ns rise time, and delayed
sweep.

you put your entire instrumentation requirements on wheels.
Find Out What TM 500 Can Do For You. Get the new TM 500
Booklet A-3072 with full specifications and suggested package configurations, or contact your local Tektronix Field
Engineer for a demonstration. Or write
to Tektronix, Inc., P.O. Box 500, Beaver-

Whatever Pursuit in Electronics You're Into, you should learn

ton,

Oregon

97077.

In

Europe,

write

more about TM 500 instrumention. A particular group of

Tektronix

plug-in modules in a four- hole mainframe provides the

St. Peter Port, Guernsey, Channel
Islands

instruments most often needed in telecommunications,
another fulfills the needs of industrial instrumentation
calibration and troubleshooting, another for medical instrumentation, others for education, and so on.
Circle 31

on reader service card

Limited,

P.O.

Box

TEKTRONIX®
committed le
technical excellence

For a Demonstration Circle 30 on reader service card
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except it addresses one register or line at a
time, instead of
abit.
"This configuration allows an
access time that
is essentially dependent on the
number of elements per line,"
Amelio says. In
addition, since
only one line is
New modal. Fairchild's nine- register 9,128- bit CCD memory has onoperative at any
chip timing circuits ( bottom, center) and fits an 18- pin package.
time, driving requirements and
and development for the IC group at power dissipation are minimal.
Fairchild. says, " We felt that the first
Fabricated with the same prosuch product had to be economical cesses used on the CCD 450, the 16and easy to use. It had to be in a kilobit 220 by 200- mil Laram chip is
package and a pinout that was fa- configured into four sections of 32
miliar, and have dissipation, access lines of shift registers, and each line
times and data rates similar to those is 128 bits long. Each section has its
in standard mos packages." With own decoding matrix as well as rethis in mind, Fairchild put the circulating loop and data- in9,216-bit CCD into the familiar 18- put/output circuits. It is packaged
pin dual in-line package of the in astandard 22-pin DIP. At a5-MHz
model 1103 random-access memory. data rate, it has acycle time of 200
In addition to the nine CCD shift ns and aworst-case access time per
registers made with the company's bit of 25.6 Iis and average access
self- aligned, gapless, buried-channel time of 12.8 i.ts. Power dissipation is
process, there are also isoplanar 200 mw, which drops to 50 mw in
n-channel mos circuits for charge- the standby mode.
detection, timing and two-level conversion included on the chip.
Government
What this gives the user, says Gilbert Amelio, director of the CCD
group, is a read- access time to the
first byte in the 70 to 100 nanosecond range. Worst-case access
time to a bit is 330 microseconds;
average time is 165 µs.
Impressive as this is, the 16,284After four years and some $ 50 milbit Laram is much more ambitious.
lion, a microwave scanning-beam
Aimed at block-oriented, fast-access
technique for the next generation of
Elecmemory applications such as cache instrument landing systems [
buffering, swapping stores and tronics, Oct. 31, 1974, p. 51] has
mainframes, it is structured in a been chosen by a special advisory
line-accessed format that gives the group of the Federal Aviation Aduser pseudorandom access. Its de- ministration. The announcement
velopment was partially funded by was made afew days before Christthe Avionics Laboratory at Wright- mas after a vote by the advisory
Patterson Air Force Base.
group on microwave landing sysComposed of an mos address-setems composed of military, NASA,
lection matrix and anumber of CCD and FAA representatives.
sequential shift registers, the device
The vote was nine-to-six with two
is organized somewhat like a RAM, abstentions, and it meant that in-

FAA selects

scanning- beam MLS

32

dustry teams headed by Texas Instruments, Dallas, and Bendix Communications division, Baltimore,
will each receive as much as $ 15million to build competitive prototypes. These will consist of 11
ground systems and 34 airborne
packages. The FAA should begin to
evaluate them in March 1976.
Formal contract signing will take
place sometime before June 1975,
when the FAA will present its views
to the International Civilian Aviation Organization, which will be
considering the design of a worldwide landing system of the 1980s.
The cost of installing and replacing ground and airborne instrument-landing equipment worldwide
for commercial, general aviation
and military use is estimated at
roughly $ 1.5 billion. Thus, TI and
Bendix have the inside track on an
exceptionally large market. The
scanning- beam approach employs
narrow radar beams sent from the
ground and signal processors in
each aircraft to provide pilots with
accurate elevation and angle-of-approach data with respect to an airport runway.
The TI and Bendix systems were
chosen over doppler scanning systems proposed by teams headed by
rrr's Gilfillan division, Van Nuys,
Calif., and Hazeltine Corp., Greenlawn, N.Y. The $ 50 million spent
thus far went for building and evaluating the preliminary designs.
More landings. Perhaps the biggest selling point for the new,
C-band (about 4 to 6 gigahertz)
landing system is that it will allow
more planes to land in agiven time
than the very- high-frequency instrument landing system now being
used. This is possible because the
microwave system provides better
position resolution for the aircraft,
so that runways and aircraft can be
spaced closer together. Moreover,
planes can approach arunway from
any point in a 120° arc, and at different descent angles. This means
there is greater flexibility for flight
paths to avoid unwanted noise over
populated areas in the vicinity of an
airport. With conventional ILS, only
a single straight-in approach path
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along the length of the runway is
permitted, at a single, 3°-angle of
descent.
Cost was a significant factor in
deciding in favor of the scanningbeam system. The higher-frequency
Ku- band ( about 15 to 17 GHz) doppler scanning system would have required more expensive ground
transmitters. And FAA's cost studies
indicated that ascanning beam system for most airports would be
about 12% to 15% cheaper.
For a while, it appeared that the
doppler scanning approach, which is
favored by the British, for example,
was in the lead. But then aswitch by
scanning-beam advocates to atimereference signal format perfected by
Australian landing-system designers
from a frequency-reference format
[Electronics, Nov. 14, 1974, p. 49],
promised improvements in cost,
complexity and reliability. This
seemed a factor in tipping the
choice the other way.
Preliminary FAA estimates are
that about 1,300 American airports
could use the new landing system,
which would cost more than
$110,000 each. And 20 more of the
largest airports, such as New York's
Kennedy and Chicago's O'Hare,
would need systems costing as much
as $800,000 each. The price of the
airborne processor packages, it is estimated, would begin at about
$1,500.

Color-coding comes to chip capacitors

For the most part, all tiny chip capacitors look alike. But chips of the same
size can have different capacitance values, as well as different tolerances.
And if accidentally mixed together, as can easily happen on the production
floor or in the stock room, there is no simple way to sort them without measuring the capacitance of every chip.
Vitramon Inc., a manufacturer of chip capacitors in Bridgeport, Conn.,
has, however, developed away to mark its devices, similar to the technique
used on ordinary carbon-composition resistor bodies. Parts as small as
0.08 inch by 0.05 in. by 0.05 in. and ranging in value from 1 picofarad to
0.91 microfarad can be labeled. One of 24 letters is printed on each chip in
one of six colors. The colored inks are chemically stable, as well as resistant to solvents, and can withstand soldering temperatures.
The letter designation represents tie unit capacitance value, while the
color acts as the multiplier. The colors are orange ( x 0.1), black ( x 1.0)
green ( x 10), blue ( x 100), violet ( x 1,000), and red ( x 10,000). If the
letter A, which represents 10 units of capacitance, is printed in black, the
chip's value is 10 pF.

the system will be issued this spring
by the Electronics Systems division
at Hanscom Air Force Base, Mass.
SAGE'S wartime surveillance functions will then be taken over by the
Airborne Warning and Control System (Awacs). And when both JSS
and Awacs become operational,
SAGE will be phased out. The program is fully funded now for four
ROCCs (
Regional Operational Control Centers), to be increased to five
Air-traffic control
in calendar 1975.
Like SAGE, JSS will consist of
search and height-finding radars
positioned around the perimeter of
the continental U.S. to detect intrusions in the U.S. air-defense zones.
Data will be forwarded in digital
form from the radar sites to the
For the first time, the Air Force and
Rom, where it will be displayed
the Federal Aviation Administration will share facilities for air- and correlated with information alsurveillance and en-route air-traffic- ready on hand concerning flights.
control. The peace- time surveillance As today, when an unidentified airfunction of the Air Force's SAGE craft turns up, Air Force inter(Semi-Automatic Ground Environ- ceptors will be sent to make an identification. All data except that from
ment) system, which was developed
in the 1950s, will be replaced by a the height-finder radars will be sent
Joint Surveillance System (JSS), to from the radar sites to the FAA's enbegin operation by 1980.
route-traffic-control centers, where it
Requests for proposals to build will be used for aircraft identity and

Air Force joins FAA
in air surveillance
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altitude control, as well as separation of aircraft flight paths.
Savings. The Air Force first
broached the idea of JSS as a means
of saving money. Current SAGE operating costs are about $ 130 million
ayear. But by sharing radar maintenance and personnel with the FAA,
Air Force maintenance costs for JSS
will, it is estimated, be reduced to
about $ 35 million ayear.
Col. Stephen J. Vogel, program
director at the Electronics Systems
division, says much of the reduction
will result from fewer personnel.
Each manually operated SAGE radar
site requires 75 to 200 people, but a
typical automated JSS radar site will
need only about 20. Thus, the number of Air Force personnel needed
will decline from about 8,000 for
SAGE to about 1,400 for JSS.
The cost will be about $ 150 million to set up a system of 48 radar
sites and 4 Rom. Col. Vogel says
refurbished equipment will be used
wherever possible. This will include
radars, height- finders, and data-processing equipment for data reduction at the radar sites, communications equipment, and the data-
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Stripswitch.
Not much to WU
But bítse t to us.
4

If we had to design anew switch for
circuit board applications, we'd design Stripswitch again.
Not some other switch. Stripswitch.
The one with coded output— decimal, BCD, complimentary, special
binary, and 1-, 2-, 3-, and 4- pole.
The one with 1to 11 stations, each
with 8, 10, 12, or 16 positions, actuated by thumb, finger, or screwdriver.
The one that mounts both horizontally and vertically, and reads out on
the front or the side.
The one you wave- solder to your

Actual size,

board, or plug into DIP sockets and
str.ps.
The one made of durable Valox*,
with lots of legends and markings,
co'orcodings, and rotation limit stops.
The one that costs less than $ 1.00
per station if you order enough statio-ns.
That's little enough, whether you
buy Stripswitch from us or our distributors— G. S. Marshall, Hall- Mark,
or Schweber.
And that makes it big.

EECO
FOR SWITCHES

•Registered General Electric trademark
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1441 East Chestnut Avenue, Santa Ana, California 92701
Phone 714/835-6000
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processing equipment for the
ROCCs. Included, for instance, will
be SAGE radars such as the FPS-6
and FPS-90. And the Air Force may
refurbish existing radar towers
rather than build new ones.
For the communications lines
that carry information from the radar sites to the ROCCs, the Air Force
is evaluating options to buy or lease.
And the ROCCs may use updated
BUIC ( Back-Up Interceptor Control)
data-processing equipment, if it appears practical. BUIC is the SAGE regional command back-up system,
which uses Burroughs Corp.'s GSA51 computer system.
_Only the radar sites will be jointly
operated by the Air Force and the
FAA. Of the 48 sites, 42 will be retained at existing FAA locations or at
Air Defense Command bases to be
turned over to the FAA. The six
other radar sites will be at Air Defense Command bases in areas
where the FAA has no need for information. Since these installations
are for peace- time use, they won't
be hardened against nuclear attack,
which will also save money. The
four ROCCs operated by the Air
Force will replace the present six
SAGE regional command centers.
Sites for the ROCCs have not yet
been determined.
In addition, the Alaskan Air
Command may join JSS with 14 radar sites and one ROCC. Canada has
also expressed an interest; if it joins
it would have 40 radar sites feeding
two ROCCs. Because Alaska and
Canada have slightly different requirements, Col. Vogel hopes to
have a modular ROCC system to allow as much standardization as possible.

Solid state

C-MOS/Darlingtons
serve phone relays
By paying close attention to circuit
layout and using some clever design
tricks, National Semiconductor
Corp. engineers have built high-
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News briefs
IEEE offers advice on ethics of fired BART engineers
In an unprecedented move, the IEEE has volunteered as afriend of the court
in the case of H.I. Hjortsvang and two of his colleagues against the San
Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit District, now in litigation in the Superior
Court of the State of California. The judge is considering the move.
This opens the way for the institute to define the ethical practices of EEs,
similar to the way lawyer and physician organizations speak for their professions.
In the BART case, the engineers are contending they should not have
been fired for having complained to the transit district's board of directors
about the safety of some systems designs. Their complaint was ethical
practice, they say. BART officials fired them ostensibly because they took
their complaint outside the organization's set chain of command.
IEEE'S board voted to enter the case as a friend of the court in order to
provide guidance on professional practices that the court could not evaluate in strictly legal terms. As such, the institute is now in a position to
speak for the profession as an aid to the courts should other cases involving the ethics of EEs arise.
Watch module manufacturer acquires GaP technology
Integrated Display Systems Inc., Montgomeryville, Pa., jointly owned by
General Electric Co. and Solid State Scientific Inc., has acquired AVX
Corp.'s Opcoa division, a manufacturer of light emitting diodes and segmented displays. The acquisition gives IDS a leg up in gallium phosphide
LED technology, an Opcoa specialty and considered more efficient at low
currents than IDS's own gallium arsenide phosphide LED. Presumably, IDS,
which had been organized to build digital watch modules, will now be able
to turn out alarger LED digital watch display without taxing the battery.
Electronic Components Conference moving to San Francisco
The Electronic Components Conference, an annual fixture in Washington,
D.C. each May, will be moved to San Francisco in 1976. Sponsored by IEEE
and the Electronic Industries Association, the conference and its associated exhibits, will then move back East in 1977 and 1978 to asite in the Arlington, Va. area.
Ricoh takes over at Rapifax
Ricoh Co. of Japan has all but bought out its two partners—CBS Inc. and
Savin Business Machines— in their Rapifax Corp. venture. Initially, Ricoh
owned more than half of the Valhalla, N.Y.-based high-speed facsimile
company's stock. Now it holds in excess of 90%. Ricoh has also installed a
new president at Rapifax, Seifu Hirakawa, who also retains his position as
president of Ricoh of America Inc., Fairfield, N.J. Hirakawa succeeds Edward Saxe, aformer CBS executive.
Grumman to add countermeasures to F-111
The Air Force has selected Grumman Aerospace Corp., Bethpage, N.Y., to
convert two F- 111A fighter-bombers into electronic-warfare planes capable
of jamming enemy radar systems. Grumman beat out the F-111 ' sbuilder,
General Dynamics Corp., for the award. The company will essentially modify equipment it has already built for the Navy's jamming aircraft, the EA-6B.
However, instead of operating with athree-man crew, the equipment on the
Air Force craft will be operated by one man. The equipment will consist of
the ALQ-99A tactical jammer, for which Raytheon Co., Santa Barbara,
Calif., will supply the active components, and AIL division, Cutler- Hammer
Inc., Deer Park, N.Y., the passive. The prototype craft, to be known as the
EF-111A, will accompany strike planes on combat missions to protect them
from anti-aircraft- missile radar systems. Jamming equipment now is carried
by the Air Force's EB-66, an aircraft deemed too slow for the intended mission. Robert C. Miller, aGrumman vice president and program director on
the EA-6B will oversee the effort on the Air Force plane.
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SHORTENS DESIGN CYCLES
SIMPLIFIES MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS
Motorola's MC6800 8-bit microprocessor and ,, he directly
related complement of fully compatible Silicon Gate NMOS
LSI devices are the first microcomputer systems family
designed from whole cloth with the total system approach.
Thanks to inherent concepts like the M6800 universal bus

approach and I/O that looks like memory, design cycles are
in the one to six month range depending on system complexity. Finished systems are simpler. The M6800 family now
becomes the standard against which all others must be measured; the benchmark family for microcomputer systems.

Here's a sampling of family highlights:
All basic M6800 family devices operate from a single + 5 V
supply. Easy on costs, easy on the system.
Single bus architecture encourages ease of system expansion.
Wordoriented family RAMs and ROMs are specifically designed for
microprocessors, yet other popular memories fit in easily and
Motorola also offers a line of compatible memory interface
devices. The family features a set of programmable logic
peripherals for I/O task management, a true set of building
blocks designed for optimum parts count regardless of system
application. Typical of this approach is the MC6820, a unique
Peripheral Interface Adapter which greatly simplifies I/O interface.
The M6800 family provides a great new look in data
communications systems with its programmable logic Communications Interface Adapters, MODEMs, and an MC6800
MPU instruction set designed for efficient execution of data
communications.
All this and more. The M6800 total product approach goes
beyond the devices to provide complete support as well.
M6800 support software presently is available on G. E. Time-

0

sharing and several alternative offerings are currently nearing availabil'ty.
Support hardware requirements are fulfilled
with the M6800 Evaluation Module and the M6800 EXORciser
systems development tool. if Documentation is comprehensive,with manuals and handbooks to cover every angle. F Educational programs, produced both in Phoenix and selected
locations around the U. S. throughout the year, provide all the
individual assistance anyone needs to start designing with
the M6800 fami'y for microcomputer systems.
Designers the world over are discovering that microprocessor programmable logic, applied in microcomputer systems, is the solution to a myriad of vexing problems. Discover,
with them, the exciting advantages of Motorola's M6800 total
systems approach. Write to Motorola Semiconductor Products
Inc., P.O. Box 20912, Phoenix, AZ 85036, or circle the reader
service number for aspecial packet of M6800 family information. When you're ready to start design- in, call your Motorola
Sales Office for prompt, professional guidance.

AforonoLA N16800
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Benchmark family for microcomputer systems.
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voltage dual-relay drivers combining the low-input-current characteristics of complementary-metal-oxide
semiconductors with the high-output currents of bipolar Darlington
pairs. Designated the 74C908/918,
the C-MOs/Darlington driver will be
the first of aseries of integrated-circuit parts aimed at cracking the lucrative telecommunications market
[Electronics, Dec. 12, p. 29].
In the past, because of the need
for high-voltage breakdown (30 to
60 volts) and relatively high output
currents, most high-power driving
jobs have been handled by bipolar
transistor-transistor logic or discrete
devices. But by combining two
C-MOS NAND gates and an emitterfollower Darlington pair on the
same 72-by-83-mil monolithic chip,
the Santa Clara, Calif., company
has devices combining low power
input with high output.
Layout. National's method of
boosting the c-mos breakdown voltages sounds simple: particularly
careful attention is paid to laying
out the c-mos transistors in relation to the Darlingtons.
"When you put bipolar outputs
on the same chip as ac-mos circuit,
the key thing you have to watch for
is substrate currents," says Clark
Davis, c-mos design manager. "If
you don't lay it out properly, you
are just making a device that will
latch up.
"To avoid this, you must be careful where these substrate currents
flow. You have to make sure that
the currents flow into areas where
Layout.

they don't hurt anything."
Parts are fabricated with the standard
diffusion technique, says
Davis. Output source currents for
the 30- to 60-volt breakdown parts
range between 250 and 350 milliamperes. But most importantly, they
are said to have essentially zero
standby power. Standard parts will
be specified at 30 volts.
Prime parts designated for use as
high-voltage telephone-relay drivers
will be specified at about a 56-v
breakdown and packaged in a 14lead 2.5-watt configuration. "One of
the more obvious advantages of
such a device will be its usefulness
in interfacing normal c-mos voltage
levels to higher-power driving relays," says Davis. "But one of its big
claims to fame will be in such applications as sitting out on atelephone
line, drawing no more than a little
leakage current, until something
happens. By contrast, bipolar telephone- relay drivers, even on
standby, draw 10 to 20 milliamperes."
National is also able to build
units with higher-voltage breakdowns by using a p- well. "The
problem you run into in the normal
configurations," Davis says, "is that
even though your p- source and
drain diffusions have a breakdown
range of 70 to 80 v, you get afieldplated breakdown of a much lower
value when you put a metal gate
over the thin oxide atop the junction."
The field-plated breakdown is
even more exaggerated when there

pi-

To avoid latch-up due to high substrate currents from Darlington pairs ( center), C-

MOS transistors are out of the way— horizontally at right, vertically at left.

is arelatively shallow, sharp curvature on the junction. On the other
hand, when the device has a very
graded and very deep junction, the
breakdown phenomenon is nowhere
near as severe.
"Using the p- well, avery light pis driven 8 to 10 microns in depth
before the n+ diffusion is laid down
to build up the n-channel transistor
[of the Darlington pair]," says
Davis. This results in a very deep,
graded junction with breakdowns
on the order of 60 to 80 volts.
The one big disadvantage is that
this technique yields a relatively
large transistor with low gain, says
Bob Bennett, c-mos/mos product
marketing manager. "But if I'm
driving relays, I'm not looking for
speed," Bennett says. "What is
needed more than anything else is
voltage and current."
D

Solid state

Thyristor boosts
modulator power
A prototype high-power modulator
thyristor looks as if it will economically boost the power levels of semiconductor modulator devices. The
pi
n type thyristor, basically atrigger for an output tube, was developed by General Electric Co.'s Hirst
Research Center and the Royal Radar Establishment.
The prototype was developed by
David E. Crees, Hirst's manager of
the power-device design center and
his RRE colleagues, N.S. Nicholls
and Frederick Wood. Besides such
military applications as mediumand high-power radar, the device
also has apotential for the growing
market for semiconductors in masstransit traction motors.
Although the pi
n thyristor has
considerably higher efficiency and
switching speeds than conventional
thyristors, the researchers say it does
not require protection from inverse
voltage, which might be obtained by
integrating an extra diode. The pi
n
device compares quite favorably
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Signal has the a wer...

The 241
Series.
Cuts transformer weight, size and cost
almost in half!
Special " split" bobbin
(secondary wound
alongside primary
rather than over it) effectively isolates primary and secondary
and reduces interwinding capacitance.
An electrostatic shield
is not required in all but the most sensitive applications. Hipot rating of 2500V RMS is standard.
Bobbin winding technique affords a 40-50%
savings in winding space over conventional
layer winding. " Split" bobbin eliminates the
need for inter-winding insulation and cross-over
of primary and secondary leads.
Grain-oriented steel core is used at higher saturation flux densities and results in about a40%
reduction in turns required. Although the cost
per lb. of grain-oriented steel is higher than that
for ordinary silicon
steels, the net cost is
less, since less core
weight is required and
a significant reduction
is made in copper
weight.

Terminals, which are
wedged into the bobbin
wall, are designed so
that they can be used
as solder lugs or as
0.187" quick- connect
types. Lead slots are
incorporated in the
bobbin wall leading to
the terminals. It is not necessary to tape the
start lead since it comes to the top of the coil,
through the slot and is thus separated from the
winding. Separate lead wires or terminal boards
and the extra assembly time to use them are
eliminated.
Fresh thinking in engineering design and material selection has reduced material and labor
cost and results in aseries of small power transformers which cut weight, size, and cost almost
in half. Therefore, we
named them the " 2for- 1" series...

signal transtormer co., Inc.

1Junius Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11212
Tel: ( 212) 498-5111 • Telex 12-5709

-and Signal has it in Stock!
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Model 2000

into the XY
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$890

and strip chart

+ modules

main frame
to bring you
every desired
function at
lowest cost.

LEADER IN XY RECORDING FROM THE RECORDER COMPANY
The best known and most versatile in the
word — the Omnigraphic XY Model
2000. Outperforms all others and still
beats their price. Look at these features:
• 30 in/sec speed ( 40 in/sec available)
• ± 0.2% accuracy
• Highest axis isolation
• Same servo rates on both axes
• Best common mode rejectior
Write today for prices, details. OEM discounts available

Model 3000
Strip Chart Recorder

Model 6650
Incremental plotter

based on reliable

used from labs

2000 XY design

to narine navigation

$890 + modules

$2850

Instrument

THE
Ruse«

ONE HOUSTON SQUAREI., moo Ca.woe Roadl
AUSTIN, TEXAS 78753
(512) 837-2820
TWX 910 - 874-2022
cable HOINCO
EUROPEAN OFFICE Recheteerlean 15 62.0 Gal, Bee,
Phone 05927.45 Telex Ele,eice ' 9399

with such standbys as deuterium
thyratrons, reverse-blocking thyristors, and reverse-switching rectifiers.
The developers acknowledge, however, that the device, which is epitaxially complex, is not likely to replace the well-established thyratron
until it has been proved reliable in
operation.
Gaining power. Semiconductor
modulator devices, such as thyristors, haven't had much success in
medium- and high-power radar applications because it's been too expensive to serially connect the numerous devices required. But the
researchers discovered that by adding an n+ and ap+ layer and changing the bevel of the solid-state structure, they had developed an
efficient, economical device.
The researchers began by applying interdigitated gate- cathode
geometry to a conventional npnp
thick high-voltage vertical structure.
Development led them to the
npn n +- p, pi
n structure, but the
50° positive bevel of the forward pn
junction limited the blocking voltage from 1.3 kilovolts to 1.5 kv.
Later, they negatively beveled the
junctions at 2.5° to 3°, and the
blocking voltage shot up to 2kv after passification of the beveled surface with silicone rubber.
The resulting structure is an
npn n+- pdevice fabricated with a
120 ohm-centimeter n- base region
220 to 250 micrometers thick and a
10-tim epitaxial n+ layer. Further, a
p+ epitaxial layer 40 m thick forms
the anode's p-emitter junction. The
structure, which has a center amplifying gate, achieves a2kv blocking voltage with a capability of a
trapezoidal 30-microsecond pulse of
1,000 amperes at a pulse repetition
frequency of 330 pulses per second.
Efficiency. Deuterium thyratrons,
reverse- blocking thyristors and reverse- switching rectifiers have total
power losses of 160 w each, while
the pi
n device loses only 45 w.
Power-operating voltages, respectively, are 20 kilovolts, 2kv, 2.2 kv,
and, for the pi
n device, 2 kv. Operating currents, respectively, are
0.1 kiloamperes, 1kA, 0.9 kA and,
for the pi
ndevice, 1kA.

A registerea trademark of Houston Instrument
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5 watts to 50°C ... at the 2 watt price
In stock now — prices
start at $ 30.

Whatever your choice you get more than you pay for — full
rated 5watts to + 50'C ... at least 2watts up to 105°C, without derating. All have precision stainless steel type N connectors with low VSWR. MIL- A-3933 applies.

Flat over any frequency.
—DC to 3, 6, 10,
12.4 or 18 GHz.
WATTS
5•

Narda will provide you with the optImunn attenuator to
your specific environment — whether system, laboratory or
bench . . . low power, high power, 2 watts
to 50 watts, 0 to 90 dB, in 1dB and 10 dB
increments. Place your orders today
— for Narda's precision pads and
turrets.

Attonwtors
Dintwi to 5Watts 5t 5110 C
0 Won . 1145 5C
TVP• M

3

Write for our new
Pick- A- Pad brochure.
••-•

25

SO

75

POWER VS. TEMP

100

125

CURVE

•••••••...

io
145 5C

tieeveh evu'ehocuabeego_..narda.
THE NARDA MICROWAVE CORPORATION •
516 - 433-9000 •

TWX: 510-221- 1867 •

PLAINVIEW, L.I., NEW YORK 11803

CABLE: NARDACORP PLAINVIEW NEWYORK
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the only printed
circuit Relay
that plugs into
your PC board
without SOCKETS
or SOLDERING

Cpaddare the
sof th

MAGNETIC le TCHIN CH IN G RELAYS
O N -L A T
G

AN D

The only relay designed to make
full use of printed circuit technology.
Urlike others adapted with terminal
pins or sockets for solder mounting,
Printact plugs directly into your module. Precious metal plated PC pads
mate with shortirg bar contacts on the
pivoting armature, which is the single
moving part. Held by a permanent
magnet, it eliminates return springs,
pigtails, electrical and mechanical
connections—assuring reliability for
millions of cycles.
Inherent Custom Features include:
Lcw Thermal EMF, Low Contact
Bounce, Impedance Matching, 45-60
db Isolation, Bifurcated Contacts, and
Encapsulated Coil—all at low cost!
Send for Test Sample and PC Board
Preparation Aids to simplify design
and production of your module.
For action write or call 212— EX 2-4800.

PRINTACT RELAY DIVISION
P.O. Box 1430E
LONG ISLAND CITY, N.Y. 11101
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News update
12 companies reply to
At the end of 1973, the National
call for scanner
Science Foundation launched a
$3 million experiment designed to come up with a prototype ultrasonic medical scanner. But the project had a bigger goal: to find
out how companies can be induced to develop and market new
technology with minimal Government intervention and funding
[Dec. 20, 1973, p. 31]. The results are in, and officials of NSF say,
"We are pleasantly surprised by the turnout." A total of 12 companies responded to the request, with about 20 attending a briefing that preceded a sign-up session. The 12 are Actron Industries
Inc., Baird-Atomic Inc., Beckman Instruments Inc., Diagnostic
Electronics Corp., Grumman Aerospace Corp.'s Health Systems
division, Picker Corp., Litton Medical Products' Profexray division,
RCA Laboratories, Rohé Scientific Corp., and Smith- Kline Instruments Inc. They are to submit prototype scanners by April 1977,
with clinical testing to begin by April 1978.
Dogfight practice-ranges
Navy fighter pilots are allowed to
popping up all over
fire only one live missile a year in
air-combat training because they're so expensive. This has
caused some concern about training methods for dogfights, methods that haven't changed much since the days of World War II.
And when officials looked at the low kill ratios coming out of the
Vietnam war, they decided that something had to be done. The
something, it turned out, was the Air Combat Maneuvering Range
(ACMR) developed by Cubic Corp. of San Diego, Calif., and delivered to the Navy about 16 months ago [ Aug. 16, 1973, p. 33]. The
system provides real-time monitoring and control of fighters maneuvering in dogfights while recording the action for playback to
the pilots, and it seems to have passed its test with flying colors.
Now that the Navy and Marine Corps are using their range— operated jointly for them at Miramar, Calif., and Yuma, Ariz.— the Air
Force has ordered its own range. Due to become operational in
December, it will be located near Nellis Air Force Base, Las Vegas,
Nev. A second range for the Navy, to be operational by February
1976, has been ordered for the Naval Air Station at Oceana, Va.
Tight money holds up
"We have a tremendous interest"
monolithic chip inductor
in the so-called Magna Chip monolithic chip inductor, says Joseph Lucia, marketing director of
San Fernando Electric Manufacturing Co. in San Fernando, Calif.
"The problem is that we're not in a position to allocate resources
necessary to buy the equipment and begin to mass-produce it to
bring the price down. We're kind of chasing our tail on it." Which
is to say that the company finds itself in a position that is becoming more and more common these cash-short days: it has a potentially hot new product that it can't launch. In the case of San Fernando, the device, formed from à stack of U-shaped conductor
patterns screened on a ferrite tape, is said to solve the materials
problems inherent in tiny wound coils [ March 15, 1973, p. 30].
Not only that, but Magna Chip can achieve inductances three orders of magnitude greater than present screened inductors, says
the company. " We've made some small sales," says Lucia, " but
nothing of any significance. A lot of people are playing around
with samples— trying them on circuits." These users, Lucia reports, " all liked them, and we had no feedback that people had
problems in using them."
— Howard Wolff
Intended to bong Electrones readers up to date on news stores of the past months
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Hudson motor magnets:
something new
from an old
familiar name.

They're oriented or non-oriented, Barium or
Strontium, standard grades or tailor madas.
HUDSON— long a respected narna in Magnet Wre—has introduced
a companion line of -iigh quality ferrite magnets. Hudson Magnetics
offers magnets used in a broad range of OEM applicatkms—partipularly motor arcs for appliances, personal care itei-ns and oower too s.
We offer fast turnaround from tooling to delivery—any special grade
that's technologicaliy feasible—aiong with experienced application
engineering assistance. Send for our new technical literature.
Typical Properties at 20° Centigrade
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nd out how we can help you. Call our Seles Manager, Lorne Gives.
(
914)941-8500, Ext. 286, or write:

M

en.1111.--

FITJE, S ON
1%1A.GNET'ICS
A Div;sion of Hudson Wire Company
62 Water St., Ossining, N.Y. 10562
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A Scientific Calculator
• Algebraic Entry
• Two Parenthesis Levels
• Full Range Scientific Notation
• 3 Accumulating Memories
• 12 Functions
• Unlimited Chaining
• Twelve Digit Display

And, a UNIT CONVERTER
• 360 Unit Conversions
• 3 Programmable Conversions
HEADQUARTERS-

• Convert within or
between unit systems
• Convert within chains
• Nautical or Statute Miles
• U.S. or Imperial Units

Product Mgr.: Mr. Julius Hertsch;
MOS Technology, Inc., Norristown, Pa. 19401

CENTRAL REGIONMOS Technology, Inc., 838 Desplaines St.,
Chicago, Illinois 60607 ( 312) 92241288

EASTERN REGIONMr. William Whitehead, Suite 30788 Sunnyside Blvd., Plainview, N.Y. 11803 (516) 822-4240

WESTERN REGIONMOS Technology, Inc., 2172 Dupont Dr., Suite 221
Patio Bldg., Newport Beach, Calif. 92660 ( 714) 833-1600

aproud affiliate of
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PMT

4.

PV

Com

INT

ME

STO

ax

FV
CI
R

CE
For Finance:

CHS

• Five variables

DAY (360)

8

7
MO (12)

WK (52)

5

4
'R (01)

1

SEMI (02)

o

2

9
DA' 365)

16
1

OAT (04)

3

• Enter variables in any order
• Four variable solutions for
• Compound Interest
• Sinking Funds
• Withdrawal Annuities
• Five variable solutions for
mixed problems
• Automatic TIME BASE control

•

• Recall, modify, recompute
from stored DATA BASE
e Compute Accrued Interest
• and MUCH MORE!

WE'VE TURNED
A TECHNOLOGY
INTO A COMPANY

MO ill

MOS TECHNOLOGY, INC.
VALLEY FORGE CORPORATE CENTER, NORRISTOWN, Pe. 19401 12151 :,
.
66-7950
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For Basic Calculation:
• Algebraic Entry
• Two Parenthesis Levels
e Full Feature Memory
• Percent and Percent Difference
• Unlimited Chaining
• Twelve Digit Display
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In 1974
you probably didn't worry about it.
In 1975
your job may depend on it.
Until now, it seemed that only people in
the semiconductor industry cared about yield.
But now all that's changed.
With today's tight economy, everyone is
worrying about yield. Because to raise yield is to raise
profits. To ignore yield is to invite disaster.
The big question now is how to get the
greatest yield per dollar invested. For the most profit.
The answer: Think Yield. Not just at the
end of the production line, but right from the beginning. Because the most wasteful thing you can do is
to add value to abad part.
Looking at yield in this manner cuts costs
two ways. It cuts labor costs, because the earlier a
defect is detected, the cheaper it is to find. And it
cuts equipment costs by simplifying the hardware
requirements.
As the leading producer of semiconductor
test equipment, we've long looked at the entire production process in terms of yield. Which is why we
feel that any testing program that places the entire
burden of quality on final testing alone is missing the
point— the defects that drive yield down are of
several totally different types, each requiring
specialized attention.
And specialized attention is what we offer.
Along with the largest line of automatic test equipment in the business.

Bare- Board Testing.
Am This depends on the
value and complexity of your bare
boards. Our solid-state-switched systems can test a
board ( even multilayer types) with several thousand
points in seconds, identifying opens and shorts in
the board's own nomenclature. We even offer
mechanical fixturing for turnkey systems.
43 Loaded- Board Testing. Our circuit test sys• tems with "guided- probe"
troubleshooting allow technically
unskilled operators to pinpoint
errors quickly and reliably. This
means you no longer need to use
valuable technicians for chasing
down routine soldering and
insertion errors.
A Backplane Testing. With only afixture
nu change, the same systems
that test bare boards can also test
backplanes, eliminating systems test
problems caused by misserviced
backplanes. Daisy-chained fixture
cards make connection to the test
system quick and easy.
Now which kinds of testing
are best for you? That's where our
total experience can help. Because
only through atotal look at your
Let's look at the possibilities:
production situation can you be sure
I Incoming Inspection. It may be right to
you're getting the greatest yield
sample test. Or to 100% test. Whatever
per dollar invested.
your yield needs are, we have acomplete line of
For the most profit.
state-of-the-art inspection instruments
For starters, why not write for
and systems— for ICs, transistors,
our free booklet " High-Volume Testing for
diodes, zeners, FETs,
Electronic Device Users."
:2..-, 11
Seelge
relays, capacitors,
Soon.
resistors, SCRs
Tielkeir
Teradyne, Inc., 183 Essex Street,
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VOX Y

New Spartan XY recorder cuts
deadweight to boost performance.
For OEM or laboratory applications
here's astripped-down, energetic
recorder that not only works better
and longer, but it works for less
money. What made it practical was
an important breakthrough in
simplification. We combined some
functions and eliminated 1/2 of the
moving parts. Called Uniglide, the

solenoid. Low mass permits 30"
+ / sec slewing speed, fast response, quick stops. Included potentiometers are conductive plastic
for 20 year life; solid state op amp
electronics reduce noise and fiddling to zilch.
Vacuum chart holddown and
back- lighted grid-positioning grati-

new shuttle is precision cast of
Delrin, ahard, lightweight bearing

cules speed paper changes. It's
easy to use and dependable.
Request Bulletin E510 from
Esterline Angus Instrument Corpo-

material, and it holds the disposable
fiber-tip pen/ink cartridge and pen

ration, Box 24000, Indianapolis,
Indiana, 46224. Tel. (317) 244-7611.

Spartan Model XY575. 11" x17"
(or A3), 5sensitivity ranges-1MV/in
through 10V/in. Accuracy within
0.25% of full scale. Repeatability
within 0.1% full scale. Common
mode: 200 V DC to ground and
between channels; rejection 130
dB at DC.
Spartan Model XY575 Multi- range.
Same as above but with complete
multi- range control module with
optional 6speed time base sweeping from 0.01 to 2in/sec. Options:
event marker, TTL logic controls,
retransmitting pots.

ESTERLINE ANGUS
A UNIT OF ESTERLINE CORPORATION
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Washington newsletter
FAA predicts
big
year for planes
,
then a downturn

The Federal Aviation Administration says that 1975 will be the biggest
year since 1966 for civilian aircraft makers, but after that it' s all downhill. The FAA's forecast of production from 1975 to 1981 indicates that
electronics companies will have fewer new aircraft as vehicles for their
hardware in the future. General aviation aircraft production will peak
at 15,000 planes next year and then stabilize at an annual production
rate of about 13,000 in 1978. Approximately 15,750 planes were produced in 1966, general aviation's best year. Commercial transports also
will experience a downturn, going from 307 units in 1974 to 280 in
1981. The Aerospace Industries Association, furthermore, is even more
optimistic in its 1975 projection, predicting agrowth of general aviation
production to 18,000 units.

In Washington,

The growth of the minicomputer is beginning to show up strongly in
s: th e Federal Government. Althe minicomputer one of IBM's traditionally big m arket
though IBM is still the dollar leader, the Digital Equipment Corp. is
makes inroads now running neck and neck with Sperry Rand's Univac division for the
lead in unit sales, according to recent Government reports. What's
more, about half of the 1,099 machines purchased or leased by Washington agencies in the last two years have been from DEC. Its market share
in 1970 was only 9.5%.
By the end of the 1974 fiscal year, DEC's share of the Government's
computer inventory was 1,393 machines, 17.8% of the total, compared
to Univac's 17.9% share, based on 1,400 units. IBM's share of the total
units has dropped to 1,363 from a 1972 high of 1,429, according to the
General Services Administration. IBM had 26.4% of the market in 1972,
but has dropped to 17.4%. The Government currently owns and leases
more than 7,830 machines, up from 6,731 in fiscal 1972. IBM, however,
retained the largest share of the dollars—approximately 26% of the $ 3.8
billion inventory. Control Data Corp. ranks second, with approximately 20% of the total. DEC only netted about 5% of the dollars.

Airlines ready
bu in plans for
y

terrain-alert systems
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The major commercial airlines are expected to begin ordering groundproximity warning systems after aJan. 15 meeting convenes in Washington to discuss congressional and public pressure, according to aviation sources. The FAA has ordered the nation's commercial carriers to
install the system, which warns apilot that his plane is getting too close
to terrain. The crash of aTWA Boeing 727 near Washington in November triggered the FAA's decision to require that the audio warning units
be installed by December of this year instead of mid- 1976, the original
deadline [
Electronics, Dec. 26, 1974, p. 30].
Two firms offer the systems: Sundstrand Data Control Inc., Redmond, Wash., and Bendix Avionics division, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. So
far, Bendix has received just one "verbal commitment" from a "small"
carrier for fleet retrofit. "We expect alot of major commitments to be
made after that meeting, though," says aBendix official. Domestic airlines—except Pan Am and Braniff—have refused to buy the system
from Sundstrand, saying that they want to improve on its design.
Bendix has priced its system at between $4,000 and $6,000, depend-
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Washington newsletter
ing on features— undercutting Sundstrand's $ 6,500 price. Both companies expect to sell similar units for other aircraft after outfitting the
2,300-jet commercial fleet before the FAA's Dec. 1, 1975 deadline.

Air Force eyes
improved radars,
training packages

Device is sought
to detect
artery hardening

Medium- size banks
look at funds transfer
after Federal ruling

A late- December shopping list issued by three Air Force laboratories is
heavy on radar and instrument-design needs. A mini- radar for remotely
piloted vehicles is being sought by the Air Force Research and Development division at Wright- Patterson Air Force Base. And the Special
Weapons Center at Kirtland Air Force Base is looking for an airborne
instrumentation system, adapting existing instrument- panel designs to
modular growth in flight-simulation applications.
eut the big plum is a tracking and display system sought by the
Flight Test Center at Edwards Air Force Base. The high- accuracy system, based on using anumber of radars to locate coordinates, must be
capable of tracking up to 40 targets simultaneously, at speeds up to
Mach 4and altitudes up to 60,000 feet. While tracking planes at speeds
of between 2,400 and 3,000 miles per hour, the system must be accurate
to 4.5 meters for X and Y coordinates and 6meters for z, with processing by dedicated computers. Three CRTs and a 6- foot-square display
screen will be Air Force options.

Medical electronic companies have until March 4to send proposals to
the National Heart and Lung Institute for arecently announced multimillion-dollar project to develop a new instrument to detect and measure hardened arteries. The new device will be able to detect thickened
arteries without puncturing the skin. Technological improvement in
existing systems, such as experimental ultrasonic scanners, are the first
priority of the R&D project.

Banks are already reacting to the Dec. 12 rulemaking announcement
by the U.S. Comptroller of the Currency that would perm it national
banks to install electronic funds-transfer terminals in point-of-sale locations, such as supermarkets. IBM says that it has received a 20% increase in bank inquiries concerning the terminal systems. Significantly,
the increase comes from medium-size banks.
The big cloud on the horizon, though, comes from the Independent
Bankers Association of America and some state banking commissioners, who have threatened to sue over the decision. They say the decision would doom the small banks, which cannot afford systems costing
$300,000 and up. Some congressmen have indicated that they will seek
legislation to postpone adoption of the ruling until anational commission report is submitted in 1976 [
Electronics, Nov. 28, 1974, p.75].

FCC sales ban is

Recently announced Federal Communications Commission prohibi-

aimed at improving

tions on linear amplifier sales for citizens band radios should give a
boost to the $ 150 million industry and increase electronics company
revenues, according to the Electronics Industries Association. This step
and stronger enforcement of FCC rules will clean up the airwaves and
thereby encourage serious users, says an FIA official.

citizens' band radio
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NEED A 1/4"x 1-1/4"

BUSS HASIT ,

TIME- DELAY FUSE OR
QUICK- ACTING FUSE?
Time- current characteristics of FUSETRON"
dual- element time- delay fuses
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fast-actin fuses
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FUSETRONe dual-element fuses
Time- delay characterist cs avoic nuisance openings from
starting currents or surges- yet, give full protection from
sho-t-circuits or dangerous overloads.
Voilage
250 or less

250
125
125
32

or
or
or
or

less
less
less
less

Symbol
MDL

M DX
MOL
M DX
MOL

Ampens
1/100, 1/3:', 1/16, 1/10. 1/8. 15 /100, 175/1000,
3/16, 2,10, 1/4, 3/10, 3/8, 4/10, 1/2, 6/10, 7/10,
3/4, 8/10 or 1
1-1/4, 1-1/2, 1-6/10, 1-8/10 or 2
1-2/10, 1-1 /4, 1-1/2, 1-6/10, 2, 2-1/2, or 2-8/10
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BUSS fast-acting fuses
Fast- acting characteristics provide the instantaneous high
speed opening necessary to protect sensitive instruments
or delicate apparatus.
Voltage
250 or iess

Symbol

Ampeles

AGC

1/500, 1/200, 1/100, 1/32, 1/16, 1/10, 1/8,

250 or less

MGB

15/100, 175/1000, 3/16, 2/20, 1/4, 3/10, 3/8,
.15/100, 1/2, 6/10, 3/4, 1, 1-1/4, 1-1/2, 1-6/10, 2
1/16 or 1/8

250 or less
250 or less

MBW & MBB fuses now called ACC.
AGC
2-1/2, 3
MTH 4, 5or 6

For 250 volt fuses above 6amperes- See ABC fuses.
125 or less
GLH
7, 3or 10
32 or less

AGC

Fo- a complete selection of BUSS fuses and fuseholders

BUSS
In the- Lne
Fuseholcers

HKP Fuseholder

BUSS
Panel Mounted
FuLehcoders
Lam Iidicating

BUSS IIIGB•C
Fiseho.der
Mi l
ita r Type

BUSS
Space Saver
Panel Mounted
Fuseholders

SU 3SIVIANN MANUFACTURING
a McGra ,v-EcIl son Company Division
St. _ ouls, IVMssoury 53 - 07
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BL Si •
HIv R Sh.etcled
Panel Mounted
Fu eholcers

4, 5, 6, 7, 7-1/2, 8, 10, 15, 20, 25 or 36
asx for bulletin SFB.

RUSS
Enap-Lt
Fear Punie
Mounted
Pusehorders

B
USS>

BUSS
Pen& :do_irged
FisehcIder

FURI
1
/
4

e 1% Inch

Fuses lo
2 pole,

4408

NF
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New,
mproved
and IFreef
because you'll be dealing with
one source of supply for
paper and toners, with a
nationwide distribution
system. Always ready to
deliver what you want
when you want it, from
inventory. In addition
to our standard rolls
and fanfold packs (with
exclusive page numbering),
we offer preprinted formats in any
•
color or configuration that you want.

Cut out the coupon
and send it in for
your FREE Graphic
Controls Electrostatic
Recording Chart
sample. Not just
asnippet of paper
... but afull roll
sample of the
newest finest quality
electrostatic paper on the
market. Put it into your GOULD,
VARIAN or VERSATEC recorder
for your own inuse test.

Fill out and mail the coupon today. Or call
Ray Newstead, our Industrial Marketing
Manager. Phone: ( 716) 853-7500, Ext. 352.

If you like what you see— and we're betting
you will
rest is easy. Easy for you

I'D LIKE TO TEST aFREE sample of your electrostatic paper in the following recording equipment:
GOULD, Chart No.

VARIAN, Chart No.

D VERSATEC, Chart No

Estimated Annual Chart Usage
Title

Name

I
I

Company
Address
City

State

Zip

Phone
RECORDING CHART DIVISION

GRAPHIC
189

52

VAN
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CONTROLS

RENSSELAER

STREET

CORPORATION

BUFFALO

NEW

YORK

14210
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Electronics international
Significant developments in technology and business

Microprocessor halves processing cost
in EEC's Camac measurement system
A new microprocessor module that
can replace aminicomputer and interfacing can halve the cost of data
processing in the European Economic Community's Camac ( computer-aided measurement and control) system. The research team at
the French Commissariat à
l'Energie Atomique (cEA) that developed the JCAM-10 microprocessor module is negotiating
manufacturing licenses with several
firms in France for commercial production, but the laboratory is accepting small orders now and developing the software.
The JCAM-10, built around the
Intel 8080 chip, has instruction
speed of 4 microseconds, triple the
speed of acomputer using the standard Camac interface, and readwrite speed is 8 ,us, six times as fast
as a Camac-interfaced system. The
module, tentatively priced at $ 6,500
with 7,000 8-bit words of memory
and interface can be matched to an
add-on memory with a capacity of
49,152 8-bit words.
Pierre Gallice, the engineer in
charge of development, claims that
the JCAM-10 can process data from
24 modules loaded into two standard Camac racks. " It gives us the
power of a minicomputer on one
chip," Gallice says. In fact, the largest Camac configurations go up to
seven racks holding as many as 24
modules each. For that sort of work,
something like aDigital Equipment
Corp. PDP-11 is called for, he says.
Pricing. Price comparisons, too,
put the microprocessor module out
front. Gallice and his team have just
finished their first complete unit,
and costing procedures are still under way. The price tag is likely to be
about $ 6,500. Even if the price
creeps up another 20%, the module
will still be cheaper than a comparable minicomputer, which, together
with its $ 3,000 or more interface
could cost as much as $ 13,000. Even
the latest in French micro-
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computers, the Micral S, would cost
up to $ 8,350 with interface included,
Gallice calculates. He says the module will reduce data-processing costs
by as much as 50%.
As with most data processing, the
really hard work comes in the software. And Gallice is claiming no
wonders for JCAM-10. His team is
just starting to work out a development program for Camac software
now. He estimates it will be another
year before the module reaches the
stage where the end user has only to
plug his fully programed Camac

rack into his plant, laboratory, or
hospital test system with little or no
extra work on software problems.
Gallice has another good reason
for helping Camac on its way to new
fields. He is the French representative on one of the Camac committees in Brussels that have now
brought the number of standard instruments up to 1,000.
U.S. companies like Aluminum
Company of America, Westinghouse, and General Motors are already trying out the industrial potential of Camac.

Around the world
Japanese build phone keyboard on substrate
A monolithic tone- keying telephone keyboard that operates on the piezoelectric principle is being developed by the lbaraki Electrical Communication
Laboratory of the Nippon Telegraph & Telephone Public Corp.
To fabricate the circuitry, copper is evaporated and etched on a thermoplastic substrate having a high dielectric constant that contains a fluorine
such as particles of aferroelectric ceramic. Instead of signaling by switches
that close contacts, depressing the keys produces ferroelectric voltages in
the conductor lines beneath them. The developers say that keyboards of
any size can be built this way.
Philips gains partners as TED video-disk debut nears
The long awaited TED video- disk playback system from Telefunken / Teldec/Decca, which has mechanical pickup, is expected on the
market this year, and officials are predicting sales of 25,000 to 30,000
units. The Philips-Gloeilampenfabrieken VLP (very- long- play) system isn't
expected until some time in 1976, but Philips officials don't appear to be
worried about the time lag. MCA Inc., Los Angeles, has a joint venture
agreement with Philips to develop the optical system. Philips is also negotiating with France's Thomson-CSF for possible licensing, and Zenith Corp.
of Chicago is another likely partner. Unexpected development costs have
delayed and boosted the price of the TED system from about $ 480 to $ 600,
and prices for the 10- minute disks will start at $4.
Programable 1-k ROM is ECL-compatible
One of the first 1,024- bit programable read-only memories to be compatible
with emitter- coupled logic will be introduced by RTC- La Radiotechnique
Compelec. One of the first buyers, presumably, will be Compagnie International Pour 1'Informatique, which helped RTC develop the device, the
GXB 10149. Production versions of the PROM will be considerably faster
than the typical access time of 23 nanoseconds in the development version,
and somewhat smaller than the chip, now 1.2 by 1.3 millimeters. The 1,024bit memory matrix is split into four blocks of 256 bits each and has 66 bits
for test points. The memory is programed by burning out nickel- chromium
fuses at selected memory crosspoints, essentially made up of two transistors each. The selected fuses are burned out by applying a 25-milliampere
pulse at 8 volts to the inhibit input.
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Nowadays,
you can't buy
immediate delivery.
But you can rent it.
When you order electronic test equipment, you could wait weeks or even months
for delivery.
Or, you could rent from REI, and have what you want within hours. With the
largest inventory in the business, it's asafe bet that your local REI Instant Inventory
Center has exactly what you need. And it's just aphone call away.
Immediate delivery is just one reason for renting from REI. Saving money is
another. You pay only for the period you have your instruments, and you can return
them anytime ... so you get more mileage from your equipment budget.
REI stocks 8,137 fully checked-out test instruments.
tun
And they're ready whenever you are. For the full
instree
Rental
story on renting, as well as prices, send in the coupon
catalog
for prompt delivery of our free illustrated catalog.
Or, call us now for your immediate requirements.

1974

Burlington, MA (617) 273-2770 • Gaithersburg, MD ( 301) 948-0620 • Oakland,
NJ ( 201) 337-3757 • Ft. Lauderdale, FL (305) 771-3500 • Des Plaines, IL
(312) 827-6670 • Dallas, TX (214) 661-8082 • Mountain View, CA (415) 968-8845
Anaheim, CA ( 714) 879-0561 • Rexdale, Ontario ( PLC Leasing Ltd.) ( 416) 677-7513

Rental Electronics, Inc.
99 Hartwell Avenue, Lexington, Mass. 02173
Please send me your free, 78-page rental
equipment catalog:
Name

Title

Company
Address
City

State

Zip

Rental Electronics, Inc.
A pERSIcQ LEASING COMPANY
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International newsletter
High-performance
German speaker
hangs on wall

Japanese open up
domestic market
to all ic imports

Endoscope has
tiny
color-TV
camera in tip

A high-fidelity loudspeaker that can be hung on awall like apicture
will go to market in about six months, says its developer, J.W. Manger,
an independent West German researcher. The JWM system, bearing
its inventor's initials, performed better than conventional speakers in
lengthy tests at Germany's Physical Training Standards Bureau, but it
"will cost no more than conventional systems," Manger says.
The speaker, only 2 centimeters thick, operates by means of a flat
flexible resistive-type diaphragm working in conjunction with an electrodynamic drive. Operation is in the bending-motion mode, in contrast
to the principles used in today's loudspeakers, in which amass or compliance-type diaphragm operates by piston-like movements.
The speaker, described this month at atechnical symposium in London, accurately reproduces even rapidly varying sound signals and
square-wave pulses. The drawback of the conventional speaker,
Manger says, is that it acts like asound generator itself.

On Christmas day, the Japanese government completely liberalized
imports of integrated circuits. Imp ort
s ofd
evi
ces w i
thl
ess than 200 elements were liberalized last April, and capital investments for semiconductor production followed last month. The government's sole remaining restraint on foreign companies now appears to be the power to
impose emergency duties on imports of integrated circuits if the devices
are being dumped on the Japanese market.
Last year, Japanese production of integrated circuits amounted to
$317 million, and imports totaled $ 110.7 million. During the first 10
months of this year, production was $308 million and imports $ 147 million. Still, the Ministry of International Trade and Industry says Japanese technology can hold its own in competition with foreign manufacturers. However, development subsidies will continue under existing
laws. In fiscal 1973 and 1974, they amounted to $ 11.7 million.
Nippon Electric Co. Ltd., which claims to be Japan's largest manufacturer of la, had more business during part of the year than it could
handle and was turning some away. Formerly No. 1and now No. 2Hitachi Ltd. also turned away business.

An endoscope that contains perhaps the smallest color-television camera ever built may be market
ed thi s year by Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken. Prototypes, developed by Philips' Laboratoires d'Electronique
et de Physique Apliquée, have already passed tests in three Paris hospitals. Company officials are investigating marketing possibilities and
formulating specifications for commercial systems.
The color camera in the endoscope, which has a head diameter of
only 4.5 millimeters, attaches to the end of acatheter 4mm in diameter
that can be threaded through veins or other passages to examine the
heart, abdominal organs, or even the brain, aspokesman says. The area
under observation is scanned by arotating mirror and acombination
prism and lens-, each driven by a synchronous motor only 3.5 mm in
diameter. Light is fed in and out of the head through glass fibers, and
outcoming light is picked up by three photomultipliers having outputs
that control acolor-TV monitor.
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International newsletter

Ultrasonic river
gage may go to
commercial market

Japan's budget
date will delay
satellite launches

Germans transmit
digitized TV images
over glass fibers

An automatic ultrasonic monitoring unit developed by a UK government agency to measure the flow of rivers and tidal basins may be mar keted commercially. The Atomic Research Establishment, which developed the instrument package for the Department of the
Environment's Water Research Centre, is reported to be negotiating
with the Plessey Co. for possible marketing of the system. Designed for
water- resource management and flood control, the instrument packages can be connected to acomputer for monitoring of flowing or tidal
bodies of water. In the system, two ultrasonic units, positioned diagonally on the shore, exchange pulses through the water and communicate with adepth gage. A console reads out quantities of water flow.

Japan's communications and broadcast satellites won't be launched by
the end of fiscal 1976, as had been planned. NASA in the U. S. , which
will orbit the satellites, requires payments to start 24 months before
launch. The drawback: initial funds for the launch won't be included in
the Japanese government's fiscal 1975 budget, which must be approved
by the Diet, until April 1, start of the fiscal year.
An official of the National Space Development Agency is confident
that the delay will be only a few months. NASA in the past has been
willing to waive rules and accept payments later, he says. But funds are
now short in the U. S., and NASA is following the rules closely. It will
take at least two years to build the rockets for the launches, which will
now have to come after April 1977.

Using equipment from Siemens AG, communications engineers at
West Berlin's Heinrich- Hertz Institute have successfully transmitted
digitized television pictures over aglass- fiber line four kilometers long.
The transmission line is amultimode fiber with an attenuation of 6to 8
dB per kilometer. The system uses binary-difference pulse-code modulation at 24 megabits per second, which corresponds to 320,000 picture
dots having 3 bits per dot. The transmitter is aspecial long- life luminescence diode connected by an analog-to- digital converter to the television camera. The receiver is an avalanche photodiode that feeds a
monitor via a decoder. The TV picture has a norm of 625 lines and
5- megahertz bandwidth.

Japanese may
purchase foreign
defense aircraft
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U. S. airframe and electronics manufacturers could benefit from two
actions by Japan's National Defense Council that would, if adopted,
hurt that nation's manufacturers. The council has recommended that
the next generation of the airborne early-warning plane for the Self Defense Force be imported and that aircraft be imported to fill the gap
while the next-generation PXL submarine reconnaissance plane is being
developed. Logical candidates for Japanese purchase are the General
Dynamics YF-16 and the Northrop YF-17 advanced combat fighters,
one of which will be selected by the U. S. Air Force. Both are also candidates to replace NATO's F- 104s.
Electronics/January 9, 1975

New snap-in rockers
with Cutler-Hammer
reliability.
Here's acompletely new line of snap-ins,
each engineered with the kind of solid
dependability you expect in Cutler- Hammer
Rockette® switches. Bright metal bezels,
illuminated and non-illuminated, A-eand D-c
capabilities up to 20 amps.
Sub-panel rockers in avariety
of colors, rocker or paddle
designs in standard, special, or
proprietary models.
Switches snap in and stay in
permanently. Speed up
assembly time, cut costs.

Flush-mounted rockers in the
same wide range of designeroriented colors and styles.
One- and two-pole models.

Illuminated single- pole
rockers. Choice of red, green,
amber, white, or clear. •
Hot- stamped legends indicate
switch functions.

For more information, call
your Cutler- Hammer Sales
Office or Switch Distributor.

CeLB
0

CUTLER- HAMMER
SPECIALTY PRODUCTS DIVISION. MrIneaukee. Wes. 53207

Switch to No.1

Re • 011.016.
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Get the high reliability that eliminates
trouble. RN DIP sockets make contact with
the wide, flat sides of your IC leads. This
provides 100% greater surface contact
for positive electrical connection.

DIP SOCKETS for the

price you're paying for junk!
Robinson Nugent "
side- wipe"
DIP sockets make 100% greater
contact than any edge-bearing
socket on the market.
This 100% greater contact with the wide, flat
surface of your IC leads is your guarantee of
unmatched reliability. This RN "side-wipe"
contact provides constant low contact resistance. No edge-bearing contact can possibly
deliver this long term dependability. This
designed-in reliability of RN DIP sockets is your
assurance of trouble-free IC interconnects—
yet they cost no more than ordinary sockets.
Put an end to troublesome junk sockets!
Write today for catalog and informative book
"What to Look for in IC Interconnects." It's
free from RN— the people who make more
kinds of high reliability IC sockets than anyone.

They're even packaged
for high reliability.

Look or
ErÈrcob-•:,

"Protecto-pak" packaging delivers consistently
perfect RN sockets to your
production line— for automated or manual açsombly.
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Now, to meet your tightest packaging requirements,
there are five AMPMODU contact types— including
two with high-pressure contacts for positive mating to
short posts. The AMPMODU system now gives you
greater interconnection versatility with proven reliability.
Here's how:

Unique design permits repeated
post/receptacle matings.
AMPMODU contacts are designed with
dual cantilever spring beams in the receptacles. These spring members
ensure uniform, positive
electrical contact with mating

posts, every time. This same
design feature also compensates for
misalignment of
staked posts and receptacles, and allows, for
greater assembly tolerances.

Board-to-board, board-to-wire
versatility. Receptacles can be staked up, down
or sideways, to module boards or grid panels. Receptacle
designs are also available for
crimping onto individual wires
or for staking into flat flexible
cable conductors. Others
can be used to connect
coaxial wires. Terminated receptacles may also
be housed in awide range
of multiple-position connector blocks for both 90°
and parallel connections to
boards or grid panels. AMPMODU connector posts are
preassemble(' in insulating nylon blocks or in strip
form for machine insertion. They can be
wired automatically by AMP%
TERMI-POINT clip point-to point method, or by wraptype techniques.

Wide range of types and sizes.

Five basic AMPMODU contact types
provide post and receptacle size selection
to meet specific packaging requirements.
Mod Itypes, for example, combine .031 x
.062-inch rectangular post and mating
receptacles for awide variety of applications
where spacing between contacts from . 125 to
.156-inch is required. Mod II types offer miniature .025'
post and receptacles, permit mounting clearances as close
as . 100-inch. Mod III types provide high-pressure
receptacles for use with .025' posts. For special applications,
shorter receptacle lengths are available to mate with .025'
posts in aselection of Mod IV sizes. Mod V types provide
high-pressure receptacles which permit mating with
short posts. Each is acomplete electromechanical
module, designed to give almost unlimited positioning
versatility and circuit flexibility.

Staking speeds to 12,000 posts or
receptacles an hour. Our new strip-fed multihead pantograph matches post and receptacle staking
speeds to your high-volume production needs. Each
applicator head stakes up to 4,000
insertions an hour, either horizontally or vertically, into pc boards
from .062-inch up. Any pattern can
be staked into 5x13-inch to 16 x
13-inch boards. AMP automatic
tooling is unequalled for reducing
applied interconnection costs.
•
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Engineering backup...
worldwide. At AMP Incorporated,

more than 700 application, service
and sales engineers are prepared to
assist you with every design and production
application involving AMPMODU interconnection systems.
At your domestic manufacturing plant or wherever you
use AMP products and machines throughout the world.
You'll find AMP manufacturing and service facilities in 16
major international markets. In the United States, district
offices are located in California, Georgia, Illinois,
Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, New Jersey, Ohio,
Texas, and the District of Columbia.
For more information on AMPMODU connector
system products, circle Reader Service Number 240, or
write AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, Pa. 17105.

et. MVO IF1
INCORPORATED

AMP, AMPMODU and TERMI-POINT are trademarks of AMP Incorporated.
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at an uncompromising calculator.

When you claim to make uncompromising calculators, you'd better have good reasons. Here are ours:

O Every key on every HP calculator is checked at
least twice. Our quality control people press them to
make sure they feel right, then a machine exercises
them to make sure they function right.
O Every key is double injection molded, so the
symbol it carries won't wear off.

O

Every lettered key has apositive click action, so
you know for sure the function has registered when
you press one.

O It's no accident that the OFF- ON switch operates
as smoothly as it does. We greased it with silicon
when we installed it. It's also no accident that it moves
in ahorizontal plane. That's to prevent it from moving
when you put the calculator into its carrying case or
your shirt pocket.

O

The numbers in the display are tipped forward, so
you can view them clearly and without distortion at
wide angles.

O There's amoisture barrier under the keyboard to
protect the calculator's innards from spilt coffee, tea,
milk, what-have- you.

O The rechargeable battery pack ( included with all
HP calculators) is asingle unit, easy to replace.

OThere are no exposed wires, seams or electronic

components in the battery compartment, just two contacts. This compartment is also sealed to protect the
calculator's vital parts.

O

The battery compartment door opens easily, without aprying coin or key, so there's no need to worry
about nicks or, worse, damage that could make the
door inoperable.

(r) The recharger plug is recessed to ensure apositive
connection; it's also designed so there's no way you
can enter the wrong plug by mistake.
• All critical internal connections are gold-plated.
(I) The heavy gauge plastic case is designed to withstand along tumble to ahard floor. Incredibly, one
HP calculator once withstood atrip through asnowblowing machine, thanks to this durable case.

e HP calculators are designed as carefully as they're
built. Each model meets the present and anticipated
needs of aparticular discipline. All offer an efficient
RPN logic system with 4- Memory Stack and from one
to 20 Addressable Storage Registers.
If you're impressed by our reasons, see our calculators. You have to feel aHewlett-Packard calculator
to believe it. Only when you challenge one with your
problems will you appreciate why Nobel Prize winners, astronauts, conquerors of Everest, America's Cup
navigators and over 500,000 other professionals own
them.
We offer six models: the HP- 35 Electronic Slide Rule;
the HP- 45 Advanced Scientific ;the HP- 55 Programmable Scientific ;the HP- 65 Fully Programmable ;the
HP-70 Business ;and the HP- 80 Financial.
800-538-7922 (
in Calif. 800-662-9862): the numbers
to call for a " hands-on" demonstration. We'll give you

the name of adealer near you, and we'll send you a
catalog that details all our calculators.
If you're looking for an uncompromising calculator,
one that will handle tomorrow's problems as well as
today's, test ours. Feel them solve your problems.
They're as professional as you are.

HEWLETT IIPACKARD

615/01
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Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries.
Dept. 214N, 19310 Pruneridge Avenue, Cupertino, CA 95014

We feel alittle flag-waving
is called for
After all, it's not every day aSpanish company
opens amanufacturing plant in the USA.
Especially in the highly competitive world of
electronics.
But that's just what we've done. Bearded the
electronic giants in their own dens.
Our new American den is in Boston. Right
now we're manufacturing carbon film resistors
-with other component lines to follow - on our
own specially designed machines, drawing on
the identical advanced technology and
production techniques that have taken us to the
top in Europe.
And we know this little bit of flag-waving will
catch the eye of our European customers.
They'll appreciate how the extra production
from our US plant will ease their own deliveries
in Europe. We will no longer have to divert so
much of our European capacity across the

Atlantic. So everybody benefits.
To our American friends we say, " Happy to be
in the USA". We know a// our customers are
going to be happy we are.
Find out more about Piher. A leader in
component technology.
PIHER International Corp., ( Sales Office)
1239 Rand Road, Des Plaines, Illinois 60016.
Tel : 312-297 1560 Telex: 282514
PIHER Corp., ( Manufacturing Plant)
399 Washington Street, Woburn, Mass. 01801
Tel: 617-935 8750 Telex: 94-9382

ePIHER
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Probing the news
Analysis of technology and busineSS developrner

Executives worry over economy
Inflation and recession top lists of electronics officials' bugaboos,
but at Allen-Bradley they're preparing for the boom
by Howard Wolff, Associate Editor

Electronics executives are worried
about inflation and recession. They
fear that the Government will do
the wrong thing or, worse yet, that it
will do nothing. They're worried
about inventory and capacity. In
fact, as they peer into 1975, many
are worried, like RCA's Irving K.
Kessler, "in a word, about everything." However, Stanley J. Kukawka, vice president and general
manager of Allen-Bradley Co.'s
Electronics division, is getting ready
for aboom.
But most officials expect that
things are going to get worse before
they get better. David H. Methvin,
president of Computer Automation
Inc., says the economy in general
won't see an upturn before the end
of the year. Donn L. Williams, president of electronics operations at
Rockwell International Corp., puts
it this way: " Ibelieve that 1975 as a
whole will be asoft year—areal soft
year." The consensus appears to be
that the business curve will remain
flat.

There was a time when electronics people looked to the Government, particularly the military, as
the bedrock of their business. But
things have changed, and RCA's
Kessler, who's executive vice president for government and commercial systems, says, "The military will
have to sharpen its priorities."
The Defense Department, he
says, is hurt by inflation as badly as
industry. "This will affect new
starts," says Kessler, meaning that,
within the next year or two, anumber of the marginal companies in
the Government electronics field
will drop out, particularly those that
are undercapitalized. Kessler worries that they may damage the rest
of his industry on the way out with
what he calls desperation pricing.
Order rates are a major concern
in every one of the electronics industries. At Hewlett-Packard Co.,
John Young, executive vice president, says H- P officials are worried
about their "ability to provide employment for our people." Young

notes that he isn't preparing for
doomsday—he expects only "some
sliding off in the first six months of
the year" and aflat growth rate for
1975 as awhole— but has made contingency plans for the worst-case situation, a possible business drop of
10% to 20%. Then, says Young, H-P
might either build inventory or reduce capacity by "absolute attrition" and hiring freezes or by cutting the work week. Young says that
at H- P, which has never laid off anyone, "our highest priority is to have
ajob for everybody."
Inventories. What's worrying
Charles E. Sporck, president of National Semiconductor Corp., is that
his customers will accumulate excess
inventories. And he wonders "what
kind of impact that will have on the
real usage of electronic products."
While customers are apparently
shipping now as vigorously as they
did before the downturn, Sporck
says, "Clearly, our buiness is impacted now by excess inventories."
"If the economy doesn't fall

Seers. Looking down the road at 1975, Donn L. Williams of Rockwell International, Charles Sporck of National Semiconductor, and Irving
Kessler of RCA agree that the year will be flat. Electronics executives are worried most about inflation, recession.
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apart"— and Sporck doubts that it
will— he expects inventories to be
down by late spring, when there will
be a rush to reorder. Then, says
Sporck, the semiconductor industry
would find itself worrying about
shortages resulting from mushrooming demand and cutbacks in capacity. Sporck's scenario includes panic
buying and a shortage that will be
worse than the one preceding the
current slump.

Sporck predicts that inflation
overall is "on its way out," adding
that "it never did exist in the semiconductor industry" because the industry has aflexible and realistic attitude about the economy. About
the economy in general, Sporck
says, "There is no danger of a depression. We are seeing a readjustment" from the " disjointed
economy, where we had rampant
inflation along with the distortions
built in."
Now is the ideal time, Sporck
continues, " for this adjustment to be

Analysts gloomy, but some see upturn
Executives at companies in the
electronics industries are worried
about everything from inflation to inventories, and so are the men on
Wall Street who monitor those companies.
Securities analysts are taking a
generally bearish view of the electronics industries in 1975, particularly the early part of the year.
Electronics, most analysts agree,
are growth industries, but they're
not immune to changes in the economy, as the following comments indicate.
Benjamin Rosen, for years the
semiconductor- industry analyst for
Coleman & Co., New York, says,
"As we enter 1975, one of the main
difficulties is that all the major economies— domestic, Japan, and Europe—are down. This is probably
unprecedented. That's on the demand side. On the supply side, we'll
probably see some fairly low production rates going into the year.
The first quarter will be the bloodiest
of the year. But as we see some fiscal and monetary stimulation by the
Federal Government take effect—
and Ithink this can be anticipated—
we could see very gradual improvement, with the fourth quarter of this
year or first quarter of ' 76 turning
out to be pretty buoyant periods
again."
James I. Magid, vice-president
and a semiconductor and television
analyst with Drexel Burnham &
Co.'s research department in New
York, expects " an extremely tough
year with a lot of consolidations and
mergers. Ithink that by the end of
the first quarter, the semiconductor
segment will be 30% to 40% below
the trend of the golden age of

'72-73, had that trend continued.
Prices will be under big pressure.
And we may see Japanese and European companies taking over some
small, or even medium-size, [ U.S.]
companies."
Kent Logan, a partner and electronics analyst with
H. C.
Wainwright & Co., New York, projects a 12% drop in semiconductor
sales in 1975, " but they could be off
as much as 30% in the first half.
We're seeing all the classical moves
by the industry right now in response to the depressed market, including layoffs, cuts in R&D and
other programs— that sort of thing.
We'll see the larger companies, like
a Texas Instruments, in a good financial position, continuing to put
money into the development of new
products, while the smaller firms will
have to cut programs." In other
words, Logan believes the big will
get bigger in 1975, while many of
the smaller firms in the electronics
industries will be competitively
weaker by year's end.
Robert Gutenstein, long-time
electronics analyst with Kalb
Voorhis & Co., New York City, says
that " for the short term, we're going
to have some very difficult business
conditions. We're now going from a
period of inventory reduction to a
period of demand reduction. Ithink
the Federal Government will be a
very critical factor for the industry in
1975 in terms of its tax policies, military spending, trade relations, and
so many other areas in which it will
be .making decisions. I also think
we'll see more business failures and
consolidations during the year than
we have seen at any time since
1970."

allowed to correct the pressures on
the economy— Government controls—that were destroying it." For
example, he says, "in areas where
there are tremendous shortages, let
supply catch up." Or, where " fictitiously low prices were imposed on
certain products," such as natural
gas, allow price hikes. In other
words, explains Sporck, "let this
marvelous free-enterprise system
work. Don't let it battle with its
arms tied."
Another semiconductor industry
leader, executive vice president J.
Fred Bucy of Texas Instruments
Inc., says, "Our worries in the semiconductor industry are very much
the same as those of the rest of the
economy, but may be accelerated."
Bucy expresses some disappointment in the Federal Government.
"Unfortunately," he says, "you
can't control inflation without having alittle recession, so the problem
is to control it without getting into
too deep a recession. Our biggest
worry is whether the Government
can perform this balancing act. So
far they have demonstrated no leadership whatsoever."
Contingencies. "I'm worried that
the Government will give up its
fight to stop inflation too soon, and
then at some point, we'll start reinflating," Bucy continues. "We'll
have a bigger disaster in the future
because we refused to take a small
dose of medicine at this time." In
forecasting his industry's performance, Bucy is conservative. " Idon't
expect to see any semiconductor industry growth at all in the first half;
Iexpect to see it continue to slide.

Holding the line.

H-P'S

John Young says ob-

jective is jobs for everyone.
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Assuming inflation is under control
by then, we should see some stabilization in the second half."
Bucy emphasizes, however, that
there will be some false indications
of growth. "In the first half of the
first quarter, for example, we'll see
some increase in orders because customers just did not buy for inventory in the last quarter of 1974.
They'll be buying for replacement
in inventory in the first quarter," he
says. "Some people will read this as
an upturn, but Ithink that history
will show that this is just a flash in
the pan, and we'll continue to slide.
The biggest danger, since world
economies are more interrelated
than they used to be, is that, as the
U.S. goes, so goes the free world."
Rockwell's Williams points out
that "there are no real bright spots,
really. Last year, the economy was
held up by continuing capital expenditures. This year, we see cutbacks there too."
John Buchholz says he has no
worries—only "healthy concerns."
Buchholz, executive vice president
of Bunker Ramo Corp. and chief
executive officer of the firm's Amphenol divisions, is concerned with
inflation and the high cost of
money. "If we try to hypo the recession with quick remedies without
considering the effect on inflation,
we won't get to the root. We'll cure
the symptoms without curing the
disease." As for the high prime interest rate, Buchholz says, "When
American business can't grow because the cost of money is too high,
that's a bad sign. And Idon't think
we're going to bring the economy

under control until we see the cost
of money drop." Still, Buchholz expects only a flat 1975—the first half
drifting downward and a gradual
upturn in the last half.
At Zenith Radio Corp., the biggest worry for president John J. Nevin is not so much what the economy will do, but what the consumer
will do. " Ihave to conclude that the
short-term outlook for this industry
is dismal," he says. "We're going to
have to live with lower levels of
sales in the months to come, and I
suspect that it's going to be hard for
any company in this industry to
earn an acceptable profit in the
coming year." But Nevin says, in the
long term, that when the recession
ends, the television industry will
benefit from pent-up demand.
But all isn't gloomy. The minicomputer business, says Computer
Automation's Methvin, could grow
25%, even in a flat year. "They're
not yet a necessity," he reasons,
"but they're tools, and they help reduce costs as wages go out of sight."
For the economy as awhole, Methvin predicts that unemployment will
rise, but he says that the chances of
slipping into afull-blown depression
are slight. Actually, Methvin suggests that the recession will be good
for the country because the U.S.
"needs a good dose of salts. The
idea of full employment sounds
good, but it doesn't work."
His scenario for bad times includes some lessons learned in
1970-71. This includes smaller
raises, pay cuts if necessary—and an
emphasis on productivity. In
1970-71, says Methvin, "we learned

that we could produce the same
amount with fewer people."
Optimism. Another silver lining is
foreseen in the process-control industry. The key, as with minicomputers, is the need for customers
to improve productivity. However,
David T. Kimball, president of
Leeds & Northrup Inc., says that, although spending to improve productivity will continue in 1975, "customers will be more concerned with
what they get for their dollar than
with what is the cheapest answer to
the problem. Price competition is
not going to be as intense."
Inflation is the big worry, adds
Kimball, as indicated by proliferating cost-of-living and escalator
clauses in contracts. "In fact, we're
building in clauses that say if inflation continues, our price automatically goes up." Kendall feels that if
his forecast of a10% to 20% increase
in business comes true, then his
company's 7% personnel cutback of
last October will be enough.
Perhaps the most optimistic
executive around is Allen-Bradley's
Kukawka, who is preparing for aresurgence of prosperity. His rationale: "We're putting our house in
order—reconditioning old products
and getting new products, tooling,
and mechanization on stream— because whether it's the middle of
1975 or the beginning of 1976, the
boom is inevitable. The company
that pulls its punches at atime like
this will lose market share when the
big push comes." Allen-Bradley's
plans are based on a flat to slightly
rising first half, a growing second
half, and abooming 1976.

Looking ahead. Richard Kendall of Leeds & Northrup sells productivity, Allen- Bradley's Stanley Kukawka is getting ready for the boom he
says must follow the recession, and Zenith's John Nevin expects 1975 to be adismal year in the consumer electronics industry.
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How did Fabri-Tek
come up with the
most powerful,
reliable, economical
off-the-shelf
microprocessor
on the market?
We
cheated.

other microprocessors won't deliver for along time.
It's a ready-to-go 4K processor with all the electronics necessary to plug into any application: industrial control; laboratory automation; communications; data acquisition; point-of-sale. Important
features include PDP-8 compatible instruction set,
console, complete supporting software. You not
only get a lot more, you get it a lot quicker. Your
order puts a system on an airplane the next day.
Give Us A Try. We've taken such advantage of
computer technology that it's almost unfair. But
we think you'll forgive us when you see what the
MP12 can do. Write or call today to arrange ademonstration in your office or plant.

That's right. While other manufacturers have been
loudly introducing microprocessors using all kinds
of whiz-bang technology, Fabri-Tek pulled a fast
one. We designed the MP12, and we're manufacturing it in volume— right now. The MP12 puts
us— and you — way ahead of the field, because the
M P12 takes advantage of tested, field- proved technology. TTL components...core memory...solid,
workable logic design. And since we've been experts in these areas for many years, we cleverly
packaged the whole thing to sell at just $ 990 in
quantities of 100, or $ 1340 for one.
What's In It For You? With the MP12 you get the
kind of performance, reliability, and economy that

E3 R

Irt(

I
NC.

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

HOME OF MP1 2

5901 South County Road 18 • Minneapolis, MN 55436 ( 612) 935-8811
SALES
OFFICES IN:
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Boston
Dallas
Detroit
(617) 969-5077 ( 214) 661-3155 ( 313) 487-5940

New Jersey
(201) 964-4770

Phoenix
(602) 266-4448

Hong Kong
K-331383

Tokyo
(03) 432-6901

Chicago
Denver
Long Beach
(312) 437-4116 ( 303) 753-0631 ( 213) 420-2493

Orlando
(305) 857-1050

Sunnyvale
(408) 739-4780

Munich
089-755-8298

United Kingdom
Maidenhead 37321-4
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You and your career

Uncertainty hits EE jobs
Layoffs increase slightly as most electronics companies
clamp freeze on hiring engineers until business recovers

The rising number of layoffs and
"furloughs" hitting the electronics
industries is starting to take atoll of
engineers. While nowhere near the
national percentage, EE unemployment appears to be spreading across
practically all types of companies
and hitting every level of experience. Engineers for aerospace and
defense contractors, hard hit during
the 1970-71 downturn, seem to be
more stable today than others—such
as engineers in the harder hit consumer electronics and semiconductor industries.
In some cases inventory imbalances of components and semiconductors have caused severe cash
shortages among manufacturers,
triggering general layoffs. To reduce
losses caused by rising costs, companies have closed down entire
plants. And now with order levels
still flat, the cuts orginally aimed
primarily at production workers are
reaching deeper—into the engineering departments.
The situation has caused the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (
IEEE) to organize a kind
of employment alert. IEEE has
started a monthly survey of its
membership to get an early fix on
the job situation in the hope of minimizing a severe crisis at least by
having some statistics to support
requests for government spending
for job-creating programs.
The latest unemployment estimate taken from a poll of 2,500
members in November indicated
that of 1,284 useable responses,
2.18% were involuntarily unemployed compared with 1.9% in 1972,
the last time the survey was taken.
Over 71% of the unemployed were

Electronics/January 9, 1975

40 years old or over. Another 4.83%
of the IEEE members polled indicated they were either underemployed or working full time in a
position other than the field of their
primary technical competence. According to IEEE spokesmen, the
monthly surveys will continue for
the foreseeable future, so that, unlike during the last unemployment
crisis, there will be some source of
fairly reliable job information that
is specifically tailored for the EES.
One question difficult to answer
today is how engineering cutbacks
will affect companies in their efforts
to snap back from the sales slump. A
number of firms won't talk about EE
layoffs, indicating afear of revealing
potential technical weakness.
"There is a considerable amount
of indecisiveness by top management concerning cuts in professional
staffs. Management has lost control
of the ability to forecast what's going to happen in this crazy econ-

omy," charges Harold Almand,
head of the Council of Engineers
and Scientists Organization, alarge
East Cost engineers union.
Agencies. Perhaps as good an indicator as any of trends in EE employment for 1975 are employment
agencies. On the West Coast, two
such establishments in the Silicon
Valley area south of San Francisco
report that their figures follow
closely national reports of unemployment among electronics professionals. At one of them, Corporate
Technology Inc. in Sunnyvale,
Calif., John Reinhardt, apartner in
the agency, says resumes from EES
looking for jobs are up 4% to 5%
over ayear ago. At the same time,
he points out, requisitions from
companies with vacancies are down
some 30%.
Another San Francisco area
agency, Thomas Kelly and Associates, is finding the same things true.
William Irwin, apartner in the firm,

Street pounding for new grads?
Employment experts are generally puzzled in trying to forecast the engineering job market this year. For example, the College Placement Council
Inc. reports that electronics and aerospace companies expect 31% fewer
openings for graduates this June compared to last year. Yet employment increases for bachelor's degrees in engineering will come from companies
involved in energy research and development.
It appears that women will have better chances at locating jobs. Offers increased 34% over the previous year for this group, according to the council. This compares with a5% drop in jobs available for Ph.Ds and just a7%
increase in prospects for engineers earning their master's degrees.
Nationally, for all engineers, the council predicts an increase in demand
for new grads of only 9% in 1975 over 1974. However, this statistic is complicated by the fact that there are smaller graduating classes- 11% fewer
freshmen enrolled in engineering schools in 1971, with smaller classes expected for the next three years. Because of the uncertainty in the economy,
there are also indications that companies have not firmed up their hiring
plans for this year, which could make all of these projections invalid.
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Fight
Them All
Heart Attack, Stroke
High Blood Pressure
Rheumatic Fever

Help your Heart.. Help your Heart Fund
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says that companies now are looking for EEs who can redesign products to cut cost and improve efficiency. What they aren't looking for,
he says, is the design engineer who
can turn out new products.
Farther down the coast, in Beverly Hills, Calif., Harris Krainman
of Lannen Associates finds applications from unemployed engineers
are up, while fewer companies are
looking for them. Krainman says
that what jobs are being filled are
being filled by specialists, particularly in computers and data processing. However, it is pointed out
that the biggest employers in the
Los Angeles area are the huge aerospace firms, and they maintain their
own personnel departments.
Across the country on the East
Coast, the New York consultant
firm of Deutsch, Shea & Evans
maintains an index of demand for
engineers and scientists gleaned
from employment advertising in
newspapers and technical and professional journals. According to
Deutsch, Shea's latest monthly report, for November 1974, the index
stood at 92.9. By way of comparison, Deutsch, Shea's index was
113.3 in January 1974, while in July
it stood at 152.9.
Fat vs lean. Five years ago many
electronics companies said reductions in their engineering departments were necessary to " trim off
the fat" of unproductive EEs. Presumably then, with the fat gone,
pink slips handed out today would
be slicing into good performers untouched by the previous trimming.
Thus, the EE unemployment statistics do not tell the whole story, nor
are companies admitting on the
record the seriousness of the cuts.
Equally serious for the profession
is that many companies that have
not carried out extensive firing have
nonetheless put afreeze on new hirings in order to trim by attrition.
This portends difficulty for new
graduates, although the national average shows a small increase in demand of 9% (see "Street pounding
for new grads?" p. 68).
Not every electronics company is
cutting down. Hewlett-Packard Co.,
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Sample and hold
on a
chill
Harris'new HA-2420 gated op amp
permits applications not possible
before with asingle device.

It heralds awhole new generation
of linear IC's. It is the result of
Harris'advanced linear technology
that will permit creation of devices
unavailable before in IC form.
Basically, the HA-2420 is a
monolithic circuit consisting of a
high performance op amp with its
output in series with an ultra low
leakage switch and aMOSFET
input unity gain amplifier.
With an external holding
capacitor connected to the switch

ou:put it forms aversatile high
performance sample-and- hold or
track-and-hold circuit.When trie
switch is closed, the device
functions as an op amp and any
standard op amp feedback
ne:work may be connected
around it to control gain,
frequency response and the like.
When the switch is opened, the
output remains at its last leve'.
Without aholding capacitor the
device serves as aversatile gated

output op amp for such
applications as analog switches
and peak holding circuits. For
details see your Harris distributor
or representative.
Features: (+ 25°C unless
specified)
Input Offset
Voltage

4mV ( MAX)

Input Bias
Current

200nA ( MAX)

Slew Rate
(
CH =1000pF)

5V/ps (TYP)

Open Loop Gain

50K (TYP)

Input Voltage
Range -±- 10V ( MIN)
Output Voltage
Swing

±
-10V

Output
Impedance

5ohms (TYP)

( MIN)

Drift Current on
CH (+ 125°C) . 5nA (TYP)
Acquisition time
(
CH =-1000pF)

an HARRIS
SEMICONDUCTOR
A DIVISION OF HARRIS CORPOR 1,1'10N

P.O. Box 883, Melbourne, Florida 32901 ( 305) 727-5430

4 s(TYP) to 0.1%
of final value

Control Input

TTL Compatible:
fL sample
I_H hold

Aperture time

50 ns (TYP)

HA-2425
0°C to + 75°C

100-999 units
$ 14.85

HA- 2420
—55°C to + 125°C $ 29.70
Hermetic 14 pin DIP package

WHERE TO BUY THEM: OEM SALES OFFICES: ARIZONA: Scottsdale, ( 602) 946-3556 CALIFORNIA: Long Beach, ( 213) 426-7687; Palo Alto.
(415) 964-6443 FLORIDA: Melbourne. ( 305) 727-5826 ILLINOIS: Schaumburg, ( 312) 894-8824 MASSACHUSETTS: Wellesley Hills, ( 617) 237-5430
MINNESOTA: Burnsville. ( 612) 432-6111 NEW YORK: Endwell. ( 607) 754-5464; Melville, LI., ( 516, 249-4500 OHIO: Dayton, ( 513) 226-0636
PENNSYLVANIA: Wayne, ( 215) 687-6680 TEXAS: Richardson, ( 214) 231-9031.
SALES REPRESENTATIVES: CALIFORNIA: San Diego, f714) 279-7961 COLORADO: Denver, (303) 771-4920 KANSAS: Olathe, ( 913) 782-1177
MARYLAND: Randallstown, ( 301) 922-1248 NORTH CAROLINA: Raleigh, ( 919) 828-0575 NEW YORK: Buffalo, ( 716) 633-7970 OREGON: Beaverton,
(503) 643-1644 TENNESSEE: Shelbyville, ( 615) 684-4544 VIRGINIA: Falls Church. ( 703) 534-1673; Troutville, ( 703) 345-3283; Virginia Beach,
(804) 481-7200 WASHINGTON: Bellevue. ( 206) 4 54 0300.
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Also, some firms, such as governData General Corp. has not laid
ment contractors, are actually hiring
off any engineers, in fact, it has consmall numbers of engineers. The
tinued to do replacement hiring and
Aerospace Group at Hughes AirPalo Alto, Calif., has always had a some expansion. And the company
craft
Corp. is looking for 100 engiexpects
to
continue
hiring
in
1975
as
policy against dismissing personnel,
neers for its Canoga Park, Calif., opand executive vice president John well as maintain its college recruitYoung says H- P will continue to find ing program. The only factor that eration. Overall, Hughes has
might alter these plans is a sharper maintained arather stationary level
other ways to solve the downturn
problem. "We feel that when we decline in the gross national prod- of employees with only a slight inhave a general problem, we share uct, and that will hurt everyone, a crease to show for the last five to six
years.
spokesman states.
it," he adds.
Bendix Corp.'s Communication
Division near Baltimore, Md., expects a few job openings for both
new grads and experienced personnel, due to the recent Microwave
Landing System contract award (see
4F
p. 32). Approximately 500 to 600
engineers are on the Bendix workA
DISPLAY OPPORTUNITY
p
force in Baltimore, but general manager Frank Adams says only a1% to
2% increase may occur. He sees "essentially aflat employment picture,
with maybe a slight gain" for the
rest of the year.
These 12 months will be "a year
AM
of growth" in employment, accordPM
ing to Conrac Corp. president Donald H. Putnam. Conrac's aerospace
JAN
operations have remained stable in
FEB
MAR
APR
M
JUL
AY
AUG
engineering employment and the
JUN
SEP
OCT
NOV
DEC
company's Cramer division, part of
the industrial group, is down just
/four engineers out of more than 60
over the past few months.
No hiring. Elsewhere, the employment picture is not too encouraging
for EEs. IBM, Honeywell Information
Systems, Digital Equipment Corp.,
Custom Design Capability Allows
and Computer Automation Inc. are
Significant Cost Reductions
not hiring at all in order to reduce
by attrition.
• Unlimited combinations of fixed messages,
National Semiconductor has laid
numeric and alphanumeric characters in
off about 3% of its engineers, and
a single panel.
has no plans for hiring at present.
Teradyne Inc., Boston, has let afew
• Minimized drive requirements with internal
engineers go in shelving projects
bussing and multiplexing.
with no short-term payback. Hiring
• Large panels with Large Characters.
plans at Teradyne are also essen• High Brightness with Uniformity.
tially flat.
So it goes throughout various seg• Superior Readability.
ments of the electronics industries.
• Low Power Consumption.
At Bell Laboratories, the Conference on Professional Technical PerCall or write for full details
sonnel, a nonbargaining union, reports that 100% of its members
surveyed said they would prefer to
have lower wage increases during
the year than see anyone laid off.
NATIONAL ELECTRONICS
This coincides with the lab's policy,
so that at present there's afreeze on
@
a varian division
hiring, but no firing.
geneva, illinois 60134 ( 312) 232-4300
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TELEVISION CAMERA

FAIRCHILD brings TV imaging
into the new generation of
CCD solid-state technology
The FAIRCHILD MV-.101 television
camera, the first production model
using charge coupled device ( CCD)
sensors, moves the technology out of
the laboratory into the real world.
The FAIRCHILD MV- 101 television
camera, using a 100 x 100 element
CCD ARRAY, operates with standard closed-circuit television receivers,
suitably modified, and with video
recorders. Advanced features of the
camera make possible a wide range
of applications in military, commercial, and industrial use.
The FAIRCHILD MV- 101 features :
• ULTRA SMALL SIZE
2-7/8" diamater, 1-7/8" deep,
weight- 11 oz. ( less lens)
• HIGH SENSITIVITY
0.2fc scene illumination ( incand.)
• IR SENSITIVITY
silicon response characteristics
• LOW POWER
1.5 watts continuous at 15 VDC
• SOLID STATE RELIABILITY
low maintenance design

MV- 101 mounted on mini- tripod.

The

MV- 101

is priced

at

$4,000,

in-

cluding monitor and power supply.

CHALLENGE THE FAIRCHILD SYSTEMS ENGINEERS TO MEET YOUR SECURITY AND SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS.
CONTACT SECURITY & SURVEILLANCE MARKETING FOR DETAILS.

15161 9314500 1X369)

MO LED

SECURITY AND SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS
FAIRCHILD CAMERA AND INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
300 ROBBINS LANE, SYOSSET, LONG ISLAND, NEW YORK 11791
SELECTED AREAS ARE STILL AVAILABLE FOR U.S. DISTRIBUTION OF THE FAIRCHILD TV CAMERA LINE.
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Why companies who supply power
will tell you that
"RCA"and "Power Transistors"are
practically synonymous.

p

a = RCA power transistors

PowerMate Corp. • Transistor Devices Inc. • ACDC Electronics Inc. • Power-One, Inc.• Power Pac Inc • Hewlett Pockard • Powertec, Inc • Technipower, Inc.

One reason is our product.
But an even bigger reason is
what we know about our product and its applications.
We've made it our busiress,
for instance, to urderstand
power supplies so we can properly specify the requiremerts of
the power transistors that go
into them.
Where necessary, we've
done power suppiy development work. We've studied the
transient and stress conditions
to which power transistors are
subjected— and produced a
line of hometaxia, transistors to
cope with them. We've developed characterization and
rating systems to help assure

that our products perform as
des;gned; built in extra ruggedness to help increase reliability; mplemented a real-time
process and quality control
system in manufacturing.
That's why the companies
whose power supplies are pictured above use RCA power
transistors.
taw power devices up TO 4
watts packaged in plastic and
hermetic TO-5's and TO- 18's
with heat sink. A high-frequency
epitaxial family that meets non criticad, high energy requirements up to and beyond 20kHz
Transistors that are tailor-made
for hign-speed sw .tching up to
and above 50kHz. Darlingtons

with gains cf 1,000 at 5amps
aid 100 at TO amps in hermetic
aid VERSAWATT packages.
High voltage pi- nu structure
transistors, that provide inherently better current capability
than conventional triple-diffused
devices.
All of which has resulted in
products that power people
rely on. If your industry is one
that supplies power, you should
know more about RCA. Write
RCA Solid State, Box 3200,
Somerville, N.J. 08876.
Phone ( 201) 722-3200,
Extension 2129.
Better stil!, call your local
RCA Solid State distributor for
off-the-shelf deliveries.

Reif Solid
A power house in transistors

International: RCA, Sunbury-an- Thames, UK. RCA, Fuj. Building, 7 4 Kos um igaseki, 3 Charne, Chiyodo Ku, Takyo, Japan. RCA Limited. Ste. Arne <Se Bellevue 810., Corada,
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Sinclair keeps it lean
By subcontracting the manufacture of calculators, and now watches
and other new products, British company has sustained growth
by William F. Arnold, London bureau manager
Clive Sinclair's formula for producing his pocket calculators—control
the design and quality but subcontract the manufacturing—is leading
Sinclair Radionics Ltd. to greater
diversification in 1975.
In fact, the confident British entrepreneur shortly will introduce a
new series to augment the various
models of inexpensive calculators
on which he has based his reputation as something of a merchandising wizard. The new series will start
with a simple four-function model,

and range up to a super-scientific
item, due out before the end of the
year, and designed to nibble at
models by Texas Instruments and
Hewlett-Packard. And Sinclair
recently announced adeal by which
Gillette Co., the razor maker, would
market a Sinclair-made calculator
in the U.S.
The 34-year-old company president has still other plans afoot in his
headquarters, a converted English
mill. He plans to introduce this year
two different products rumored to
be in the mill for some time: adigital wristwatch and a monochrome
television set with atwo-inch screen
[Electronics, International, Dec. 12,
1974].
Considering that the company
has also introduced a31
/2
digit multimeter based on an Ls! chip and
continues to make consumer audio
equipment, one would expect a
large bustling corporation headquarters overseeing several factories. Instead, Sinclair Radionics has
only 250 employees and expects to
make about $ 17 million for its fiscal
year ending in March—the first year
the company hasn't doubled sales. It
does have offices in Munich and
New York, and has recently hired a
consultant to keep tabs on the latest
circuit designs with chip makers on
the San Francisco peninsula.
How does such arelatively small
operation achieve such high-volume
success? "Our policy is to produce
only standard products in large production runs," Sinclair says. But it's
obviously more complex than that.
His own way. Clive Sinclair, founder and
president of Sinclair Radionics, subcontracts
the manufacture of his products.

He began the company in 1962 by
selling radio and amplifier kits
through magazine ads because it requires little capital or manufacturing facilities. The same keep-itlean philosophy operates today.
Essentially, Sinclair's team designs the product to make sure it can
be built at the target price at one
end, and checks for production
quality and packages it at the other
end. Production is usually farmed
out to asubcontractor who has the
headache of managing the necessary labor force.
Sinclair says he has his "own
management on the premises" of his
subcontractors, some of whom are
just across the river from his mill offices. To ensure rigid control, the
company has designed its own automatic test equipment, which it does
not intend to market.
Design is crucial in Sinclair's
high-volume,
low-production-cost
world. His 22 engineers, headed by
Michael Pye, R&D director who was
hired away from Texas Instruments,
work on one spacious floor of the
mill. There, circuit designs are simulated on Sinclair's own computers.
Though many prototypes might be
built before the right model is chosen, concept-to-production has been
accomplished in as little as six
months.
With the watch, Sinclair acknowledges "an established market pattern"—and formidable competition
among regular watch and newer
solid-state houses—"which won't be
disturbed overnight." Even so, the
watch is slated for production the
first half of 1975.
The "Tiny Telly" due later in the
year presents different terrain. Ac-
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cording to Pye, there have been two
tricky areas: perfecting the circuitry,
and the tube. Sinclair was almost
ready to go with one circuit design
but delayed producing it to try it
again. The result is acleaner design
with fewer discrete components.
The key to producing the set, he
adds, is a low-power cathode ray
tube which the company has patented. While most tubes need more
than half awatt, Sinclair's will need
only 30 milliwatts. Thus it will run
on four AA-size batteries for about
seven hours instead of the usual two
hours from 10 batteries.
Instead of magnetic deflection
techniques, the Sinclair tube uses
electrostatic deflection, in which the
potential between two plates bends
the beams. This makes it easier to
produce alow focus spot and gives a
low power tube, Pye notes. He says
aprototype set performed well in a
taxicab in London, where frequency
congestion is much less a problem
than in the U.S., and that the sets
should work well in trains, among
other places.
Sinclair estimates that about
$600,000 has been spent so far on
developing the 10-ounce Tiny Telly,
which he describes unpretentiously
as "atransistor radio with apicture
thrown in." It will be marketed for
under $240. And, in a possible departure from the successful formula,
the company might produce the set
itself, at least initially.
Even with the new products, Sinclair says "calculators will always be
a major part of our business," and
they will "be good business for some
time to come." They should be. Sinclair is producing more than 70,000
units a month, of which 60% is export with more than 10% going to
the U.S. Britain remains the largest
market. Overall, the calculator provides 85% of Sinclair's income.
With his policy "to innovate, not
to follow industry," Sinclair has
other ideas brewing. Although the
new DM2 multimeter seems to be
going well, he says he has no plans
for more instruments. "With possible exception of oscilloscopes, I
don't see a large volume market."
He also admits to being "interested"
in a minicomputer, the next logical
step from scientific calculators, but
has "no concrete plans."
EJ
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Reticon Corporation, a pioneer in solid state image
sensing, has now applied its technological
leadership to the field of analog memories.
These devices are large scale integrated circuits
which sequentially time sample an analog input
signal and store each sample as an analog voltage
level ori one of a series of storage capacitors. The
stored samples are then • ead-out in sequence to
reconstruct the original iiput signal with a new
time base. Several device types are available from
inventory with up to 128 elements of storage.
Applications include time base correction ( expansion or compression), tapped delay lines,
correlation, digital filtering, real time Fourier
transforms, chirp radars and many others.
Write or call for further information including
detailed peripheral circuits.
There are over 60 salesmen and 14 distributors to
serve you worldwide.

RETICT.»1

R

910 Benicia Avenue,
Sunnyvale, California 94086
Phone: ( 408) RET-ICON TWX: 910-339-9343
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MANUFACTURERS'
REPRESENTATIVES
CAN...
1 Cut your cost on sales
and stabilize your
marketing expenses!
Here's why. They do not represent a fixed overhead item as do
factory salesmen. Reps receive commissions only after a sale
is consummated. Reps maintain their own offices, staffs and
other expenses that would otherwise contribute to your increasing cost of doing business.

2Trim your salesmen

4Help you profit and
penetrate from
emerging markets!

Because reps are market oriented and sell several compatible
product lines, they can afford to develop the remote corners
of their territories. They uncover highly elusive, new markets
emerging from the changing technologies in our industry.

5Provide you with

regional management!

turnover!

A manufacturer's representative is in fact a regional management office for your firm. Without the added administrative
costs, you'll reap the benefits of your own regional management office in every market area. From intelligence gathering,
to help in credit reports, to product detailing, to engineering or
merchandising help. Your rep can provide tailor made services
to meet your specific needs.

They don't promote or transfer a star salesman out of his territory. Reps offer stability and continuity of customer contact—
averaging better than twenty years in the territory. They hire
and train " your" salesmen, and keep them.

3Increase your market

6, 7, and 8

penetration!

Because manufacturers' representatives have developed their
territories and call on every potential account, they expose
your product to all prospects in the territory. Each rep carries
a complete line of compatible products, and influences customers to buy associated products from him. This utilizes to the
fullest, the synergistic effect of multiple line safes.

are included in a
complete information
package.

Write Ray Hall, Electronic Representatives Assoc.,
233 E. Erie Street, Chicago, Illinois 60611, or
call (312) 649-1333

ere

more than an association — aphilosophy

Circle 80 on reader service card for help on marketing your product
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U.S.
MARKETS
1975
The growth rate in electronics continues
to decline as inflation wipes out
profits and inventory imbalances curtail
production; total growth is predicted
at 5.3%, but some sectors should Co better
Electronlcs/January 9, 1975
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El It's practically aforegone conclusion that the growth
rate in U.S. electronics industries will continue to totter
downward, notwithstanding an occasional exception
among the various market segments. Inflation wiped
out last year's gain of about 7.8% industry-wide; apparently it will be much the same this year, with inflation
expected to run at about 8.5%, and electronics sales, according to the Electronics survey, to increase by only
5.3%.
While signs of the slowdown had loomed ayear ago—
even as the booming sales pace of 1973 continued into
the first half of 1974—its dimensions have become ever
more clear. Serious setbacks have moved in on certain
areas of electronics, notably television receivers, discrete
semiconductors, and certain passive components, and
the situation is not expected to improve very soon. Business has, in fact, slacked off to some degree in virtually
every part of the industry. Add inflation, and the result
is atremendous squeeze on profits and aheavy burden
of inventory imbalance.
The question is, when will the decline bottom out? In
large measure, of course, the answer is bound inextricably to the fate of the nation's economy in general.
Projections for the gross national product this year vary,
naturally, but many observers in electronics predict a
drop of 2% to 3% in real dollar terms. The McGraw-Hill
economics department, on the other hand, foresees a
modest real decline of just 0.1%. A lot will depend on
the Government's response to unemployment, which
has increased so rapidly and suddenly in recent months
that most concede it ranks with inflation as a critical
economic problem.
Toward the end of 1974, many officials in the electronics industries were expecting an upturn in the economy in the second half of this year. As the recession
drags on, however, more predictions seem to be mentioning the fourth quarter as upturn time, and some do
not foresee arecovery until 1976.
There are those in electronics who have learned that
FIGURING THE U.S. ELECTRONICS MARKETS

acompany broadening its market base has more of a
chance of surviving when the total economy hits the
skids. They also know that a broader base provides
more avenues for recovery. Then, too, with the country's previous recession only a few years back, many
electronics managers are appropriately wiser, and, historically, the electronics industries have outperformed
the GNP as awhole.
Waiting for the comeback
Recovery will take longer to be noticed in those markets where overstocked inventories have been a problem, as with semiconductors, and passive components;
and a shorter period of time for equipment producers,
such as in data processing and industrial electronics.
This is a typical pattern in previous recovery periods
following inventory imbalances.
Data processing, in fact, has come through the last six
months relatively unscathed. This market segment includes such healthy outfits as point-of-sale and bankingterminal companies. Once again, data processing accounts for more dollars than the Federal category, although there may be EDP gear purchases by Federal
agencies hidden in the data-processing column. In any
case, Federal spending has staged something of acomeback recently, causing some electronics firms to renew
interest in this market.
As for the electronics markets in toto, making projections for recovery is achancy affair. But, taking aconsensus point of view, it's expected that an upswing will
be under way or in sight as 1976 approaches.

Solid state

Upturn hoped for by year-end
Semiconductor manufacturers are girding themselves
for atough year. Many industry leaders who have publicly predicted a turnaround by midyear are saying in
private that if inflation is not slowed, and the economy
does not recover, the slump in semiconductor sales
could last into 1976.
Reacting to that slump, the industry has cut its total
labor force by more than 12% and its production capacity by almost a third. Product lines are being consolidated, the development of new technologies is being
postponed, and plant facilities intended for new products remain empty.

lin millions of dollars)

Industrial and commercial
Consumer

1973

1974

1975

1978

19,553.0

22,227.7

23,603.1

32,522.0

7,014.2

6,768.5

7,186.8

9,586.0

Federal

11,929.0

12,497.0

12,910.0

15,019.0

Total markets

38,496.2

41,493.2

43,699.9

57,127.0

Semiconductors

2,097.7

2,466.5

2,558.4

3,539.0

Other components

4,906.1

5,088.4

5,234.2

6,263.0

Total components

7,003.8

7,554.9

7,792.6

9,802.0

Components

Figures don't tell it all
With that background, the expectation is that semiconductor sales for 1975 will reach $ 2.6 billion, an increase of only 3.7% over 1974. The integrated-circuit
sector will be strongest, growing about 7%, while discretes will drop about 2%.
Just how bad today's semiconductor marketplace already is, though, is not apparent from 1974's market total, which posted arespectable 17.5% increase over 1973
to reach better than $2.4 billion (see Table 1). The reality is that abest-ever first half, in which sales grew at an

A detailed listing of individual product categories appears in the foldout at the end of this report. The figures are not adjusted for inflation.
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astounding 50% rate, was followed by asudden drastic
drop in market activity.
Few segments of the semiconductor industry escaped
the decline. Hardest hit were such venerable near-commodities as small-scale and medium-scale transistortransistor logic, small-signal transistors, operational amplifiers, and voltage regulators, calculator chips, and TV
and audio circuits. But even the high fliers of ayear ago,
like semiconductor memories, power and field-effect
transistors, complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor
logic, and interface circuits for communications systems,
did not escape.
Unit prices plummeted as manufacturers attempted
to move out high inventories amid slackening demand.
Then, when overstocked distributors began returning
many components to their suppliers, the prolongation
of the inventory imbalance, combined with the increasing cost of borrowing money, sent some suppliers into a
panic. The price wars began and will undoubtedly continue into 1975, or at least until ordering picks up again:
The market follows its script
Despite the sudden change in its fortunes, the industry's individual market segments for total shipments
(Table 2) continued the trends of the last few years, with
one exception-the military market revived and partly
compensated for weakness in the consumer segment. Indeed, military sales, which had been almost flat for the
last couple of years, ended up with a 6.2% increase in
1974 and should gain up to 10.4% in 1975.
Maturing programs, such as the Poseidon strategic
missile and Trident submarine development, the F-14
and F-15 aircraft, an assortment of tactical missile systems, and revamped avionics and navigational equipment have all combined to boost demand for radiationhardened c-mos and low-power Schottky TTL products,
as well as ahost of high-reliability custom logic circuits.
Equally vigorous in 1975 will be the industrial market, especially in terminals and transmission equipment
for telecommunications and in LSI versions of processcontrol equipment. Here the thrust is toward low-power
c-mos for new gear and LSI microprocessors for redesigns of existing gear. RCA Corp., Somerville, N.J., National Semiconductor Corp., Santa Clara, Calif., Motorola Semiconductor, Phoenix, Ariz., Solid State
Scientific Inc., Montgomeryville, Pa., and Harris Semiconductor, Melbourne, Fla., among others, are building
c-mos line-driver, receiver, and modem multiplexing
ICs. Moreover, awhole family of c-mos microprocessor
parts, including modem multiplexing circuits and iio
chips for telecommunication peripherals, will be introduced this year by Intersil of Cupertino, Calif.
As for the computer segment, the modest 1975
growth shown in Table 2 will be primarily due to increased activity in peripherals and add-on memories.
Mainframe customers are still amajor unknown. Manufacturers of large computers are apparently undecided
on how the LSI and microprocessor revolution will affect
them and have put ahold on many new mainframe designs that use TTL and ECL controllers.
The minicomputer market, however, remains as
healthy as ever, with good demand for Schottky TTL
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TABLE 1

SEMICONDUCTOR SALES

(in millions of dollars)

1973
Discretes
Integrated circuits
Optoelectronics
Hybrids
Total

1974

1% change)

1975 (% change)

776.4

860.7 + 10.9

844.4 - 1.9

1,133.4

1,381.7 + 21.9

1,482.4 + 7.3

61.2

71.2 + 16.3

76.5 + 7.4

126.7

152.9 + 20.7

155.1 + 1.4

2,097.7

2,466.5 + 17.5

2,558.4 + 3.7

and larger LSI processor parts. Terminal equipment,
too, continues strong as data-processing and time-sharing facilities proliferate and point-of-sales systems come
on stream.
Although it grew fastest of all the markets for semiconductors in the last two years, the consumer segment
seems to be undergoing ashort-term downward correction accompanied by price erosion. True, unit volume
continues to increase, but 1975's expected slackening in
consumer demand may mean no dollar growth in semiconductors whatsoever. In short, it may be another case
of volume up, prices down, growth zero.
Where the action Is
Short-term slumps aside, there are very real opportunities for long-term market growth throughout the spectrum of semiconductor products. mos products remain
the prime prospects, with memories, microprocessors,
and the c-mos industrial circuits showing, by far, the
most promise.
The mos memory market, spurred on by the introduction of the 4,096-bit n-channel random-access
memories, will again more than double in 1975 and
could reach $230 million by the end of the year.
Memory suppliers are positioning themselves for highvolume 4-k RAM production as prices break the $ 10 barrier and mainframe manufacturers become interested.
Many analysts put the number of 4-k RAMS to be sold
in 1975 as high as 6 million units, up from less than 1
million in 1974. This makes the 4-k market worth almost $ 100 million dollars. The 1103 1,024-bit RAMS will
also remain strong, peaking at about $75 million in
sales this year before giving way to the higher-performing, more cost-effective 4-k product.
An equally bright hope is the easy-to-use 1-kilobit
static RAM for peripheral and terminal applications.
Built with n-channel mos techniques or the newer miTABLE 2:

U.S. SEMICONDUCTOR GROWTH RATE
(percent)

1972

1973

1974

1975

Segment
Government/military

3.7%

0%

6.7%

10.4%

Industrial

15.0

26.9

29.1

2.6

Computer

18.0

40.5

8.8

2.4

Consumer

73.6

73.8

17.0

1.5

Distribution

39.2

25.7

26.0

1.7

Total

29.9%

33.4%

17.5%

3.7%
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several years as existing systems are replaced and peripheral control .equipment is added to new systems.
However, it does mean that Texas Instruments, as well
as most other Tfl suppliers, will put little capital into
developing new conventional Tn. products. Instead
they will be putting their effort into new LSI bipolar
families with Schottky TTL, new forms of unsaturated
cropower c-mos memory technology, products of this logic, and integrated injection logic.
The impact is already being felt. Intel Corp., Santa
type may well reach $75 million in market value by the
Clara, Calif., and Texas Instruments have introduced
end of the year, even despite softening prices.
Also coming along strongly is the programable ROM, new lines of bipolar LSI circuits in wide-word formats
now being made in the 2,048-to-4,094- bit range with the for LSI processor jobs.
A logic family that isn't growing as expected is emit8-bit words necessary for microprocessor systems. Since
the applications of these systems are multiplying rap- ter-coupled logic. Instead of taking off in 1974 as many
idly, and since every microprocessor system requires a predicted, ECL, in fact, gained only apercentage point
read-only memory program, the ROMS are being sold share of total digital logic market, in part because mainfirst as prototype development components and then in frame manufacturers are proving unwilling to convert
the present Ill and Schottky '
fTL controllers to highmany cases as the high-volume production choice.
The microprocessor market, which amounted to a performing all-Ea, systems.
ECL opportunities are much better in high-speed
mere $ 10 million in 1973, reached $28 million last year,
and may well exceed $ 53.5 million in 1975, giving it the data- communications systems, where c-mos and
fastest rate of growth of all semiconductor devices. Un- Schottky Tri, are too slow to handle the megabit data
deniably, the general semiconductor slowdown has to rate requirements, and in high-performance military
some extent inhibited microprocessor system develop- systems. Look for ECL to remain in the $ 60 million marment. But just about every logic system and computer ket range for the next few years.
control designer has been working with microLinears and discretes
processors, so that when the market turnaround occurs,
The over-all prospects of the linear sector remain
orders will spurt ahead.
As suppliers began to line up their entries for this ex- good, with 1975 growth rates of approximately 7%
pected demand, bipolar LSI processors took shape. tracking those of ICs generally. For the time being, howThese systems, aimed directly at the makers of comput- ever, some linear products are in difficulties, what with
ers and high-speed controller and data-processing consumer electronics cooling off and an oversupply of
equipment, should gradually gain market momentum operational amplifiers in the industrial market causing
throughout 1975 and signal the beginning of the end of price erosion and heavy distributor cancellations. Standard 741 op amps were selling as low as 26C by the end
hard-wired rn, systems.
of the year, and similar price cuts were made in reguWhere the action isn't: TTL and ECL
lators and comparators.
One of the best linear markets in 1975 will be in comTexas Instruments, the Dallas, Texas, supplier of the
largest standard rn, families, has finally conceded that munications. Phase-locked loops, line drivers and reconventional rn, has reached the no-growth point of its ceivers, and modem interface circuits will all continue
product life-cycle. This doesn't mean that the $380 mil- to enjoy increased use in microprocessor-driven periphlion conventional ru. product market will evaporate eral data-communications systems as well as in intelliovernight, of course—unit growth can be expected for gent terminals.
In 1973, sales of discrete semiconductors, particularly
small-signal transistors, unexpectedly grew about 15%—
only to fall back again in 1974 to the long-term steady
decline forecast originally in 1972. The exceptions to
this over-all decline should be field-effect transistors
and varactor diodes, which will grow somewhat because
of the increased interest in digital tuning in television,
audio, and military applications.
Dollar sales of silicon power semiconductors, the
bright spot this year as always, will grow by better than
40% to $ 216 million, despite continued price erosion.
The mix of these semiconductors should not change appreciably, except that power Darlingtons are expected
to grow at the expense of other devices, like power
zeners, rectifiers, and diodes. Thyristors should improve
about 7%, and modest gains should also be made by
high-voltage pnp and npn transistors, which, up until a
few months ago, had been in short supply for some
Military picks up. Single- chip sample-and- hold circuit from Harris
three years.
Semiconductor lands military jobs as that segment prospers.
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out when it reaches the 50% level. The turnaround point
should come about midyear, making sales growth essentially flat overall.
Components with the longest and therefore evidently
the least realistic lead times during the shortages are
hurting the most. Exceptions are electrolytic capacitors,
sales of which are only just beginning to erode after a
healthy 1974, and wristwatch displays, which are still
enjoying avery real and substantial backlog of orders.
The sudden softening of the consumer market has hit
components suppliers hardest. The slumping sales of
automobiles and television sets account for the sharp
dropoff in new orders for many resistors and capacitors.
For instance, Electronics' chart shows sales of carboncomposition fixed resistors, wirewound variable resistors, and mica capacitors all down from 1974. In addition, the decline of the once booming hand-held calculator market is causing a downward slide in sales of
miniature keyboards, key switches, and displays.
Compared to the drastic drop in most consumerrelated sales, the industrial market, although it failed to
live up to the high expectations of early 1974, has softened only slightly. Resistor networks, both thick and
thin film, should do well this year because much of their

Components

Ailing from double-order-itis
Last January, components manufacturers were looking
forward to the upcoming business year with cautious
optimism. But their fat backlogs and hopeful mood had
collapsed by the summer or, in some cases, even earlier.
Orders dwindled and are still dwindling, yet the rising
costs of raw materials are forcing companies to raise
their prices. Inflation and tight money are hardly helping, either, and 1975 is expected to be ano-growth year.
It's now clear that a good deal of last year's component shortages was not real, but areplay of the doubleordering inventory debacle of a decade ago, in 1964.
OEM-equipment builders, as well as components distributors, overloaded their shelves and all too often placed
duplicate orders with different components suppliers.
New orders actually began to fall off early in 1974,
then plummeted during the third quarter—and still
haven't stopped dropping. Now running about 60% of
what it was this time last year, the new-order rate is expected by most components manufacturers to bottom
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sales are to the relatively strong instrumentation and
computer industries.
As for the military and aerospace areas, components
manufacturers not so long ago were scampering to shift
such business away to the industrial and consumer markets—but this year, military and aerospace spending for
components is expected to hold its own, or even increase a bit. Hybrid microcircuits for military and industrial applications will bolster the sales of chip capacitors in 1975. The performance of these devices has
improved so much in the last year or two that they are
replacing some disk capacitors, as well as the low-value
tantalum and aluminum electrolytic capacitors.
Like resistors and capacitors, relays and switches are
becoming increasingly more compatible with integrated
circuits. Therefore, many relays and switches are now
available in pc-board configurations, and some can be
bought in dual in-line packages. The newer relays are

highly sensitive devices that use little power and come
in small low-profile packages, yet have a remarkable
power-handling capability. The industrial market for
this new breed of electromechanical devices is expected
to stay reasonably firm through 1975.
Modular packaged circuits, which have had ahistory
of steady growth, will also be somewhat affected by
1975's sagging economy. Still, data converters, both
analog-to-digital and digital-to- analog units, should do
well. Also new applications inside environmental control and energy conservation equipment continue to
open up for special-purpose modules.
Although more light-emitting diodes may be sold this
year, their sales growth in terms of real dollars will
probably be flat. The second-generation LEDs will be
capable of more than their predecessors—for example,
individual devices often include an integrated circuit,
enabling the LED to be more than just an indicator.
Multidigit LED readouts, according to the Electronics
chart, should reach $ 85 million in 1975, an 11.8% increase over 1974.
The immediate future of optical couplers still looks
bright. They should enjoy a growth of close to 10% in
1975. Suppliers are even talking about increasing coupler complexity and speed before the end of the year.

Distributors foresee ahardworking 1975
Industrial distributors are looking forward to a busy year
in 1975, but not necessarily a good one. Semiconductor
sales are expected to be flat and distributors are still
shaking off the last of the double and triple ordering that
started some 18 months ago. Evidence persists that parts
suppliers want to unload wherever possible, while distributors are trying very hard to balance their inventories and
refine their own forecasts for the year. Meanwhile, suppliers and distributors are under some pressure from
users' much tighter inventory management.
"We've gone from a boom to normal conditions," says
Charles L. Grant, manager of marketing services at
Cramer Electronics Inc., Newton, Mass. " We just buy
what we know customers need." And customers, he
adds, are buying only enough to keep their production
lines going.
Grant notes that while sales are now solid, they don't
quite fill Cramer's budget. " Distributors have to work
harder to get orders now," he says. " Instead of placing
gigantic orders, customers are placing several smaller orders. These are the distributors' bread and butter, where
the higher profits are."
The Cramer executive doesn't see any " great upsurge
in business" in 1975. But he does expect business from
end users to begin picking up around mid- year.
Art Willis, vice president for product management at
Arrow Electronics Inc.'s Electronics Distribution division,
Farmingdale, N. Y., says he doesn't expect the flow of
parts from supplier through distributor to end user to approach normalcy until at least the end of the first quarter.
"We're working not from a high gross profit from individual lines, but from a balanced inventory management
concept," he says. And with suppliers asking distributors
to stock and sell harder than ever, Willis feels that Arrow
and other distributors will have to do a much better job of
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forecasting and financial management during the year.
Like Grant, Nat Strunin, vice president of marketing for
the Wyle Distribution Group in El Segundo, Calif., says
that " inventories in 1975 will be much more in line with
demand. There's a better mix because products that
were difficult to get are now being freed up" and the inventory mix will therefore adhere more closely to the customer's needs. " Ithink that reduction of lead times on
deliveries by manufacturers will help alleviate the situation also," he says. " We have been adjusting inventories within the company for at least, Iwould say, seven
or eight months, trying to bring them more into line with
what our current needs are." Aligning supply with demand is very important to distributors right now.
Already, says William Cacciatore, vice president of
Hamilton / Avnet, Culver City, Calif., " there's a much better balance between usage and inventory. You don't
have an exorbitant amount of heavy purchasing based on
shortage of product. Inventories will be in much better
condition than in the past 18 months."
Reflecting on the double and triple ordering that occurred during 1973 and into last year, Wyle's Strunin
says he doesn't believe that will happen again. " If parts
are available on a more normal, regular basis, Ithink
companies will be prone not to do that," he says.
But Joel Girsky, secretary-treasurer of Jaco Electronics Inc., Hauppauge, N. Y., doesn't agree. He describes
distributors as " very immature" as an industry, adding
that he doesn't feel they have learned much from their recent experience. " Distributors were the most greedy
bunch of guys in the world about 18 months ago, then
when they ran into trouble they said their suppliers
caused the problems. Iknow it will happen again. Isee
1976 as another boom period, and we'll have the same
damn thing again."
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Computers

Bolstered by minicomputers
Minicomputers, some peripherals, and microcomputers
will help pull up 1975 sales in the U.S. computer industry—but not by much. The total industry sales projection this year amounts to arather limp 4.8% increase, to
$16.4 billion, over the 1974 figure. But it would be lower
if an 83% sales jump were not expected for microcomputers, a 35.8% gain for minicomputers, and a
14.5% rise for data terminals. Of course the minicomputer and microcomputer categories account for
only about 5% of the total computer market. Larger
computer systems—those selling for $ 50,000 and up— account for about one third of the market, and the Electronics consensus indicates a shrinking sales picture in
this area—from $6.5 billion in 1974 to $ 5.6 billion in
1975—which explains the so-so total growth percentage.
To some computer-company officials, the flattening
sales outlook is suggestive of a maturing large-scale
computer marketplace. The extremely rapid growth of
the past several years could not have been expected to
go on indefinitely, they say.
Sperry Univac reports that its shipments last year of
large and small systems ran faster than the industry average for systems of all sizes. The company says this indicates that the long-predicted trend toward elimination
of medium-scale systems is accelerating, which produces what is sometimes called " the saddle effect." Multiple installations of single medium-scale computers are
gradually giving way to large consolidated systems sharing on-line files and having many remote terminals, and
to scattered interconnected minicomputers.
1975 "will be ayear when the rich get richer and the
poor get poorer," predicts Frederick G. Withington,
senior staff member at Arthur D. Little Inc., Cambridge, Mass. He foresees a downturn in total market
shipments by as much as 30%, and says the main reason
is near-saturation of the market for the IBM System/370
models 158 and 168. This tapering off is, of course, accentuated by the state of the economy, but revenues will
continue rolling in from equipment rentals. Withington
also predicts " a new surge in the marketplace during
the late 1970s," after IBM introduces its next generation.
In fact, he expects the installed base to increase more
between now and 1980 than it has the past five years.
The coming of age of the minicomputer business
shows up dramatically in the sales figures for its most
firmly established firm, Digital Equipment Corp. DEC's
sales for the fiscal year that ended June 30, 1974, were
over $400 million, putting it in about the same league
with Control Data Corp., which is best known for its
large-scale machines. As agroup, minicomputer manufacturers are expected to increase sales this year to $ 815
million, up from $ 600 million last year; they are expected to reach the $ 1billion mark by 1978.
Problems encountered by minicomputers during the
1970 recession have largely been overcome in the
present situation, most observers feel. Besides amaturing market and increasingly sophisticated equipment,
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there's more diversification among producers and a
more wide spread customer base than before.
Growth in computer peripherals for data communications continues at ahealthy pace, though dampened
somewhat by the recession. At the beginning of last
year, terminals were connected to 25% of all installed
computers. By 1978, it's estimated they will be included
in up to 35% of installed computer systems—an increase
from 300,000 terminals to nearly 1million.
Good growth is also likely in other kinds of peripherals and mass memories. Arthur D. Little's Withington,
while pessimistic in other respects, is decidedly less so in
regard to peripherals. The reason, he says, is " a lot of
users who have existing systems will continue to add peripherals, but not new computers."
The Electronics chart indicates an over-all growth
rate of 11.4%, this year, to $ 5.6 billion, for data terminals, key- entry terminals, and input/output equipment.
Microcomputers possibly are benefiting from the recession because of the ease with which they can be
adapted to particular applications by changing software. This offers many businesses much of the productivity enhancement and cost-cutting advantages of computer technology at aprice they can afford. That could
well explain the chart figures, which show microcomputer-system sales rising to $ 60 million in 1975, as
opposed to $ 32 million last year.
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million sets won't be surprising during the first six
months. In the second half, the rate should pick up to 8
million or 8.5 million units, which would put 1975 even
with or just under last year.
Color-set manufacturers desperately want and need
price increases, but getting any significant hikes to stick
has always been difficult. Nevertheless, more list price
boosts will be announced.
As one marketing vice president summarized the situConsumer/commercial
ation, "We need to do something to optimize that miserable bottom line. Cost reduction and increasing productivity have been used up. Offshore manufacture is
now almost amonthly decision."
The audio market in the U.S. is a bit brighter.
A pall of gloom hangs over most of the consumer electronics market, but there are afew prosperous pockets, A-m/fm radios are holding their own, tape cassettes (including tape-radio combinations) are doing well, and
including audio, microwave ovens, and watches.
The glamor consumer categories of 1973—color tele- sales of entertainment equipment among present carvision, calculators, and automotive electronics—took a owners, are growing despite the slump in Detroit.
Stereo equipment has usually outperformed the rest
beating in 1974. What about 1975? Don't ask.
The basic problem, the economy, has caused havoc of the entertainment electronics field during economic
with profits as well as sales. Inflation has eroded recessions, and last year was no exception, as the Elecspendable personal income while falling demand has tronics sales table indicates. But this year there should
confused finished goods pricing policies. The portents be only a 1.4% increase in hi-fi audio components sales.
are not encouraging for consumer electronics until the Four-channel stereo has been a disappointment and
isn't expected to do much this year. Sometime toward
second half of this year.
By contrast, there's considerable optimism on the the end of 1975 the FCC'S long awaited standards for
commercial electronics front concerning cost-cutting four-channel discrete fm broadcasting should be
and pzoductivity-improving equipment for banks, known. If it has the hoped-for effect, quadraphonic
stores, supermarkets, hotels, and offices. It appears that components sales should pick up in 1976.
because of the troubled economy, businesses are anxFor calculators, subtraction
ious to invest in electronic funds-transfer and point-ofCalculators have had a couple years of multiplying
sale equipment to improve efficiency.
Figures in this year's Electronics survey reflect the growth, but last year was more aquestion of who would
grim and the hopeful. Total consumer electronics, in- survive. Now, fewer companies are dividing up most of
cluding automotive, fell 3% in 1974, logging in $6.95 the market, and in 1975 the once exploding calculator
billion in U.S. consumption. This year, according to re- industry will apparently see the subtraction of several
turns from the Electronics questionnaire, there should from its ranks. Unit sales will continue to increase, but
be amild recovery to atotal value of $7.37 billion. Since profits will separate the survivors from the dropouts.
it's easier to be optimistic about 1978, the $ 10.18 billion According to the Electronics consensus, dollar sales for
four-function hand-helds in 1974 were $265 million.
prediction is not surprising.
On the bright side, agood indicator of over-all com- This year sales are predicted to level at $268 million.
Microwave ovens are still not big business in the U.S.,
mercial electronics performance is the point-of-sale category, which the Electronics table shows grew 65% last relatively speaking. But the growth has been steady and
year to $317 million. Another 83% spurt is expected for last year electronic ranges took off, outperforming the
this year for asales figure of $ 580 million. Other funds conventional range business. Unit sales for the U.S.
were about 750,000 compared to 440,000 in 1973, actransfer equipment should follow this trend closely.
cording to Litton Microwave Cooking Products, MinTV sets turned off
neapolis, Minn. Electric-range sales dropped about 10%
Last year was most unsettling for color TV, after the and gas-range sales about 20% in the same period. Also,
industry racked up record sales in 1973. Suddenly amid the U.S.-produced share of the domestic consumer microwave oven market last year reached 75%, compared
all that prosperity, signs of alarm appeared.
Four TV manufacturers were either snuffed out or to alow of 55% in 1972. Next year, microwave ovens
purchased (see "Color TV scorecard," opposite page) as should approach the first 1-million-unit, $400 million
two foreign companies gained control of American set annual rate of sales.
Electronic watches did not take off in 1974 as premakers. In October, production slowed suddenly, and
by November layoffs and long holiday closings marked dicted. Lowest-priced units ($ 150-$175) were someavirtual standstill for this $3billion business. Early pre- times unreliable, and high-end watches ($ 250-$2,000)
dictions of annual sales of 8.8 million to 8.9 million were still too expensive to attract a big market. As a
color-Tv sets to dealers had to be revised. Now it looks consequence, the expected entry of three or four semilike 1974 will be more like an 8 million set year. In conductor firms was also delayed. This year, sales will
pick up substantially to $ 125 million, as the new elec1973, by comparison, unit sales exceeded 9million.
This year an annual sales rate of 7.3 million to 7.5 tronic watch companies and the traditional firms square
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TV slumps, funds transfer jumps
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Color TV scorecard
Shake-ups are not unusual in the TV industry, but
1974 produced enough to upset everyone. Here's the
score card:
• Motorola's entertainment products division was acquired by Matsushita, the Japanese consumer products giant. It's name: Quasar.
• Magnavox was also acquired by a foreign company
last year. This buyer was Philips, the European electronics giant, which had for some time been shopping
around for an entry into the U.S. entertainment electronics market.
▪ Philco-Ford, on the selling block for several
months, became the property of GTE-Sylvania's entertainment products division.
• Admiral, acquired by an American conglomerate,
officially became part of Rockwell International's consumer products group.
i• Teledyne discontinued its Packard Bell color-TV
and audio operations entirely last spring. A West
Coast-oriented firm, Packard Bell had twice unsuccessfully tried to go national.
Is this the end of the shake-up? At least four or five
of the remaining U.S. producers are teetering financially, but there will probably be a breather as the industry attempts to sort out the changes in 1974.

off. The $ 50 digital display watch may not make the
scene, but a $ 100 unit is certainly a possibility if there
are enough watch cases available.
The automotive electronics market slowed down last
year as the Detroit Big Three postponed new electronic
parts and accessories in the wake of a disastrous sales
collapse. If anything, the next few years could be aperiod of retrenchment in electronic applications. In the
meantime, the best bet for electronics growth is diagnostics. GM for one has already begun pilot operations
of minicomputer-controlled diagnostic systems at various key dealerships. Even with new-car sales stalled,
maintenance of vehicles on the road will be important.
As for cable television, it's been another grim year for
the hardware suppliers, and there are no turnaround
signs for this year except for pay-Tv terminals. A common measure of the state of this industry's health is the
number of miles of cable laid during the year. According to one estimate, there were 16,000 miles of cable installed in 1974, compared to 24,000 in 1973. This year
another 16,000 miles should go into use. This is just half
of what the industry was geared to do, so it's reasonable
to expect price-credit wars and ashakeout of suppliers.
In language not often heard these days, suppliers of
electronic cash registers, point-of-sale systems, and
automated-bank-teller terminals are saying "excellent,"
"strong," "darn good," and the like. Each of the various
segments of this market has adifferent set of reasons for
investing in electronics systems in the face of a recession. But it all adds up to abright spot in 1975.
First, in the department stores, discount houses, and
other retail operations, the accent is on credit authorization this year. The reason is obvious—to maximize
cash flow, these stores want to minimize credit risks and
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bad debt losses. Smaller merchants may only want
credit-authorization keyboard terminals. Larger stores
and chains will go for total POS systems.
Supermarkets are mainly interested in improved productivity. Considerable attention this year will be focused on tests of check-out scanning systems. These
have become controversial because of lukewarm consumer reaction to automatic price look-up at the checkout counter. Eliminating price tagging is supposed to be
one of the important savings to supermarkets. If consumer resistance forces stores to duplicate effort on
price marking, payback on system investment could be
extended from 2or 3years to seven years.
The banking industry will go whole hog into electronic funds-transfer equipment this year to capture
consumers and their money as efficiently as possible.
On-line systems tied to autotellers—remote and onpremises—are the main thrtrt of this business now. Although there have been piecemeal efforts to install
funds-transfer systems, the Federal Government seems
ready to encourage more elaborate total programs. Now
that the commercial banks and the savings institutions
are locked in fierce competition, electronic equipment
to provide acompetitive edge is more important than
ever. As aresult the piecemeal operations will begin to
coalesce into integrated, operational systems in 1975.

Money collectors. Banking terminals like the NCR 770 (top) and
electronic cash registers like the Data Terminal Systems Model 319
(bottom), expect agood year despite the recession.
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Federal

Inflation raids U.S. piggy bank
Federal procurement officials have $ 413 million more to
spend for electronics this calendar year than last, and
what will it buy? "Less," says one of them, attempting a
thin smile.
After all, today's annual inflation rate more than
swallows up amere 3% jump from the nearly $ 12.5 billion that went on research, development, and hardware
last year, according to the Federal budget planners surveyed by Electronics, to the $ 12.9 billion they estimate
will be paid out this year. In other words, "there is
something like a $ 1billion shortfall between what is
proposed for purchases this year and the $ 14 billion the
Government would need to buy the same amount as in
1974," explains adefense planner.
Outlays for military electronics are projected at $ 11.3
billion in 1975, or close to 88% of the Government total.
But suppliers in this area may be in trouble, even
though the increase in Pentagon spending will be
slightly more than for most other agencies. The defense
portion of the fiscal 1976 Federal budget, to be submitted by President Ford to Congress late in January,
may well rise more than 15% to nearly $ 105 billion, but
the figure does not truly reflect the funding pattern to
come in military electronics.
First of all, the spending period covered by the
request does not begin until July 1. Also the new 94th
Congress—oriented as it appears to be toward social,
rather than military, programs—can be expected to try
to cut Pentagon spending. For this calendar year, the
outlook is "decidedly tough," says one budgeteer.
The few optimists on defense spending in the capital
believe outlays over the next 12 months for electronics
R&D will not remain essentially flat at the forecast $3
billion level. They also refuse to buy the 2.5% jump to
$5.57 billion in electronics procurement because "it is
too small in light of the economy overall," as one of
them explained. "Defense spending is one way to funnel money into industry in a hurry and hold down
unemployment." But challengers to that view persist,
noting that much of the increase in DOD outlays this
year will be spent internally, coping with increasing
costs of logistics and other non-hardware operations.
In support of this position they cite DOD's operations
and maintenance accounts, which are expected to rise'
by more than 9% to nearly $2.7 billion, one of the largest increases to be found in the entire military budget.
"Stretchouts in procurement of new systems are going
to continue," contends one Air Force spending planner.
"That only means there has got to be more money for
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upgrading old ones and to keep existing forces operating." Such statements are translated as meaning more
business for existing system subcontractors—suppliers of
instruments and other parts to inventories.
Total allotments for aircraft and missiles are increasing. While individual programs like the USAF B-1
bomber—now always prefaced with the descriptive
"controversial"—could be cut back, the outlook is hopeful for new and relatively low-cost fighters such as
Northrop's YF-17 and McDonnell Douglas' YF- 16
counterpart and F-15 Eagle.
Defense Secretary James R. Schlesinger is expected
to use the U.S.-Soviet arms agreement-in-principle,
which was negotiated at Vladivostok, as alever to persuade Congress to complete funding the B-1 as well as
major upgrading of remaining intercontinental missiles
with multiple warheads and their associated control
electronics. Heavy emphasis is expected to be placed on
the Poseidon/Trident missile force, officials say, in order to bring the U.S. arsenal to the levels in the proposed agreement.
Civilian aerospace dim
Key words for electronics in civil aerospace programs
at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
and the Federal Aviation Administration are "deferral"
and "recession"—at least for the early part of the new
year. Despite NASA's limited success in moving into the
energy R&D market, its budget for electronics outlays
will remain essentially flat at $ 800 million, according to
an inside estimate. As for the FAA, "what used to be
spent in one year will now he spent in three," sighs one
industry source familiar with agency spending plans.
Congress and the White House budget office have not
yet reviewed FAA spending plans for the second half of
1975. The result could be significant cuts in those
spending plans. Meantime, the multimillion-dollar Airport Trust fund is swelling like an unmilked cow due to
spending deferrals for runways and landing systems.
Aviation industry sources estimate that to date about
$190 million has been withheld and afurther $260 million will go unspent for the next two or three years.
FAA sources explain that most of this money would
not have been spent, regardless of President Ford's deferral request, because it is money put aside for future
projects such as the Microwave Landing System. In addition, the facilities and equipment fund for FAA control
towers, en route monitoring systems, and other electronic systems has approximately $227 million the next
12 months, but how much will be deferred has not been
determined.
Electronics firms may extract some hope from the future beyond the next two fiscal years, however. The FAA
plans to procure the multimillion-dollar Microwave
Landing System and Discrete Address Beacon System
for its landing and communications systems of the future. MLS is worth $ 1billion in international sales, say
industry sources, including "hundreds of millions of
dollars" for up to 1,300 American airports.
DABS, a digital data link between aircraft and airports, is worth up to $ 190 million, according to FAA estimates. The Federal agency intends procuring prototype
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health-care electronics in the next 12 months, but a
smaller percentage than in previous years. "A lot of hospitals are trying to make do with what they have, as are
laboratories of the National Institutes of Health," comments a HEW official. NIH had $39 million for new
equipment and facilities in 1974.
The Department of Transportation, advocating mass
transit as the cure to urban transportation ills, doesn't
expect its grant programs to be used for electronics. The
Urban Mass Transportation Administration estimates a
paltry $7 million will be spent on electronics in urban
areas. A reluctance on the part of state highway departments to put cash into electronics at atime of decreased
highway revenues and increased fuel and labor costs is
the strongest influence on the depressed highway controls market. Again, the "do without" philosophy becomes apparent.

Communications

No longer recession- proof

Going aloft? Some aircraft, like this Northrop Corp. YF-17, have a
good chance for funding increases this year because they cost
much less overall than major bombers.
MLS and DABS systems this year, to the tune of $35-$40
million. For companies involved in the DABS and mu
competitions, the funding appears substantial for the
end of the 1970s and the early 1980s.

Inflation robs law, medicine
Domestic agencies, such as the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration with its total budget of $880
million and the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare with acapital grant budget of $4.5 billion, will
have little good news for electronics companies this
year. The agencies report that local authorities are planning to reduce their expenditures in the next 12 months
for equipment and technical hardware that would only
refine police or medical services. Up to $440 million of
LEAA'S funding is available to police departments and
regional law-enforcement agencies on a discretionary
basis. "It used to be that up to 60% of the Government
funds went to sophisticated gear, but in the last 12 to 18
months we've seen an increase in funds going to labor
and fuel costs." says aLEAA program officer.
HEW'S primary program for funding new hospitals,
the Hill-Burton Act, was not funded in 1974, and
health-care grants are consequently expected to drop to
an estimated $3.3 billion in 1975 from $3.6 billion in
1974. An additional $29 million will go on equipping
the National Institutes of Health. HEW officials say that
asubstantial portion of the $3.3 billion will be spent on
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The communications-hardware business, which tends to
follow population and business growth, is traditionally
among the most recession-resistant of all the electronics
markets. But no segment can be totally recession-proof,
and communications markets for 1975 will grow by only
about 5% above 1974 level. When inflation factors are
included in the growth figure, the net result will be, at
best, aflat year.
For the year just past, Electronics estimates a 13.4%
increase over 1973, with data communications being a
major contributor to the increase. The data-communications business, at $614 million, showed a whopping
38% gain over 1973, but in 1975, though still outpacing
the rest of communications, will probably grow only 9%,
to $ 669 million.
This slowdown will be directly manifested in many
other communications segments, too, through the effects of fewer housing starts and the high cost of money
for capital investment. Also, the growing reluctance of
state utility commissions to rubber-stamp requests for
telephone-rate increases will force telephone companies—independents as well as Bell System—to wait
longer for the increases that could be applied to new investments in capital equipment.
The Interconnect situation
It is still rather early to evaluate fully the impact of
the Justice Department's antitrust action against AT&T—
the most significant development in communications
since the Carterfone decision of 1968. But in 1975, AT&T
will certainly be watched closely for any relaxation of its
rigid opposition to certification of equipment for direct
connection to the switched telephone network, regardless of chairman John deButts' pledge to "fight the suit
to the bitter end." But the company did open the door a
crack in 1974 when it allowed independent manufacturers of message recorders and other answer-only devices to build, to AT&T specifications, protective circuits
directly into their equipment.
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Competitive questions aside, AT&T remains the biggest private spender in the communications business.
During the second half of 1974, there were continual revisions of its 1975 spending plans. By year's end, Donald Jones, AT&T vice president for construction plans,
said that the company's spending for 1975 will total
about $ 10 billion, roughly the same as in 1974. But he
quickly added that on a real dollar basis, this level of
spending represents a cut of between 9% and 10% because of inflation.
Mobile radio on land . . .
If the communications market has been resistant to
recession, then land-mobile communications has been,
in recent years, among the most resistant elements of
that market. In a recession, business firms concentrate
on cutting costs, and, for those that use vehicles, mobile
radio has offered an obvious method to improve efficiency.
What's more, in recent years, Federal Government
support of public-safety mobile-radio systems has
grown, and such support will probably hold up well in
1975. Mobile radio will thus outpace the rest of the
communications market, but not by much. Electronics
pegs the increase at about 6% at $ 382 million, despite
the nearly 11% increase in 1974.
Despite all the news made in 1974 about the Federal
Communications Commission's new frequency assignments for land-mobile systems in the 900-megahertz region of the spectrum (on docket 18262), not much business will result for at least three years. The FCC is still
digesting comments that were made in response to its
action.
AT&T, in particular, was unhappy with the smallerthan-requested frequency allotment for cellular systems, while the independent radio common carriers
may bring suit against the FCC in 1975 to allow them to
share in the new frequencies. Even if these questions are
settled next year, it will still take acouple of years before final designs on operating systems are completed
and any impact is felt on sales.
. . . and at sea
Marine mobile gear has been going through aconversion period as boat owners switch over to very-high- frequency single-sideband receivers, which the FCC has
said will be required equipment as of Jan. 1, 1977. The
switchover has been quite rapid in the past two years,
and not much of aretrofit market is left. Thus, with the
boating market following the downturn of the economy
(and the energy problem is not helping much), marine
mobile radio will do well to avoid losses in 1975 at $ 15
million.
Data-communications equipment, although few
would deny that it will be among the last segments to
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Satellite type. One of the many new applications for communications satellites was demonstrated ny Dow Jones & Co. in a threemonth experiment, when the firm used the Intelsat IV satellite to
transmit facsimile information from its composing room in Chicopee,
Mass., to its printing plant in South Brunswick, N.J. Comsat provided
ground stations and digital interface equipment.

feel the effects of recession, still will not escape acontinued lethargy in the electronics business. All the signs
point to growth for data communications, but for 1975,
it will show less than 10% increase to $ 669 million, primarily because businesses are delaying new-equipment
purchases as they retrench to wait out the recession. In
better times, a 25% annual increase could easily have
been projected for this field over the next several years.
The equipment is available, transmission facilities are
available from the Bell System as well as the specialized
common carriers, and the concept of remote data processing has been accepted in principle by the business
community.
Sateildtes above it all
One of the stars in the whole communications picture
is satellite communications. An idea whose time has
come, both domestically and internationally, it has
gained too much momentum in the past few years to
slow down over the next year. Many foreign countries
are expanding their communications systems through
Intelsat or through their own planned domestic satellites. U.S. domestic satellite systems will expand in
1975, too. Marisat, the maritime satellite, will be
launched next year, opening up brand-new markets for
shipboard gear.
Electronics pegs the ground station market for 1975
at $272 million (the first time the category is carried in
this report). But there should be many developments in
such new applications as television distribution and
communications to offshore oil-drilling rigs, and the
field could mushroom beyond the somewhat conservative estimates on the charts.
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Industrial

Keeping ahead of the gloom
Chilling economic reports about the rest of the economy
are causing industrial electronics firms to fill order backlogs as fast as they can, in the belief that each order delivered is one less that can be cancelled. In itself,
though, the industrial electronics sector is still relatively
healthy. Backlogs in many instances are still growing,
even if at a slower rate. And the further up the electronic-systems ladder acompany operates, the better its
outlook for 1975.
According to the Electronics table, total industrialelectronics-equipment sales in 1974 were $ 1.09 billion.
This year they're estimated to gain 12.8%, reaching
$1.23 billion.
Even the controls segment of the plunging machinetool business isn't doing badly. Nineteen-seventy-four
was such arecord-breaking year for machine tools that
if the predicted slowdown of 20% this year occurs, it
would still leave electronic-controls manufacturers in
good shape.
Numerical control machines that offer increased productivity are holding up rather well, with lead times for
the controls running 24 to 26 weeks. At the same time,
NC machines are garnering alarger portion of the available market, so that while sales of traditional machine
tools may be going down, sales of controls for NC machines are going up. Foreign orders have helped keep
backlogs relatively stable.
James Conley, manager of domestic NC sales for
General Electric's Industrial Control Products department, Waynesboro, Va., has found that agood indicator
in the controls business is the ratio (in total dollars for
the preceding 12 months) of new metal-cutting-machine
orders to the orders shipped. "At one point builders
were booking close to 1.9 orders for every order
shipped," says Conley. "This has dropped, but at latest
reports, only to 1.5. When it gets down to 1.2, then I'll
start to worry.
"The cancellation ratio [ratio in dollars of net new orders to cancellations for metal-cutting machinery over
the preceding 12 months] is holding at about 7%," he
continues, "compared to anormal figure of 6% to 6.5%.
And this 7% covers all metal-cutting machinery, including the items used by the automotive industry."
In addition, this percentage is somewhat inflated by
what happened after price controls were removed early
last year. In some cases machine tools soared 50% because of the tremendous increases in material costs.
Castings, motors, gasketing are all way up. The controls
portion hasn't gone up anywhere near this amount.

not they will do something about it will depend largely
on the availability of reasonable financing.
For the process-control makers, the market will drop
about 15% in units in 1975. In terms of real dollar
growth, however, the chemical industries are still planning to spend 22% more for plant and equipment, petroleum will be up 42%, iron and steel 18%, and pulp
and paper 12%. The only disappointments will be rubber, down 18% in real dollars, and textiles, down 35%.
"While large capital expenditures have been predicted for these industries, high interest rates and disturbing decreases in demand are expected to nibble
away at these figures," claims Jim Hettenhaus, manager
of marketing research for Fisher Controls Co., Marshalltown, Iowa.
The net effect will be that if the companies follow
through with their planned expenditures, it probably
won't be until the latter part of the year. The one bright
spot appears to be the petroleum industry, which is going full speed ahead, thanks to the demands of the
energy crisis.
In the chemical industry, approximately 8% of the total plant and equipment expenditures goes for process
control, while in the paper industry it generally runs 4%
to 5%. The petroleum companies traditionally earmark
10% of the cost of arefinery for instrumentation. However, part of these percentages represent pneumatic
controls, astrong contender when dealing with explo-

Expansion may be delayed
Machine-tool controls tend to follow plant and equipment expenditures, not the GNP. So the big question is
whether industry will continue with its plans for expansion in 1975 (see "McGraw-Hill's economic outlook,"
next page). In favor of expansion is the fact that certain
industries are still production-limited, but whether or
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Computerized paper. In- line process measurement and control—
which results in paper that runs closer to spec with less scrap and
reduced consumption of expensive pulp—should do well this year.
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McGraw-Hill's economic outlook

sive products in the field. But there's still a lot of electronics business to be found in the central control room,
because the big push is toward computerization.
Another strong trend is toward intrinsically safe
equipment—that is, equipment incapable of releasing
sufficient electrical or thermal energy, even under abnormal conditions, to cause ignition of a hazardous
atmosphere in its most flammable concentration. Many
process companies are not only asking for but requiring
that new instruments and controls be intrinsically safe.
Capital will also be short this year among the utilities.
Dollars spent by the electric utilities in 1975 will equal
1974, but in terms of real growth, that actually means a
decrease of 12%. For gas utilities, expenditures will rise
11%, but that spending level actually represents a 1%
decrease in real terms.
The industrial market for microcomputers and minicomputers looks fairly healthy in 1975. According to
Michael Gutman, microprocessor marketing manager
at Digital Equipment Corp., Marlboro, Mass., the microprocessor—defined by DEC as a processor module
plus read/write memories, read-only memories, and
other auxiliary components—will total $ 50 million in
1975, with 75% of the applications being replacements
for hard-wired logic. By the end of 1975, Gutman adds,
one out of every four potential hardwired or relay applications will have gone over to microprocessors.
As for minicomputers, about 30% of those installed
are to be found in control applications— process or flow
control for gas transmission, pressure monitoring, data
acquisition, and logging or control of equipment inter500
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Minicomputer growth. Gaining about 24% a year to 1982, minicomputer systems for industrial control will be at $ 170 million this
year. Peripherals and software account for agrowing share.
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As 1974 drew to an end, weakness was showing up in
nearly all segments of the economy so that the drop in
business activity is now becoming more broadly
based. It's not good, but it could be worse.
The economy, measured in real terms, will continue
to decline over the next six months or so. From the
fourth-quarter 1973 peak to the first-quarter 1975 low,
the drop in real economic activity will come to 3.6%.
Activity will begin to pick up again late this spring and
should gain momentum by the end of 1975.
This forecast is based on three key assumptions,
which may or may not pan out: first, the coal- strike
settlement will not have a severe impact on the economy. Second, the Arab oil- producing countries will
continue to supply enough oil for U.S. energy needs,
an extremely volatile assumption. Third, the Ford Administration will develop a real economic policy and
shift from restraint to ease early in 1975.
Gross national product in dollar terms will increase
8.5% in 1975 compared with 8% last year. While inflation will still be a key factor on the economic scene,
unemployment will take over as the dominant issue
early this year.
The pace of inflation will slow from about 10% in
1974 to 8.5% in 1975. By the end of the year, the inflation rate should be about 6.25%. On the other hand,
the unemployment rate, which was at 6% in November
1974, should hit 7% by early spring. Real GNP will be
down this year by about 0.1% compared with a decline of 1.8% last year.
Business capital expenditures, according to the
McGraw-Hill 21st Annual Fall Survey, will rise 12% this
year, but all of the gain will be due to inflation since
capital goods and construction prices are keeping
pace with the dollar increase in capital outlays. Any
gain in capital spending will be in manufacturing. Manufacturers plan to boost investment in new facilities by
21%, or approximately 11% in real terms. Non- manufacturing enterprises, on the other hand, plan a 5%
addition, which represents a5% decline in real terms.
Because of currency revaluations and devaluations
internationally, U.S.-made products have begun to
compete favorably on foreign markets. However, unless there's an improvement in American productivity
over the long run through new investment and technology, these gains will evaporate. The handwriting's
on the wall, for worker productivity in this country declined at an annual rate of 3% in the third quarter of
1974.
Allan M. Kellner, Department of Economics
McGraw-Hill Publications Co.

facing to other CPUS—and about 28% of these belong to
the petro-chemical manufacturers.
Over the 10-year span of 1973 through 1982, market
research firm Gnostic Concepts Inc. of Menlo Park,
Calif., claims minicomputer-system dollars in the industrial market will grow an average 24% per year. But
more and more of these data-processing dollars will be
spent on complete end-user systems, including peripherals and software, rather than on individual pieces of
equipment. There will be increased standardization on
the 16- bit mini during this period. Nevertheless, growth
is forecast for the 32-bit machine.
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Instruments

Portables, automatics to gain
The 10% rise in test-instrument sales expected for this
year will be due mainly to price increases caused by inflation, and real growth will be minimal. Nevertheless,
instrumentation manufacturers are expected to make
this a banner year for new products—particularly those
that increase productivity in any way.
Amid last year's gloomy and confusing fourth quarter, when capital budgets for 1975 were being written,
few executives were rash enough to commit large
amounts of cash for new test equipment. Consequently,
the job of convincing these companies that an eventual
upturn justifies continued spending is being left entirely
to the instrument makers, who will be trying to stimulate replacement business and open new markets with
specifically earmarked products.
For instance, the strongest buying trend in instrumentation this year will be toward more favorable
price/performance ratios rather than state-of-the-art
performance. As a result, microprocessor-based instruments, though sometimes higher in price, will begin to
play an important role because they may be able to replace several less expensive instruments or to save on
operating expenses by cutting calibration requirements
or test time.
The general economic outlook should also spur sales
of equipment that increases output per man-hour.
Automatic test equipment, with sales pegged at more
than $200 million-plus this year, falls into this category,
as do special-purpose test sets for production-line or
field-service applications.
Indeed, as labor costs continue to escalate, firms with
large field-service activities, like computer and telephone companies, may find it cost-effective to purchase
higher-priced, special-purpose test gear that can be operated by lower-paid technicians with less training.
Here again, microprocessor-based test sets that directly
read out problems should become popular because they
contrast so sharply with the more time-consuming
method of hooking up test equipment and then interpreting readings to find afault.

crease in sales from $98 million to $ 108 million than
plug-in scope mainframes, sales of which are projected
to grow from $ 62 million to $68 million, according to
the Electronics survey.
One special class of field-service equipment—calibration standards and test systems that can be carried to remote locations—will get special attention too. This sort
of gear saves time and money by eliminating the need
to shut down asystem and bring parts to acentral location for calibration. A prime application is in testing
medical equipment which must operate with minimum
downtime.
The outlook for medical instrumentation in general is
good. This market should grow at arate exceeding that
of the instrumentation market in general, though not as
astronomically as had once been expected. This year,
the increase in sales should be about 16% over 1974.
There is still agreat demand for automated laboratory
procedures and improved patient-monitoring, but medical-equipment buyers in general remain cautious and
conservative, and the increasing stringency of safety
standards will slow the flow of new entries into the market.
One particularly weak area of instrumentation sales
in 1975 is communications and microwave. Sales of
equipment for measuring at frequencies above 1
gigahertz are expected to grow from $ 126.3 million to
$136.4 million, or only about 8%. This is due in great
part to cutbacks or stretchouts in military spending for
communications and aslowdown in buying by communications utilities. However, military spending may increase late next year if the Ford Administration budget
carries the boosts in funding expected and if Congress
approves.

More portables
Field-service requirements will also play apart in increased sales of portable instrumentation. As the performance and circuit density of large-scale integrated
circuits increase, there is a corresponding increase in
performance and decrease in size, weight, and power
consumption of the instruments that use them. This
year, more emphasis will be placed on rugged, lightweight instruments, often battery-operated, that will
service already-installed equipment. Signal sources, digital multimeters, oscilloscopes, and other test equipment
that can be used on site should have healthy sales. Also,
more instruments that combine such functions should
be introduced.
In oscilloscopes, for example, types that don't use
plug-ins should have a slightly better percentage in-
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Bright spot. Automatic equipment for testing components, subsystems, and systems should outpace the rest of the instrumentation
market in sales growth. These figures, from Creative Strategies Inc.,
project an increase in worldwide sales of commercial automatic testing equipment to $320 million in 1978.
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U.S. M
Packaging and production

Prospects are mixed
Manufacturers of automatic wire-wrapping and most
automatic assembly equipment, printed-circuit boards,
connectors, sockets, and packaging systems see 1975's
sales picture as flat or only slightly down. A major exception, however, is in the area of semiconductor-production equipment—die bonders, beam-lead bonders,
clean-room equipment, wafer-processing equipment,
and the like. Makers of that kind of hardware are experiencing aserious slump by being tied directly to the economic state of the lc industry, In 1973 and 1974, when
ic manufacturers invested heavily in new production
machinery, the manufacturers of this equipment were
riding high. Kulicke and Soffa, for instance, had a20%
increase in sales from 1973 to 1974. But the present glut
of ics has idled much of this new and expensive equipment, and 1975 will be adown year for the lc segment
of the production industry, with no relief until possibly
late in the year. At that time inventories will be in better
balance, and capital- investment budgets should be less
hobbled by high interest rates than today.
Other segments of the production-equipment industry are in better shape. Gardner-Denver, the largest

maker of automatic wire-wrapping machines, had a
50% sales increase in them last year and is looking for a
75% increase this year. Demand for this automatic
equipment should grow as manufacturers attempt to
keep wiring costs down. The only hitch is that high interest rates may inhibit capital equipment investment.
Also increasing are sales of DIP and pin-insertion machinery used for loading pc boards. Since more and
more companies are turning to automatic component
insertion to cut production costs, sales will not only
grow this year, but new companies can be expected to
jump into this expanding field.
On the downside, the printed-circuit industry should
suffer a 10% decrease in total sales in 1975 after an
over-all increase of 15-20% last year. The reason for this
decrease is slumps in the consumer and automotive
electronics industries. Printed-circuit manufacturers do
not look for a turnaround until the last quarter of this
year.
Only aslight fall-off in sales is expected in the connectors, backplanes, sockets, and packaging systems sectors. In 1974 these firms sold 10% to 12% more than in
1973. Predictions for this year point to zero growth due
mainly to overbuying and double ordering last year and
the skyrocketing cost of gold (now approaching $ 200 an
ounce).
In fact, everyone in the connector industry is attempting to lower costs either by going to selective gold plating (which uses much less gold) or by using asubstitute
material. The crisis could breed a new generation of
connector contact materials and with it, anew spurt of
marketing effort to enhance profits.
Reprints are available at $ 4 each. Write Electronics Reprint Department. P.O. Box 669,
Hightstown, N.J. Copyright 1975 Electronics, aMcGraw-Hill publication.

Electronics problems surveyed
One question in Electronics' annual survey of U.S. electronics market conditions asked respondents what difficulties confront them in 1975. A tally of their responses
reveals the three most important problems for each industry segment as:
• Semiconductors. 1. Rising prices, 2. profitability, 3.
softening market. But these are nearly equal in importance, as the stalling of the 1974 market showed, too.
• Components. 1. Rising prices/inflation, 2. profitability, 3. general business recession. Surprisingly, inventory management/receivables management was way
down the list, despite the fact that this problem was so
crucial to sales and profits in 1974.
• Consumer. 1. Depressed economy/slower sales, 2.
rising material and labor costs, 3. price competitiveness.
• Communications. 1. Reduced consumer spending in
TV and recreational business, 2. lack of investment capital/high interest rates, 3. depressed economy. Communications respondents provided a profile that closely
matches the general economic picture, which is not unusual considering the pervasiveness of this industry.
• Data processing and office equipment. 1. Increased
costs, 2. lack of investment capital, 3. profitability. This
response reflects the maturing of the industry as profit,
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rather than high growth rate, becomes more vital.
• Industrial electronics. 1. Rising costs, 2. profitability,
3. declining customer expenditures. Here, too, responses
mirror the general state of manufacturing health.
• Test and measurement. 1. Declining capital expenditures/sales volume, 2. general recession, 3. rising costs
of material and labor. A key indicator of the condition of
the entire electronics industries, the test-equipment tally
provides a clue that recovery may be longer in coming
this year than many expect.
As for 1974, the top problems for all segments of the
industries were rising prices of components and materials and profitability. Combined, these two problems
equal inflation with declining demand, which just about
sums up the state of the industry last year.
Surprisingly high on the 1974 list was shortages, but
this choice was supported almost entirely by a high number of mentions from components and test equipment
companies. Surprisingly low on the list was foreign competition, mentioned only by communications equipment
and components manufacturers, not at all by consumer
electronics firms. And that certainly reflects the fact that
the electronics industries' problems of inflation and sales
erosion were international in 1974.
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Non- microwave equipment, total
Spectrum analyzers
Frequency synthesizers
Function generators
Signal generators
Sweep generators
Pulse generators
Oscillators
Waveform analyzers and distortion meters
Counters, time and frequency
Panel meters, total
Analog
Digital
Noise measuring equipment
Analog voltmeters, ammeters and multimeters
Digital multimeters, total
<-_3-Y2 digit
>4-% digit
Power meters
Calibrators and standards, active and passive
Oscilloscopes, total
Nun- plug-in
Plug-in, main frame only
Accessories and plug- ins
Recording instruments, total
Magnetic- tape
Strip chart
XY
Automatic test equipment, total
IC tortes
Component testers
Pc- board testers
Manual test equipment
Amplifiers, total
Lab- type
Signal conditioners
Phase measuring equipment
Microwave equipment, total
Phase- measuring
Impedance- measuring, total
Network analyzers
Other
Power- measuring
Computerized automatic measuring
Spectrum analyzers
Wavemeters
Frequency counters
Noise- measuring
Signal generators
Sweep generators
Microwave modulators
Field- intensity meters and test receivers
Antenna- pattern- measuring
Oscillators

781.2
21.0
24.6
10.6
33.6
8.5
12.6
3.1
12.0
46.8
31.0
19.0
12.0
3.0
20.7
41.3
15.5
25.8
7.5
10.1
166.2
91.2
60.0
15.0
130.5
57.5
53.0
20.0
143.6
76.3
7.3
60.0
13.0
32.5
7.7
24.8
9.0
114.0
16.0
8.3
5.0
3.3
5.0
7.0
16.5
1.0
9.0
1.4
12.7
20.5
0.8
4.5
5.0
6.3

860.2
22.0
26.0
12.0
36.0
9.3
13.0
3.5
12.5
51.4
37.5
22.0
15.5
3.1
20.2
46.5
18.5
28.0
8.5
10.6
177.0
98.0
62.0
17.0
140.5
61.0
57.0
22.5
168.7
80.5
8.2
80.0
15.6
36.3
9.0
27.3
10.0
126.3
18.0
9.3
6.0
3.3
5.4
8.5
17.5
0.9
10.0
1.6
13.3
24.0
0.8
5.0
5.5
6.5

955.3
22.5
30.0
13.3
38.6
9.8
13.3
3.5
16.0
54.8
41.0
25.0
16.0
3.5
20.3
51.7
21.5
30.2
9.0
12.0
190.0
108.0
63.0
19.0
157.5
72.0
61.0
24.5
200.5
900
10.5
100.0
18.2
38.3
10.3
28.0
11.5
136.4
18.5
11.3
8.0
3.3
6.0
9.0
19.0
0.8
11.0
1.8
15.0
25.5
0.8
5.5
5.5
6.7

Analytical instruments, total
Chromatographs, total
Gas
Liquid
Spectrophotometers, total
Infrared
Ultraviolet-visible
Atomic absorption
Others
Mass spectrometers
Nuclear magnetic- resonance spectrometers
EleCtrOn microscopes
pH meters and ion-selective electrodes
Spectrofluometers
Spectropolarimeters
Thermal analyzers, total
Dif ferential
Thermogravimetric
Differential-scanning calorimetric
X-ray analysis equipment
Other

391.8
57.8
42.5
15.3
133.3
30.0
58.3
30.0
15.0
21.8
27.0
15.5
20.5
11.5
1.0
8.4
3.5
1.1
3.8
30.0
65.0

452.4
79.5
57.5
22.0
148.0
32.0
62.0
34.0
20.0
26.0
30.0
17.0
22.5
13.5
1.5
9.4
4.0
1.5
3.9
35.0
70.0

490.4
90.0
62.5
27.5
161.0
34.0
66.0
38.0
23.0
28.0
32.0
18.0
24.0
14.0
1.8
9.6
4.1
1.5
4.0
39.0
73.0

619
121
78
43
199
36
74
BO
29
33
39
24
28
19
2
17
8
2
7
51,44
86

Power supplies, total
Lab and bench
Industrial heavy-duty
OEM and modular

348.0
85.0
53.0
210.0

373.0
88.0
60.0
225.0

420.5
90.5
70.0
260.0

534
104
120
310

1,261
30
42
18
47
12
15
4
19
65
53
30
23
5
20
64
29
35
12
16
232
129
80
23
199
90
75
34
317
145
12
160
27
47
13
34
17
173
23
14
10
4
8
15
24
1
14
3
18
32
1
7
6

1974

1815

1878

Data- processing systems, peripherals, and
office equipment, total
13,776.5 15,609.4 16,353.0 22,778
System shipments, total
6,718.0 7,102.8 6,475.0 8,580
Microcomputers
32.8
60.0
180
8.0
600.0
815.0 1,000
Mini (<$ 50,000)
500.0
920.0 1,200.0 1,600
Small ($ 50,000 to $420,000)
710.0
900
Medium ( up to $840,000)
1,600.0 1,200.0 1,000.0
Medium/communication ( up to $ 1,680,000)
1,390.0 1,450.0 1,000.0 1,100
Large ( up to $ 3,360,000)
1,500.0 1,700.0 1,300.0 2,100
Giant (>$ 3,360,000)
1,010.0 1,200.0 1,100.0 1,700
Add-on memory, total
325.0
415.0
455.0
805
Core systems
165.0
145.0
115
175.0
Semiconductor systems
150.0
250.0
310.0
690
Data-storage devices, total
2,116.5 2,524.5 2,818.0 3,927
Disk
1,000.0 1,160.0 1,240.0 1,850
Flexible- disk
72.5
115.0
117
28.5
Drum
103.0
92.0
83.0
60
Magnetic-tape
985.0 1,200.0 1,380.0 1,900
1,133.0 1,264.0 1,361.0 1,641
Input/output peripherals, total
Card read/punch
220.0
235.0
240.0
275
Line printers, impact
460.0
480.0
500.0
575
Line printers, non- impact
16.0
18.0
20.0
35
45.0
70.0
90.0
126
Computer input/output microfilm
Optical character readers
350.0
400.0
525
285.0
38.0
38.0
20
Magnetic- ink character readers
37.0
47.0
46.0
47
Electromechanical plotters
48.0
Paper- tape devices
22.0
26.0
27.0
38
Key entry, total
518.0
447.0
410
509.0
265.0
215.0
150
295.0
Key punch/verify
95.0
80.0
50
Key- to- tape
108.0
75.0
79.0
72.0
60
Key- to- disk
40.0
70.0
80.0
150
Keyboard-to-cassette/cartridge
Data terminals, total
965.0 1,268.0 1,452.0 2,216
360.0
441
325.0
Keyboard printers
265.0
245.0
260.0
400
Video
215.0
I
ntel I
igut
375.0
416.0
650
256.0
Interactive graphic
68.0
75.0
130
42.0
10.0
12.0
15
Audio- response
8.0
245.0
330.0
580
Remote- batch
180.0
398 0
730.0 1,264
Source- data collection equipment, total
262.0
Point- of-sale systems, total
192.0
317.0
580.0
935
175.0
Electronic cash registers/terminals
285.0
525.0
800
Credit- authorization terminals
15.0
22.0
38.0
85
Electronic scales
2.0
10.0
17.0
50
Industrial systems ( badge readers, portable units)
65.0
70.0
75.0
89
Banking systems, total
5.0
11.0
75.0
240
Cash dispensers
10.0
40.0
90
5.0
Teller terminals
1.0
35.0
150
Office equipment, total
1,739.0 2,128.1 2,615.0 3,935
580.0
650.0
745
Calculators, total
530.0
Programable
170.0
190.0
220
150.0
Non programable
380.0
410.0
460.0
525
Dictation
98.0
100.0
150
90.0
Facsimile
74.1
80.0
130
64.0
Electronic typesetting
125.0
176.0
185.0
110
Accounting/bookkeeping
800.0
1,000.0
1,700
680.0
400.0
600.0 1,000
Other
250.0

(millions of dollars)

1973

911.9
100,e
62.2
15.0
47.2
28.1
9.7
14.9
2.6
0.9
55.0
43.0
15.0
165.0
750
90.0
56.4
46.0
104.8
19.8
85.0
45.0
38.3
21.5
16.8
27.6
12.5
167.5
127.5
40.0

1,086.4 1,225.5
106.5
110.0
84.9
98.8
15.713.0
69.2
85.8
30.7
33.5
10.0
11.0
16.7
18.0
3.0
3.3
1.0
1.2
62.3
71.3
44.2
52.3
18.1
19.0
250.0
290.0
100 0
118.0
150.0
172.0
68.8
68.8
51.0
55.7
115.6
137.0
35.6
69.0
80.0
68.0
51.8
56.0
44.0
57.3
25.0
31.5
19.0
25.8
28.3
29.5
9.8
11.5
182.7
206.1
141.3
163.8
41.4
42.3

1,703
150
134
9
125
47
14
26
5
2
104
76
28
442
187
260
91__...44
64
200
158
50
70
76
41
35
35
17
265
207
58

1975

2,249.2
894.2
115.0
12.1
324.3
194.8
226.0
11.5
10.5
136.2
30.8
155.6
21.5
225.0
4.0
22.0
130.0
7.2
161.4
123.6
6.0
69.0
31.3
17.3
37.8
22.6
7.3
7.9
16.3
445.0
45.0
65.0
85.0
210.0
40.0

2,551.5
960.5
115.0
14.1
360.0
200.0
248.0
11.9
11.5
140.4
38.5
156.0
23.6
260.0
5.5
23.0
135.0
7.8
168.6
127.5
6.3
60.0
38.8
22.4
41.1
25.3
7.8
8.0
18.6
614.0
49.0
110.0
135.0
270.0
50.0

2,689.7
1,014.6
116.0
15.0
381.6
206.0
272.0
12.0
12.0
148.0
42.6
152.0
26.0
280.0
6.0
24.0
138.0
8.8
161.7
119.8
6.8
50.0
39.0
24.0
41.9
25.6
8.0
8.3
19.0
669.0
50.0
125.0
152.0
282.0
60.0

3,295
1,098
121
15
404
218
310
14
16
160
50
160
40
360
22
30
152
12
251
192
9
100
41
42
59
40
9
10
22
938
58
240
720
330
90

Medical equipment, total
Diagnostic, total
X-ray
Electroencephalographs
Electrocardiographs
Ultrasonic scanners
Automated blood analyzers
Scintillation cameras and counters
Audiometers
Patient- monitoring systems
Prosthetic equipment, total
Hearing aids
Pacemakers
Motorized limbs
Therapeutic, taut
X-ray
Diathermy, shortwave and microwave
Ultrasonic generators
Defibrillators
Surgical support

753.3
513.6
368.0
9.3
21.5
11.5
70.8
20.5
12.0
64.0
115.3
55.0
58.5
1.8
46.1
22.0
5.9
7.7
9.5
15.3

901.2
625.6
460.3
10.3
24.5
17.0
76.5
22.5
14.5
75.0
131.7
57.0
72.5
2.2
51.5
24.6
6.4
8.5
12.0
17.4

1,048.3
741.1
557.0
11.5
28.0
24.5
80.3
24.0
15.8
90.0
139.0
61.0
75.0
3.0
59.7
28.3
7.0
9.4
15.0
18.5

1,4271
1,008
780
14
40
35
87
33
19
140
170
75
90
5
87
39
10
12
21_,a
27

Nuclear instruments and equipment, total
Spectrometers
Reactor controls
Radiation- detection and monitoring, total
Detectors, including ion equipment
Monitors, portable and fixed
Personal dosimeters

33.4
12.2
11.1
10.1
u

44.3
12.9
14.5
16.9
6.9
3.0

63
16
24
23
9
6

3.0

39.2
12.6
13.3
13.3
6.2
2.1
5.0

3
11.0
5

45
15 ..0
8

48.7
16. 0

79
35

2.1
15.0
6.4
2.0

2.7
18.5
7.2
2.4

2.9
19.0
7.8
3.0

6
21
1

154.2
44.1
20.0
28.0
1.5
60.6
5.0
0.6
55.0

182.3
44.8
30.0
38.0
3.0
00.5
25.0
2.5
38.0
1.0

191.0
40.0
40.0
60.0
5.0
46.0
33.0
6.0
5.0
2.0

Communications equipment, total
Radio, total
Aviation mobile ( including ground- support)
marine mobile ( including shore stations)
Land mobile ( including base stations)
Microwave relay ( including cable systems)
Satellite earth stations
Amateur
Citizens band
Navigation systems
A- m and fm station
TV station ( excluding CATV)
Telemetry ( industrial only)
Switching systems ( including PABX)
Voice terminals ( autodialers, autorecorders, etc.)
Paging systems
Intercoms
Laser communications systems
Non- broadcast TV, total
CATV, total
Studio and head-on
Distribution
Transmission lines and fittings
Converters
CC1 V, total
Cameras
Monitors
Auxiliary
Video recorders and playback units ( non- consumer)
Data communications, total
Modems
Remote concentrators
MEssage-switching systems
Front-end processors
Multiplexers

L

L

Industrial electronic equipment, total
Motor controls ( speed, torque)
Numerical controls, total
Point-to-point
Contouring
Inspection systems, total
Ultrasonic
X-ray
Infrared
Ultraviolet
Thickness gages and controls, total
Photoelectric
Radiation- based
Factory data- acquisition systems, total
Continuous process
Discrete process
Process controllers
Process recorders and indicators
Sequence controllers, total
Programable
Hard- wired
Ultrasonic cleaning
Pollution- monitoring, total
Air
Water
induction and dieleturic heating and sealing
Welding controls
Process- control computer systems, total
Digital
Analog

1974

[

Lasers and equipment, total
Gas lasers
Semiconductor lasers
Other ( including ruby, neodymium- doped, etc.)
Laser power supplies
Modulators

[Automotive electronics, total
Voltage regulators
Anti- pollution systems
Electronic ignition systems
Fuel- injection systems
Sakty Sy 3tColli, tutu'
Anti-skid controls
Air- bag sensors and controls
Seat- belt interlocks
Radar collision- avoidance systems

1978

590 1
20

100
120
80
270
150
8j0

1

U.S. MARKETS
FORECAST
1975

rCOMPONENTS, TOTAL

Market estimates represent total value ( at the
factory level) of goods shipped by U.S.-based
manufacturers. Some product categories have
been added, deleted, or redefined. Therefore,
these totals are not directly comparable to those
of previous years.
A McGraw-Hln Pubhcanon

ElledbœiMO

FEDERAL ELECTRONICS
(millions of dollars)

FEDERAL ELECTRONICS, TOTAL
Defense, total
Procurement, total
Communications and intelligence
Aircraft, related ground equipment
Missiles and space systems
Mobile and ordnance
Ships and conversions
Research, development, test,
and engineering
Operations and maintenance

1973

1974

1975

1978

11,929

12,497

12,910

15,019

10,390
5,181
997
1,200
2,101
238
645

10,902
5,432
981
1,510
2,083
233
625

11,301
5,571
991
1,602
2,090
247
641

12,969
6,791
1,348
1,998
2,400
300
745

2,848
2,361

3,010
2,460

3,040
2,690

3,110
3,068

NASA, total

825

790

800

910

Transportation, total
FAA procurement
FAA research and development
Highway and transit systems

399
159
123
80

410
162
120
85

409
227
85
60

640
270
100
180

Health, Education, and Welfare, total
Education systems
Health-care electronics

315
133
182

395
130
265

400
100
300

500
170
330 .à

CONSUMER ELECTRONICS

CONSUMER ELECTRONICS, TOTAL*

L

1974

1975

1978

Television receivers,total
Black- and- white
Color

3,734.4 3,219.2 3,348.8 4,232
610.8
558.4
553.6
560
3,123.6 2,660.8 2,795.2 3,672

Audio equipment, total
Radios, total
Table, clock and portable
Automobile radios
Phonographs and radio phonographs, total
Portable
Console
Tape recorders and players, total
Automobile players
Cassette & cartridge player/recorders
Reel-to-reel player/recorders
Tape player- radio combination
Hi-fi audio components

2,283.5 2,388.6 2,521.3 3,284
769.3
761.3
804.8
997
466.0
472.3
503.0
596
303.3
289.0
301.8
401

Other consumer products, total
Antennas, TV and radio
Home video player/recorders
Electronic organs, other instruments
Intrusion alarms, fire monitors
Electronic assembly kits
Microwave ovens
Calculators, four- function, personal
Electronic watches
Digital clocks

324.6
148.3
176.3
657.3
224.3
131.0
47.0
255.0
532.3

319.6
148.3
171.3
722.4
241.7
146.7
44.0
290.0
585.3

315.1
355
147.6
171
167.5
184
808.1 1,049
277.3
369
164.3
230
49.0
34
317.5
416
593.3
883

996.3 1,160.7 1,316.7 2,070
40.0
41.9
43.6
53
3.0
5.0
7.0
15
252.5
277.0
315.0
437
140.0
142.0
150.0
165
50.8
55.8
63.1
85
170.0
259.0
325.0
480
260.0
265.0
268.0
300
70.0
100.0
125.0
500
10.0
15.0
20.0
35

•includes domestic- made equipment, domestic- label imports,
and foreign- label imports.

J

1975

1978

4,906.1 5,088.4 5,234.2 6,263
646.9
76.9
99.0
241.8
114.8
127.0
36.0
6.9
144.6
12.2
17.0
12.5

723.0
85.2
102.5
282.6
136.3
146.3
39.3
6.6
161.0
12.6
20.0
13.2

696.9
78.2
105.0
267.0
131.0
136.0
31.3
6.0
164.3
13.1
21.0
11.0

850
84
118
345
169
176
40
4
201
15
28
15

Connectors, total
Coaxial, standard size
Coaxial, miniature
Cylindrical, total
Standard
Miniature
Subminiature
Rack and panel
Fused
Printed- circuit, total
Card- insertion
Two-piece, metal- to- metal
Plate- module
Special-purpose
Device sockets

542.2
38.5
17.6
134.0
30.5
60.0
43.5
110.2
16.0
130.5
63.0
33.0
34.5
68.4
27.0

562.6
33.3
20.0
141.3
29.8
59.0
52.5
116.8
16.3
137.0
65.0
35.0
37.0
66.3
31.6

615.0
42.8
24.3
141.0
26.0
57.0
58.0
123.0
16.8
149.5
65.0
39.0
45.5
78.6
39.0

747
55
29
151
27
56
68
153
19
181
84
46
51
94
65

Electron tubes, total
Receiving
Power and special- purpose, total
High- vacuum
Gas and vapor
Klystrons
Magnetrons
TWTs, including backward-wave
Light-sensing
Image-sensing, including TV- camera
and image- intensifier
Storage
Cathode-ray, except TV
Other
TV picture, black- and-white
TV picture, color
Filters, networks and crystals, total
Passive electric- wave filters
Crystal filters
Fl and EMI filters

SEMICONDUCTORS, TOTAL
Discrete, conventional devices, total
Transistors, total
Silicon bipolar, total
Small signal (<1-W dissipation)
Power (.›. 1-W dissipation)
Germanium bipolar, total
Small signal (<1-W dissipation)
Power (.>.-1-W dissipation)
Field effect
Diodes and rectifiers, total
Signal diodes, total
Germanium
Sil icon
Zener diodes, total
Voltage regulator
Reference
Rectifiers, total
Silicon
Selenium, copper oxide
Rectifier assemblies

7,014.2 6,768.5 7,186.8 9,586

1974

Capacitors, total
Paper
Film
Electrolytic, total
Aluminum
Tantalum
Mica capacitors
Glass and vitreous enamel
Ceramic
Variable
Chip
Other

r

(millions of dollars)

1973

(millions of dollars)

1973

Discrete, special devices, total
Thyristors ( SCRs 4- layer diodes, etc.)
Tunnel diodes
Microwave diodes, total
Avalanche
Pi
n
Gunn
Varactor
Mixer and detector

1,202.1 1,125.0 1,121.4 1,361
196.8
176.0
170.0
140
313.0
335.9
345
295.6
64.0
62.3
60.0
55
15.4
14.6
13
16.6
41.5
38.0
33
38.0
42.0
42.5
41.0
40
58.0
83.6
92
48.0
11.0
12.5
13
10.0
30.3
15.8
22.4
8.5
43.2
666.5

31.7
14.5
26.6
9.5
37.0
599.0

33.7
15.0
28.5
9.0
36.0
579.5

41
15
35
8
20
856

182.4
36.0
29.0
38.0

187.8
37.4
30.0
40.0

198.1
38.5
32.0
42.0

224
39
35
48

2,097.7 2,466.5 2,558.4 3,539
628.6
427.8
365.8
191.8
174.0
30.0
10.0
20.0
32.0
200.8
48.3
4.3
44.0
45.5
36.5
9.0
107.0
82.0
11.0
14.0

691.0
472.8
404.0
196.9
207.1
28.0
9.0
19.0
40.8
218.2
48.3
3.3
45.0
52.5
41.5
11.0
117.4
90.4
12.0
15.0

666.5
454.2
390.2
174.1
216.1
21.5
5.0
16.5
42.5
212.3
42.2
2.7
39.5
54.0
42.0
12.0
116.1
93.1
10.0
13.0

694
491
416
119
297
12
2
10
63
203
32
1
31
54
38
16
117
101
7
9

147.8
80.5
4.0
18.4
0.5
6.0
0.8
7.3
3.8

169.7
96.4
3.6
19.9
0.9
6.0
1.3
7.7
4.0

177.9
103.1
2.0
21.2
1.0
6.5
1.7
7.5
4.5

201
114
1
28
2
8
3
10
5

Filters, networks and crystals
(continued)

Active filters
RC networks
Delay lines
Quartz crystals ;mounts, and ovens
Magnetic, total
Computer memory cores
Transformers, chokes, except TV. total
Laminated
Toroidal
Pulse transformers
TV magnetic components
RF coils

(millions of dollars)
1973
3.0
9.4
15.0
52.0
304.5
30.0
198.5
128.0
43.5
27.0
56.0
20.0

1974

1975

1978

4.3
9.5
14.0
52.6

6.0
10.7
14.3
54.6

11
18
14
59

321.0
32.0
211 9
136.9
46.0
29.0
57.0
20.1

338.5
30.0
728.5
147.7
49.7
31.0
58.0
20.0

370
22
273
176
59
38
59
16

Microwave hardware, total
Mixers
Detectors
Passive components, total
Waveguide type
Coaxial and stripline
Switches, total
Waveguide
Coaxial and stripline
Ferrite devices, total
Isolators
Circulators
YIG devices
Power limiters

78.8
10.0
3.4
33.5
8.5
25.0
10.0
3.0
7.0
18.9
4.7
10.2
4.0
3.0

83.5
10.5
3.4
35.1
8.0
27.1
10.9
3.7
7.2
19.9
4.9
11.0
4.0
3.7

88.5
11.3
3.7
37.0
9.0
28.0
11.8
3.8
8.0
20.7
5.2
10.7
4.8
4.0

Printed-circuit boards, total
Single- layer
Two- layer
Multilayer
Flexible

233.0
21.0
136.5
64.0
11.5

252.1
21.3
145.0
72.3
13.5

250.6
20.7
143.8
72.3
13.8

294
19
158
95
22

Readout devices, total
Discrete, total
Gas- discharge
Incandescent
Fluorescent
Light- emitting- diode
Multidigit, total
Gas- discharge
Light- emitting- diode
Liquid- crystal
Plasma panel
Other

134.3
38.7
4.5
10.0
1.2
23.0
95.6
23.5
63.0
1.6
3.0
4.5

153.9
43.6
3.8
11.0
1.3
27.5
110.3
20.0
76.0
3.5
5.0
5.8

173.5
45.8
3.0
12.3
1.5
29.0
127.7
21.0
85.0
8.7
6.0
7.0

260
70
2
18
2
48
190
28
118
19
12
13

Relays, total
General-purpose

359.6
110.3

381.2
102.6

405.8
105.6

475
106

11.9
8.0

14.8
8.0

17.6
8.0

23
8

20.0

22.0

21.0

22

5.0

5.0

5.0

106
13
4
47
11
36
13
4
9
25
7
12
6
4

Integrated circuits, total
Digital logic, total
RTL
DTL
TTL
ECL
C-MOS
Other
Semiconductor memory, total
Read-only, total
Bipolar
MOS
Random-access, total
Bipolar
n-MOS
p-MOS
C-MOS
Shift registers, total
Bipolar
MOS
Microprocessors, total
CPUs
Associated memory

(millions of dollars)

1973

1974

1975

34.0
23.0
15.0
42.5
7.0
18.3
14.5
95.0

38.0
25.5
18.0
45 8
6.5
22.5
20.3
102.0

38.5
26.7
20.0
49.3
6.5
25.8
24.3
109 1

45
32
25
59
4
35
41
128

Resistors, total
Fixed, total
Composition
Deposited- carbon
Metal- film
Wirewound
Variable, total
Potentiometers, wirewound
Potentiometers, nonwirewound
Trimmers, wirewound
Trimmers, non-wirewound
Other
Resistive networks, total

450.9
219.1
73.3
22.5
61.3
62.0
169.9
29.0
73.9
26.8
40.2
18.0
43.9

460.8
220.4
70.6
23.5
62.3
64.0
173.1
28.5
76.1
25.5
43.0
18.5
48.8

474.7
224.3
68.0
26.0
65.0
65.3
176.1
27.8
77.8
24.3
46.2
20.0
54.3

551
241
68
26
76
71
205
30
91
24
60
26
79

Switches, total
Small- movement snap-action
Lighted
Push-button
Toggle
Slide
Rotary
Coaxial
Thumbwheel
Keyboard, single- key
Keyboard, assemblies
Solid-state, including Hall- effect

255.0
50.0
37.6
25.0
16.0
11.0
33.2
10.2
12.5
13.5
41.0
5.0

278.5
51.7
43.6
25.0
18.0
11.7
34.0
10.8
12.0
14.0
52.7
5.0

290.0
53.7
49.0
27.5
21.0
12.0
31.8
10.5
12.5
14.0
53.0
5.0

366
65
68
37
26
17
34
10
17
20
60
12

77.2
26.5
10.7
18.3
8.9
12.8

83.5
29.2
11.8
19.0
9.7
13.8

89.9
32.0
13.1
20.0
10.6
14.2

109
40
18
20
14
17

439.2
113.0
12.7
104.5
90.0
59.0
60.0

475.5
120.0
15.0
120.0
94.0
60.5
66.0

493.3
123.0
15.8
114.5
96.8
64.7
78.5

550
130
22
133
100
70
95

3.0
79.0
49.0
30.0
20.0
185.2
55.8
129.4
35.6
25.0
39.8
29.0

7.5
102.7
56.5
46.2
24.0
215.9
63.5
152.4
42.2
31.0
43.7
35.5

10.5
124.0
70.0
54.0
25.0
220.1
64.1
156.0
43.7
32.0
43.8
36.5

33
196
113
83
30
337
95
242
52
37
80
73

61.2
7.2
4.5
18.0
4.5
10.0
13.0
4.0

71.2
7.4
4.4
20.0
5.5
11.5
17.0
5.4

76.5
7.8
4.3
21.0
5.5
12.0
20.5
5.4

145
10
3
36
8
15
64
9

126.7
45.0
39.8
5.2
36.7

152.9
61.0
40.0
4.5
47.4

155.1
62.0
34.6
4.9
53.6

273
163
23
7
80

Telephone- type
Crystal- can
High-sensitivity
Reed
Stepping and impulse
Time- delay
Solid-state
Other

Transducers, total
Pressure
Position
Strain
Acceleration
Other
Wire and cable, total
Coaxial cable
Flat and flexible cable
Hook-up wire
Magnet wire
Multiconductor, shielded
Multiconductor, unshielded

1978

Integrated circuits (
continued)

Discrete, special devices (
continued)
Microwave transistors
Tuner varactors (< 1GHz)
Multiple devices ( duals, diodes arrays,
Darlingtons, etc.)
Other special devices ( temperature.
sensing, strain gage, etc.)

Relays
(continued)

5

1,133.4 1,381.7 1,482.4 2,226
642.1
740.3
719.5
841
4.5
3.7
2.5
1
56.0
52.0
46.0
30
310.0
377.3
380.4
353
43.3
58.0
61.0
76
41.0
81.3
99.6
231
187.3
172.0
130.0
150
197.1
266.8
340.3
630
56.0
71.8
95.5
169
30.0
42.5
54.0
119
26.0
29.3
41.5
50
110.3
161.8
209.0
422
39.0
45.8
55.1
126
9.0
32.8
61.5
221
60.5
78.7
82.5
40
1.8
4.5
9.9
35
30.8
33.2
35.8
39
1.0
1.7
1.7
3
29.8
31.5
34.1
36
10.0
28.0
53.5
192
2.5
5.0
17.0
54
4.5
15.5
26.0
105

Input/output
Calculator chips, total
Single chips
Multichip sets
Other digital functions
Analog I
Cs, total
Op amps
Other, total
Industrial
Communications
Consumer
Interface
Optoelectronic devices, total
Photovoltaic cells
Photoconductive cells
Light- emitting diodes
Photodiodes, including arrays
Phototransistors, including arrays
Couplers and isolators
Silicon targets
Multicomponent or hybrid circuits, total
(two or more separate active or passive
components or ICs in asingle package)
Custom hybrid
Op amps
Power supplies and regulators
Data modules, total

Copyright 1975

owercube's new 5volt 10 amp switching regulator

Poffers high efficiency DC- DC power conversion

Powercube's new switching regulator delivers system economies
by reducing heat sink size, in many
instances eliminating fans or blowers, and permits the use of lower

at lower voltages for logic devices. There has never
been such a powerful unit available in this miniaturized Powercube package.
This advanced unit operates from raw DC inputs
of 18 to 32 volts and is resistance programmable (4
volts to 6volts at 10 amps). It provides remote sensing
to offset line drop and regulates the voltage at the
load. This rugged switching regulator features short
circuit protection, low heat generation, and can be
paralleled for higher power output ( up to 100 watts).

capacity batteries. It is engineered
to give more than 100,000 hours
MTBF at temperatures ranging from
—55° to + 100°C.
Write or phone for complete information on this
unique new switching regulator. We have apowerful
story to tell.

powerful
5volt 10 amp
switching
regulator
Other voltage and current levels
available in identical package srze;
i.e., + 15 volts at 5 amps, + 12
volts at 5amps.

Actual size 2" x3" x11
2 "
/

p

POVVERCUBE

CORPORATION

214 CALVARY STREET. VVALTHAM, MASS. 02154 ( 817) 891-1830
SUBSIDIARY
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Circle 101

on reader service card

101

If you're worrying
about Gallium,
you haven't heard
the news.
A large stable supply of gallium is now
available.
From Alcoa's new plant in Bauxite,
Arkansas.
It's already processing Alcoa's own gallium-rich Arkansas bauxite in significant
quantities.
So don't worry. Long term availability is
here. Enough for major applications ... from
stock ... as close as your nearest airport.
Keep thinking about electroluminescence, optocoupling, photovoltaic conversion,
magnetic bubble memories and other uses of
gallium.
Because gallium from Alcoa will stay
available.
Gallium is found in bauxite. And Alcoa
has extensive reserves of bauxite in Arkansas.
So Alcoa will be extracting gallium from
Arkansas bauxite for along time to come.
That's the news.
And there's more. Just write Aluminum
Company of America, 850-A Alcoa Building,
Pittsburgh, PA 15219.

Change for the better with
Alcoa®Gallium
102

Circle 102 on reader service card

ALCOA
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Technical articles

C-MOS specifications:
Don't take them for granted
Although most C-MOS parameters have standard definitions, several
important ones, like noise immunity and worst- case propagation delay,
are specified differently by various manufacturers
by Rob Walker,

Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corp., Mountain View, Calif.

Complementary-mos devices constitute one of today's fastest growing logic families because they offer
several distinct advantages, two of the more important
being low power dissipation and the capability to operate over awide range of power-supply voltages. Unfortunately, many rule-of-thumb design techniques that
are good for bipolar transistor-transistor logic just don't
apply to c-mos.
Also, with bipolar logic, there is ahigh degree of standardization of specifications between manufacturers,
and between part types. In contrast, many key c-mos
specifications vary substantially from part to part, with
different test conditions given, or even omitted in some
instances.
This is not to say the disadvantages of c-mos outweigh the advantages. Table 1compares c-mos to several other commercial logic families. Under static conditions, c-mos consumes less power than standard TTL by
afactor of 106.And while c-mos is substantially slower
than other logic Ics—except for diode-transistor logic
and low-power Tit —its noise immunity is considerably
higher. And c-mos, to improve both its noise immunity
and speed, can often be operated at supply voltages
higher than the usual 5v.
But the problem of nonstandard c-mos specifications
is aserious one. Table 2provides an illustration of how
serious. The maximum low-level output drive specifications are given here for several types of c-mos devices
from different manufacturers. The output-drive specification is important because it is ameasure of adevice's
worst-case circuit speed into the load capacitance, and
of the device's capability to drive bipolar logic.
As Table 2 shows, there is no real standardization
among manufacturers on this point. More surprisingly,
there is often no standardization between various devices from the same manufacturer. The same state of affairs applies to a number of other c-mos parameters,
forcing the designer to carefully examine the worst-case
specifications of the particular c-mos devices he will be
using.
There are, however, anumber of c-mos specifications
fairly standard within the industry, including current,
voltage, and ac-switching parameters. These are defined
in Table 3.
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Noise immunity, avery important parameter, is one
that does not have the benefit of astandard definition.
Figure 1(a) shows typical transfer characteristics for a
TTL gate, a buffered c-mos gate, and an unbuffered
(single-stage) c-mos gate. The high noise immunity of
c-mos is due to the sharp transition of its characteristic.
Noise specs aren't standard
Since the input-threshold voltage of c-mos tracks the
drain-supply voltage, the "typical" noise immunity is
normally 45% of the supply voltage. However, production tolerances and temperature effects can reduce this
"typical" value to worst-case limits.
The logic-low and logic-high noise-immunity levels
(V NL and VNH, respectively) that are specified by most
c-mos manufacturers are supposedly worst-case. In
reality, they are simply the difference between the
power-supply voltages and the worst-case inputs. The
true worst-case noise-immunity levels are represented
by:
VNL

=

VIL(min)

VNH

=

VOH(min)

VoL(max)

and:
VIH(max)

This is the definition commonly used with other logic
families, such as TTL and ECL (
emitter-coupled logic).
By any definition, however, c-mos has alarger voltagenoise margin than any other logic family.
There are other factors that enter into the considera-

TABLE 1:

Parameter

Standard
TTL

LOGIC FAMI LY COMPARISON

bee P
ever

TTL
(740

OIL

Low- power
Schottky

CMOS
(5-V supply)

CMOS
(10.V supply)

Propagation delay

10 no

33 na

30 ns

5-10 ns

35 no

25 ns

Flip-flop toggle
frequency

35 MHz

3MHz

5MHz

40-80 MHz

5MHz

10 MHz

Quiescent power

10 mW

1mW

8.5 mW

2mW

10 nW

10 nW

Noise immunity

1V

1V

1V

0.8 V

2V

4V

Fanout

10

10

8

20

50'

50'

Or as determined by allowable popagation delay
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TABLE 2 VARIATION OF LOW-LEVEL OUTPUT DRIVE SPECIFICATION

C-MOS
Device

I

Fairchild

Motorola

National
National
Semiconductor Semiconductor
(4000)
(74C"*)

RCA
(4000A)

RCA
(40008)

Solid
State
Scientific

Solitron

Te xas
Instruments

Harris

Signetics

Gates,
commercial

0.4 mA
at 0.4 V

0.2 mA
at 0.4 V

0.24 mA
at 0.4 V

0.36 mA
at 0.4 V

0.24 mA
at 0.4 V

0.36 mA
at 0.4 V

0.28 mA
at 0.4 V

0.24 mA
at 0.4 V

0.25 mA
at 0.4 V

0.095 mA
at 0.5 V

0.05 mA
at 0.5 V

Gates,
military

0.4 mA
at 0.4 V

0.4 mA
at 0.4 V

0.28 mA
at 0.4 V

0.36 mA
at 0.4 V

0.28 mA
at 0.4 V

0.36 mA
at 0.4 V

0.28 mA
at 0.4 V

0.28 mA
at 0.4 V

0.3 mA
at 0.4 V

0.175 mA
at 0.5 V

Flip-flops,
commercial

0.4 mA
at 0.4 V

0.2 mA
at 0.4 V

0.24 mA
at 0.5 V

0.36 mA
at 0.4 V

0.24 mA
at 0.5 V

0.36 mA
at 0.4 V

0.35 mA
at 0.5 V

0.4 mA
at 0.5 V

0.25 mA
at 0.4 V

0.24 mA
at 0.5 V

0.085 mA 1
at 0.5 V ,
I
I
0.24 mA
at 0.5 V

Flip-flops,
military

0.4 mA
at 0.4 V

0.4 mA
at 0.4 V

0.4 mA
at 0.5 V

0.36 mA
at 0.4 V

0.35 mA
at 0.5 V

0.36 mA
at 0.4 V

0.35 mA
at 0.5 V

0.24 mA
at 0.5 V

0.3 mA
at 0.4 V

0.35 mA
at 0.5 V

0.35 mA
at 0.5 V

MSI,
commercial

0.4 mA
at 0.4 V

0.2 mA
at 0.4 V

9

0.36 mA
at 0.4 V

0.048 mA
at 0.5 V

0.36 mA
at 0.4 V

0.3 mA
at 0.5 V

0.048 mA
at?

?

7

MSI,
military

0.4 mA
at 0.4 V

0.4 mA
at 0.4 V

7

0.36 mA
at 0.4 V

0.085 mA
at 0.5 V.

0.36 mA
at 0.4 V

0.3 mA
at 0.5 V

0.085 mA
at?

7

'7

•Worst.case drive thigh temper turc ( Voo = 5V)

*• Measured at Voo = 4.75 V for commercial devices, Voo = 4.5 V for military devices

OUTPUT VOLTAGE ( V) -10›

TA = + 25° C
SUPPLYVOLTAGE = 5 V

CL = 15 pF

UNBUFFERED
CMOS

4

7

INPUT
BUFFERED
C-MOS
TTL
OUTPUT

2
C-MOS
OUTPUT

STANDARD
TTL

zwzminumi
immiamm
wealwiteemen
raramilmuum
mumumilmi
muniamen
ummumemaz
zumumum
10 ns/div

o
4

o

6

INPUT VOLTAGE IV)
I
aI

b

1. Voltage-nolse Immunity. Sharp transfer characteristic (a) of a
C-MOS gate accounts for this device's superior voltage- noise immunity over a TTL gate. C-MOS ac- noise immunity is better, too. As
CL = 15 pF

shown in (b), a C-MOS gate will reject a 15- nanosecond pulse, while
a TTL gate will transmit it. A TTL gate will also pass 25-megahertz
noise ( b), whereas a C-MOS gate will not.

tion of noise immunity, like the ability to reject fast signals (ac noise immunity) and the susceptibility to external noise sources.
c-mos, because it is slower than most other logic families, has greater ac-noise immunity. Figure 1(b) shows
what happens when a 15-nanosecond pulse is applied
simultaneously to aTn. gate and ac-mos gate. Being
faster, the TTL gate transmits the pulse, while the slower
c-mos gate rejects it. Figure 1(c) further illustrates the
superior noise immunity of c-mos. Here the low speed
and typical 2.4-v low-level noise immunity of a c-mos
gate reject the 25-megahertz noise input, while the rri,
gate passes it.
A discussion of noise immunity purely in terms of

104

INPUT

TTL
OUTPUT

rsi

C-MOS
OUTPUT

20 ns/div

(C)
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TABLE 3: STANDARD C-MOS SPECIFICATIONS
PARAMETER

SYMBOL

DEFINITION

Input current

11N

Current flowing into device at specified input voltage and VDD

Output high current

loll

Drive current flowing out of device at specified logic- high output voltage and VDD

Output low current

loL

Drive current flowing into device at specified logic-low output voltage and VDD

Quiescent power-supply current

'OD

Current flowing into drain terminal at specified input and VDD conditions

Source voltage

Vss

Most negative power supply; used as reference level for other voltages; typically ground

Drain voltage

VDD

Most positive potential on device; typically + 5or + 10 V

Input high voltage

VIH

Range of input voltages that represent high logic level

Input low voltage

VIL

Range of input voltages that represent low logic level

Minimum input high voltage

VI
H Iminl

Minimum allowed input high- logic level

Maximum input low voltage

VIL ( max)

Maximum allowed input low- logic level

Output high voltage

VOH

Range of voltages at output terminal with specified output loading and supply voltage; device inputs
are conditioned to establish high logic level at output

Output low voltage

VOL

Range of voltages at output terminal with specified output loading and supply voltage; device inputs
are conditioned to establish low logic level at output

Propagation delay time, low to high

tpui

Time between specified reference points ( normally 50% points) on input and output voltage waveforms,
when output changes from defined low logic level to defined high logic level

Propagation delay time, high to low

1PH

Time between specified reference points ( normally 50% points) on input and output voltage waveforms,
when output changes from defined high logic level to defined low logic level

Transition time, low to high

I
TLH

Time between two specified reference points ( normally 10% and 90% points) on awaveform that
is changing from low to high

Transition time, high to low

tTH L

Time between two specified reference points ( normally 90% and 10% points) on awaveform that
is changing from high to low

L

All voltages are referenced to Vss
Positive current is conventional current flow into device
Negative current is conventional current flow out of device

voltage is, of course, an oversimplification. Inductive or
capacitive crosstalk from external noise sources, like relays and motors, also introduces spurious signals
through the effective impedance of acircuit. The higher
the output impedance of alogic element, therefore, the
easier it is for extraneous noise to be impressed on the
element and for faulty operation to occur.
Table 4 illustrates typical noise-immunity voltages
and output impedances for Trt. and c-mos. With these
parameters, the noise current sufficient to cause false
operation can be determined. The noise current from
external sources required to switch ac-mos device is actually quite low, making Tn. superior in this respect. In
regard to noise immunity, then, c-mos is unbeatable
from avoltage and ac noise standpoint, but susceptible
to noise from outside sources.
Delay times should be worst-case
c-mos propagation delay provides another trap for
the unwary. It is usually specified at drain-voltage levels
of 5 and 10 y, with a 20-ns input transition and a 15picofarad output-load capacitance and at an ambient
temperature of 25°C. In reality, any similarity between
these conditions and actual conditions is purely coincidental. An output load of 15 pF seems to be standard
for all logic families. In all likelihood, this value was
probably set years ago by some marketing man trying
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to pass off resistor-transistor logic as being fast.
With c-mos, aload of 15 pF corresponds to afanout
of 1or 2—hardly a worst-case condition. Furthermore,
as Fig. 2(a) illustrates, c-mos is significantly more sensitive to capacitive loading than Tn.,. Because of the unlimited dc fanout of c-mos, some logic designer is sure
to try for a fanout of 30 or so. If he neglects the increased propagation delay caused by the larger load capacitance, his system can be slowed by an order of magnitude or more.
To obtain a true estimate of worst-case propagation
delays, the designer must first determine the typical capacitance per fanout for his system. Then he may find
the correct propagation delays for that factor from the
curves of delay time versus the capacitance, supplied
with every c-mos device. When the design is complete,
the capacitance estimates should be double-checked
and final worst-case propagation delays calculated.
(Most c-mos manufacturers, including Fairchild and
RCA, will soon be specifying propagation delay at the
more realistic load-capacitance value of 50 pF.)
No matter the vendor, c-mos propagation delay is
consistently specified for an input transistion of 20 ns.
Naturally, in a real system, transition times are almost
always greater, causing propagation delays to be different than those indicated on the data sheet. There are
several possible reasons for this difference. Figure 2(b),
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TABLE 4

NOISE IMMUNITY,C MOS VS TTL

5.0
I

C-MOS
(
VDD = 5V)

100

10

400

200

Typical noise immunity

1.5 V

1V

2.5 V

5V

Noise current required to
induce noise

15 mA

100 mA

6.25 mA

25 mA

for example, shows how the delay of ac-mos gate depends on its driving source. The delay of agate driven
by a pulse generator is smaller than that of a gate
driven by another similar gate.
Temperature and power-supply voltage also influence propagation delay. Curves for determining the
effects of these two factors are supplied with each c-mos
device. Generally, propagation delay increases with increasing temperature and/or decreasing power-supply
voltage.
In summary, then, to determine the worst-case propagation delay for ac-mos device: start with the manufacturer's specified delays; derate these if the actual output
capacitance exceeds 15 pF; derate again for input transitions in excess of 20 ns; correct for the lowest supply
voltage that will be encountered; and, lastly, derate
once again for an ambient temperature of greater than
25°C.
Power considerations
The power dissipation of c-mos is almost entirely a
function of input frequency, and ranges from essentially
zero at dc to over 5 mllliwatts at 5y and 5MHz. The
power-comparison plot of Fig. 3 illustrates just how
little power c-mos dissipates, compared to other popular logic families.
Since low power dissipation is probably the most attractive feature of c-mos, the designer must pay special
attention to how he computes it. Total power dissipation can be broken into four components: dc or quiescent power; the charging and discharging of internal capacitances; the current transient that occurs during
switching (when both the n-channel and p-channel
c-mos transistors conduct momentarily); and the charging and discharging of external load capacitance.
De power can quickly be determined by taking the
value of the quiescent supply current (
I
DD )from the
data sheet and multiplying it by the drain voltage (
VDD)
being used. The ac effects of internal capacitances and
current spiking can be lumped together, and the value
of this transient-power dissipation can be found on the
data sheet. Finally, the effects of external load capacitance (
CL)can be computed as the product of CL
VDD2 X f, where fis the operating frequency, and CL is
an estimated value. The total power dissipation is simply the sum of these individual dc, transient, and load
components of power.
Because of the wide operating voltage range of
c-mos, the designer has considerable freedom in selecting his nominal supply voltage and the supply regulation, making possible cost savings unavailable with

SUPP LY
VO LTAGE = 5 V

4.5

(Vim = 10 V)

Typical output impedance
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TA = +25 ° C

C-MOS

NORMALIZED DELAY ( tPLH )

Low- power
TTL

4.0
BUFFERED CMOS
3.5

3.0
UNBUFFERED C- MOS
2.5

2.0
STANDARD TTL
1.5

1.0
o

50

(al

100

200

150

LOAD CAPACITANCE ( pFI
300

PROPAGATION DELAY Ins)

Parameter

Standard
TTL

GATE DRIVEN BY ANOTHER GATE
200
1PHL

PLU
••••••••
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2. Propagation delay. Plot (a) shows that C-MOS delay time is
more sensitive to load capacitance than TTL. Besides load capacitance, delay time also depends on the driving source (b).

other logic forms. As his c-mos power source, the designer can realistically consider using an unregulated
supply, batteries, or an existing nonlogic power supply.
The power-supply-regulation requirements of c-mos
are relatively lax, compared to those of other logic families. For proper device noise immunity, propagation delay, power dissipation, and interface with other logic
forms, the miniumum drain voltage must be 3 y or
higher, while the maximum drain voltage must be 15 v
or lower. Without external current-limiting protection, a
c-mos device can be permanently damaged if drain
voltage ever exceeds 18 v, even momentarily.
Like all mos devices, c-mos devices require special
input protection to guard them against damage from
static charges. The various manufacturers use different
protection circuits, like the typical one- and two-diode
schemes drawn in Fig. 4. When static charge is present
at the input pin, the diodes will either conduct in the
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3. Power comparison. Probably the principal advantage of C-MOS is its exceptionally low power dissipation, which is signif'cantly below
that of any other commercial logic family. The power dissipation of aC-MOS device depends principally on operating frequency.

D

TO C-MOS
TRANSISTORS

INPUT PIN

VSS

INPUT PINMOS

TO CTRANSISTORS

VSS

4. On guard. All C-MOS devices require input protection against
damage from static charges during handling. Typical one- and twodiode schemes are shown here. The designer should not count on
these diodes for his special circuits because different manufacturers
use different protection schemes.

forward direction (at about 1v) or breakdown in the reverse direction (at about 30 v). The resistor limits the
peak current that can flow.
All such input protection schemes suffer from two
limitations. They cannot take the very large voltages
(some as high as 10,000 v) that are generated during
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handling under certain climatic conditions. Also, there
is no standard measurement criterion to evaluate the effectiveness of the internal input protection of a c-mos
device.
Because of the handling sensitivity of c-mos, certain
precautions should be observed: never leave an input
pin floating in acircuit. Connect all inputs to the source
supply, the drain supply, or adevice output, as required
for circuit operation. Always store c-mos devices in conductive foam or tubes. And remember to ground all test
equipment, tools, and soldering irons.
In normal digital system operation, the input-protection diodes never conduct. But when c-mos devices are
used for special circuit applications, such as oscillators
or integrators, the input voltages may exceed VDD or
Vss ,and the diodes may conduct. Although this is permissible, as long as maximum current levels (generally
10 milliamperes) are not exceeded, it can lead to pioblems because some manufacturers use two diodes while
others use only one.
Additionally, the input-protection circuits can be restructured without the designer's knowledge. In other
words, he must deal with all the dangers inherent in designing around an unspecified parameter. For special
applications, it is probably worth the extra trouble and
cost to use external discrete diodes and not depend on
the internal-input-protection diodes.
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Intel's 2107B. The
the edge on speed,
Intel's new 2107B n-channel 4K RAM, with
a200 nanosecond access, is available
now in production quantities. And because the 2107B chip is almost as
small as a1K RAM chip, we can
m=mI assure you it is
the most producible 4K RAM with
the lowest future
cost potential.
The 2107B is
already being
shipped in quantities
and replacing cores
in many random access memory applications. Because
of its low cost, it's also being used in
serial memory applications. Intel distributors now stock two types: the
basic 2107B accesses in 200 ns and
cycles in 400 ns; the 2107B-4 runs at
270 ns access and 470 ns cycle times
(all worst case from 0to 70°C).
Our advanced, single-transistor
cell design eliminates critical clock tolerances, special substrate voltage levels
and double clocks. Like the 2107A, the
2107B has asingle clock with solid ± 1V
margins, operates on standard — 5, + 5
and + 12V supplies, and comes in the
industry standard, 22-pin configuration
TI/Mostek

Mils On A Side

•SU

210713

105

/

2107A

140

168

157

4K RAM CHIP SIZE COMPARISON
WITH INTEL'S NEW 210713.
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new 4K RAM with
p eanddelivery
for single-clocked, fully decoded, 4K dynamic RAMs
These new 4K RAMs improve your speed while
reducing your system overhead costs by as much as
300% whether you're using 1K dynamic RAMs or core.
Typical overhead is only .05/bit. To further reduce system
overhead, both the three state
INTEL'S NEW 2107B 4K RAM FAMILY
output and all inputs are TTL comMAX. ACCESS MIN. CYCLE
TIME ( ns)
AVAILABILITY
PART
TIME ( ns)I'l
patible. Intel also offers alow cost
Now
400
200
2107B
3235 quad clock driver designed
470
Now
2107B-4
270
to drive the 2107B. And economNow
800
2107B-6
350
Ill (All worst case from 0to 70°C.)
ical battery backup can be implemented because of the 2107B's low standby power.
The smaller die size of the 2107B means higher yields, lower cost
and amore producible product. In comparision, competitive 4K RAMs
are 55% to 75% larger than the 2107B.
Yet, the 2107B is processed with Intel's standard n-channel silicon
gate MOS technology. The same process Intel has been using to produce
high performance memory products with for over 3years.
So put the 2107B or 2107B-4 in U.S. AND INTERNATIONAL SALES AND MARKETING OFFICES
your memory system. You'll gain the
edge in Speed, Price and Delivery
right now, and for the future. Write
Intel for 4K RAM family details. Or
buy these new 4K RAMs from stock
at Intel distributors: Almac/Stroum,
Cramer, Hamilton/Avnet, Sheridan
Sales, Industrial Components, and
L. A.Varah.
Intel Corporation, 3065 Bowers Avenue, Santa Clara, California
95051 (408) 246-7501.
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U.S. MARKETING
GREAT LAKES REGION
HEADQUARTERS
856 Union Rd
3065 Bowers Avenue
Englewood Ohio 45322
Santa Clara California 95051 Tel ( 513) 836-2808
Tel ( 408) 246-7501
TWX 910-338-0026
MID-AMERICA
TELEX 34-6372
6350 L B J Freeway

EUROPEAN MARKETING
HEADQUARTERS
BELGIUM

U.S. REGIONAL OFFICES

Suite 178
Dallas. Texas 75240
Tel ( 214) 661-8829
TWX 910-860-5487

Tel 649-20-03

WESTERN

JAPAN

1651 E 4th St
Suite 228
Sa n ta An a Ca lif orni a92701
Tel ( 714) 835-9642
TWX 910-595-1114

Intel Japan Corporatton
Kasahara Bldg
1-6-10. Uchikanda
Chiyoda-ku

EASTERN
2 Militia Drive
Suite 4
Lexington.

Massachusetts 02173
Tel ( 617) 861-1136
TELEX 92-3493
MID-ATLANTIC

520 Pennsylvania Ave
Fort Washington, PA 19034
Tel ( 215) 542-9444

Intel Office
216 Avenue Louise
Brussels B1050

ORIENT MARKETING
HEADQUARTERS

Tokyo 101
Tel 03-295-5441
TELEX 781-28426

Intel® delivers.
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Designer's casebook
Negative feedback keeps
LED intensity constant
by Ken Erickson
Interstate Electronics Corp., Anaheim, Calif.

In applications where apassing object is detected as it
partly obscures alight beam, alight source with aconstant intensity may be desirable. A light-emitting diode,
which has alonger life and switches faster than an incandescent lamp, would also be desirable, if it weren't
for the fact that its light intensity may vary with temperature, especially as the device ages. But aLED's light
intensity can be kept constant by the circuit shown here.
Light intensity is regulated by asilicon planar photovoltaic diode, D2,the ac response of which is almost
constant with temperature or time. Its current is converted to voltage by amplifier A2 and resistor R7. This
diode is connected in ashort-circuit mode to minimize
its dark current.
Di, a light-emitting diode, is driven by Darlington-

- •
25
16 V

connected transistors Q2 and Q3;its current is proportional to the voltage at the base of Q2. Transistor Qi,
which is driven by apositive-going square wave, chops
the dc level at the base of Q2 so that it operates in an ac
mode.
When the capacitively coupled output of amplifier A2
is positive, amplifier Ai charges capacitor C2, when necessary, to maintain the current through R,3 equal to the
current through Ri and R2. Because the current through
Ri and R2 is constant, the amplitude of the square-wave
signal at the junction of Ci and R3 is held constant.
When the output of A2 is negative, the capacitivelycoupled output of amplifier Ai goes positive, but is
clamped to 0.7 volt by diode D3. This clamping maintains the output of the amplifier in the active region so
that avirtual ground potential is maintained at its summing point. The light intensity level is adjusted by potentiometer R2. The peak-to-peak voltage at the output
of amplifier A2 is held at 40/(111 + R2) volts, where RI
and R2 are in kilohms.
Diode D2 can be mounted near the LED, but to one
side of the direct beam, so that it picks up enough light
to generate the feedback signal but doesn't interfere
with the primary detection function.
LI

""

.2

— 120 ed
16 V

-10 V

NOTES:
(12, C1 3 ARE 2N4401 OR EQUIVALENT
LED 01 IS MONSANTO MV 5020 OR EQUIVALENT
DETECTOR 1:1 2 IS CENTRALAB HR 1334 OR EQUIVALENT
A1,A2 ARE 741 AMPLIFIERS

Steady glow. Feedback loop senses variations in output of light- emitting diode, which may occur as temperature changes. Photodiode re
sponse is almost constant with temperature; it is amplified, and signal controls another amplifier whose output controls LED drive circuit.
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Latch circuits interlock
remote switches electrically
by Jack Elias
Honeywell Inc., Fort Washington, Pa.

As many as eight momentary switches can be interlocked electrically even when they are physically separated from one another—an impossible task for mechanical interlocks. The keyboard-type momentary switches
provide both binary-coded and individual outputs and
are much more reliable than mechanically interlocked
switches. The electrical interlock consists of an encoder,
decoder and quad switch latch plus a Schmitt trigger
and afew passive components.
The switches provide the inputs to apriority encoder,

such as aTI 74148 or Fairchild 9318, which translates
the identity of any actuated switch into abinary-coded
output. The encoder also has an output, termed GS, for
group-select, indicating when any one or more inputs
are actuated; it provides aclock pulse for a74175 quad
latch, which stores the binary-coded output of the encoder. An RC filter and aSchmitt trigger remove uncertainty caused by switch bounce. The outputs of the flipflops go to a7442 decoder, which can drive either lightemitting diodes directly or incandescent lamps through
buffers. Of course, the outputs can drive other circuits
or systems that require the interlock.
If a second switch is actuated before the first is released, it has no effect because the Schmitt trigger has
already generated its clock. Likewise, if the first switch
is released while holding the second one down, the first
switch's indication will be held until all the switches are •
released. The circuit can be expanded by cascading the
encoders and using alarger decoder.
LI

Interlock. Momentary switches are interlocked from simultaneous operation by encoding them into a set of latches and then decoding the
latch states to drive indicators or other apparatus. Circuit is more reliable than mechanical interlock, and switches can even be remote.

Common silicon diodes
stabilize oscillator
by Dale Kiernan
Sphygmetrics Inc., Woodland Hills, Calif.

Two ordinary silicon diodes connected front-to- back in
the feedback path of a Wien-bridge oscillator stabilize
the feedback without introducing hunting or distortion.
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Stabilization makes them superior to the more commonly used thermistors or incandescent lamps, which
have thermal inertia that introduces hunting when
power is turned on or the frequency is changed, and to
zener diodes, which distort the waveform.
The front-to- back connection of the silicon diodes
simulates a back-to-back series connection of zener
diodes, which might otherwise be used at this point in
the circuit. Resistor R1 is added to soften the effect of
the knee of the forward-conduction characteristic, which
would otherwise introduce distortion.
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if it's a meter
or meter relay,
Stock or Special ...
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Stock:

Special:

Simpson distributors nationwide stock over 1,500
types, ranges, styles and sizes of panel meters,
relays and controllers. They're all listed in Catalog
4400. Write for your free copy.

Need a special or unusual meter? Let Simpson
help you custom design it. Send us your specs
and we'll send you a quote. But check our catalog
first—that " special" may be a standard Simpson
stock item.

Get off-the-shelf delivery from your local electronics distributor.
SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY
853 Dundee Avenue, Elgin, Illinois 60120
(312) 697-2260 • Cable: SIMELCO • Telex: 72-2416
(INSTRURAINT

AY ACCUR AT I\ I

IN CANADA: Bach-Simpson, Ltd., London, Ontario
IN ENGLAND: Bach-Simpson ( U.K.) Limited, Wadebridge, Cornwall
IN INDIA: Ruttonsha-Simpson Private, Ltd., Vikhroli, Bombay
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The best way to change the frequency of this circuit is
to change the two capacitors, which must be closely
matched. By this means, the output amplitude is always
the same, regardless of the frequency. With the circuit

values shown, amplitude is constant within ±0.3 dB over
range of 100,000 to I.
The setting of potentiometer R2 establishes the amplitude, but it also affects the frequency somewhat.
•

R2
10 kS2

10 le

100k2

100 pF
741

+
1M17.

..---, C

—

D,

1000 pF

500 Hz

0.01 pF

50 Hz

0.1 pF

5Hz

1pF

0.5 Hz

10 pF

0.05 Hz

1N914
R•

C

100 kS2
D,

5kHz

1N914

Stabilizer. Front- to-back diodes in oscillator's feedback path acts as stabilizer, yet do not cause hunting or distortion, as lamps or zeners
sometimes do. Capacitors, which control frequency, are matched; amplitude control is by potentiometer, which also affects frequency.

for signals that are symmetrical with respect to ground.
When acomparator is added to program the inverter,
the circuit becomes a precision rectifier, the output of
which is:

FET programs op amp
for invertible gain

Jima = IVi n — Vre fl

by Ken A. Dill and Mark Troll

When the FET is off, the input signal goes only to the
inverting input terminal of the operational amplifier;
the gain is:

Revelle College, University of California, La Jolla, Calif.

With only afew inexpensive components, an amplifier
can be built with again of either + N or -N, depending
on whether a field-effect transistor is turned off or on.
Such a circuit is useful for programable inversion of
analog signals or for programable phase-shifting of 180°

Vout /Vie

= —

But when the

FET

Knit /

Rf/R
is on, the gain is:

= rjA/[1 + (ARRi)/(Rill f + RR f + R11 1)10
[f- )RiRf)/(RiR f +

+ R111)]

where A is the open-loop gain of the op amp, and
f = R3/ (R2 + R3)
Since A is large, this reduces to:
Vout /Vt. = (f - 1)(R 1/R) + f[(R f/R1)+ 1]
To make + N and -N numerically equal, choose the
resistance values so that Rt./ R = N. From that, it follows algebraically that:
N = (f - 1)(N) + 11(NR/ Ri)+ 1]
2N = fN + (/NR/R 1) + f
2NR 1 = fNR 1 + fNR + fR i
2NR i - fNR 1 -1R 1 = fNR
R1 = NRf/[2N - (N + 1)f]

FET Inverts op amp. Amplifier gain can be programmed either

For the simplest case—again of ±1—all amplifier input and feedback resistors have the same value, except
RI,which is half that value.
The gate of the FET is controlled by astandard analog
switch configuration, which allows the inputs to be 0or
+5 volts, compatible with Tn.
D

positive or negative, depending on whether the field-effect transistor
is conducting or not conducting. Gain is the ratio of
gains of ±-1,

131,

R1

to R; for

R2, and R3 are all equal value, and R1 is half the value.
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Designer's casebook is aregular feature in Electronics. We invite readers to submit original
and unpublished circuit ideas and solutions to design problems. Explain briefly but thoroughly the circuit's operating principle and purpose. We'll pay $ 50 for each item published.
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The incredibly successful
PDP-11/05 has just taken agiant
step forward into the third
generation.
And agiant step backward
in price.
Introducing the PDP-11/04.
For OEM's who couldn't afford
aPDP-11 before.
At $1647* it's got more
going for it than any other
computer in its class:
MOS memory using 4K
semiconductor chips.
The easiest-to-operate
operator's console ever designed.

A single high-speed data
bus — UNIBUS' — through
which all system components
and peripherals communicate.
Direct memory addressing.
Automatic hardware stack.
Automatic priority
interrupts (vectored).
Unique self test feature.
PDP-11/05 instruction set.
And it'll be ready for
delivery in July of '75.
The PDP-11/04.
It's just what you've been
waiting for. And now you can
get it. Just contact any of the

Digital offices below, or call or
write Digital Equipment
Corporation, Maynard, MA
01754. (617) 897-5111. European
headquarters: 81 route de l'Aire,
1211 Geneva 26. Tel: 42 79 50.
Digital Equipment of Canada
Ltd., PO Box 11500 Ottawa,
Ontario 1(2H 8K8. (613) 592-5111.

d

Single Unit Prices **
Digital Equipment
Computer Automation
Data General
General Automation
Hewlett Packard
Interdata

4K
4K
4K
4K
4K
4K

PDP-11/04
LSI II
Nova 2/4
SPC-16/45
21M/10
7/16

$2495
$2765
$3200
$3950
$5950
$3200

**Most recently published prices.

USA
ALABAMA
Huntsville (205) 881-7730
ARIZONA
Phoenix (602) 268-3488
Tucson (602) 793-7881
CALIFORNIA
Mountain View (415) 964-6200
Los Angeles (213) 479-3791
Santa Ana (714) 979-2460,
(213) 628-0191
San Diego (714) 280-7880
Sunnyvale (408) 735-9200
COLORADO
Englewood (303) 770-6150
CONNECTICUT
Fairfield (203) 255-5991
FLORIDA
Fort Lauderdale (305) 739-0530
Orlando (305) 851-4450
GEORGIA
Atlanta (404) 451-7411
HAWAII
Kailua, Oahu (808) 261-3182
ILLINOIS
Chicago (312) 4982500

INDIANA
Indianapolis (
317) 243-8341

IOWA
Bettendorf (319) 359-7444
LOUISIANA
New Orleans (504) 837-0257
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MAINE
Portland (207) 774-6822
MARYLAND
Washington, D.C. (301) 459-7900
Baltimore (301) 752-8797
MASSACHUSETTS
Maynard — Corporate
Headquarters (617) 897-5111
Waltham —
Regional Office (617) 890-0330
Westfield (413) 568-9511
MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor (313) 761-1150
Southfield (313) 559-6565
MINNESOTA
Minneapolis (612) 854-6562
MISSOURI
Independence (816) 252-2300
St. Louis (314) 872-8540
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Nashua (603) 224-6629
NEW JERSEY
Fairfield (201) 227-9280
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque (505) 296-5411
NEW YORK
Albany (518) 869-3506
New York City (212) 582-1300
NORTH CAROLINA
Durham (919) 489-3347
OHIO
Cleveland (216) 289-9000
Dayton (513) 294-3323

OKLAHOMA
Tulsa (918) 749-4476
OREGON
Portland (503) 687-2260
PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia (215) 825-4200
Pittsburgh (412) 243-8500
SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia (803) 252-4645
TENNESSEE
Knoxville (615) 588-6571
Nashville (615) 889-5908
TEXAS
Austin (512) 454-3660
Dallas (214) 620-2051
Houston (713) 777-3471
UTAH
Salt Lake City (801) 467-4669
VERMONT
Montpelier (802) 229-0424
VIRGINIA
Richmond (804) 233-6935
WASHINGTON
Seattle (206) 641-0070
WISCONSIN
Milwaukee (414) 463-9110
CANADA
ONTARIO (613) 592-5111
EUROPE
SWITZERLAND
Geneva (022) 42-79-50
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bandwidth for noise-free tracking.
To avoid this compromise, two discrete bandwidths
can be used. A large bandwidth is used until the signal
is acquired; after acquisition, asmall loop bandwidth is
switched in. This technique, which is shown in Fig. 1,
has three significant disadvantages.
by A.T. Anderson, DE Sanders, and R.S. Gordy
Electronic Communications Inc., St. Petersburg, Fla.
First is the voltage step which results from switching
the vco control line, point C, from point A to point B.
The step change in voltage at point C which results
A phase-lock loop with two filters of different band- from switching the vco-control line from point A to
widths, and the capability of achieving agradual transi- point Bcan cause loss of lock.
tion from one to the other, can satisfy the conflicting reThe second disadvantage is the voltage transient that
quirements of noise rejection and fast signal acquisition.
can result from abrupt switching with real circuit deHaving acquired the signal, the loop then serves as alo- vices even when the voltages at the two inputs are
cal source that matches the remote souroe of the incom- equal. This transient can also cause the loop to lose
ing signal, which may be intermittent because of imper- lock. A third disadvantage is that the ratio of large to
fections in the transmitting channel. Essentially, the small filter bandwidth is limited if afrequency-offset exloop is a voltage-controlled oscillator that forces the
ists in the phase-lock loop.
output into afixed phase with the input.
A slow bandwidth-switching technique shown in Fig.
If the input signal has noise or phase jitter riding on 2eliminates these disadvantages. Switchover from point
it, the loop will try to follow the disturbance as well as A to point B is accomplished gradually by varying
the signal. Noise efresistance R from zero
fects on the loop can
(or a low value) inibe reduced by low0
tially, to a high value
pass filtering of the erWIDE
FILTLOOP
ER
at the end. When the
ror. The narrower the
e_
R is low, the vco-confilter, the less the
IN P
U I
PHASE
trol line is essentially
DETECTOR
noise affects the vco,
connected to A bebut the harder it is for
À
NARROW ® 1
)
cause of the low imLOOP
the loop to achieve
FILTER
pedance drive at A.
lock.
The output of the narIn fact, if the freVCO CONTROL
row (slow) filter is also
quency-offset—the difvco
connected to A iniference between input
tially. The low impedfrequency and vco
SWITCH AFTER
ance of A forces the
DETEMN OF
rest frequency—is too
narrow filter output to
large, the loop may
follow the fast renever lock. In this
1. Switchable bandwidth. A phase-lock loop requires two different switched
sponse of the wide filcase, an external voltloop filters for acquisition ( lock) and tracking ( narrow).
ter, effectively giving
age may be applied to
the narrow filter afast
sweep the vco rest
response time while
LOW IMPE DANCE ORIVE
frequency over the
also forcing the voltrange of input isgnals;
ages at points A and B
the maximum sweep
to be equal. The slow,
rate depends on the
P
E
o SWITCH
controlled switchover,
filter bandwidth.
INPUT
DETECTOR
R
CUIT
together with the
Even if the freequal voltages, prequency-offset is small,
NARROW
vents transients at
the slow transient reFTER
point C which might
sponse of the narrow
OUTPUT
IL
cause loss of acquisifilter slows the loop's
tion.
signal acquisition.
During switchover,
Loop-filter
design
vco
VCO CONTROL
LOCK
the vco-control line,
must often comproDETECTOR
point C, is effectively
mise between large
connected to acombibandwidth for fast ac- 2. Slow switching technique. Slow bandwidth switching with a variable re- nation of both filter
quisition and small sistor eliminates the disadvantages of conventional bandwidth- switching.
outputs, resulting in

Dual- bandwidth loop
speeds phase lock
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control line and not be affected by the
voltage at A or C.
An example of a circuit that meets
C1 I
this
criterion is given in Fig. 3. In this
Dl
132
circuit, ajunction FET, Qi, is the variFROM
able resistance. Initially, no current
PHASE
DETECTOR
flows in Q2,SO Qi is closed (low resistVARIABLE
RESISTANCE -*
ance). This forces the voltage on C2 in
SWITCH CONTROL
CIRCUIT
the narrow filter to follow C1 and
R
charge to approximately the correct
R5
value during acquisition.
•2
R
C3
When lock is detected (by an exterNARROW
LOOP
R4
nal circuit), the "lock-detector" input
FILTER —*.
•
switches from -V to + V. The timeFROM LOCK DETECTOR
+V FOR IN LOCK
constant of the parallel combination of
TO VCO
-V FOR OUT OF LOCK
R5,R6 and C3 causes the current in Q2
(initially zero) to increase at an expo3. FET control. Signals from alock detector gradually vary resistance of Qifrom alow to
nential rate in response to the lock's
high value. This smoothly changes the loop filter bandwidth.
signal change. Q2 is a current source
gradual reduction of bandwidth from large to small. and is unaffected by the filter outputs or switch. Current
The shape of the switch-control waveform, at point D, will flow through R7 and either CR 1 or CR2,depending
can be designed to optimize acquisition under given on which side of Qi is ntore negative. This allows the
conditions such as signal-to-noise and frequency offset, voltage on the gate of Qi to follow the more negative
and can easily be changed as these conditions change. voltage on the drain or source. Therefore, noise at the
The gradual change forces the loop to remain in lock at drain and source of Qi has no effect on the resistance of
all times so that the ratio of large to small bandwidth the J-FET, since the resistance of this type of FET is determined by the voltage on the gate in relation to the
can be much higher than with conventional switching.
Actual circuitry for Fig. 2 is relatively easily realized, voltage on the drain or source. CR 2 is connected to the
with the exception of the slow switch and its switch-con- output of A2 rather than to the FET source. Voltages at
trol circuitry. A desired feature of these two elements is these points are essentially equal, and location shown
that the R should be strictly controlled by the switch- prevents current through CR2 from loading the FET.
WIDE
LOOP
FILTER
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Soluble masks protect
pc boards from solder
by H. G. Peters and K. Romano,
IBM Corp, Owego, N Y

Two kinds of water-soluble solder masks can, when applied to acircuit board before wave-soldering, keep solder out of plated-through holes. These holes must be
kept open to permit dry components—thermally sensitive electrical devices—to be hand-soldered to the circuit
board after the wave-soldering operation. Most previously known solder-mask or resist materials must be removed with solvent cleaning, which is expensive, or
they leave questionable residues that impede hand-soldering. (Although a fluffy white residue appears when
one of the two new materials is applied in excess, if
allowed to dry for several days, it is easily brushed or
blown off.)
Water-soluble masks are also useful for protecting
large tab areas or other large areas of copper that are
not to be soldered. Masking prevents solder from bridging between circuit lines on a printed-circuit board,
even when hand-soldering or non-wet components are
not involved. And, when parts of a board are to be
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coated with something, water-soluble masks can protect
the areas that are not to be coated when the coating itself is not water-soluble; otherwise its application would
wash off the mask material.
However, water-soluble masks do not work well on
tin-lead plated parts, especially when large areas have
to be masked, because the alloy reflows and lifts the
mask from the circuit board.
The two new materials are based on sodium silicate
and gum arabic, or acacia, both in water solution and
both with small quantities of other materials added.
The materials have different characteristics and react
differently in any production process. However, both
meet the primary objective—to prevent solder from wetting the masked areas, whether soldered as soon as the
mask has dried, or days or weeks later. And neither material hampers any subsequent production process, nor
permits solder reflow, which could cause bridging between masked circuit lines.
Like most other water-soluble masking materials, the
new ones meet current regulations of the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration and state
agencies; they are, in fact, pollution-free. Even if large
quantities of mask materials were accidentally spilled,
no pollution limits would be exceeded because all of the
ingredients have extremely high tolerance levels in
waste water. They are also relatively nontoxic; continued exposure of production workers to either of the two
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even millions of megohms—is
caused by minute traces of the mask
material, too small to affect soldering, but nevertheless sufficient to establish atiny current path.
The constituents of both materials, which can be purchased from
any chemical supply house at alow
price, are easily mixed in a laboratory. The total costs will depend on
production levels, mask-preparation
time, and operator technique.
Water-soluble masks can be applied by any of several methods,
such as by brushing, spraying, dipping, or screening. All application
methods are relatively simple. However, when the gum-arabic mask is
silk-screened, long fine strings or
webs of material sometimes form
Mask-maker. Brushing and screening are two of several methods by which new water-solwhen the screen is lifted off the sububle masking materials can be applied to printed-circuit boards. The materials keep solder
strate. As these webs break and fall
away from selected areas as the board moves through awave-solder machine.
to the substrate, they mask areas
that should not be masked. This
webbing apparently occurs only
with samples of gum that have not
been stored for a long time in a
warehouse; natural aging of the
gum eliminates the webbing.
Accelerated aging—heating at
75°C for one week—gives the same
effect by driving off interstitial or
bound water from the gum molecules. If a gum of any age is aged
further by heating, amask material
made from it leaves no web. Webbing is also eliminated immediately
by adding asmall amount of potassium chloride to gum of any age;
the chloride eliminates the forces
that cause webbing. Because chloride addition is minimal, negligible
materials has no serious or long-lasting effects.
residues are left after mask removal.
A good solder mask must be pliable to permit normal
The mask material must not dry while being applied,
handling after masking, and it must adhere to the sub- but, once on the substrate, the film must dry quickly to
strate throughout any subsequent processing steps. In prevent flow of material into non-masked areas. Gum
previous evaluations of gum arabic as amasking mate- arabic in water solution satisfies these requirements, but
rial, it has adhered poorly after extended shelf life. sodium silicate, if dried too fast, leaves aresidue after
However, the new formulation contains ahumectant—a soldering and cleaning. Adding a humectant to the
substance such as ethylene glycol—that promotes mois- mask formulation makes it dry to a non-flowing tacky
ture retention, so that there is no loss of adhesion from film in three to five minutes and dry completely within
physical abuse, from successive mechanical handling
10 minutes.
processes after masking, or from extended exposure to
Water-soluble masks can be used effectively on
temperatures as high as 150°F.
plated-through holes as large as 0.25 inch in diameter,
The new water-soluble masks can be left on the sur- small and large surface areas, and even large tinned
face for several months at ambient or elevated tempera- surfaces, although the tin should be precleaned to intures without corroding, as some materials do. Further- crease adhesion. The masks can be adapted to nearly
more, they actually improve the insulation-resistance, any production process by varying the chemical conwhich on aseries of test boards averaged an order of stituents of the material.
magnitude higher than on boards made with the IBM
Engineer's Notebook is aregular feature in Electronics. We invite readers to submit original
standard mask. The lower resistance encountered with design
shortcuts, calculation aids, measurement and test techniques, and other ideas for
the standard mask—still well up in the thousands or saving engineering time or cost. We'll pay $50 for each item published.
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Different requirements, different
acoustics, different budgets and
different customers have created a
great need for different sound
products.
Yet there is one company in the
sound industry that has the background and the in-depth line to
handle virtually every need.
It's University.
We make over 150 different
sound products. Small ones. Large
ones. Simple ones. Complex too.
Products for all seasons. Products
for all reasons.
We make woofers. Tweeters.
Trumpets. Horns. Drivers. Then

there's amps. Booster amps. Preamps. Mixer preamps. Power
amps. And amp amps. Weatherproof,
waterproof, multiduty, multipurpose. What about this one — it's
a dual- folded wide- angled
exponential horn.
Our aircraft speaker can be
heard clearly for miles ( from a
flying aircraft, of course). Our
underwater speaker is not just for
fish. Listen to our explosion proof
driver. Sound columns. Microphones.
Paging/talkback speakers. Crossovers. Power pagers. And more.
Plus all the required
accessories for the above.
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How to identify
a pc- board defect
when you see one

If you're designing military avionics equipment, take warning— the
Army is about to ask some of you to guarantee it, in addition to meeting
all the specifications. "We're going to try some warranties on equipment that flies within the Contintinental U.S.," says Col. Elmo L. Bowman, deputy director for research, development, and engineering at the
Army's Electronics Command, Fort Monmouth, N.J. Bowman doesn't
expect too many complaints from suppliers, however, and he says the
army is willing to pay for the added protection.

Are you confused trying to identify the various types of defects that
regularly crop up in printed-circuit- board orders? Well, the whole array of pcb faults—measling, crazing, blistering, haloing, delaminating,
wearing, texturing, and so on— are described and illustrated with sectional line drawings and colored views of specimen boards in the Institute of Printed Circuits' revised manual, " Acceptability of Printed Wiring Boards, IPC-A-600B." The 85-page book, which covers all aspects
of pc-board inspection, is available from the Institute of Printed Circuits, 1717 Howard St., Evanston, III. 60202 at $3to members, and $5to
non-members.

Philips offers

If you're still having trouble getting into the new world of digital-in-

design guide for

strument techniques, check out the first two volumes of a five-part
home-study course in digital-instrument design. First used by Philips
test and measuring instrument technical personnel around the world,
the course is now being made available to others. The price is $3.50
each for part one, a 60-page soft-cover book covering basic binary
theory and logic circuits, and part two, a64-page book on digital timers
and counters. You can order them from Philips' Publications Department, 400 Crossways Park Dr., Woodbury, N.Y. 11797, and automatically get on amailing list for subsequent volumes on digital voltmeters,
data- logging, and automatic measuring systems.

digital instruments

Microprocessors cut
data-acquisition
analog part costs

120

Engineer's newsletter

Designers of data-acquisition systems are finding that cheap computing
power with a few easy-to-use matched LSI processing chips can radically change the way they handle their data. They can practically eliminate all the expensive analog components in the system. In today's typical system, asignal that's sensed by atransducer passes through aseries
of analog signal-conditioning and enhancing devices ( op amps, log
amps, comparators, sample- and- holds) before being converted into
digital form suitable for computer processing.
Enter the microprocessor. Now, rather than processing analog measurement signals before finally converting to digital signals for processing and logging, the signal can be converted at the transducer's output
(or in semiconductor transducers— perhaps right on the chip). Then,
with a stored program to compensate for the transducer's characteristics, the rest of the processing will be done digitally. Thus, the balance
of the economics will shift to low-cost transducers with less-than ideal
characteristics, combined with widely available, inexpensive digital microprocessor.
— Laurence Altman
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control line and not be affected by the
voltage at A or C.
An example of a circuit that meets
this criterion is given in Fig. 3. In this
circuit, ajunction FET, Qi, is the variFROM
able resistance. Initially, no current
PHASE
DETECTOR
flows in Q2,SO Qi is closed (low resistSWITCH CONTROL
ance). This forces the voltage on C2 in
CIRCUIT
the narrow filter to follow C1 and
charge to approximately the correct
value during acquisition.
NARROW
When lock is detected (by an exterLOOP
nal circuit), the "lock-detector" input
FILTER,.
switches from -V to + V. The timeFROM LOCK DETECTOR
+V FOR IN LOCK
TO VCO
constant of the parallel combination of
—V FOR OUT OF LOCK
R5,R6 and C3 causes the current in Q2
(initially zero) to increase at an expo3. Fri* control. Signals from alock detector gradually vary resistance of Qifrom alow to
high value. This smoothly changes the loop filter bandwidth.
nential rate in response to the lock's
signal change. Q2 is a current source
and is unaffected by the filter outputs or switch. Current
gradual reduction of bandwidth from large to small.
The shape of the switch-control waveform, at point D, will flow through R7 and either CR i or CR2,depending
can be designed to optimize acquisition under given on which side of Qi is more negative. This allows the
conditions such as signal-to-noise and frequency offset, voltage on the gate of Qi to follow the more negative
and can easily be changed as these conditions change. voltage on the drain or source. Therefore, noise at the
The gradual change forces the loop to remain in lock at drain and source of Qi has no effect on the resistance of
all times so that the ratio of large to small bandwidth the J-FET, since the resistance of this type of FET is decan be much higher than with conventional switching.
termined by the voltage on the gate in relation to the
Actual circuitry for Fig. 2 is relatively easily realized, voltage on the drain or source. CR 2 is connected to the
with the exception of the slow switch and its switch-con- output of A2 rather than to the FET source. Voltages at
trol circuitry. A desired feature of these two elements is these points are essentially equal, and location shown
that the R should be strictly controlled by the switch- prevents current through CR2 from loading the FET.
WIDE
LOOP
FILTER

Soluble masks protect
pc boards from solder
by H. G. Peters and K. Romano,
IBM Corp

Owego, N Y

Two kinds of water-soluble solder masks can, when applied to acircuit board before wave-soldering, keep solder out of plated-through holes. These holes must be
kept open to permit dry components—thermally sensitive electrical devices—to be hand-soldered to the circuit
board after the wave-soldering operation. Most previously known solder-mask or resist materials must be removed with solvent cleaning, which is expensive, or
they leave questionable residues that impede hand-soldering. (Although a fluffy white residue appears when
one of the two new materials is applied in excess, if
allowed to dry for several days, it is easily brushed or
blown off.)
Water-soluble masks are also useful for protecting
large tab areas or other large areas of copper that are
not to be soldered. Masking prevents solder from bridging between circuit lines on a printed-circuit board,
even when hand-soldering or non-wet components are
not involved. And, when parts of a board are to be
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coated with something, water-soluble masks can protect
the areas that are not to be coated when the coating itself is not water-soluble; otherwise its application would
wash off the mask material.
However, water-soluble masks do not work well on
tin-lead plated parts, especially when large areas have
to be masked, because the alloy reflows and lifts the
mask from the circuit board.
The two new materials are based on sodium silicate
and gum arabic, or acacia, both in water solution and
both with small quantities of other materials added.
The materials have different characteristics and react
differently in any production process. However, both
meet the primary objective—to prevent solder from wetting the masked areas, whether soldered as soon as the
mask has dried, or days or weeks later. And neither material hampers any subsequent production process, nor
permits solder reflow, which could cause bridging between masked circuit lines.
Like most other water-soluble masking materials, the
new ones meet current regulations of the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration and state
agencies; they are, in fact, pollution-free. Even if large
quantities of mask materials were accidentally spilled,
no pollution limits would be exceeded because all of the
ingredients have extremely high tolerance levels in
waste water. They are also relatively nontoxic; continued exposure of production workers to either of the two
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even millions of megohms—is
caused by minute traces of the mask
material, too small to affect soldering, but nevertheless sufficient to establish atiny current path.
The constituents of both materials, which can be purchased from
any chemical supply house at alow
price, are easily mixed in a laboratory. The total costs will depend on
production levels, mask-preparation
time, and operator technique.
Water-soluble masks can be applied by any of several methods,
such as by brushing, spraying, dipping, or screening. All application
methods are relatively simple. However, when the gum-arabic mask is
silk-screened, long fine strings or
webs of material sometimes form
Mask-maker. Brushing and screening are two of several methods by which new water-solwhen the screen is lifted off the sububle masking materials can be applied to printed-circuit boards. The materials keep solder
strate. As these webs break and fall
away from selected areas as the board moves through awave- solder machine
to the substrate, they mask areas
that should not be masked. This
webbing apparently occurs only
with samples of gum that have not
been stored for a long time in a
warehouse; natural aging of the
gum eliminates the webbing.
Accelerated aging—heating at
75°C for one week—gives the same
effect by driving off interstitial or
bound water from the gum molecules. If a gum of any age is aged
further by heating, amask material
made from it leaves no web. Webbing is also eliminated immediately
by adding asmall amount of potassium chloride to gum of any age;
the chloride eliminates the forces
that cause webbing. Because chloride addition is minimal, negligible
materials has no serious or long-lasting effects.
residues are left after mask removal.
A good solder mask must be pliable to permit normal
The mask material must not dry while being applied,
handling after masking, and it must adhere to the sub- but, once on the substrate, the film must dry quickly to
strate throughout any subsequent processing steps. In prevent flow of material into non-masked areas. Gum
previous evaluations of gum arabic as amasking mate- arabic in water solution satisfies these requirements, but
rial, it has adhered poorly after extended shelf life. sodium silicate, if dried too fast, leaves aresidue after
However, the new formulation contains ahumectant—a soldering and cleaning. Adding a humectant to the
substance such as ethylene glycol—that promotes mois- mask formulation makes it dry to a non-flowing tacky
ture retention, so that there is no loss of adhesion from film in three to five minutes and dry completely within
physical abuse, from successive mechanical handling
10 minutes.
processes after masking, or from extended exposure to
Water-soluble masks can be used effectively on
temperatures as high as 150°F.
plated-through holes as large as 0.25 inch in diameter,
The new water-soluble masks can be left on the sur- small and large surface areas, and even large tinned
face for several months at ambient or elevated tempera- surfaces, although the tin should be precleaned to intures without corroding, as some materials do. Further- crease adhesion. The masks can be adapted to nearly
more, they actually improve the insulation-resistance,
any production process by varying the chemical conwhich on aseries of test boards averaged an order of stituents of the material.
magnitude higher than on boards made with the IBM
standard mask. The lower resistance encountered with Engineer's Notebook is aregular feature in Electronics. We invite readers to submit original
design shortcuts. calculation aids, measurement and test techniques, and other ideas for
the standard mask—still well up in the thousands or saving engineering time or cost. Well pay $50 for each item published.
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Different requirements, different
acoustics, different budgets and
different customers have created a
great need for different sound
products.
Yet there is one company in the
sound industry that has the background and the in-depth line to
handle virtually every need.
It's University.
We make over 150 different
sound products. Small ones. Large
ones. Simple ones. Complex too.
Products for all seasons. Products
for all reasons.
We make woofers. Tweeters.
Trumpets. Horns. Drivers. Then
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there's amps. Booster amps. Preamps. Mixer preamps. Power
amps. And amp amps. Weatherproof,
waterproof, multiduty, multipurpose. What about this one — it's
a dual- folded wide- angled
exponential horn.
Our aircraft speaker can be
heard clearly for miles ( from a
flying aircraft, of course). Our
underwater speaker is not just for
fish. Listen to our explosion proof
driver. Sound columns. Microphones
Paging/talkback speakers. Crossovers. Power pagers. And more.
Plus all the required
accessories for the above.

And they're all made with the
experienced care that will give you•
years of reliable satisfaction.
Sensibly priced, too.
Simplify your sound requirements. Put one- stop sound shopping
at your disposal. Call or write today
to get your copy of the University
text that has every sound thing you
need.
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Engineer's newsletter
Army to require
warranties, but
it's willing to pay

How to identify
a pc-board defect
when you see one

Are you confused trying to identify the various types of defects that
regularly crop up in printed-circuit-board orders? Well, the whole array of pcb faults—measling, crazing, blistering, haloing, delaminating,
wearing, texturing, and so on—are described and illustrated with sectional line drawings and colored views of specimen boards in the Institute of Printed Circuits' revised manual, "Acceptability of Printed Wiring Boards, IPC-A-600B." The 85-page book, which covers all aspects
of pc-board inspection, is available from the Institute of Printed Circuits, 1717 Howard St., Evanston, Ill. 60202 at $3to members, and $5to
non-members.

Philips offers

If you're still having trouble getting into the new world of digital-in-

desi guide for
gn

strument techniques, check out the first two volumes of a five-part
home-study course in digital-instrument design. First used by Philips
test and measuring instrument technical personnel around the world,
the course is now being made available to others. The price is $3.50
each for part one, a 60-page soft-cover book covering basic binary
theory and logic circuits, and part two, a64-page book on digital timers
and counters. You can order them from Philips' Publications Department, 400 Crossways Park Dr., Woodbury, N.Y. 11797, and automatically get on amailing list for subsequent volumes on digital voltmeters,
data-logging, and automatic measuring systems.

digital instruments

Microprocessors cut
data- acquisition
analog part costs
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If you're designing military avionics equipment, take warning—the
Army is about to ask some of you to guarantee it, in addition to meeting
all the specifications. "We're going to try some warranties on equipment that flies within the Contintinental U.S.," says Col. Elmo L. Bowman, deputy director for research, development, and engineering at the
Army's Electronics Command, Fort Monmouth, N.J. Bowman doesn't
expect too many complaints from suppliers, however, and he says the
army is willing to pay for the added protection.

Designers of data-acquisition systems are finding that cheap computing
power with a few easy-to-use matched LSI processing chips can radically change the way they handle their data. They can practically eliminate all the expensive analog components in the system. In today's typical system, asignal that's sensed by atransducer passes through aseries
of analog signal-conditioning and enhancing devices (op amps, log
amps, comparators, sample-and-holds) before being converted into
digital form suitable for computer processing.
Enter the microprocessor. Now, rather than processing analog measurement signals before finally converting to digital signals for processing and logging, the signal can be converted at the transducer's output
(or in semiconductor transducers—perhaps right on the chip). Then,
with a stored program to compensate for the transducer's characteristics, the rest of the processing will be done digitally. Thus, the balance
of the economics will shift to low-cost transducers with less-than ideal
characteristics, combined with widely available, inexpensive digital microprocessor.
— Laurence Altman
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Better looking Beckman Displays
are anatural for clocks and
clock- radios
There are several
big reasons why
Beckman Displays
are being used in
more and more electronic clocks and
clock radios. First,
there are special 12
and 24- hour clock
modules which help
make application and
production assembly easier. Secondly. the better looking
Beckman Displays help attract buyers, help build sales.
Next, in addition to multiplex mode, the displays can be DC
driven to reduce RFI to a minimum.
For electronic clocks and clock radios you can choose from
avariety of /
2.
1
,clock display combinations from Beckman:
hour and minute readouts; hour, minute, second displays;

even with AM and PM indicators. Beckman Displays prochwe crisp, clear, unbroken numerals that add " buy appeal"
to ahy product. They have a pleasing neon orange color
(filterable to red) and are bright enough (210 foot lamberts)
to be read in all ambient light conditions including direct
sunlight.
Add to this the low cost ( as low as $.70 per digit in large
OEM quantities), the proven reliability, and you have the
ideal display for today's new designs. Ser for yourself. Compare Beckman Displays side-by-side with LEDs or any other
readout. You'll choose Beckman because they look better,
are better.
For the telephone number of your Beckman/Helipot sales
office, or the name of your Beckman stocking distributor, call
toll free (800) 437-4677. Or write, Beckman Instruments Inc.,
Information Displays Operations, P. O. Box 3579, Scottsdale,
Arizona 85257.

Beckman
INFORMATION DISPLAYS OPERATIONS

There's more eye appeal in Beckman Displays!
Circle 121 on reader service card

Why are other
computer companies
refusing to run
benchmarks against
the Eclipse?
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Apparently, they've seen some of the results.
Eclipse has been running Fortran benchmarks faster than an
IBM 370/155.
And more than twice as fast as the PDP-11/45.
It's even beaten out aXerox Sigma 9.
And those benchmarks were not ones we designed to make
Eclipse look good. We only ran programs that prospects asked us
to run.
Not only that, the Eclipse they were run on was using core
memory. If we had used semiconductor memory with cache, you
can imagine what would have happened.
Eclipse may have caught the competition off guard, but that's
just what we expected it to do.
That's why we built Eclipse around anew microprogrammed
architecture and an instruction set designed for high level languages
and real time operating systems.
And that's why we gave it the fastest Floating Point Processor
in the industry
But making acomputer fast is one thing. Getting all that speed
out of it is another.
So we also came up with asophisticated new set of Eclipse
software: AFortran 5package, and anew Mapped Real Time Disc
Operating System with features like virtual overlays and window
mapping. ( Which you may not have heard about because we just
invented them. )
Which means if you don't want to end up with acomputer
that's been eclipsed, you're going to have to do something about it.
Call ( 617) 485-5467.

DataGeneral

The computer company you can understand.
•Data General Corporation Southhoro. Massachusetts 01772. (617) 485-9100
Data Gen of Canada. Hull. Quebec. J8Y3S6. Data General Europe. 116 Rue de la Tour. Paris 75016 France.
Data General Australia. Melbourne ( 03) 82-1361/Sydney ( 02) 908-1366.
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For years, we've been bullish on
high-priced sweepers. Sure, there
were plenty of low-priced offerings, if you wanted to speculate
with hobbyist quality. But if you
really wanted to make a clean
sweep, you looked to the blue

chips- - and to spending about
a grand. But now Wavetek has
issued the Model 1050, an instrument that everyone can afford
(even those in a tight capital
equipment spending predicament). It sweeps from 1MHz to
400 MHz with the signal quality
needed for both lab and production use. The instrument
features ±0.25 dB output flatness,
2°'., display linearity, spurious
signals 30 dB below output, and
a maximum amplitude of + 10

dBm. It's available in 50- ohm and
75- ohm versions, and the price
for either is just $ 495. In our
opinion, this is the time to buy.
Write or call us for a complete
statement of the Model 1050's
performance. Wavetek Indiana,
Inc., P.O. Box 190, Beech Grove,
Indiana 46107. Tel. ( 317) 783-3221.
TWX 810-341-3226

NA/Ave -ri<
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The bottom just dropped
out of the sweeper market.
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New products

Chip capacitors are adjustable
Adjustment points on the sides of these devices permit
their capacitance values to be varied in controlled increments
by Lucinda Mattera,

Components Editor

In the past, chip capacitors were
strictly fixed-value devices. Now,
however, a new series of chip capacitors from Vitramon Inc. of
Bridgeport, Conn., can be adjusted
in value without affecting the integrity of the part.
The capacitance of these new
chips can be adjusted up or down
and then readjusted, if desired, at
some later time. The chips can also
be connected and disconnected repeatedly without impairing their
electrical or mechanical properties.
The units measure 0.18 inch by
0.05 in. by 0.05 in., and have adjustment points on their sides. The capacitance is adjusted by connecting
these points to each other with a
conductive material or by disconnecting these points by removing
the conductive material. A conductive ink can be painted on the chips
to connect the adjustment points.
Depending upon the nominal
value of a chip, capacitance can be
adjusted from less than 1picofarad
per increment to more than 13 pF
per increment. And a single chip
can have as many as 12 increments
of adjustment. For example, the capacitance of achip having anominal value of 5pF and 10 adjustment
increments can be increased up to
15 pF in 1-pF increments.
These series Vee Cal chip capacitors are made with astable NPO dielectric having a maximum temperature coefficient of ±30 ppm/°C.
All internal electrodes are encased
in the dielectric material so that no
plates are exposed and the devices
are environmentally protected.
Capacitance ranges from 5to 500
pF nominally, with tolerances of
±5% or ± 10%, and the voltage rating
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is 50 V dc. The units cost 50 cents
each in quantity, and delivery time
is 90 days.
Vitramon is also introducing a
line of chip capacitors for microwave applications. These series
VY73 units are made of porcelain
and have silver-palladium terminations to achieve the high stability
needed for stripline work.
The chips can operate in the 10gigahertz frequency range. They
have a temperature coefficient of
±30 ppm/°C and can handle up to
70 watts of reactive power. Capacitance values range from 1to 330 pF.
Three body sizes are available, from
0.10 by 0.07 by 0.05 in. to 0.20 by
0.14 by 0.05 in. Price varies from 25
cents to $ 1.50 for quantity orders,
and delivery time is stock to six
weeks.
For added user convenience, Vitramon is offering these microwave
chip capacitors in kit form. The

$29.95 kit contains 90 chips, ranging
in value from 1to 30 pF.
Additionally, the company is extending the range of its type NPO
and EIA X7R chip capacitors. Both
of these product lines are being
offered with capacitance values that
are two to three times higher than
previously available.
The X7R chips now have nominal
values ranging from 100 pF to 1microfarad, with standard tolerances
of ± 10% and avoltage rating of up
to 50 y dc. The other newly extended series, the NPO line, covers
the capacitance range of 1to 18,000
pF, with a standard tolerance of
±5%. Maximum dissipation factor is
0.1% at both room temperature and
125°C. Both of these series are
priced at 6cents to $ 1each in quantity, and delivery is from stock to six
weeks.
Vitramon Inc., Box 544, Bridgeport, Conn.
06601 [ 338]

Fixed, yet adjustable. The capacitance value of anew series of chip capacitors can be adjusted without degrading device performance. Once set, capacitance value will not change.
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Sweep generator
sells for $495
Economy unit has range
from 1to 400 megahertz;
flatness is within ±
-0.25 dB
Because capital-equipment buyers
are expected to be few and tight-fisted for the next quarter or more, instrumentation makers are looking to
open up customers' pocketbooks
with lower-cost solutions to test and

utes (after warmup). Spurious signals, harmonic and nonharmonic,
are rated 30 decibels below output,
and output flatness is within ±0.25
dB.
The model 1050 has provision for
up to six crystal-controlled plug-in
markers with amplitudes adjustable
from 4 millivolts to 4 volts peak to
peak and widths adjustable from
approximately 100 kHz to 400 kHz.
Marker accuracy is 0.005%.
Output impedances of either 50
or 75 ohms are available. Output
amplitude is + 10 dBm maximum,
and attenuation is up to 50 dB in 10
dB steps, plus 20 dB through api
n
diode attenuator.
Remote programing of the center
frequency, sweep width, and the 0to-20 dB vernier level control are
available with an internal wiring
change.
The model 1050 measures 4/
4
1
inches high, 9 in. wide, and 91
/ in.
4
deep and weighs 7pounds. Delivery
time is 30 days.
Wavetek Indiana Inc., P.O. Box 190, Beech
Grove, Indiana 46107 [ 351]

measurement problems.
The model 1050 sweep generator
from Wavetek Indiana Inc. is in that
class of equipment. At $495, it is less
than half the price of the company's
comparable model 1002 [
Electronics, Dec. 12, 1974, p. 141], yet performs almost as well as the more expensive model.
The lower price was achieved by
combining a wrap-around vinylclad sheet-metal case with plastic
front and rear panels and by deleting features not used in most sweepgenerator applications—variable
sweep rate and marker tilt (which
permits the marker to be displayed
horizontally rather than vertically
on an oscilloscope screen).
The frequency range of the model
1050 is narrower, too, extending
from 1megahertz to 400 MHz, as opposed to the 1-to-500 mHz range
available with the model 1002.
Most of the primary specifications, though, are the same: sweep
width from 200 kilohertz to full
scale, display linearity within 2%,
and drift less than 100 kHz/5 min-
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Digital panel meters offer
0.33-inch- high readouts
While digital panel meters offer advantages over mechanical, analog
types—greater accuracy and resolution, for example—they are often too
large to fit particular applications. A
series of DPMS from Varian Associates' Velonex division [
Electronics,
March 1, 1973, page 111] was designed with this problem in mind by
trading off display size for compact
dimensions.
The new Impac B Series from
Velonex maintains the behind-the-

panel features of the earlier models,
but offers amore readable LED display that is 0.33 inch high—more
than twice the size of those in Velonex' earlier compact models.
Impac meters are available in
models displaying 3, 31
/,4, or 41
2
/
2
digits. On all versions, front panel
area is less than 4.4 square inches
and behind-panel volume is less
than 5.3 cubic inches.
The units respond to and display
a change in the measured voltage
from zero to full scale within 150 to
200 milliseconds, and offer normalmode rejection of greater than 40
dB. Only one calibration—full-scale
range—is required; an automatic
zero circuit calibrates the DPM
against offset or drift errors.
Maximum error is 0.1% of reading for the 3- and 31
/2
digit units,
and 0.05% of reading for the 4- and
41
/2
digit models, ± 1 count for all
four cases. Temperature coefficient
is 0.01%/°C from 10° to 40°C, and
sample rate is seven per second for
3- and 4-digit models, five per second for the 31
/-and 41
2
/2
digit units.
The Impac B Series DPMS operate
from + 4.8 to + 6.0 v dc and -9.0 to
-16.0 v dc power supplies. Input
power conversion modules that may
be mounted separately from the meters or piggy-backed on the meters
are available for 115 V ac, 230 y ac,
or + 5Vdc power bus applications.
In under- 10 quantities, the 3-digit
model is priced at $ 119, the 31
/2
digit
at $ 132, the 4-digit at $ 177, and the
41
/2
digit at $234. All are covered by
Velonex' three-year DPM warranty.
Velonex division of Varian Associates, 560
Robert Ave., Santa Clara, Calif. 95050 [ 352]

System performs real-time
vibration analysis
Designed specifically for the on-line
measurement of vibration and noise
in rotating machinery, the model
UA500A-1 Ubiquitous real-time
spectrum analyzer/averager by
Nicolet Scientific (formerly Federal
Scientific) contains a built-in calculator to make it easy to use. With
the calculator, the instrument dis-
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OvEr 50,000 pEoplE now own our 8000A.
It's thE bEst sElling DMM in thE world.

REad why:
The average DMM lets you down in
one performance area or another. By
contrast, the Fluk...a 8000A 3' 2 digit
multimeter offers you the industry's
broadest and best combination of
outstanding specs, including some that
are unmatched anywhere.

• 26 ranges of volts, amps
End ohms.
Ill More option power Than any other
DMM. I
icludes 2chm arid 20 ohm range
option. 20 amp current capability.
ECD oLtput. Built-in, self-contained.
rechargeable battery pack.

II Best accuracy statement of any 31?
digit DMM: 0.1°0 accuracy
1digit:
one year accuracy,time span: 25 C
- 10 C accuracy :emperature span.

• More accessories than any other
DMM. Includes 600 an-T AC clampon
current probe. 40 KV high voltage
probe. 100 and 500 MF-zrf probes.
3types pf rack mounts.

• Outstanding normal mode
rejection: 60 dB at 50 and 60 Hz.

II. Auto zero.

IC Outstanding common mode
rejection: 120 dB with an unbalance
resistance of one kilohm.
• Overload protection specified for
all ranges. not just some.

al One year unconditional warranty.
Forty-eight hour local service.
III The incomparable Fluke reputation.
JLst ask anybody.
• Price still only S299.

domestic only)

For data out today dial our toll free
hotline 800-426-0361.
For ademo circle 260. For literature
only circle 261.
For info on the rest of the Fluke line
see our ad in [ EM or the Gold Book.
John Fluke Mfg. Co.. Inc..
P.O. Box 7428, Seattle, WA 98133.

I
FLU K

Isotronics
has eb

512

varieties of

flatpacks

We wanted to tell you exactly
how many varieties of flat
packages we have.., but we found
out the number keeps going up
so rapidly that we can't keep the
ad up to date. By the time you
read this ad the "512" will already
be too low.

New products
play can be normalized with respect
to, say, the rotational speed of agas
turbine so that all frequency data is
shown in terms of multiples of the
basic shaft speed. Further, aunique
harmonic marker puts bright dots
on all harmonics of a fundamental
frequency selected by a movable
cursor; thus, harmonically related
components are quickly identified
and separated from other signals.
Used with the model 51 accelerometer, the system becomes acalibrated
real-time vibration analyzer. The
model 51 contains a signal-conditioning amplifier so that the system
calibration is not affected by the
length of the cable between the accelerometer and the analyzer. The
accelerometer is usable over the
range from 1hertz to 5kilohertz, for
accelerations from 0.01 to 50 g, and
over the temperature range from
-100 to + 250°F. It weighs 21 grams
and has amounted resonance of 45
kHz. Price of the analyzer/averager
is $ 10,000; delivery time is 30 days.
The accelerometer sells for $ 850 and
also has a30-day delivery time.

We have a lot of flatpacks...
sizes from 1
4 " x Ye" to 2"
/
square in production tooling...
smaller and larger in preproduction...number of leads from 2 to
160...leads on 1, 2, 3 or 4 sides...
and sometimes on 2 levels...
flat leads or round, insulated
or grounded...any type of plating,
including gold, electro tin,
nickel, etc... . and you can seal
them by soldering or welding.
What it amounts to is this:
When you need a flat package,
call lsotronics.
Visit us at NEPCON
the microcircuit
packaging specialist,

lsotronics
Isotronics, Inc.
12 Coffin Ave.
New Bedford, Mass. 02746
(617)997-4575
TWX 710 344 1961
Cable—ISOTRONICS
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Circle

128 on reader service card

Capable of testing both digital and
analog integrated circuits, the model
5570 is afast, fully automatic, parametric tester with a $25,000 price
tag. It measures voltages as large as
±
-80 volts and current from ±40 nanoamperes to ±
-500 milliamperes.
The machine features stored-program operation, data-bus organization, and afront-panel keyboard for
interactive operation. Programing is
done by means of fanfolded
punched paper tape which can be
generated on any Ascii keypunch.
The desk-top unit measures 20
inches wide by 26 in. high by 26 in.
deep and weighs 100 pounds. Delivery time is 60 days.
Xincom Corp., P. 0. Box 648, Chatsworth,
Calif. 91311 [354]

Portable ac-dc calibrator
drifts less than 30 ppm/year

Nicolet Scientific Corp., 245 Livingston St,
Northvale, N. J. 07647 [353]

$25,000 IC tester makes
parametric measurements
Weighing only 13 pounds, and able
to maintain its specifications over
the temperature range from 18°C to
28°C, the model 515A calibrator is
stable to within 30 parts per million
per year. The unit, which was especially designed for the inspection,
testing, and calibration of digital
multimeters, provides precision dc
and ac voltages and precision resistances. The dc voltages are available
in three ranges: 0to 999 microvolts,
in 0.2-µv steps; 0 to 1.0 v in 0.1-v
steps; and 0to 10 v in 1-v steps. In
addition aprecise 100-v dc output is
provided. Three ac voltages- 1, 10,
and 100 v rms—are produced at 400
hertz. In addition a 10-v sinusoid is
produced at 4 kilohertz and at 50
kHz. The ac voltages are all accurate
to within 0.04%. Resistance ranges
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PATTERN GENERAVOR
Now that the pattern generator is definitely " in"
here are 5 good reasons why the swing is to Electromask!
1. The complex circuits of today and tomorrow cannot
be handled by rubylith cutters or the old mechanical
PG's like the simple circuits of yesterday.
2. Now with circuits requiring 25,000 to 50,000 flashes
per layer, you need the speed and accuracy — the
throughput — that only Electrornask's Pattern Generator's unique design and more powerful servo motors
can provide.
3. The Electromask PG's independent scale factor for
XY position and for aperture flash size and its mini-

mum programmable increment of 10 microinches
dramatically inc -ease circuit design flexibility.
4. Lasometreposition control and frictionless vacuum
air bearings permit stage speeds of 2.5 inches per
second — making it the fastest system on the market —
and ensure precision and non- degradable accuracy
over the long wear-free lifetime of the system.
5. When you swing to an Electromask P.G. today, you
know that the new technologies won't make it obsolete
tomorrow.
For more information, use the reader service card, or
contact us directly at the number below.

4

EL - TROMASKANC*

A subsidiary cf TR E Corporation, 6109 De Soto Ave..Woodland H Ils. Calif. 91364, Phone: ( 213) 884-5050. Telex 67-7143
Image Repeaters •

Falern Generatrrs •

r‘.ask Sa«ers •

Envircnmental Chamber r •

Mask ID Printers •

Precis.on Glass Cutters • Phi:di:masking Services
" e 129 on reader se -‘4ice card

New products
are 10 ohms to 10 megohms, in decade steps, with a midrange error of
no more than 0.015%. Price of the
515A is $ 1,995; delivery time is 45
days.
John Fluke Mfg. Co.,

P. O. Box 7428,

Seattle, Wash. 98133 [ 355]

Character generator aids
in design of CRT displays

Let's face it.
People do judge by the cover.
Even the most sophisticated customers can't help being
influenced by the way a product looks. That's why we're
so careful about the design of our Optima enclosures.
Because first impressions count.
Of course, we think about more than styling when we
build our enclosures. We also design them with enough
strength to last indefinitely. And we provide for just about
any optional feature you might want. Detachable panels,
chassis slides, hinged doors and the like.
The point of it all is real, honest quality. Optima
enclosures are probab:y the very best you can buy. And
they look it. And most important, that's how they can make
your product look.
For abetter idea of the broad range of Optima
enclosures, ask for our color catalog. ornmA

Write Optima Enclosures, adivision of Scientific-Atianta. Inc.
2166 Mountain Industrial Blvd , Tucker, Georgia 30084 or call ( 404) 939-6340

Circle 130 on reader service card

Own your own holder to hold your own!
Hold your own copies of Electronics in specially designed slipcase holders. They'll keep your Electronics
library neat and handy—a permanent iiformation file,
issue by issue.
Just complete the coupon and mail to Jesse Jones.
He'll process your order Jpon receipt, postpaid.

North Ave., Carol Stream, III. 60187 [ 356]

Instrumentation recorder

Please send me: [1] boxes i. $ 4.25 each; I:I 3boxes @ $ 12.00; 0 6boxes @ $22.00.
My check or money order is enclosed.
Name:
Address•
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covers 1 to 25 megahertz in four
ranges. Character-rate and vertical
and horizontal blanking signals are
provided through two rear connectors to permit interfacing the instrument with character- generating
read-only memories and other usersupplied equipment.
Motorola Inc., Display Products, 455 East

ELECTRONICS BOXER
Jesse Jones Box Corporation
2250 E. Butler St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19137

City:

Capable of simulating virtually any
type of raster-scan character-generating equipment, the model DG100
is intended for applications in the
design, development, and testing of
cathode-ray-tube displays. Interlaced and non-interlaced signals can
be generated, at character rates
from 8to 20 kilohertz. The number
of characters per row and of lines
per field are both selected by frontpanel switches. The unit has abuiltin variable-frequency oscillator that

State:

is battery- powered
The model T5-2 instrumentation
tape recorder is a portable twochannel unit that can run on dry

Zip•
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GET SHARP
'CLEAN PRECI§EDIGITALL
GENERATED CRT
DISPLAYS AT HIGH
REFRESH RATES

AbAGE

DIGISWEEP

nt nvg

AIZO 1
.
10l 0
'NWIAF % Eft

A Complete Deglitched
High Speed DAC System
With:
t)1() \
SWEEP

•
•
•
•
•

150 ns Settling Time
6.6 MHz Thruput Rate
1
/
4 Volt Noise Rejection
13 Bit Resolution
Voltage Output

DIGISWEEP PFOVIDES THESE SYSTEM ADVANTAGES
\N

ant even

speed?
P,dd DUG's 203AM
o r,

/ Muffiphjing DAG • • •
and just hang on%

The CRT beam can remain intensified during an entire vector stroke .. .
with DIGISWEEP's exceptionally transient-free response.
Unfiltered step-and-irtensify operation is practical . . . with DIGISWEEP's
clean smal! step response.
A sequence of vectors may be followed by marks and alpha- numerics
without misplacement ... with DIGISWEEP's fast and clean major position
settling.
Kink-free vectors ( even with 5mil line widths) are assured, and discernible
line intensity variations are prevented . . . with DIGISWEEP's differential
linearity (typically better than one quarter LSB).

GET COMPLETE INFORMATION FROM

Dynamic Mausuremeints Corp.
6 Lowe'l Avenue, Winchester, Massachusetts 01890

Tel: (617) 729-7870

For more information on model 203AM circle 248 on reader service card.

Cable: DYMECO

TWX ( 710) 348-6596

Ckrcle 131 on reader service card

Happy birthday,
pnceless.
Introduced just one year
The 102A is engineered for
ago, our 102A FM/AM Signal
your convenience. That's why
Generator is celebrating a
we've designed a front panel
well-earned sales success
that is easy- to- use and underagainst the HP8640B that once
stand, why we have the spehad the market sewn up. It's
cifications decaled on the top
no wonder when you can save
of the instrument in plain view,
thousands of dollars and still
why we've added a unique
get all you really need.
adjustable " feel" main drive
With our generator you get
mechanism for easy narrowa well shielded, low noise
band receiver setting, and why
source from 4.3 to 520 MHz
we have a full list of optional
that is both stable in frequency
goodies—like a detected AM
and accurate in level. We've
output to verity our negligible
shrunk warmup to 15 minutes
phase- shift for VHF omniand weight to 30 lbs.
testing, fused RF output with
We have the best residual
replaceable elements, and exFM spec around: 100 Hz resoternal clock input.
lution with a 6- digit display,
Call or write today for data
individual metering of moduand/or a demo and you'll call
lation and RF output, true peak
the 102A price- less, too. Boonmonitoring, and 0-300 kHz inton Electronics Corp., Rt. 287
ternal FM deviation on all
at Smith Rd., Parsippany, N. J.
bands—external FM deviation
07054; (201) 887-5110.
can be as wide as 2 MHz peakto- peak even at the lowest
Price $ 3575.
frequencies. BooNTON

Do they
love you for your
performance...
or is your
\2200 price edge
• the frosting_ on
the cake?
Circle 132 on reader service card

New products
cells or from an external power
source. Meant for the recording and
playback of such analog signals as
shock and vibration data, medical
potentials and noise levels, the
recorder uses cassette tapes and has
both fm and direct recording modes.

In the fm mode its passband extends from dc to 1,000 hertz; in the
direct mode it covers 100 to 10,000
Hz. The T5-2 sells for $2,700; delivery time is six to eight weeks.
Dallas Instruments Inc, 10205 Plano Rd.,
Dallas, Texas 75238 [ 357]

Logic probe tests
TTL and C-MOS circuits
A hand-held digital-logic probe, the
model 1500, has aselector switch for
easy setting of its logic thresholds to
either transistor-transistor logic levels or to complementary-metal-oxide-semiconductor logic levels. Although TTL and c-mos levels are
standard, the probe can be supplied
with other thresholds on special order. The 1500 can detect single
pulses as narrow as 10 nanoseconds,
and can respond to pulse trains as
fast as 50 megahertz. It is a dualthreshold device, and will detect
voltages that fall between its thresholds. The TTL levels are 0.8 and 2.0
volts, while the c-mos levels are 30%
and 70% of the supply voltage. Input impedance is greater than 2
megohms, and the input is protected
against overloads up to 250 V. The
unit has a nominal supply-current
requirement of 30 milliamperes.
Price of the probe is $89.
Alert

Technology

Inc.,

2901

MacArthur

Blvd., Northbrook, III. 60062 [358]
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Missing
some test data?
Are you missing some test data because
you don't have an instrument that can
capture it ... or one that can adequately
read it out?
The missing link may well be a Nicolet
1090 digital oscilloscope.

A. An unexpanded view of asignal from an
accelerometer. Vertical marker shows center
of region which will be shown when display is
expanded.

recorded at that point in time. Both values
are calculated by the 1090 so that the CRT
alphanumerics are in actual time and
voltage. ( You don't have to multiply a
number times aswitch setting.)
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Fig A with X and Y scale magnification of 8

C Fig A with X and Y scale magnification of 32

So you can closely inspect any
particularly interesting portion of your
signal the 1090 offers expansion of the
stored waveform up to 64 times on both X
and Y axes revealing selected detail of the
4096 x 12- bit word memory.
There are many good laboratory
measuring instruments that suffer either
from lack of adequate speed or from their
inability to retain asignal for detailed
analysis. For instance, an XY recorder
may not react quickly enough to record all
the transitions in your signal of interest. By
the same token avoltmeter or analog
oscilloscope typically makes only a
fleeting readout. Even those instruments
that have the ability to hold a reading
usually cannot read it out as apermanent
record, nor can they present it for more
detailed analysis.
This is one area where the 1090 really
shines. You can record two waveforms
simultaneously, and display up to four
waveforms simultaneously for easy
comparison. Since waveforms are stored
digitally you may retain them until you
wish to store new information.

D. Fig A with X and Y scale magnification of 64.

The 1090 also offers mid-signal trigger
capability so you can " look backwards" in
time as well as forward from the trigger.
This feature permits you to inspect the
events leading up to, and following, a
trigger.
Besides being much easier to use than
an analog ' scope, the digital 1090 also
offers hardwired interface to magnetic

tape recorders, programmable
calculators, and X-Y recorders. Some
customers have interfaced it to a
minicomputer.
Waveforms previously stored on digital
magnetic tape may be recalled from your
tape library and examined using the
1090's expansion and comparison
features.

Phone or write
for details on the 1090 and its
plug- ins and how they might apply
to your measurement needs in the
frequency range of d.c. to 1MHz.

The 1090 offers numerical readout of
any selected data point. Selection is made
with an easily moved cursor. Wherever the
vertical cursor intercepts the waveform
the alphanumeric readout on the CRT
displays time from trigger and voltage
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NICOLET
INSTRUMENT
CORPORATION
5225 Verona Road
Madison, Wisconsin 53711
Telephone: 608/271-3333
Circle 133 on reader service card
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IR scanner sees
inside packages
Pulsed detection system
for production environment
uses LED, phototransistor
Industrial photoelectric devices that
are compromised by distance or adverse environments are likely subjects of application for apulsed infrared detection system that "sees"
through fog, steam, canvas, denim,
paper and other normally opaque
materials. The unit, which operates
at distances up to 250 feet, can detect the presence of objects inside a
colored plastic wrapper, identify the
position of a cutting tool behind a
cloud of sawdust, or indicate the
presence of rubber on a canvas
backing.
In the latter case, the sensor looks
through the canvas backing at a
rubber sheet as it unwinds from a
roll. When the end of the roll is
reached, the sensor detects that only
the canvas leader is present. It then
shuts down the machine so that a
new roll can be spliced in.
The light source is a light-emitting diode that operates in the infrared. Depending on temperature,
the output wavelength varies from
900 to 950 nanometers, the most efficient operating region for a lightemitting diode, and a region which
coincides with the peak spectral response for the silicon phototransistor receiver.
Because the light source functions
in an invisible portion of the spectrum, the IR signal can be easily filtered optically to eliminate false signals from visible light sources. The
invisible source is also an advantage
in security applications.
The LED is pulsed at 2kilohertz so
that light is emitted in high-power
pulses of high penetrating ability.
Yet the duty cycle is relatively short
so that average power is low. As a
result, the LED is assured of long

134

life- 100,000 hours conservatively,
the company says.
Modulating the light beam at 2
kHz simplifies signal amplification
and increases noise rejection. By using anarrow-bandpass filter to tune
the receiver to the modulating frequency, the unit is made insensitive
to noise and lower-frequency interference such as 60 HZ, 120 Hz, or dc
levels.
The emitter and receiver each
measure less than 31
/ inches high,
2
11
/ in. wide, and 23
2
/ in. deep, in4
cluding the lens. On the back of
each is avisible red LED ,which indicates whether the invisible LED is
functioning.
The MLS5 may be interfaced directly with logic circuits or wired to
a 12 v dc relay. It requires asupply
voltage of 12 to 18 V dc with 20%
maximum tolerable power-supply
ripple. The emitter pulls a maximum current of 70 milliamperes,
while the receiver draws 40 MA
max. Response time is 15 milliseconds for both ON and OFF states operating at amaximum rate of 33 operations per second within a
temperature range of -40° to 70° C.
The MLS5 is priced at about $ 150
in quantity orders.
Micro Switch Division of Honeywell, 11 West
Spring St., Freeport, III. 61032 [ 371]

Solid-state relay
handles up to 25 amperes
A pulse-triggered solid-state relay
has a built-in field-adjustable time
delay and can handle up to 25 amperes of continuous load current.
The device, which is compatible
with IBM System 7 and standard

transistor-transistor-logic levels, has
a minimum OFF state leakage current of 4milliamperes for its 100-to140-v ac version, and 5 mA for its
200-to-280-v ac version. Minimum
0N-state current, for both versions,
is 20 mA. Three externally adjustable output time-delay ranges are
available: 50 milliseconds to 5 seconds, 1.0 sto 100 s, and 1minute to
30 min. In addition, any fixed-time
delay from 5 ms to 30 min can be
set at the factory. The relay can operate over the temperature range
from -30° to + 70°C and costs less
than $ 100 in quantity.
Towne Applied Technology Inc., 228 Central
Ave., Buffalo, N. Y. 14206 [ 373]

System is designed for
continuous-path control
Aimed at such fast, closed-loop control applications as high-speed machine-tool milling, film transport,
and web control, the system 550
series of controls is characterized by
extremely large bandwidth and
small following error. csR's patented two-state modulation technology gives the system 550 a response speed at least 10 times faster
than the speed of SCR types of servo
drivers based on conventional
phase-lock technology. Standard
550 systems are available in both
single- and multi-axis versions, with
up to three axes considered standard.
Control Systems Research Inc., 632 Fort
Duquesne Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222 [374]

Conditioning module works
with motion transformers
Useful in pressure, displacement,
and similar measurement systems,
the CTM-401 is a fully encapsulated, two-wire conditioning module
for linear variable differential transformers. The unit needs no special
external power since it runs off dc
available from process controllers,
recorders, or readout devices. Intrinsic safety is a feature of the unit's
design because its current can be
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There's alittle tiger in
every . Cherry switch

...but we're pussycats to do business with
Our products are tough, but our people aren't.
and that's the beauty of dealing with Cherry.
You see, we can control the quality of our switches

who are really concerned about your problem...

because we fabricate most of our own parts
(moldings, stampings, springs, printed circuits, etc.)

our delivery promise to you.
Of course we're proud of our modern facilities

And we can keep the price down because we're

and equipment... but what we're proudest of is our

loaded with automatic equipment to handle

reputation for customer service. Try some.

high volume.
But the real difference is in the people you work
with at Cherry...from your first contact with a
technically trained sales representative...through
careful analysis and recommendations by engineers

CUE

CHERRY ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS CORP. •

to production scheduling and customer service men
who follow-up and expedite to make sure we keep

MU Test afree sample "tiger" from the pussycats at Cherry.
a Ask for our latest catalog which contains complete
information on all our switches and keyboards,
111.1111 and well include afree sample switch. Just TWX
910-235-1572...or PHONE 312-689-7700...
ti\ or circle the reader service number below.
Circle 135 on reader service card

e
3608 Sunset Avente, Waukegan, Illinois 60085

ELECTRONIC DATA ENTRY KEYBOARDS • ELECTRONIC DESK TOP CALCULATORS

Run adisk
operating
system for
3640

New products
limited to 50 milliamperes even if it
is internally shorted. Performance
highlights include a 1-dB frequency
response of de to 100 hertz, hysteresis of less than 0.1% of full scale,
and drift ( after a 15- minute
warmup) of less than 0.25% of full
scale. Small- quantity price is
$272.90; delivery is from stock.

tTypica1

configuration

Schaevitz Engineering, P.O. Box 505, Camden, N. J. 08101 [376]

Line-voltage controllers
handle 15 A per channel

DEC USERS:
*os/8

Doric Scientific, 3883 Ruffin Rd., San Diego,

Called the Pow/r Stat, a solid-state
line-voltage controller has acurrent
rating of 15 amperes per channel, or
up to 30 A per controller for multichannel units. Able to vary the output voltage from 10% to 95% of line,

*RT-11
*Disk monitor

NOVA USERS:
*DOS
*APL

ea- 4*

VARIAN USERS:

ee

•ke•Oè$

•Vortex
*MOS
*E. Basic

•

H. P. USERS:
*Delivery:Off-the-shelf.
SYKESdisk runs these operating
systems as the systems device
and can also be used as an auxiliary device. SYKESdisk 7000
flexible disk system provides:
• Full IBM 3740 compatibility
•Smart hardware controller
• $8removable diskette
•256 K Char. / diskette
•No CPU expansion required
•Dual and single drive systems
•Off- the- shelf hardware interfaces for above listed CPUs.
Write us and start running.

NUM
0

375 ORCHARD STREET
ROCHESTER,NEVV YORK 14606
(7161 458-8000

136

TELEX 97- 8328

•

•

the device is overload-protected and
has load and failure lamps that
quickly indicate the status of any
channel. If an overload occurs, the
failure lamp lights, and the unit
shuts itself off until areset button is
pushed. Prices start at $85, and deliveries take three weeks.

•DOS III
* IVITS

SYKES DATATRONICS INC

an ion-implanted p-mos Ls! chip.
Among the advantages of this design approach are: low power consumption of only 1to 3watts, alow
parts count with its attendant high
reliability ( 100,000 hours mean time
between failures), and flexibility—
changing a single, inexpensive,
plug-in component is all that's
needed to change the meter from
one type of thermocouple to another. The indicator is housed in a
package that is 72 millimeters high,
144 mm wide and 173 mm in
diameter. Price is $ 299, and delivery
time is 45 to 90 days.
Calif. 92123 [ 377]

Programable controller
replaces 32- relay systems
The Ladder Diagram Processor is a
small programable controller designed to replace control systems
that use up to 32 relays. It can
handle up to 32 inputs, 32 outputs,
and up to 120 lines of relay-ladder
diagram. Programed by means of
either a fusible-link p- Rom or a
diode pin matrix board, the Ladder
Diagram Processor is comparable in
cost with hard-wired electromechanical relay systems. All system logic is
c-mos for high noise immunity, and
the entire Class 8873 processor is
designed to withstand hostile industrial environments.
Square D Co., Dept. SA, Milwaukee, Wis.
53201 [ 380]

Alton Corp., 223 Crescent St., Waltham,
Mass. 02154 [378]

Temperature indicator
resolves 1°F or C
Easily changed by the user to read
in either degrees fahrenheit or degrees celsius, the series 400 digital
temperature Trendicators have resolutions and repeatabilities of 1.
Available in six versions, to work
with any of six standard thermocouples (types J, K, T, R, S, or B),
the series 400 units are built around

Circle 136 on reader service card
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Multicolor, multipersistence and alarge flat screen.
All in one CRT.
That's the way to increase the
legibility of your display. With our
CRTs you can have aflat surface as
large as 22' superior brightness,
exceptional contrast and an optional
dual persistance capability as welt.
That means you can display such
rapidly- moving information as
aircraft identification labels and

position symbols next to the display of low repetition- rate video— without
confusion. Phosphor ¡Persistance
and color can be selected by voltage
•switching to present radar targets in
one color and to write computergenerated characters and air routes
in another color.
By varying the voltage of asingle

electron beam scanning a multiphosphor screen, we've achieved outstanding brilliance and contrast. And
resolution that's comparable to that
of high quality monochrome CRTs.
For complete information on our
color CRTs, circle the appropriate
number on the reader's service card,
or contact us directly.
0

•
THOMSON - CSF

MARKETED IN NORTH AMERICA BY DUMONT ELECTRON TUBES & DEVICES, CLIFTON, N.J./ TEL(201)723-2000
France - THOMSON-CSF Groupernent Tuber, Electroniquas/8, rue Chaeaeloup-Laubel/75737 PARIS CEDEX 15/Tel. NM 70.04
Germeny - THOMSON-CSF Elettronenn5bran Gmbli/Arn Leonhardsbrunn 10/8 FRANKFURT/MAIN/Tel. 70 20.99
Italy THOMSON-CSF Tubi Elettronrci Stet / Wale digit Ammiragli 71/ROMA/Tel. 638 14.58
Japan - THOMSON-CSF Japan K.K./Kyosho fluildingt1-9-3 Hirekawa-cho/Chlyoda-ku/TOKY0/ 1102/Tel. (03) 264.8341
Sweden - THOMSON-CSF Elaktronrgr AB/Son 27080/S 10251 STOCKHOLM 27/Tel. (08) 22 sels
United Kingdom - THOMSON-CSF Electroelc Tubes Ltd ./Billon House, Uxbridge Road. Eating/LONDON W 5 2TTfrel. (01) 579 55.11/Telax, 25 658

Circle 137 on reader service card

When spray or dip coatings fail...
Parylene works.

You are looking at magnified cross-sectional views of copper
conductors on a circuit board . . . and why parylene protection
brings the highest reliability to electronic circuitry.
The spray- applied urethane coating ( top photo) bridges the channel
between conductors, and offers scant protection at the edges.
Urethane, silicone, epoxy . . . liquid coatings are uneven, and can
produce potential failure points.
Parylene forms athin and even coating, whatever the configuration,
however complicated or delicate or densely populated. Without
bridging. Without pinholes, voids, bubbles. We call it a conformal
coating. From conformality comes reliability.
Parylene conformal coatings can be applied in precisely controfled
thicknesses from 0.002 to 3 mils. In one step.
Parylene is applied at room temperature. No heat, no melting, no
cure. No coating shrinkage. In other words, no discomfort for delicate components.
Parylene provides better barrier protection than urethanes, silicones or epoxies. It is extremely resistant to chemical attack,

exceptionally low in trace metal contamination, and compatible
with all electronic solvents. Dielectrics are excellent.
Parylene has qualified under the stringent requirements of MILI
46058C; it does so with a 0.6 mil coating—pary!ene excels in the
micro- electronic virtue of thinness.
Parylene conformal coatings have shown excellent cost effectiveness in many applications On delicate, sophisticated and complex
circuitry, in hybrid circuits and components, they may be the most
cost effective answer for long term reliability.
Union Carbide invented the parylene system. The method is gas
phase deposition. which is the only route to the reliability of conformal protection. Various patents apply; commercial use of the
patented technology is licensed.
You can get complete information on parylene by writing for our
16- page brochure: Union Carbide Corp., 270 Park Ave., Dept.
RB36, New York, N.Y. 10017. Further investigation will no doubt
indicate a trial run, which we can perform at reasonable cost. If
you would like to discuss that or any other related matters, please
call Bill Loeb at ( 212) 551-6071 .

UNION
CARBIDE
Circle

138 on reader service card

PARYLENE

New products
Subassemblies

Converters have
high reliability
12- bit a- dand d- aunits
are fully documented and
operate from - 55 to 125 C
Those who are willing to pay for it
can now get military reliability in a
line of standard converter products.
Intended for military, aerospace,
and critical industrial and scientific
applications, the modular units are

the first standard products of their
quality, according to Analog Devices Inc., the manufacturer.
The line consists of four products—a 12-bit analog-to-digital converter, two 12-bit digital-to-analog
converters, and a sample-and-hold
amplifier, and all of which operate
from -55°C to + 125°C. Each of the
modules is made of components
that meet appropriate military standards. Monolithic integrated circuits, for example, are qualified to
MIL-M-38510, Class B, processed to
MIL-m-38510, Class B, or processed
to MIL-STD-883, Class B. The modules themselves are inspected in accordance with MIL-I-45208. The testing procedure includes temperature
cycling per MIL-STD-883, Method
1010, Condition B, and a 168-hour
burn-in under power at 125°C.
The line of modules is reliable
and expensive, but not as expensive,
Analog Devices points out, as custom-designed units of similar quality. Moreover, the modules are
available in small , quantities in a
maximum of afew weeks.

Perhaps even more significantly,
the high- reliability modules are
fully documented. Each is provided
with complete specification drawings, averaging 17 pages in length,
containing all the information
needed to specify and use the modules. In addition to summaries of
quality-conformance inspections,
environmental testing, and electrical
specifications, the drawings include
hook-up information and marking
requirements, pin designations, a
block diagram of circuits, a physical-outline drawing, and calculated
mean time between failures.
The model ADC1111 a-d converter has amaximum conversion time
of 25 microseconds, has its own
clock and reference supplies, and
costs $ 895 each in lots of one to
nine. The DAC1112 is a self-contained d-a converter that settles to
within ±1
/ least-significant bit in a
2
maximum of 8 ps after the application of adigital signal that will result in a 10volt change in the
analog output. It is priced at $475.
The DAC1117 is acurrentoutput
d-aconverter, intended to drivt the
virtual-ground summing junction of
an external op amp. It has a maximum settling time of 7!Is (4 ;Is typical). Smallquantity price is $ 555
each. The SHA1114 sample-andhold amplifier can acquire an input
signal to within 0.01% of its true
value in a maximum of 500 nanoseconds, or to within 0.1% in 300 ns.
It accepts analog input signals from
-10 V to + 10 V, and costs $425.
Analog Devices Inc., P. O. Box 280, Norwood, Mass. 02062 [ 381]

Instrumentation amplifier
draws less than 100 e
Intended for applications such as
premultiplex signal conditioning,
thermocoupleoutput amplification,
medical telemetry, and battery-powered instrumentation in general, the
LH0036G is an instrumentation amplifier that can run on as little as 90
microwatts. The hybrid device requires supply voltages anywhere
from , ±1 volt to ±18 v, with the

Catch a
Logic
Pulse

The TEKTRONIX P6401 Logic Probe
positively identifies logic sta:es ( high,
low, abnormal, open, over voltage) of
TTL and DTL circuitry. No level setting
or adjustments; just touch and see.
To catch a single pulse as -iarrow as
10 ns, switch the probe to store. At
the occurrence of a pulse, Ile indicator lamp ( red for high, green for low)
will light and remain lit until -eset.
To detect the coincidence of logic
levels at two points, simply connect a
strobe lead to the second point.
For complete specifications and ordering information, write Tektronix,
Inc., P.O. Box 500, Beaverton, Ore.
97077. In Europe, write Tektronix
Limited, P.O. Box 36, St. Peter Port,
Guernsey, Channel Islands.

TEKTRONIX
commrtted to
tee/mica/ orc.e;lenee
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Circle 139 on reader seRàce card
For demonstration circle 182 on reader service card

20 MHz "MINI-SCOPE"
.......... ON THE GO!

e Battery or AC powered

• Weighs only 51/2 lbs.

• DC - 20 MHz bandwidth • 10 mV/div sensitivity • Rack mountable
• 100 nsec/div sweep rate

• Thousands already in use

If you need a lab quality portable scope, but don't feel like lugging the weight
around—or lack the space, then consider Model PS910B. This battery operable,
high performance "visual trouble-shooting tool" is a natural for servicing
today's technology, at the plant or in the field. It is designed to operate from
internally mounted standard " C" size battery cells, and it triggers like a lab
scope. Whether you are servicing analog circuitry or digital logic, the PS910B
is the " mini- scope" for you!
AVAILABLE NOW FOR ONLY

$645

FITS IN A BRIEFCASE
INTERESTED? Call Hal Wardein at ( 714) 279-6572,
or write to us at 7170 Convoy Court. San Diego,
California 92111. For local ordering information,
dial TOLL- FREE 800-645-9200; in N.Y. State call
collect ( 516) 294-0990.

VU - DATA

From a Leader in Mini-Portable Oscilloscopes

CORPORATION

Circle 140 on reader,service card

How bright we are.
The latest advance in electrical
switching technology from C&K is our
brand new LED (Light Emitting
Diode) Indicator Lamp Bezel feature.
For openers, we've added it to our Bezel Mounting
Snap- In Momentary Pushbutton, our J-50 Snap- In
Rocker, and our J-60 Paddle switches. They're all
subminiature. The new, low-cost Bezel is
designed so that aLED lamp
can be snapped into it
either before or after
the switch and Bezel
are installed in the panel.
How's that for convenience? Ask
today for our new data, and we'll
quickly throw alittle more light on the subject.
Bright light. C&K Components, Inc.,
103 Morse Street, Watertown, MA 02172 Tel: ( 617) 926-0800
TWX: 710-327-0460

New products
90-MW power figure pertaining to
the low end of that range. The amplifier's gain can be programed to
any value from unity to 1,000 by
means of asingle resistor. The output bandwidth is also adjustable—
from 350 kilohertz (small-signal) to
5kHz ( full-power). The LH0036G is
specified for operation between -55°
and + 125°C. A lower-cost version,
the LH0036CG, covers the range
from -25 to + 85°C. Both parts are
encapsulated in hermetic, 12-lead,
TO-8 metal cans. In lots of more
than 100, price of the LH0036G is
$43.90; and of the LH0036CG,
$23.55. Delivery is from stock.
National Semiconductor Corp., 2900 Semiconductor Drive, Santa Clara, Calif. 95051
[383]

10- kHz frequency-to-voltage
converter sells for $39.50
Costing approximately two thirds as
much as comparable units, the
model 4714 frequency-to-voltage
converter accepts input frequencies
from 1hertz to 10 kilohertz and produces voltages from 1millivolt to 10
volts. Maximum nonlinearity of the
unit, which costs $39.50 in unit
quantities, is 0.08% of full scale,

making it suitable for use in lowcost fm demodulation equipment as
well as in wide-range frequency
monitors. The input, which is compatible with transistor-transistor and
diode-transistor logic, represents
less than one rrL load and requires
pulse widths of at least 20 microseconds for the converter to achieve

Free Engineering Sample on Request
140

Circle 183 on reader service card
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Having aproblem acquiring low quantity,
specialty vARACTOR diodes.

If your varactor diode needs are
in low quantity and you require
high reliability or JAN-TXing,
you may be Inaving aproblem
acquiring products. We
specialize in this type of
business. So if your present
vendors have tuned you out,
let us tune you in. We want
your low quantity business as
well as your volume diode
requirements. Give usa try.
We know you'll like us. Send
for Complete Varactor Catalog.

Àdir"
TELEDYNE

/--\ LON ICS

L,1-1

147 Sherman St • Cambridge. Mass. 02140
Tel. 617-491-1670
2082 S.E. Bristol, Suite 4
Newport Beach, Ca. 9e07
Tel. 714-557-5372

Circle

141

on reader service card

(dB Multimeterm
Full function digital multimeteir with 120 dB range
operates on battery or line.

2120 rrtultirieter

Six functions, 31 ranges,
AC- DC Volts, AC- DC Current, Ohms plus dB, integral battery
charger standard. Basic DC accuracy 0.1%, 100uV resolution,
dB accuracy, . 5dB, 31
/ digit LED display. Compact and rugged
2
enough to stand on! Only ...

$395•

Digirec

Don't need dB?
Compare the Model
2120; identical to the
2180 less da with
five functions,
26 ranges.

$295.

$245.
All Models
Delivery from stock.

Call your nearest United Systems representative
for complete specifications.

un.irmc) s-es-rmvis copri=c)Fuceracbt.i
a
918 Woodley Road •

Don't need dB or
current? The Model
2110 offers three
functions, 15 ranges.

ubs ,chary of

Monsanto

Dayton. Ohlo 45403 • Ph: (513) 254-8251 • TWX: (810) 459-1728

"information cimy" circle ' 98 on reader service card " demonstration wanted" circle 184 on reader service card

141

New products
its rated accuracy. Delivery of the
converter is from stock.
Teledyne Philbrick, Allied Drive at Rte. 128,
Dedham, Mass. 02026 [ 384]

Voltage reference has
tempco of 1ppm/°C
A series of " Certavolt" solid-state
voltage references is available with
temperature coefficients as low as 1
part per million per degree celsius
over the range from 15° to 55°C.
Designed for use in systems where a
combination of good stability and
ruggedness are required- military
inertial-guidance systems, for example- the 10-volt units are pro-

INTERNATIONAL'S
MOE Crystal Oscillator
Elements provide ucomplete
controlled signal source
from 6000 KHz to 60 MHz
The MOE series is designed
for direct plug-in to astandard dip
socket. The miniature oscillator
element is a complete source,
crystal controlled, in an
integrated circuit 14 pin dual- inline package with a height
of 1/2 inch.
Oscillators are grouped by
frequency and temperature
stability thus giving the user
aselection of the overall accuracy
desired. Operating voltage
3 vdc to 9 vdc.

TYPE

specifically for 4-k RAMs

INTERNATIONAL
‘<mail m :y
CRYSTAL MFG. CO., INC.
10 NO. LEE •

OKLA. CITY. OKLA, 73102

OVERALL
ACCURACY

25°C
TOLERANCE

MOE-5

6000KHz to 60MHz

+ . 002%
-10° to + 60°C

Zero
Trimmer

$35.00

MOE-10

+ . 0005%
6000KHz to 60MHz -10° to + 60°C

Zero
Trimmer

$50.00

Circle

142 on reader service card

CODI Corp., Pollitt Drive, Fair Lawn, N. J.
07410 [385]

Power supply designed

CRYSTAL
RANGE

142

tected internally against short circuits. Prices, for quantities of from
10 to 49 pieces, vary from $ 55.20 to
$330 depending upon the tightness
of the stability specification.

PRICE

Designed specifically for use with
4,096-bit semiconductor random-access memories, the RAM- PAC line
of power sources each require only a
+5-volt input to generate the various voltages needed to operate the
RAMs. The RAM- PAC sources provide + 12 vat 550 milliamperes and
anegative bias voltage of - 3, - 5, or
-9 NI at 10 mA. In addition, aclockboost voltage of + 15 v at 25 mA is
available as an option. The units are
short-circuit- protected and have an
efficiency of about 70%. Measuring
2.8 by 2.8 by 0.4 inches, they are
meant to be mounted on the same

Electronics/January 9, 1975
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Our Teleray 3700
rests on its laurels!
We've kept the TELERAY tradition
with the 3700. MSI circuitry and too
grade components cut down the
things that can go wrong and give
you another TELERAY Uptime terminal with the quick repair feature of
having all logic, character generation,
drives and interface on one plugun
board with every chip a plug-in.
As one TELERAY user puts it, " We
can work around a down tube for a
while, but our operators aren't low
paid clerks. They're high paid programmers, scientists and skilled personnel. Their lost time really hurts."
TELERAY is, in fact, rarely down. but

Is quickly and easily repaired — by
our nation-wide service network.

• Bottom- line cursor control and
screen clear

Standard features include:

• Space-over-data, switchable — for
fill- in-the-blanks ( CAI)

• UPPER/lower case, 128 character
ASCII set — 95 displayable
• 1920 character,
(80 x24)

12" CRT display

Optional features include:

• Dual data rates, to 9600 Baud
• Multiple interfaces — RS-232, Current Loop. TTL

Printer Output, TTL parallel, Composite Video, Numeric Keypad, 15"
display, 50 Hz, Incremental Horizontal tab, Receive Only, Detachable
keyboard .

• Wide character (40 x 24) format,
switchable
• Character- mode, bottom line entry,
scroll-up operation

Call collect (612) 941-3300 and ask
for TELERAY! There's an Uptime
TELERAY Terminal for your CRT
application.
Circle 143 on reader service card

New products

PDP-11
General Purpose
Interface Module

The BEST in
its class!
Compare the 120 MHz PM3260E
with your scope ...
Ask us to prove that its better
than yours !

Intensified Zone is never
lost in abright trace
IS YOURS

circuit boards as the memories they
power. As many as 17 memories can
run off a single supply. A typical
unit has a single-quantity price of
$65 and adelivery time of 45 days.

Extremely light - only
19.8 pounds
WHAT DOES YOUR
SCOPE WEIGH ?

Reliability Inc., P. 0. Box 35733, Houston,
Texas 77035 [386]

• Power consumption

Dc-dc converter can take

(714) 639-7238
Circle 185 on reader service card

A dc-to-dc converter designed for
use in data-acquisition systems in
which high common-mode voltages
are expected, converts a + 5-volt input into an isolated + 5-v output
and an isolated ±-15-v output. The
model DT5750 is acompletely floating module, and can withstand up
to 500 v between its input and output ports. Input/output isolation is
more than 1,000 megohms in parallel with less than 150 picofarads.
The converter can supply up to 165
milliamperes from each side of the
15-v output, and up to 750 rnA from
the 5-v. Line and load regulation

7

Separate front panel
sections for each timebase
avoids confusion
EASIER TO LEARN,
EASIER TO USE AND
EASIER TO TEACH ! IT
REDUCES ERRORS!
5 mV/cm sensitivity
Triggering typically 1cm
at 200 MHz
Only 18 calibration
adjustments
20 KV accelerating
voltage and asharp trace
give abetter graph
SEEING IS BELIEVING!

The industry's
lowest-cost
SCR triggers...

TRIGATE®
PULSE TRANSFORMERS

for printed wiring boards

QUICK DELIVERY!

For additional information,
contact Philips Test &
Measuring Instruments, Inc.
400 Crossways Park Drive
11797

MDB Systems, Inc.,
rellik1 981 N. Main St.,
Orange, CA 92667

500-V common-mode voltage

Is delayed sweep easy to
use on your scope
IT IS ON OURS!

1Noodbury, N.Y.

OPTIONS INCLUDE:
Wirewrap pins and sockets inserted, and
ribbon cable subassemblies. Also
available is the MDB-11W wirewrap
module which can accommodate up to
70 sockets or IC's.
Board price is $ 390. Delivery from stock.

45 Watts !
COMPARE YOUR SCOPE!
• Line voltage 90 - 250 volts
and 46 - 440 Hz
NO ADJUSTMENTS!

O 16 Decoded device addresses
O 4Selectable interrupt control levels
O 216- bit registers (1in,1 out)
O Maximum Unibus - load is 1
O 3 External I/0 connectors available
O 20 Wirewrap positions available for
user designer logic
O Requires 1quad slot

*ffleffl

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS
INFORMATION' HOT LINE'
DIAL TOLL FREE NUMBER
(800) 645-3043 NEW YORK
STATE, CALL COLLECT
(516) 921-8880
Philips Test & Measuring Instruments, Inc.

Single-ended design with pin
leads, protected by thermoplastic
sheath. Feature balanced pulse
characteristics, minimum saturation effect, fast pulse rise time, increased energy transfer efficien-.
cy. Variety of turns ratios. Line
voltage ratings to 240 or 550
VAC. Axial-lead and pre-molded
case designs also available.
For complete technical data, write tor
Engineering Bulletin 400038 to Technical
Literature Service,
455C- 41,3L
Sprague Electric
Co.,
35 Marshall
St., North Adams,
lèlf Mel» OF MIAOW,
Mass. 01247.

SPRAGUE
.

For demonstration circle 204 on reader service card.
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Circle 144 on reader service card

Circle

186 on reader service card
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SCatChfleee

Flat Cable
Connector System
makes SO connections
at atime.
•

L.`

.•

SCOTCH

,

LEX •• IS A RFC'S. MO TR.E1.1.11 OF SU CO.

Build assembly cost savings into your
electrohics package with " Scotchfiex" flat
cable and connectors. These fast, simple
systems make simu;taneous multiple
connectlons in seconds without stripping or
soldering. Equipment investment is minimal;
there's no need for special train;rig. The
inexpensive assembly puess, shown above,
crimps connections tightly, operates
easily and assures error free wiring.
Reliability is built in, too, with " Scotchflex"
interconnects. Inside of connector bodies,
unique U- contacts strip through flat cable
insulation, grip each conductor for
dependable gas- tight connections.
Electronlcs/January 9, 1975

"Scotchflex" offers you design freedom,
with a wide choice of cable and connectors.
From off- the- shelf stock you can choose:
14 to 50- conductor cables. Connectors to
interface with standard DIP sockets, wrap posts
on standard grid patterns, printed circuit boards.
Headers for de-pluggable connection between
cable jumpers and PCB. Custom assemblies
are also available on request.
For more information, write Dept. EAH-1,
3M Center, St. Paul, Minn. 55101.

"Scotchflexr Your
systems approach
to circuitry.

3

Circle 145 on reader service card

COMPANY
145

Dialight
sees aneed

•
•

(Need: The widest choice for your every application.)
521-9205
521-9189
Your choice of green,
How and red, with axial leads for
dense packaging requirements. Wide viewing angle for
easy readability. Low power consumption, low cost, IC
compatible. 10mA operation for typical brightness. Size
is identical to the most popular red LEDs.

521-9202

-4.

521-9165

"
(•M50IN0.)
.240"
Now available in green, yellow and red. Mini- sized for
maximum front panel density and easy panel mounting.
High luminous intensity, low cost. Vibration/shock resistant. Solid state for long life. Wide viewing angles. Ideal
for applications like panel lighting, film annotation and
alpha- numeric displays.

550-0405

550-0204

550-0306
.185" . 245"
---t—

LED logic state fault indicators available in 14 models
with voltage ratings from 1.7 to 14. Suitable for dense
packaging on printed circuit boards— up to 10 units to
the inch— IC compatible. With built-in series resistor.
Polarity identified. Low power consumption.

MIN.
.340"

÷

.100"

— .020"

Mix ' em or match ' em. LED logic state fault indicators
are available in red, yellow and green, in a variety of
shapes, some with a built-in integral resistor. Can be
driven from DTL and TTL logic. Designed for easy alignment on PC boards so that multiple functions can be
displayed.

4

1-.-.343"1._
—01

. 030"
521-9184

+,

.185"

Dialight, the company with the widest choice in
switches, LEDs, indicator lights and readouts,
looks for needs ... your needs .. . and then they
develop solutions for your every application. No
other company offers you one-stop shopping in all
these product areas. And no other company has
more experience in the visual display field.
Dialight helps you do more with these products
than any other company in the business, because
we are specialists that have done more with
them. Talk to the specialists at Dialight first.
You
s.

won't

have to talk

to anyone else.

521-9183
Available in red or clear LED packages with or without a
built-in current limiting resistor. Red LED is also made
without resistor. Suitable for circuit status indication,
alpha- numeric displays and visual indicators. Features
long wire-wrappable leads. IC compatible with solid state
reliability. High luminous intensity, low power consumption, low cost.

146
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17IALIGHT

ialig h t, A North American Philips Company
203 HarrisonPlace, Brooklyn, 'N. Y. 11237
(
212) 497.7600

See
Dialight
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New products
are to within 1.0% for the 5-v output, and 0.1% for the 15-v supplies.
Single- unit price for the converter is
$149. Delivery is from stock to two
weeks.
Data

Translation

Inc.,

109

Concord

St.,

Framingham, Mass. 01 701 [ 389]

'Universal' power supply
delivers 20 watts
Operating from any dc voltage
source in the range of 10 to 32 v, the
CellMate model 100 dc-to-dc converter is atriple-output supply with
a power rating of 20 w. One of its
outputs is at a fixed + 5 y dc. The
other two are of opposing polarities,
and each is independently adjustable over the range from 0 to 15 V.

3-inch by 2-inch by 1.02- inch module requires amaximum of 180 milliamperes at 20 v dc for its primary
power, and can put out + 28 dBm
(at the 1-dB compression point). The
amplifier comes with a choice of
BNC or SMA connectors. Smallquantity delivery time is 30 to 45
days.
Optimax Inc., subsidiary of Alpha Industries
Inc., P.O. Box 105, Colmar, Pa. 18915 [ 390]
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Claimed to be the fastest 12-bit
analog- to-digital converter on the
market, the Teledyne Philbrick
model 4133 has amaximum conversion time of 2.5 microseconds. Intended for use in high-speed dataacquisition systems, pulse- analysis,
and fast Fourier transform applications, the converter has a temperature-drift specification of no
more than 10 ppm/°C. This is said
to ensure linear operation over its
operating temperature range of 0°
to 70°C. Packaged in a low-profile
(0.375-inch) case, the model 4133
sells for $ 585 in unit quantities, and
is available from stock.
Teledyne Philbrick,

CD — •-••• CD

a_ Cool

2.5-ps conversion time

CellMate Div., Seven Sciences Inc., 1405

2.- cig 6,)c.

2 6 2 g C=D

12- bit a-dconverter has

The unit thus provides most of the
commonly required supply voltage
combinations in use today. The converter measures 4.5 by 4.0 by 1.625
inches, and weighs 15 ounces. Price
is $ 149 for small quantities; delivery
time is 60 days.
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0.5 to 60 MHz
CD

o

Featuring again of 10.7 dB, afrequency range of 0.5 to 60 megahertz, and a maximum noise figure
of 7.0 dB, the ADR-4001 rf amplifier is intended for such applications
as high-frequency communications
systems, over- the- horizon radar systems, and other ground- based and
airborne military applications. The
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Centralab
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FOR

USERS

OF

ELECTRONIC

CENTRALAB
Electronics Division
GLOBE- UNION

INC.

5757 NORTH GREEN BAY AVENUE

COMPONENTS

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53201

When Circuit designs shrink,
EMI/RFI problems look bigger
USCC/Centralab's
monolithic ceramic filters
have evolved in phase with
solid state technology and
use of ever higher
frequencies.

MSI and LSI technology have
been shrinking the world of electronic instrumentation, test equipment, systems and computers —
enabling ( and dictating) the use
of higher, faster frequencies/
speeds. With active circuit elements in increasingly intimate relationship, electromagnetic and
electric fields are straying into
unwanted places; sharp filtering
has to be an important design
consideration.
U.S. Capacitor Corporation,
the worlds leading innovator of
monolithic ceramic capacitors and
filters, has tracked circuit speed
developments with one set of filter
parameters in mind: improved
attenuation at increasingly higher
frequencies, in state of the art
sizes and at affordable prices. Ceramic Filter evolution has been
accelerated at USCC/Centralab.
We've made it happen by basic
research in dielectric materials
and production- engineering of
new manufacturing techniques.
Today's products of this evolution are CERAMOLITHIC
Circle 148 on reader service card

Above is USCC's smallest filter product — the 9900 series
feed-thru pictured over larger more costly conventional types.

subminiature EMI/RFI filters
like our 3112 — widely used in
portable communications and in
microwave applications. Or our
9900 series feed-thru's giving better than 70 db at lOGHz in only
a . 110" x . 156" diameter case size
— for use in medical electronics
and CATV.
Where does filter evolution lead
tomorrow? In these pages, in the
next couple of months, USCC is
going to introduce a whole new
concept in ceramic filters — with
reliability and pricing in mind.

Meanwhile, our new 1974 filter
catalog may be useful. Write for
one or call Don Thommen direct,
(213) 843-4222 to discuss your
filter applications.
At USCC Centralab, the filter
evolution is tracking your design
requirements; EMI/RFI problems just won't look very big.

USCC/Centralab efi
Electron.cs Dor.s.an • Glote-Ur•on

,
nc

2151 North Lincoln Street • Burbank. California 91504
12131 843-4222 • TVVX: 910-498-2222

PO YOU HAVE AN

New products
casting, totally enclosing critical
parts of the assembly. This unit,
which is mounted on a26-by-26-by6-inch granite block, is maintained
at apositive air pressure to exclude
dust. The mask stage can handle
masks from 2-by-2 in. to 4-by- 5in.
with 4-by-4 in. travel. The aperture
Interferometer provides
is a variable slit assembly, and the
light source is a xenon pulsed flash
10-microinch resolution
lamp with regulated, adjustable
in 4-by-4-inch photomask
power supply. The lamp can operate
at up to 100 flashes per second. The
A pattern generator for integrated optical system is capable of resolving 650 line pairs per millimeter.
circuits, developed by Gyrex Corp.,
The electronics cabinet contains
uses alaser interferometer for positioning of the stage and aperture to the control and drive circuitry, ingive a resolution of 10 microinches cluding aCincinnati Milacron miniin 4-by-4 inch photomasks at a computer with 16,384 words of
speed of 1in, per second. The model memory, a cathode-ray-tube dis8000 uses an equal-length inter- play, keyboard, IBM-format magenferometer to control the XY stage tic tape and high-speed paper tape,
plus controllers for the motor drives
so that it is not subject to error induced by changes in barometric and Gyrex input/output controllers.
It measures 72 inches high by 23 by
pressure. The aperture can produce
30 in.
rectangles from 0.001 inch to 1.25
A major feature of the system,
inches (0.0001 to 0.125 inch at the
image plane) at any programmed says marketing manager Michael C.
Ditmore, is its software. The softangle between 0° and 360° in 0.1°
increments. It can also produce cir- ware gives the system the flexibility
cular pads, company logos and spe- to operate, not only with the Gyresym language, but also with softcial shapes by the use of one of 25
optional reticles. The aperture is ware designed for David W. Mann,
Electro Mask, and Gerber pattern
chrome-on-glass, eliminating the
problems of dust adhesion found in generators. The operator develops
the program through the integral
most knife-edge apertures.
The system consists of two assem- keyboard and display, which also is
used for diagnostics. XY interblies, the optical section and the
electronics cabinet. The optical as- change, mirroring, scaling, offsetsembly is alight-tight enclosure that ting, etc., are also possible in softcan operate in a normally lighted ware. During operation, all
functions of the machine can be disroom. The optical unit is a single
played on the cathode- ray- tube
screen. Plotting data is entered from
either magnetic or paper tape.
Stage resolution is ±10 microinches with a minimum programable step of the same size. Positioning inaccuracy does not exceed ±-30
microinches, and repeatability is
within ±5microinches over the axis.
Maximum speed is 1inch per second using dc servo control motors.
The minimum optical sizing assembly step is 50 microinches at the image plane in both axes. Slit repeatability is within ±10 microinches.
The Gyrex 8000 is priced at
$130,000 with deliveries currently

Packaging & production

Laser boosts
IC accuracy
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A work horse when it comes to
measuring the output characteristics of
electronic displays; that's the Gamma
Scientific Model 2900MR Scanning
Microphotometer System.
Its versatility gives it the capability
of measuring any type of display; CRT,
LED, liquid crystal, gaseous discharge,
large screen projection, photochromic,
hard copy.
Specific measurements include: contrast, resolution, line width, spot size,
persistence, phosphor noise, flare, halation, modulation transfer, radiance,
illuminance, candlepower, spectral radiance, specular or diffuse reflectance,
chromaticity, correlated color temperature, luminance profiling, integrated
luminance, screen brightness, ambient
light level, effects of polarizers, filters,
etc.
Dynamic or static measurement.
Two- slit technique, single- slit, square
or circular apertures.
You can tailor the system to your
needs simply by selecting the optimum
lens- aperture combination.
Spatial or spectral scan capabilities
added with either scanning eyepiece or
monochromator, both motor driven.
Dual channel digital interfacing with
computers.
Give us your problem. We're sure we
can help.
Call collect.

GAMMA
SCIENTIFIC
INCORPORATED

3777 Ruffin Road, San Diego, Calif. 92123
(714) 279-8034 Cable: GAMSI SDG TELEX: 69 7938
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Heath counters
will stack up
against anybody's

New products
scheduled to commence in March.
Gyrex Corp., 400 East Gutierrez St., Santa
Barbara, Calif. 93101 [ 391]

the $ 149.95*, IB-1100
30 MHz, 5- digit kit-form
counter

Bare- board tester

the $ 250.00*, SM-118A
30 MHz, 6- digit
assembled autoranging
counter

A high-speed tester for bare, unstuffed circuit boards programs itself when a known good board is
put into its test fixture. After programing, the system can check new
boards at a test rate of 100,000
nodes per second. Claimed to be
able to interface with any printer
and any test fixture, the tester can
be built to handle up to 65,000
nodes. Built entirely with c-mos, except for its LED displays, the system
draws aminimum of power from its
rechargeable batteries. The price of
the system is $6,000 plus $ 5 per
node; tester capacity is sold in 64node increments. The price includes
interfacing to the printer and test
fixture with a 10-year warranty.

is self- programing

the $ 199.95, IB-1101
100 MHz, 5-digit kit- form
counter

the $ 279.95*, IB-1102
120 MHz, 8- digit kit-form
counter

the $ 340.00*, SM-128A
110 MHz, 7-digit
assembled autoranging
counter

the $349.95*, IB-1103
180 MHz, 8-digit kit-form
counter

Algorithm Technology Inc., P. 0. Box 1910,

the $425.00*, SM-128B
110 MHz, 7-digit,
assembled high stability,
autoranging counter

Prescott, Ariz. 86301 [ 393]

Matched coaxial contacts

the $495.00*, SM-110A
180 MHz, 7-digit,
assembled counter

made for circular connectors

the $895.00*, SM-110C
600 MHz, 7-digit,
assembled high stability,
programmable counter

Compare our frequency counters with the competition.
Spec for spec, dollar for dollar, you won't find better buys
than counters from Heath. We have the performance
you need at the price you want to pay. Our complete
line is shown above. They feature the latest in counter
technology with the reliability and trouble-free performance you've come to expect from Heath. Get complete
descriptions and specifications for all Heath frequency
counters— both kit and assembled. Send for your free
catalogs now!

A line of matched-impedance coaxial contacts makes coaxial-cable
interconnections possible in all miniature circular connectors qualified
to NAIL-c-26500. They have a nominal impedance of 50 ohms and a
standard insulation resistance of
1,000 megohms. The # 12 size contacts, designated Amphenol MultiCoax, can be used with RG-174, 178, - 188, and - 316/U cables and
can operate through 4 GHz with a

Send for your FREE Heath catalogs
Heath Company
Dept. 510-01
Benton Harbor, MI 49022
12 Please send the new 1975 Heathkit catalog.
D Please send tatest Assembled Instruments catalog.
D Enclosed is $
plus shipping.
Please send model(s)
Name
Address

L.
150

City
State
Prices & specifications subject to change without notice.
*Mail order prices; F.O.B. factory.

Circle 150 on reader service card
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Schlumberger

Zip
EK-439
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TRW/Cinch microminiature
Dura-Con*connectors
No matter how laoge your byte, you still have to
think " little" to reduce space and weight. That's
why TRW/Cinch microminiature DuraCon connectors offer so much food for thought.
The trim microminiature rectangular series of
DuraCon connectors is available in 9, 15, 21, 37,
and 51 positions. Or consider the possibilities in
stacking . 075" thick DuraCon strips. Only 33
grams of strips with .050" centers supplies 247
contact positions in a single square inch. Both
types are available from TRW/Cinch distributors.
Besides high contact density, the unique DuraCon
design provides highly reliable connections. Each
pin contact, formed from precision miniature spring
cable of gold-plated 24 gauge copper alloy,

provides seven points of peripheral contact with
the mating socket wall. Thus continuous mating is
assured, no matter what radial forces are applied,
from dry circuit to 3 amps.
Also available are TRW/Cinch Dura -Con connectors with # 30 MG contacts on . 025" centers
in custom configurations. That's up to 1521 contacts in a square inch for those who think much
about " little."
For additlonal infcrmation, dial toll- free ( 800)
645-9201 fer the name of your nearest TRW/Cinch
sales office. Or write for technical bulletin CD-205
to TRW/Cinch Connectors, an Electronic Components Division of TRW Inc., 1501 Morse Avenue, Elk
Grove ViHage, Illinois 60007; phone (312) 439-8800.
•Trade Ncme TRW Inc.

CC- 7502

TRWCINCH CONNECTORS
Circle 151 on reader se.

Now you can
turf% to MCL
for reliable high power
r-fand microwave
testing.

New products
VSWR of less than 1.40 for a mated
pair. The. contacts can be attached
to cables with standard crimping
tools, and the completed assemblies
have the same insertion and withdrawal features as standard power
contacts.
Amphenol RF Division, Bunker Ramo Corp.,
33 East Franklin St., Danbury, Conn. 06810
[394]

•e

•

e

e

Rf connector includes
built-in low-pass filter
Designed specifically for applications in which spurious radiation
must be minimized, the latest Conhex rf connectors are available with
built-in low-pass filters. Representa-

Many customers remember us for the " extras" engineered and built
into our microwave cavities, e.g., oui potted anode bypass assembly.
But some may not be aware that today MCL also offers one of the
industry's largest and most diverse power oscillator, amplifier and
systems lines.
The same extra margin of reliability and performance customers
have learned to expect from our cavities is also a feature of our
instrumentation products.
For a recommended solution to ycur
high power testing problem—without
obligation—write us today.
MCL, Inc., 10 North Beach Avenue,
La Grange, Illinois 60525.
Or call ( 312) 354-4350.

tive of the new units is the # 60-0432039, a screw or jack receptacle for
bulkhead mounting. It has a minimum attenuation of 45 decibels
from 0.2 to 2.0 gigahertz. Other
mating engagements or attenuation
characteristics are also available.
Sealectro Corp., Rf Components Division,
225 Hoyt St.,

Mamaroneck, N. Y.

10543

[396]
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Fi9ht
Them All
Heart Attack, Stroke
High Blood Pœssure
Rheumatic Fever

Help your Heart.. Help your Heart Fund
152

DIPs accept hybrid circuits,
have standard row spacings
A line of ceramic dual in- line packages with row spacings of 0.3, 0.4,
and 0.6 inch can house thick-film or
thin-film substrates or a number of
monolithic chips. They consist of
large-cavity multilayer ceramic bodies with externally brazed-on leads.
Delivery of 14, 16, 18, 22, and 24lead configurations is immediate,
and for several of them there's a
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Norm
Calma
an's latest
presents
rpiec napkin
mastee.
or drafting at the system's six
work stations. The secret of
Calma's non-stop productivity is
that no function ever interferes
with another.
Reliable sophistication!
For all its sophistication aCalma
system is incredibly reliable.
More than 100 have been
installed and almost all were up
and operating the day they
were delivered. Learn how this
powerful computer-based
graphics system can speed your
circuits from conception to
production. For literature or to
arrange a demonstration, phone
or write Calma Company,

A production. Norman is a
conceptual genius. A little sloppy
report on circuit art

perhaps, but a genius nonetheless. His greatest idea was
conceived halfway through an
anchovie and pepperoni pizza at
Bruno's last Wednesday. After
lunch, a
young
lady
earning
$8400
per year
turned
Norman's
napkin into flawless circuit art in
just 54 minutes. She did it on a
Calma interactive graphics
system. She did it one hundred
times faster than a speeding
draftsman, about twice as fast as
she could on any other system.
The Calma system checked her
accuracy, drew all the lines and
symbols automatically, relieved
her of the drudge work.
Changes made lightning
fast. While eating pretzels two
days later, Norman had abrain-

storm. A way to get even hotter
performance out of the same
circuit concept. Presto. In microseconds, the original design was
retrieved from storage and displayed on the CRT at Norman's
own interactive work station.
In about three minutes Norman
himself modified the original.
Electronically. Just that fast the
company benefited from his
fertile mind with a totally new
and competitive circuit.
Incidentally, up to six work
stations can be included in one
system with no degradation
of performance.
The fast generation.
Where Calma really makes tracks
is the transition
from art to production.
Each Calma system
drives up to three
high speed plotters in
the background mode.
All operate at
full rated speeds,
never interfering
with design

Corporate Marketing Headquarters, 1930 Isaac Newton
Square East, Reston, Virginia
20090. Phone ( 703) 471-1450.
European Marketing Headquarters, P.O. Box 6, Marlborough, Wiltshire, SN8 4EW,
England. Phone 067286
(Lockeridge) 658.

Calma
Interactive Graphics Syste
Electronics/January 9, 1975
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Visual images are fleeting—so, for the record,
... you need pictures.
No telling when or how
often they can prove
invaluable.

THE
CHAMP
...PICTURE TAKER

That's why so many
of your peers are routinely snapping pictures while looking at
specimens and samples
with Bausch & Lomb's
StereoZoom 7 visualphotographic system.
The Champ's superb optical system which gives
unbeatable visuals will
put the images on film
right while you're looking. And they will be
available as often as
you want to refresh
your memory, make
comparisons, prove
points.
There's a choice of
most camera formats
with the new Integrated Cameras, Series II
with optional exposure
meter. They're integral,
but do not interfere
with the optical system
and interchange to fit
varying needs.
Be ready. Write for

New products

choice of cavity size. Applications
are expected to include resistor networks, solid-state relays, voltage
regulators, a-d and d-a converters,
and op amps. For uses requiring
hermetic sealing, each package can
be supplied with metal rings as an
option. Delivery of the packages is
from stock.
MetCeram, Huntington Industrial Park, Providence, R. I. 02907 [395]

our new Stereomicroscope

catalog 31-15

and our free demonstration offer.

BAUSCH & LOMB
SCIENTIFIC OPTICAL
PRODUCTS DIVISION

62313 Bausch Street, Rochester, N.Y. 14602
StereoZoom, Reg. T.M.
Bausch & Lomb.

Low-cost plug and receptacle
can have up to 15 contacts
Manufactured with 1-, 3-, 9-, 12-,
and 15-contact layouts, the Econ-AMate plug and receptacle connector
costs little enough for use in homeappliance, vending-machine, automotive, and other price-sensitive
applications. For example, the 15contact plug with locking slots and
its matching 15-contact receptacle

Circle 154 on reader service card

Own your own holder to hold your own!
Hold your own copies of Electronics in specially designed slipcase holders. They'll keep your Electronics
library neat and handy—a permanent information file,
issue by issue.
Just complete the coupon and mail to Jesse Jones.
He'll process your order upon receipt, postpaid.
ELECTRONICS BOXER

Jesse Jones Box Corporation

2250 E. Butler St., Philadelpnia, Pa. 19137

Please send me: D boxes @ $4.25 each; D 3boxes @ $ 12.00; D 6 boxes @ $22.00.
My check or money order is enclosed.
Name*
Address.

City:

154

State:

743.
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Because magnetic tape recording needs differ, Bell & Howell has fou ^. 1sion
laboratory- grade instruments to handle data acquisition and ru
'
n
requirements. • From the laboratory to remote locations, from airbü..
applications to submarine data collection, these Bell & Howell recorders
meet the most stringent environmental and military standards. • Bell &
Howell's M-14 Series meets Navy standards for use in ELINT (electromagnetic intelligence) activities. Compact, lightweight and reliable,
these 14 or 28 track recorders are at home in the instrumentation
laboratory or in nuclear submarines. • The CPR-4010, a14-channel
recorder/reproducer, has many of its big brothers' features. Expandable to 28 tracks, it is completely self-contained, portable and is
one of the most cost-effective tape recorders available. • For performance and dependability, few recorders match the VR-3700B.
Its performance specifications and characteristics are unmatched
by any competing recorder. It can also record up to 80 million
BPS over 28 tracks. • STARR, the State-of-the-Art Recorder/
Reproducer, was designed to handle virtually every difficult
data reduction task. Wide dynamic range, data integrity,
spectral purity and ease of operation are major design
considerations of STARR. • These, like all Bell &
Howell recorders, are backed by nearly 30 years
in the design and development of quality instrumentation. • For more information on how
we can help you handle your recording
requirements, contact William Zondler at
(213) 796-9381 or circle the information
retrieval number. • We have four
good solutions to your magnetic
tape recording problems.

•

[

L...FzLir

11011H5050331:1[0

CEC/1115TRLIMEMS Division
360 Sierra Madre Villa, Pasadena, California 91109

BELLE HOWELL
M-14 and STARR are trademarks of Bell 6 Howell Company
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New products

1200 VA, $720

AC LINE CONDITIONERS
FOR DIGITAL SYSTEMS

•75V TO 130V REGULATION :4_- 3% • ISOLATION 120dB
• NOISE SUPPRESSION

120dB

Deltec IVACONTM AC line conditioners give you regulated
transient- free power at low cost and provide maximum common mode isolation to computer and instrumentation systems. The IVACON eliminates brownout problems and
reduces line transients caused by down- line equipment such
as SCR's, solenoids, and other switching devices.
For more information, call or write:
DELTEC, 3849 Gaines Street,
San Diego, CA 92110
Phone ( 714) 297-4466

E E

.

(DRPORATION

Phone free (800) 645-9200 for your local distributor.
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LTERS

CONNECTORS/
P.C.

JACKS 8/
PINS

Low Noise

o

at 6.2 cents in quantities of 5,000.
The Underwriters- Laboratories-approved connectors use flame-retardant polypropylene as a dielectric
material; competitive units, the
company claims, use nylon, which
absorbs moisture and tends to crack
and warp when it drys. The Econ-AMate employs 0.093- inch-diameter
crimp- removable contacts, furnished in chain form for automatic
or seminautomatic assembly. Various versions of the connector can
handle from 7.5 to 12 amperes per
contact at 250 volts.
Malco, a Microdot Co., 5150 W. Roosevelt
Rd., Chicago, III. 60650 [ 399]

Molded nylon cover
insulates TO- 3devices
A molded nylon cover for devices
packaged in TO-3cans is offered in
black and white versions. It is intended to prevent accidental shocks
from exposed TO-3 cans. A 0.047inch test-probe hole in the center allows electrical measurements to be
made without removing the cover.
Price of the 8903N covers, in quantities of 1,000, is 12 cents each. Delivery is from stock.
Thermalloy Inc., P. O. Box 34829, Dallas,
Texas 75234 [ 397]

BERYLLIUM
COPPER
CAGES

Wafer prober has
Tuned Band- Pass ( Spike)
Variable Frequency and Q
Single, Staggered
or Multistage
0.1 Hz- 20,000 Hz

APPLICATION NOTES

High Pass
Low Pass
Band Pass
or Band Reject
0.02 Hz - 2 Mhz

SEND FOR CATALOG

Circle
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microprocessor control
A three-product family of waferprobing systems is noteworthy for
its use of both a 16- bit microprocessor for control- logic functions
and a laser sensing and alignment
system. Designated the "Autoprobe" series, the new systems have
an indexing speed of 5 inches per
second, aresolution of 0.4 micrometer, and repeatibility of ±0.0001
inch. Because a microprocessor is
used, all of the system's control logic
fits on just two printed-circuit
boards.

A. P. CIRCUIT CORP.

Computervision Corp., Cobilt Division, 1135

865 West End Ave., New York, N.Y. 10025
Tel. ( 212) 222-0876

[398]
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East Argues Ave., Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086
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Right
Choice
for GAI SPC-16 or Interdata 7/16 &7/32 memory

When you want to buy a
minicomputer, you go to a
minicomputer company. That
makes sense. When you want to
buy memory, go to the memory
company. That saves dollars.

But the next most important
thing is the memory for your

company and save a lot of
money. The choice is yours.

mini. You can buy it from the
minicomputer company and
spend a lot of money. Or you
cart buy it from the memory

This message has been brought
to you by EMM. The memory
company.

Naturally, if you're designing a
minicomputer- based system,
nothing is more important than
choosing the right minicomputer.
If you choose the Interdata 7/16
or 7/32, or the GAI SPC-16,
chances are you've made the
right choice. They're versatile,
dependable minis that you
can bank on.

E

ELECTRONIC
MEMORIES
COMMERCIAL MEMORY PRODUCTS
A Division of Electronic Memories & Magnetics Corporation
12621 Chadron Ave., Hawthorne. Calif. 90250

16Kx16 SPC-16 Memory
shown above

EMM OFFICES: WESTERN REGION, Regional Office, San Francisco ( 408) 247-9711, Los Angeles Area ( 213) 644-9881, Orange County Area ( 714) 639-5811,
Minneapolis Area (612) 941-2404, Phoenix Area (602) 968-2492, Dallas Area ( 214) 231-7207, EASTERN REGION, Regional Office, Boston (617) 861-9650, Chicago
Area (312) 297-7090, Washington, D.C. Area (703) 941-210C, New York Area ( 516) 423-5800, Akron Area ( 216) 867-5435, INTERNATIONAL OFFICES, European
Headquarters, Belgium ( 031) 76.69.75, United Kingdom ( 01) 751-1213, West Germany ( 089) 714.30.40, Far East Headquarters, Japan ( 03) 404-8520.
REPRESENTATIVES: Gentry Associates; Orlando (305) 894-4401, Huntsville ( 205) 534-9771, Burliegton,
Toronto (416) 742-8015, Montreal (514) 488-0404, Ottawa (613) 729-4004, Burnaby (604) 526-3312.
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N.C. (919)

227-3639.

In Canada:

Megatronix,
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Polystyrene-based foams Eccofoam
PS-A and Eccofoam PS are intended for the fabrication of light-

-
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Elgar
Frequency Converters
will never be out- phased.
Besides providing superbly regulated (. 01%) undistorted AC
power from 50 VA to 10 kVA, Elgar AC Power Sources ( Frequency
Converters) provide the potential to change. By simply adding
plug-in modules and external interconnections, two or more units
can be combined for 2- phase or 3-phase applications. And the
frequency can be adjusted from 45 Hz to 10 kHz. Most important,
all output functions are programmable. Why not phase out whatever you're using now, and give Elgar Frequency Converters a
try? For more information,
contact Elgar Corporation,
8225 Mercury Court, San Diego,
Elgar also is a leading producer
of AC Line Conditioners and
CA 92111. Phone ( 714) 565-1155.
Uninterruptible Power Systems.

ELGAR

Circle

158 on reader service card

weight microwave lenses. With densities of about 3 pounds per cubic
foot and dielectric constants in the
range of 1 to 2, Eccofoam PS is
available in sheets costing from $35
to $ 99, while Eccofoam PS-A comes
in 17-inch cubes that sell for $ 600
each.
Emerson & Cuming

Inc,

Canton,

Mass

02021 [476]

THIN GOLD
Thin gold stripes, in the range of 20-60µ inch thick, are finding more applications
in connectors and lead frames. PMC produces thin gold stripes on most ferrous
and non ferrous alloys including CA 725, 194 and 510. If you are using thin gold
stripes, or are in the early design phase, call Mr. Harry Friedman at (617)695-9312.
Or write Polymetallurgical Corp., 262 Broadway, North Attleboro, MA 02761. PMC.
Id

Copper brazing pastes Cu- Braze ( for
brazing in a reducing atmosphere)
and Cu-Vac ( for vacuum brazing)
are suitable for large- volume brazing applications where low cost is
important. Consisting of powdered
copper and a neutral binder, which
keeps the mixture in a stable paste
form, Cu- Braze and Cu- Vac are custom formulated to fit specific customer requirements.
Fusion Inc., Willoughby, Ohio [ 477]

Rodent damage caused by squirrels
and other animals that run along
telephone, power, and CATV cables
can be avoided by the application of
a ribbon of Trak Tac squirrel repellent. This chemical, which is
claimed to be non-toxic and odorless, is supposed to be noxious to rodents, and therefore to deter them
from climbing on cables and strands
to which it has been applied.
Communications Technology Corp., 2237
Colby Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 90064 [ 478]

158
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EPDXY BRIDGE RECTIFIERS

New Epoxy BRIDGE Rectifiers
15 Amp and 30 Amp.
VL series has 15A (l
e)
and 100A, 1
2
/
cycle surge ( IF sm) at 80°C (Te)
VK series has 30A ( l
o)
and 300A, 1
/ cycle surge ( IFsK)at 80°C (Te)
2

The same small size epoxy package is used for
both series and is available in two configurations:
standard . 25" (6,35mm) spade terminals bent 90°
to mounting plane or parallel to mounting plane.

Both series feature controlled avalanche types
with 250V, 450V, 650V and 850V min. avalanche
voltages (Veit ) with 200V, 400V, 600V and 800V
(VRio.1).

The package features a bonded metal-to- ceramic
substrate with the ceramic providing circuittocase electrical isolation.
The exposed
copper
mounting pad results in an extremely low thermal
resistance from junction-to- heat sink.

Non-controlled avalanche types have 50V, 100V,
200V, 400V, 600V, 800V and 1kV (
VI
").

Economical pricing and small size make these
bridges ideal for many industrial and commercial
applications.

Typocal low pricing:
VL048 (15A, 50V)
VK048 (30A, 50V)

$1.69
$1.94

ea., 1000 qnty.
ea., 1000 qnty.
Design us in . . . we'll stay there

VARO

VARO SEMICONDUCTOR, INC.
P O.BOX 676, 1000 N.SHILOH ,GARLAND ,TEX .75040 ( 214) 272-4551 TWX 910-860-5178
For immediate delivery contact your nearest distributor:
ALLIED ELECTRONICS, Chicago, III. 312/697-8200; rt. Worth, Tex. 817/336-5401; Garden Grove, Cal. 714/894-7581. THE ALTAIR CO., Houston, Tex.
713/462-3029; Richardson, Tex. 214/231-5166. BELL INDUSTRIES, Sunnyvale, Cal. 408/734-8570; Skokie, III. 312/965-7500; Bellevue, Wash. 206/747-1515.
CRAMER ELECTRONICS, Nationwide, Newton, Mass. 617/969-7700; MILGRAY ELECTRONICS, Freeport, N. Y. 516/546-6000; Hyattsville, Md. 301/864-1111;
Cherry Hill, N. J. 609/424-1300; Cleveland, Ohio 216/881-8800; Orlando, Fla. 305/647-5747. WESTATES ELECTRONICS, Chatsworth, Calif. 213/341-4411.
In Canada:
ELECTRO SONIC, Toronto, Ont. 416/924-9301. R.A.E. ELECTRONICS, Vancouver, B. C. 604/687-2621.
Electronics/January 9, 1975
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How to
ship small
packages in
abig hurry.
is

Is
equipment
service
squeezing
your profit?

New literature

RCA Service Company can supply comprehensive maintenance, emergency and
installation service coast-to- Coast, for
electronic or electromechanical Industrial and commercial equipment marketed
by you. We're specialists on communications, control and data processing equipment maintenance for the large user, and
account of the manufacturer.

•Stop the profit
Arken.331, C.gtegmt: the Winn..
Ms • IN
1113

ND Lit•IG

DELTA AIRLINES

SPECIA L

3

He1
4
/

On DASH shipments Delta
guarantees delivery on the flight or
routing you specify between most
Delta cities.
Packages accepted up to 50 lbs.
with length plus width plus height
not to exceed 90 1 total, with only
one dimension exceeding 301
Deliver to Delta's ticket counter
or airport air freight terminal at
least 30 minutes prior to scheduled
departure time. Shipments may be
picked up at either location 30
minutes after flight arrival.
Delta's exclusive "Dashboard"
control procedure insures constant
tracking of your shipment from
delivery to pick-up.
DASH charges are nominal.
Check Delta reservations for charges
between specific points. Pay in cash,
by company check, most generalpurpose credit cards, special credit
arrangements or on government
shipments by GBL. e2g=a
LTA

Write or phone tor details:
204 2

B. L. Grossman, Building
RCA Service Company
A Division of RCA

Camden, New Jersey 08101

Analog multiplier. The latest issue
(No. 6) of Interdesign's "Monochip
Technical Journal" features a detailed description of anovel analog
multiplier. The journal is available
without charge from Interdesign
Inc., 1255 Reamwood Ave., Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086. Circle 421 on
reader service card.

UD-876M

included)

Atlanta-Washington $ 21.00
Boston-Miami.
$ 26.25
Cincinnati-Louisville
$ 21.00
Cleveland-Phoenix $ 26.25
Los Angeles-New Orleans.. $ 31.50
Dallas-Los Angeles .
$ 26.25
San Francisco-Atlanta . . $ 31.50
Philadelphia-Houston
$ 26.25
New York-Tampa $ 26.25
For details, call Delta reservations.

/Mlle

Delta is ready
when you are.
160
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Resistor networks. A six-page guide
to custom thin-film resistor networks
is offered by Analog Devices Inc.,
P. O. Box 280, Norwood, Mass.

Prolesseonals

Rate examples (Tax

squeeze.
•Compare price and benefits.
•Eliminate service headaches.
•Decrease down- time.
•Lower overall service costs.

Uni directional
Dynamic Microphone
The UD-876M microphone is a unidirectional cardioid dynamic microphone intended for the most demanding needs of
professional musicians. The dynamic cartridge used in this microphone has been
designed with the needs of the performer

02062. The bulletin includes a circuit-evaluation and design checklist
and discusses applications of thinfilm networks. [422]
Industrial switches. The latest Rundel-IDEC catalog is a36-page booklet that describes the company's line
of push-button operators, pilot
lights, illuminated push buttons, selector switches, maintained-contact
operators, and special devices. The

Circle 160 on reader service card

on stage in mind.
The wind screen provides exceptional rejection

of both

breath

blast and wind

sounds.

• For católog, write to:

PRIMO MICROPHONE INC.
2468 DELTA LANE, ELK GROVE VILLAGE
ILLINOIS 60007, U.S A. TEL: 312-595-1022
TELEX: 28-3474 PRIMO MUS ELGR

PRIMO COMPANY LIMITED
6-25-1 MURE, MITAKA-SHI, TOKYO, JAPAN
TEL: 0422-43-3121— 9
TELEX: 2822-326 PRIMO J
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IF WE CAN'T MAKE
YOUR MINICOMPUTER SYSTEM
DO MORE WORK FOR LESS MONEY,
NOBODY CAN.
When we introduced the SPC-16, we promised
it would be the world's most powerful, versatile,
cost-effective family of minicomputers.
It was. It still is.
The SPC-16 isn't the lowest priced hardware you
can buy. But it will give you the lowest cost
solution.
Through advanced systems architecture,
simplified interfacing and apowerful instruction
repertoire, the SPC-16 allows you to minimize
programming, interfacing and memory
costs no matter what size your system is.

Six mighty minis.
The SPC-16 family consists
of six minicomputers offering
achoice of three memory
cycle times ( 800ns, 960ns
and 144Ons), memory
expansion to 128K using
efficient 16K boards, and two
different packaging configurations.
If you build asystem around the SPC-16,
it will do more work for less money than any
other system you could build.
And that translates into more profits.
We know it for afact. In the past few years, we
helped alot of OEMs get the edge on their
competition by designing our product into their
products. We helped alot of end users solve a
lot of tough, tight-budget applications. And, we
produced some cost-effective systems of our own.
Two Mid working systems.
Take RTOS II for example. It's amultiprogramming system offering real-time event
driven foreground processing concurrent with
background job development and computation.
Electronlcs/January 9, 1975

You couldn't buy abetter price/performance
solution for applications such as process control,
data acquisition, laboratory research, material
handling, communications or overall
manufacturing automation.
We also built apowerful disk-based general
purpose system around the SPC-16. DBOS II
lets you do more computation with less memory,
in far less time, at alower price than any system
on the market. It offers both scientific and
commercial languages and acombination of
interactive and batch operation.
This- system is perfect for service
centers, research and
development groups and
system house dedicated
applications.
That's the short form.
To really appreciate
how much power
we can deliver for your
money, write for our book
'The Value of Power:' It will give
you the facts to back up our claim:
If General Automation can't make your system
do more work for less money, nobody can.
Write General Automation, 1055 South East
Street, Anaheim, California 92803. Or call
(714) 778-4800. In Europe, write General
Automation, S.A., 24 rue du Sergent Bauchat,
75012 Paris, France. Telephone ( 1) 346/7973.
In Canada, write G.A. Computer Ltd.,
880 Lady Ellen Place, Ottawa K1Z5L9, Ontario.
Telephone ( 613) 725-3626.

POWERFUL MINICOMPUTERS BY

GENERAL AUTOMATION
Circle 161

on reader service card
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-Type --- Description

Breadboard 11

82S07
82526

New literature

82S2?.
1101

catalog can be obtained from Rundel-IDEC, 950 Charter St., Redwood City, Calif. 94063 [423]

1103
2102
2103
3101

Wash-away spacers. Applications of
the company's line of Diss-o-pad
wash-away spacers are outlined in a
packaging guide published by Bivar
Inc., 1617 E. Edinger Ave., Santa
Ana, Calif. 92705. The spacers are
mainly intended for use in the manufacture of printed-circuit boards,
where they are washed away by
warm water after the soldering operation. [424]

A P 923605

Reuseable...
Reliable...
Remarkable!
•2,696solderless, plug-in tie-points - fully assembled - not akit.
•Low impedance distribution system with integral ground plane.
•Minimizes unwanted voltage spikes due to
low-inductance, high distributed capacitance design.
•Accommodates all DIP's, TO-5's, discretes
and patch wires with leads up to .932-in. diameter.
•Ideal for checking out circuits requiring two
supply voltages plus ground return.
•Invaluable for signal distribution as in transfer, reset shift and clock lines.

Call nearest Rep for details:
201-546-3660
206-322-6200
214-567-3399
216-333-4120
301-484-5400
305-894-3351
312-298-4830
313-781-3900
314-567-3399

414-421-2300
415-328-3232
416-743-4267
513-433-0966

514-782-8835
602-946-4437
609-429-4013
612-922-7011
617-272-8163
713-691-3961
714-565-9444
714-833-1802
816-765-2998

AP PRODUCTS INCORPORATED

Optical components. The company's
line of optoelectronic components,
including various emitters, detectors, and isolators, is described in a
catalog available from ASEAHAFO AB, Fack, S-162 10 Vallingby, Sweden. [425]
Sample-and-hold module. A data
sheet gives details on anew sampleand- hold module produced by
Analogic. Included are applications
data and a block diagram of the
module. The data sheet for the
model MP240 is available from
Analogic, Audubon Rd., Wakefield,
Mass. 01880 [426]
Microwave sources. "Equal- Step
Miniature Synthesizer Signal
Sources" is the title of abulletin describing two lines of signal sources
that cover the range from 0.5 to 18
GHz. One series is tuned remotely,
the other is adjusted mechanically
and is recommended for applications where frequencies are seldom changed. The bulletin -is
offered by Communication Techniques Inc., 1279 Route 46, Parsippany, N. J. 07054 [427]
Logic controllers. Allen-Bradley's
Cardlok series of solid-state logic
controllers is explained in the company's bulletin No. 1720. The eightpage brochure describes the operation of the more than 80 different
cards in the series and tells how they
make the system compatible with
most existing industrial installations. Allen-Bradley, 1201 S. Second
St., Milwaukee, Wis. 53204 [428]

Box 110 • 72 Corwin Drive. • Painesville. Ohio 44077
Tel 216 / 354-2101 • Twx: 310-425-2250
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Price

256X 1RAM Bipolar Schottky,
Open Collector outputs)
4.00
256 X4PROM ( Bipolar
Schottky, 0.C. outputs )
6.00
256 X4PROM , Bipolar
Schottky, ThState outputs,
6.00
256 X IRAN , Silicon
Gate NOS, Dynamic Storage,
3.00
256 X4RAM( Silicon Gate
NOS, Dynamic Storage
4.75
256 X4RAM , Silicon
Gate NOS, Static Storage ,
1050
256 X4RAM , Silicon Gate
NOS, Dynamic Storage ,
4.75
16 X4RAM Bipolar Schottky,
Tri-State outputs, High Speed) 3.00
256 X 1RAM ( Bipolar Schottky,
T-Soutputs
3.00

3106
3301

256 X4PROM ( Bipolar
Schottky
4.00
256 X 1RAM Bipolar
4.00
26X 4ROM
10/20.00
256 X 8 ( OR) 512 X 4 PROM,
U.V. Light Erasable
19.95
4 X 2 CAM ( Content Addressable Memory,
3.75

5503
MM521
MM5203Q
8220
MCM2372L

18 PIN DIP ¡ Motorola NOS
Integrated Circuit ,
10.00
18 PIN DIP Motorola NOS
Integrated Circuit,
10.00
MCM7001L
1024 Bit RAM ( Same as ANS7001, Static Storage,
15.95
MCM10142AL 64 X 1RAM , Bipolar, ECL
16.95
MCM10147AL 128 X 1RAM ( Bipolar, ECL
21.95
AY-5-1008
TTY Receiver ( MTNS Terminal
Receiver
6.50
AY-5-1010
TTY Transmitter ( MTNS Terminal Transmitter )
6.50
NE526
Analog Voltage Comparator
3.00
ICL8038CC
Square, Triangle, Sine Wave
VCO
5.75
2513
Char. Gen. ROM, ROW Output 14.95
2516
Char. Gen. ROM, COL Output 14.95
2518
Hex 32 Bit Shift Reg.
7.95
2524
512 Bit Shift Reg.
7.95
826.3
3input 4Bit Multplexer
7.95

MCM23741

8267
XR-2340

2input 4But Multiplexer
Programable Timer/Counter

3.95
7.95

MHz ELECTRONICS

P.O. Box 7155 Phoenix, AZ 85011

Circle 192 on reader service ca d

Top Quality

MAGNETIC HEADS
model
SM-SIS

differential
transformer type
ultra high sensitivity magnetic
head for paper money exchanger,etc.

• 6 in 1

cassette stereo head for
auto reverse
play / record / erase

SAN-E DE:NI1.1 CO.,LTD.
110-1, MinarrkLKawahori, Tennoji-ku,
OSAKA, JAPAN
PHONES: OSAKA ( 06) 779-1591
CABLE: SANMAGNETICS OSAKA

Circle 193 on reader service card

FEATURE ARTICLES FROM
ELECTRONICS MAGAZINE ARE NOW
AVAILABLE IN REPRINT FORM!
Valuable additions to your electronics library are now available thru this exclusive reprint
service. Just check the articles you wish to order and enclose check or money order for
prompt service.
No. of
Copies
Wonted

No. of
Copies
Wanted
R- 11 Computer- Aided Design

$4.00

R- 15 Special Report on LSI Packaging

$3.00

R-310 Penetration Color Tubes are Enhancing
Information Displays

R-016 Special Report on The Transistor:
Two Decades of Progress

$ 3.00

R- 18 Reshaping the EE for the Seventies

$1.00

Tough Design Problems

R-320 Planar Interconnection Techniques ( Designer

$2.00

R-031 Circuit Designer's Casebook ( U.S. Only)

Must Plan Early for Flat Cable)

$5.50

Complement the Old

$1.00

Data- Storage Applications

$2.00

Imaging: Charge Coupling

Optical Spectrum Chart

$2.00

Entire Issue of Electronics

$ 4.00

R-110 Automation for Survival and Profit

$2.00

R-113 Optoelectronics Makes It At Last ( 3 part series).

$4.00

R-203 East Europe Market Report

$2.00
$4.00

Computer Peripherals

$3.00

$2.00
$2.00
$3.00

R-408 Bringing Sight to the Blind

$2.00

R-410 Passive Components

$3.00

R-412 Liquid Cooling Semiconductors

R-209 Semiconductor RAMs Land Computer
Mainframe Jobs

$2.00

R-414 Simplified n- Channel Process

R-211 Electromagnetic Spectrum Report
$ 4.00

R-213 Electromagnetic Spectrum Chart
(rolled in mailing tube)

$2.00

R-306 Charge Coupling Improves Its Image,
$ 2.00

R-308 Program for Transition from Nonlinear
to Linear Transistor Model

$2.00

R-402 European Forecast 1974

R-406 Logics New Design Tools

R-207 Technology Gap Starts to Close for

Challenging Video Camera

$2.00

R-400 Japanese Forecast 1974

R-404 U.S. Forecast 1974

R-205 Bridging the Analog & Digital

and Foldout Chart

$ 4.00

R-328 Pervasiveness of Electronics

R-107 Wanted for the ' 70s: Easier-to- Program

Worlds with Linear ICs

$3.00

R-326 Optical Spectrum Report and

R-104 The New Concept for Memory and

Computers

$2.00

R-324 Semiconductor Memories Are Taking Over

R-101 Special Report: The Right Numeric Readout,
a Critical Choice for Designers

$3.00

R-322 Special Report: The New Displays

$ 4.00

R-033 Infra- Red Detector Chart

$3.00

R318 Buckling Up for the Bumpy Road to Detroit $3.00

R-027 Consumer Hazards: Why They Happen,
How They Can Be Fixed

$2.00

R-316 Hybrid Circuit Technology Solves

R-023 Special Report: Tomorrow's Communications $3.50

R-032 Active Filters

$2.00

R-312 Leadless, Pluggable IC Packages Reduce Costs

$ 2.00

$ 3.00
$3.00

R-416 Optical Waveguides Look Brighter

$3.00

R-418 Computer Analyses of RF Circuits

$3.00

R-420 Computerized Text- Editing and Typesetting

$3.00

R-422 A Microprogramable Minicomputer

$3.00

R-424 Microprocessor Applications

$3.00

R-426 Special Issue- Technology Update- 1974

$4.00

Payment must accompany your order... USE THIS PAGE AS YOUR ORDER FORM
Make check or money order payable to Electronics Reprints. All orders
shipped prepaid via parcel
post. Allow two to three
weeks for delivery.
Back Issues Now Available. 1960 to 1969 $ 5.00
each. 1970 to 1973 $ 3.00
each.

Mail Your Order To
Janice Austin

Amount of Order

ELECTRONICS REPRINTS

Plus 10% Handling Charge $

P.O. Box 669
Hightstown, N.J. 08520

TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED $
SEND REPRINTS TO
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Advanced Micro Devices
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Aluminum Company of America-Chemicals
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102
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24
119
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•Ampex
Gassy and Hull Ltd.

156
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121
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155
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David W. Evans, Inc./California

153
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Poiorad Electronics
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Superfine Productions
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Primo Co., Ltd.
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Fabri-Tek, Inc.
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Adv. Services
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Ramsey Engineering Company
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GEORGIA.
THE LOW-RISK STATE
FOR ELECTRONICS.

Selecting anew plant site can be ahighly
ports, which are efficiently operated by
speculative venture. Particularly in an
Georgia Ports Authority.
unsure economy.
We'll give you an honest analysis of
In Georgia, we're organized to lower
all pertinent information. Then, using
your risks. Working with all other statecomputers, we'll match available plant
wide developers, we'll
sites and buildings
thoroughly review your
with your requirements.
Georgia Department of Community Development eioáv
1
company's individual
You'll have all the
Industry & Trade Division. Dept.I EL-55
e ..:—._. c•'•
Box 38i397
• y t •
e
facts. Up front. So that
needs. And conduct
Atlanta. Georgia 30134
4r AN
when you make your
research based on those 11 Name
decision, there'll be
needs.
Title
little room for doubt.
If worldwide shipCompany
Want to know more
ping is crucial to your
Street
about our confidential
business, we'll include
City
State
information on our intersite selection program?
Mail in the coupon
national air terminal.
today.
And on our deep water

r

i

I GEORGIA.
WE MEAN BUSINESS.
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Employment

Opportunities
THE MARKET PLACE FOR
ALL YOUR EMPLOYMENT NEEDS

CLOSING DATE

NEW ADS OR INQUIRIES:

INFORMATION:

Send to Classified

February 6th issue

Advertising Dept.,
ELECTRONICS

closes January 20th

P.O. Box 900, New York,
N.Y. 10020

Advertising Sales Staff
Pierre J. Braude New York [212] 997-3468
Director of Marketing

Atlanta, Ga. 30309: Joseph Lane
100 Colony Square, 1175 Peachtree St., N.E.
[404] 892-2868
Boston, Mass. 02116: James R. Pierce
607 Boylston St. [ 617] 262-1160
Chicago, M. 60811:
645 North Michigan Avenue
Robert W. Bartlett (312) 751-3739
Paul W. Reiss (312) 751-3738
Cleveland, 0Mo 44113: William J. Boyle
[716] 586-5040
Dallas, Texas 75201: Chartes G. Hubbard
2001 Bryant Tower, Suite 1070
[214] 742-1747
Denver, Colo. 80202: Harry B. Doyle, Jr.
Tower Bk1g.. 1700 Broadway
[303) 266-3863
Detroit, Michigan 48202: Robert W. Bartlett
1400 Fisher Bldg.
[313] 873-7410
Bowdon, Texas 77002: Charles G. Hubbard
Dresser Tower, 601 Jefferson St., [713) 224-8381
Los Angeles, Calif. 90010: Robert J. Rielly
Bradley K. Jones, 3200 Wilshire Blvd., South Tower
[213] 487-1160
New York, N.Y. 10020
1221 Avenue of the Americas
Warren H. Gardner [ 212] 997-3617
Michael J. Stoller [212] 997-3616
Philadelphia, Pa. 19102: Warren H. Gardner
Three Parkway,
[212] 997-3617

II you are acreative electronics engineer
that doesn't mind rolling up your sleeves
to develop and implement ideas,
we want to talk to you.
We need two senior people with minimum requirements
of a BSEE degree and 5 years design experience. The
persons we are seeking must have digital logic and circuit
design experience with aknowledge of TTL, MSI, discrete
components and MOS. Additional strength in the field of
reliability, failure analysis, and component selection are
necessary for one of these openings. You must be capable
of interfacing with marketing personnel, following through
with design and production, and working under pressure
at times to produce an international product.
These are not supervisory positions. They are products
positions requiring digital strength with a multi-discipline
background.
The openings have excellent growth potentail. Starting
salary in high teens, but do not apply unless you can meet
job description.
If you are interested in pursuing one of these positions
further, send us a complete resume and salary requirements. Your resume will be considered in confidence.
Manager of Recruiting

fflilbarco

AWholly Owned Subsidiary of
EXXON
P. O. Box No. 22087, Greensboro, N. C. 27420

Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222: Warren H. Gardner
4Gateway Center, [212]997-3617
Rochester, N.Y. 14534: William J. Boyle
9Greylock Ridge, Pittsford, N.Y.
[716] 586-5040
San Francisco, Call. 94111: Don Farris
Robert J. Rielly, 425 Battery Street,
[415] 362-4600
Paris: Alain Offergeld
17 Rue-Georges Bizet, 75 Paris 16, France
Tel 720-73-01
Geneva: Alain Offergeld
1rue du Temple, Geneva, Switzerland
Tel 32-35-63
United Kingdom 8. Scandinavia: Keith Mantle
Tel 01-493-1451, 34 Dover Street, London W1
Milan: Robert Saidel
1via Baracchini, Italy Phone 86-90-656
Brussels: Alain Offergeld
23 Chausses de Wavre
Brussels 1040, Belgium
Tel 13-73-95
FrankfudilAaln: Fritz Krusetecker
Liebigstrasse 27c, Germany
Phone 72 01 81
Tokyo: Tatsumi Katagiri, McGraw-Hill
Publications Overseas Corporation,
Kasumigaseki Building 2-5, 3-chorne,
Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo, Japan
[581] 9811
Australasia: Warren E. Ball, IPO Box 5106,
Tokyo, Japan

Business Department
Stephen R. Weiss, Manager
[212] 997-2044
Thomas M. Egan,
Production Manager (212) 997-3140
Carol Galleglwr
Assistant Production Manager [212] 997-2045
Dorothy Carter, Contracts and Billings
[212] 997-2908
Frances Vallons, Reader Service Manager
[212] 997-6057

Electronics Buyers' Guide
George F. Werner, Associate Publisher
[212] 997-3139
Regina Hera, Directory Manager
[212] 997-2544

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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New from

A/ DCONVERTER

D/A CONVERTER
12 Bits/5 µsec
s
Gain
Stability
Less Than
I.
10 ppm/°C, Offset Stability

12 Bits/40 ,usec
• Unique Low- Noise SuccessiveApproximation Design

3 ppm/°C

• Fully Self- Contained with
Guaranteed No Missing Codes
Over 0° to 70°C

Fully Monotonic Over 0°C to 70°C
Pin Configuration Conforms to
Popular Industry Standard

• Pin Configuration Conforms to
Popular Industry Standard

Quantities 1-9 . . . $ 79.00

• Quantities 1-9 . . $ 129.00

To place your order now,

There are several variations of the
above models also available featuring:

Resolutions from 8 to 14 Bits
Speeds to 3p,sec ( ADC) and 300 nsec ( DAC)
Extended Temperature and Military Performance
All Pin-Interchangeable!

call Gene Lavielle (415) 686-6660 or
TWX 910-481-9477

Xeltex

940 DETROIT AVE. CONCORD, CA 94518
(415) 686-6660
TWX 910-481-9477

Circle

The New Brush 2400:
the best performing, most versatile
wide channel recorder you can buy.
It is available in 2, 3 and 4 channel configurations
utilizing combinations of 50 mm and 100 mm channels totalling 200 mm. It had a 99.65% linearity
over the full 100 mm channel. Its frequency response is an outstanding 30 Hz at 100 mm 50 Hz
at 50 mm and up to 125 Hz less than 3dB down. It
has a full range of plug-in signal conditioners for
just about any industrial-scientific-med•cal application.
For full details on why the new Gould 2400 is the
best performing direct writing recorder you can
buy, write Gould Inc., Instrument Systems Division,
3631 Perkins Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44114. Or
Kouterveldstraat 13, B 1920 Diegem, Belgium.

Zee«
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ALOT OF
-C HANDLER
FOR $ 1200

The Ramsey Model RH-202
Manual I- C Handler provides
an easy, inexpensive way to
automate your I- Ctesting. It's
completely self-contained ...
requires no air or power. It's versatile ... accommodates a variety of different package configurations,
6- through 18- pin, or 24- through 40- pin. It's dependable ... the design is simple, straightforward and
rugged. Precious metal contacts are individually replaceable. It incorporates a performance board for
bypassing and decoupling for device compensation. As we said before, it's a lot of I- C Handler for
the money. For information, write or call Ramsey
Engineering Company, Electromechanical Products.

RAIMSEY
ENGINEERING COMPANY
ELECTRO MECHANICAL PRODUCTS
1853 W County Rd. C. St. Paul, Mn. 55113. Phone: ( 612) 633.5150
Cable: RAMCO

Circle 194 on reader service card

TWX: 910.563-3553

TELEX: 29.7001

Circle 195 on reader service card

A nEw at noranging multi-function countEr
using 1.51/MOS from thE "CountEr HOUSE"

$349
Who else but FLUKE could bring you this
new multi-counter at such an attractive
price? A multi- counter that measures frequency

or

period_ and

totalizes

too.

Model 1900A from Fluke " The Counter
House" has a dynamic range of 5 Hz to
80 MHz . . . advanced LSI/MOS circuitry
. . . autoranging . . . and autoreset on all
functions, gate times, filter and attenuator.
And of course the 1900A incorporates all
the traditional Fluke quality, and comes

FLUKE

with a full 12- month guarantee plus a 15day money- back policy.

COUNTER DIVISION

Phone or write to- day for complete details

John Fluke Mfg. Co. Ltd., Counter Division,
P.O. Box 1094, Station " D" Buffalo, N.Y., 14210.
Phone ( 716) 842-0311. TVVX 610-492-3214

on the $349 multi- counter from Fluke
"The Counter House".
Circle 168 on reader service card

For demonstration circle 224 on reader service card.

No down t"

Rogan knobs
look better
and are built better,

in rotary
t.

switches

Unique 5-second water replacement obsoletes
other switches. Simply lift out old wafer, slip in
new wafer. No unsoldering ... no disassembling
... no wire removing.
COI patented switches with dust covers are available in
sizes 2" x2", 3" x3", and 4" x4" with lengths to
accommodate up to 36 wafers. Switches can be customized to your specifications.
Operation may be manual, motor or solenoid for use in
any rotary selector switch application. Now supplied for
numerous military and commercial applications.
Mid. under Tab& U S. Patents 2,841,660, 2,971,066. 3,015,000, 2,956,131, 2,988,607.

CHICAGO DYNAMIC INDUSTRIES, INC.
PRECISION PRODUCTS DIVISION
1725 Derersey Blvd, Chrcago, III

168

60614

Phone 312, WE 5-4600

Circle 196 on reader service card

and we'll prove it
with a free sample.
After you receive our catalog, send us a note
outlining your specific requirement and the
quantity involved.
Or furnish us with our competitor's part
number and we will cross-reference it.
Our samples and quotation will be
returned promptly.

nooan

CORPORATION
.......
3455 Woodhead Drive, Northbrook, Ilknois 60062 (312) 498-2300
Circle 197 on reader service card

The Schottky
sandwich.

-

The Augat Schottky board is something you can really sink your
teeth into.
On the outside there are two ground planes, top and bottom, instead
of just one.
On the inside there's aspecial voltage plane that's made of a
generous slice of copper.
Laminated together, it makes avery neat sandwich that goes
perfectly with Schottky TTL design.
For example, it increases distrilbuted capacitance by as much as 400
percent. And at the same time, it greatly reduces high frequency noise.
It has ground embraced socket and I.O. connections that enhance
isolation of si . al interconnections.
Individual DI decoupling capacitor zones and electrolytic-type
decouplers at every power entry point.
And voltage arid ground socket pins that are soldered directly to
their planes t drastically lower impedance.
All in all, the ugat Schottky board can save you up to 90 percent in
breadboarding and prototyping time. Tens of thousands of dollars
in start-up costs. And many expensive hours in field maintenance.
The Augat Sciottky boards are standard catalog items available
right now in ny quantity and in any multiple of patterns, from
30up to 180.

AuGAT'

If you'd like altaste of what it's all about, contact any of our worldwide distributors or Augat, Inc.,
33 Perry Avenue, Attleboro, Mass, 02703.
Tel. 617-222-2202. TWX 710-391-0644.
Circle 901 on reader service card

Ai

Europe— Augat N.V., Boulkvard A. Reyers, 103, 1040 Brussels, Belgium, Tel. (02) 7369399.
lapan— Kyoki.geBeki Kaisha Ltd., New Otemachi Bldg., 2-1, 2-Chornle Otemachi, Chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo 100-91, rapan Tel. (03) 244-3788

4
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Don't cheat yourself
on trimmer
performance.
Compare element size
and see why Dale gives
you better value!
Low profile doesn't have to mean low performance.
The larger cermet element in Dale Low Profile Trimmers gives you extra value for your money. Extra
assurance of trouble-free performance. You get:
More Power
1watt at 70°C lets you derate for assured long-term stability. Better Adjustability-- 0.10% output resistance, ±-0.05% output voltage
ratio. Low Noise 1% Contact Resistance Variation
standard. Low T.C.±-100 PPM standard.

DALE
780
Low
Profile

Brand H

«111111111111111111re-i

Brand B

Brand I

frommuia

Immediate delivery
from stock...
Cermet Models
(781,783,784)

Wirewound Models
(721,723,724)

Phone 402-564-3131
today for complete details.
DALE ELECTRONICS, INC., 1300 28th Ave., Columbus, Nebr. 68601
In Canada: Dale Electronics Canada Ltd.
In Europe: Dale Electronics GmbH
8 Munchen 60, Falkweg 51, West Germany
A subsidiary of The Lionel Corporation

Circle 902 on reader service card

Brand E _

